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Through the course of preparation for research, tiJre in the field, 

and writing this di sserta ti on, I have received he 1 p in many ways from 

people too nurrerous to rrention. r•d like to use this space to thank pub

lically a special few. 

The collection of data in ethnographic research places one in rather 

c1ose contact with a group of people. My wife, Brigitte Krause, and I had 

the good fortune to select, and be selected by, Muli Ekerepa as mutual 

partners in this complex social process. 

The people of Muli have become our 11 line." The rrerrbers and affiliates 

of Muli Ekerepa welcorred us and shared a year of life with us. They acteci 

as ethnographic informants with relish. They responded in kind with ques

tions· about European customs and society. They _'llill always have a place 

in our thoughts. A few of those people must be singled out for special 

thanks:· our three friends and principle field assistants, Raym:Jnd, 

Christopher, and Philip; Petros, Michael, and Yamare, who becarre close 

associates and good friends; Brigitte 1 s adopted nrrother" Rumunyu. The 

rrerrory of her smi 1 in g face appearing daily at our door brings a smi 1 e to 

my face now, in respon~e; Muli 's recognized bigman and Village Court Mag

istrate, Kama, and Local Government Councilor, Loaya; .a.rre, who came to tel1 

stories, and Rawala~ who came to sit together; John Mambo, DPI exter.sion 

8fficer resident in Mu1i; a:l of ~he men and warren who particioated i n 

the various surveys and interviews conduct~d during the year. I'd like ~o 

rJEntion all the others who gave us services and memries. The list i s too 

long. 

t1y research was funded, in part, by. the PNG Oepartr.Ent of ~duc3.ti8n 

:jnd perfo:~d i n af7i1iation ·.vith the Education cl Research L;n ~ t of t r.t:? 
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University of Papua Ne•,IJ Gu-inea. Through these associations, Brigitte and 

I had the good fortune to rreet and work with Bernard Anderson, Principal 

Research Officer, PNG-DOE, and Dr. Sheldon Weeks, Director, ERU-UPNG. To 

Bernie and Linda Anderson, Sheldon Weeks and Gudrun Gay, thanks. Thanks 

to Dr. David L·an cy, fo rrrer Pri nci pa 1 Research Officer, PNG-OOE, through 

18hom I obtained funding for research prior to his departure from the 

De pa rtmen t . 

In the Southem Highlands Province, my research was supported by the 

Southern Highlands Research Committee and "t1e Provincial Oepa~trrent of 

Education. Thanks to Secretary of Education Henry Koiai and his staff, 

and the !T'Errbers of the SHRC, and in particular to Mr. John Croft, Pro vi n-

cial Nonformal Education Coordinator, and to his wife Madeleine who served 

as our principal contact per:-sons in r'-endi. 

Fellow researchers [)rovided companionship and conversation, discussion 

and new insights. I'd like to tha~k, particularly, Jeffrey Clark, Jar.es 

and Achsah Carrier, Lisette Josephides ar~d Marc Schiltz. 

In the I ali bu area, our network of contacts included go ve rnrren t and 

mission personnel. In Ialibu Governrrent, Senan Koa, then District Manager, 

arrangt;d for our housing and made the offices and services of the Ialibu 

District staff open to us. Benny Rusa, District Nonformal Education Offi-

cer, shared ideas, hopes, and · rides to ~.endi. Jakob and Sophie Sode of 

the· Gospel Tidings Mission kindly provided housin·g during our first ~eltJ 

d i .so r g an ; z'e d days i n I a l i b u . 

'.~e owe a speci a 1 debt to the. staff of the I a 1 i b u Capuchin Friars Hi nor 

Catholic :·fission who offered friendship, warmth, shared celebration~ maii 

ser'Jices, a place out of the rqin and cold, sanctuary in Ialibu, and won-

der-ful r~orr:ents over coffee and cooki~s. Thanks +o Roa Al ~~~ · 1 
~ . . e r ~ . . an , .a r-: e , ~... o ;;~ 2 ~ 

:1c: ry , .Jam:!s, and ?J·.;c;ci ll a, erd ~soe(: ~ a1 l y to Ben, ·.mo shar€ d ~"it~ ~s ~:r~ · .' 
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Through much of my graduate school career, I have been provided sup-

port by the Departrrent of Anthropology at Temple University. Preparation 

of this dissertation, and for the research leading up to it, was guided 

by my facu1 ty cormni ttee of Drs. Denise 0 •sri en, Judy Goode, and Peter 

Rigby, and by forrre r depart~n t rrermer Tony Krech, now at the University 

of Pennsylvania. For their advice and guidance I am grateful. I'd like, 

too, to recognize and thank Judy Goode for her important role throughout 

my days at Terr.ple, supporting, advising, shepherding rr.e through the 

bureaucracy, and being a friend. Thanks, too, to Dr. Gillian Sankoff, 

University of Pennsy_lvania, with whom Brigitte and I spent several plea-

sant sessions learning Tok Pisin. Thanks, too, to Dr. Daniel Wagner, Uni-

·versity of Pennsylvania, through whom my initial contacts were made with 

David Laney in PNG, and 11'1ho assisted rre in shaping an initial proposal 

instru!TEntal in obtaining funding through the PNG Departrrent of Education. 

I have received strong support from my cu:r€nt employer, the L·incoln 

In te nredi ate Unit No. 12, Ne•t'l Oxford, PA, for my efforts to comp 1 e te this 

work. r•d like to thank t,e agency for this support, and esoecially Dr. 

Robert Piatt, my supervisor, for sharing the frustr&tions and· contri~u-ci;.g 

his entl1usi asm and encouragerr.ent throughout the •11ri t~ng process. Sandy 

Golden and Bonnie Elicker have provided excellent typing service under 

tight deadlines, gi vi n 9 up their free ti rre to do so. 

Our families have been a continuing source of strength to us through-

out the proc2ss leading to the writing of this disst::rtation. !~y parents , 

Fred and Doris Burkir.s, and my parents-in-law, Liesbeth and the late 

Alfons Kraus2 have my gratitude and my love. 
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and important silent partner in a dissertation than my wife, Brigitte 

Krause. Through school years in Philadelphia, a year .in r~uli, and the 

process of writing since, she has always been there, helping in 'Hhatever 

way possible. She has given the support, and given up the hours, necessary 

to make completion of this project possible. The achieverrent in complet

i n g th i s wo rk i s t r u 1 y s h are d . 
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GLOSSARY 

I have included in this giossary terms which I have had occasion to 
use in the dissertation which are likely not to be familiar to roost readers 
These teliffi include words from the K.ewa language, from Tok pisin or Neo
Melanesian, acronyms and a fe•11 Engiish terms the usage or referent of which 
may be unknown to many outside of PNG. 

The definitions or glosses offered below are my own. They benefit from 
reference to the work of Karl and Joice Franklin in Kewa (see Franklin et a1. 

· 1978, A Kewa Dictionary) and F. Mihalic in Tok Pis in or what he calls 
"t'elanesian Pidgin" (see 1971 7 The Jacaranda Dictionary and Grammar of 
Melanesian Pidgin). I have presented a gloss or the full expansion of the 
acronyrrs listed here with the first usage of a tenn in the body of the di.s-
sertation. Tnis listing is for reference upon encountering the ~rms again. 

A note about Kewa orthography is necessary. Franklin et al. presents 
spellings which so~tirres differ from those I've used here. Two differences 
arise out of his treat~nt of Kewa phonemics. In East Kewa (see ~!ap 2, 
Chapter 1), so~ consonants are regularly prenasali zed in word-internal con-
texts. In South and West Kewa the tenns in use are the same, but the pre-
nasalization is absent. Franklin has accounted for this feature of East 
Kewa in a phonetic rule, and does not include an "n" in tT}e spelling. 
have included it. For example, 11 rrondo 1

' listed below appears as r.Tmdo :' in 
the Franklin Dictionary (1978:178). The Franklins have also dist'nguished 
pnonemica1ly in the Kewa b80 so~nds associated with ua" in English: 

112) as in b~tter·: (a mid-central vo..tel occurring rrnst often in unstressed position only) ; 
as ·n f~ther: ( a low-central vowel, often refle cting me . istoric31 loss a~ an adjacent consonant;" (Frankl in et al. 9 7 : :9) 
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differing in form in minor ways from Franklin. The linguistic differences 

were not a focus of my research and are not in any way crucial. 

Entries are listed first, underlined. Non-English tenns are identified 

as originating in either Kewa (K} or Tok Pisin (TP). 

alaroo, (K), a wild cane grass with an edible center. Often referred to as 
11 long oitpit" lsee pitpit below). 

aral u, (K), a social group headed by a father; ara, and his children. The 
Franklins gloss the tennas 11 family, .. but~1uli infonnants specifically 
denied that a wife or rnther were included in the reference of the 
term. · 

banis, (TP), literally 11 fence , 11 but used in Muli to designate a fenced pas
ture, as in the 11Sipsip banis" to refer to the DepartTrent of Primary 
Industry ~1ul i Sheep Project. 

bisnis, (TP), business. The tennis applied to activiti·es involving com
roodity production and comrrodity circulation. It was also used on 
occasion to refer to the exchange activities of the pre~olonia1 days, 
drawing a parallel between the ability of a man to make a shell turn 
into a pig through a series of exchanges, an~ the ability now of con
verting goods into cash and cash into rmre cash. 

b i r u a , { TP) , enemy . 

b u a i , ( TP) , b ~ te 1 n u t 

DASF, Department of Agriculture, Stock, and Fisheries. 
-- predecessor to DPI. 

di di man, ( TP) , agri cul tura 1 e.xtens ion officer. 

dina, (TPJ, a loan. 

Adrni ni strati ve . . 

DPI, OepartrrEnt of Primary Industry. Successor to OASF. The switch 1n 

narre may have occurred prior to independence. I am not certain of the 
date. 

Eurooean, an adjective applicable to anyone of white skin or the goods, c:Js
toms, etc., associated with them. Australians, A.rrerican, Britons, e t c., 
are all 11 European. 11 

aiaman, lTP), "a lie," or "to lie. 11 As an adjective used as a derisive te :fil 
or term of belittlement. 

H. L. S., Hi gh 1 ands Labour Scheme. 

h an a ri , ( TP ) , h un g ry . In the usage r~ferred to in th i s work ~ hanGri 
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synonynnus .• .,i th •ai m hc.nari t TP J , and rea (K). A period 1n 'flhich rr.ature, 
big sweet potatoes are not available in gardens. 

kago, (TP), cargo. Supplies, especially for a store. 

kaikai, \TP), to eat or consurr.e, as in kaikai mani, "consurre l'TX)ney.n 

xc.moani, (TP), a company, large business enterprise. The definitive kamoani 
in Mu1i •s experience are plantations. 

kandi oi , ( K), Europe an person. 

k auk au, ( TP) , the generic n arre for sweet potatoes. 

~' (TP), initially referred to colonial patrol officers. The tenn has 
been extended to other administrative leaders. The Vi1lage Court 
Magistrat€ is often called the "village~~~ in ~tuli. The Ialibu 
District Manager is sorretiiTEs referred to as t~e 11 kiap," too. 

kina, (TP), rrother of pearl shell. 

komi ti, ( TP), committee. Refers to tll2JTiJers of Ward Committees es tab 1 i shed 
under colonial rule as a corm1unity advisor; group to the Loca1 Govem
rrent Councilor. The committees rarely, if ever, functioned as such 
i n ~1 u 1 i ( see Ch a p te r 2 ) . 

~' (TP), coffee. 

kunai, (TP), sword orass which covers much of the deforested, ungardened -- areas of the Hi shl ands. 

kura, (K), a grass grown and dried for making women's grass skirts. 

lc.in, (TP), clan; ancestral group; any level of sub-group of the clan. The -- Eng 1 i s h term 11 l i n e 11 i s used i n the s ame fashion . 

laki, (TP), 11 1ucky, 11 the narre of a card garre played in garrbling. 

les, ( TP) as used here, 11 tired of,'' as in 11 1 'm tired of eating sweet pota
toes. Also ITEans "1 azy" in different use. 

L.G. C., Local Governrrent Council. 

~, ( K) , literall y " f ruit," but used in r~uli to refer to lOt coins, as we11. 

maa, ( K), indigenous taro. 

maa ou, (K ), garden. 

rnas _a, (K) , master. A term of address or reference apoliccble to mal~ 
Eu ropeans, or Europeans as a whole. Contrasts with misis U'lrs.), appl i ed t o European women. 

m2 r i , (TP) , ·woman . 

J 
\ 
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~' lK), placenta. 

rmndo, (K), sweet potato. roondo maapu, (K), sweet potato garden. 

nana repona ~' (K), my coffee trees. Used to refer to a man's source 
of incorre, his business. In the cases cited here, the phrase was 
applied to a man r s daughters. 

nem, (TP), name. To achieve a nem is to become well-known, to achieve high 
status. 

oandi, (K), a short edible grass comrron in Mu1i gardens and diets. 

~' (TP), father or caretaker, manager . 

pi o i a , ( TP ) , trash , rub b i s h • Pi pi a k auk au , ( TP ) , s rr.a 1 1 k auk au deemed 
suitable only for pigs' consumption under good kaukau supply conditions. 

pitpit, (TP), generic term referring to edible grasses, and to wild cane 
grass covering un gardened areas. Sotne 1 a pitnt, ( TP) , "short pi tpi t," 
is the equivalent of pandi. Lonapela pitpit, TP), 1111 long pitpit," 
refers coT111XJn1y to alarm (see above). 

~' (TP), village or home area, place. 

P.M. V., Passenger r~otor Vehicle. Pickup trucks and small buses used for 
tr~nsport services for pay. 

P.N.G.) Papua New Guinea. 

poroma·n, (T,P), partner or equal. In the contexts reported in this disser-
tati.on the term was being used to designate persons of equivalent age. 

pyrethrum, varieties of chrysanthemum used in production of chemical insect~-
ci des. A cash- crop in some High 1 an ds areas. 

raani, {K), edible r.lover1ike green roost coiT!ITOn in Muli gardens. 

raba, ( TP) , b 1 ack rubber rings worn as wristlets and used sorre ti J'l"eS i:: 

--wome!1's garrbling circles to substitute for cash. 

re, (K), base. reali, (K), base man or male owner. rewinva, (K , base 
·w~~oman or female owner. 

rea, (K), hungry tirre. See hangri above. 

re k ere , ( K) , rro the r of pear 1 she 11 . 

-repaa/X-r€oaa, (K), a suffix attached to a deceased male•s narr.e to ~fer 

to his liv~ng descendants. Patrilineal group. · Tile term does net 

stand alone and is used to refer only to iiving persons under nonnal 
circumstances. The X-reoaa form which I 1

Ve used here simo i'} uses 
11 X" as a placeholder. 

roi7:0, (:<) )poisonous s~bs:ances. 
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ruru, (K), clan or line (sce 1'1ain" above). The term can be use d t o re ~ or 
--to a clan or its sub-clan. 

samting nating, (TP), "something nothing,u something of no concern. 

sande, (TP), a system of savings circle in which payments are made by al l 
members of a voluntary group to a single member of the group. Rec i p
ient status is rotated around the group so that each p~iodica11y 
receives a large lump sum. 

satu, (.TP), dice and a dice-game. 

su, (K), ground or 1.:;-:ation. Su reali, (K), the owner of the ground. 

susu, (TP), milk, breast or udder. Pik susu, (TP), a brood sow. Applied 
--in Muli to European-breed pigs,as well. 

tambu, (TP), taboo, in - law. 

taim hangri, (TP), see hangri above. 

wantok, (TP), literally .,one talk" or "one who shares the same language," 
used loose1y to refer to friends. 

Yurooen, (TP), European (see Eurooear. above). · 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The aim of this dissertation is to contribute to our understanding 

of peripheral formations of the world capitalist social formation which 

dominates the political economy of the world today. It presents an 

analysis· of the integration of a Papua New Guinea Highlands clan group 

into the colonial and independent national political economy, and into 

the world capitalist system. The analysis is guid~ by the appiication 

of an analytical model derived from critical political economy. Ethno-

graphic field research was conducted between June 1980 and May 1981 in 

' 
the Central Highlands of Papua Ne•" Guinea among Muli Ekerepa, .a Kewa-

speaking clan group in the Ialibu District of the Southern Highl~nds 

Pro'v i nee. 

The first section of this introduction will set the ethnographic 

context within which this study was conducted. This will be followed 

by a discussion of the theoretical framework and model guiding the study, 

historical materialist studies of the perip~ery. The third section of 

the introduction characterizes Muli Census Division and the Ialibu 

District within which it is located, the field site within which 

research was conducted. A sununar:1 of data collection techniques fo11ows~ 

disc~ssing the sources of the data presented in the dissertation. 

Finally, an outline of the rest of the work is presented. 
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Papua New Guinea Peasants and Peripheral Economy 

The first representatives of the world capi'talist system entered 

the Central Highlands of Papua New .Guinea fifty years ago, searching for 

gold and souls. Colonial administration followed, spreading its in

fluence gradually. In 1952, colonialism came to Ia1ibu, and to the region 

which came to be known as the Kewabe. 1 

By the time direct colonial influence reached Ialibu, the national 

economy of Papua New Guinea had been shaped i0to a peripheral or under

developed economic formati .on2 in the world system. There is 1 ittle 

doubt that PNG must be considered one of the less developed nations of 

the world, in the sense that its economic development on all of the 

standard measures places it low in the ranks of wor1d nations. Morawetz 

(1977), in a review of world economic development between 1950 and 1975, 

reports PNG ranking forty-third among the seventy-seven developing nations 

surveyed, based on a measure of per capita gross national product (GNP). 

PNG,s per capita GNP in 1975 was US$412 (1974 dollars). This was equa1 to 

only 7.9% of the average GNP of the definitive developed nations, the 

nations of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 

(OECD).3 In dollar amounts, PNG's $412 per capit~ GNP fell $4,326 be l ow 

the OECD average. Morawetz Galculated the number of years it ~auld take 

for e:Jch dev,eloping nation to close the gap to the OECO avera~e, based 

an national economic growth rates (averaged over 15 years). PNG needs 

only 2,826 years to accomplish this feat. 

Of greater importance to us, however, is the structure of ?NG's 

economy and ~~s place in the world econany . ,..he 'Aorld Bank (1978) has 

orcv ided t~ e fvi1owing characteriz3tions. It is cle=r ~hat, as c 
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colony of Australia, PNG was developed as a peripheral area, as 

described by Amin (see Note 2). The colony's involvement with the world 

economy was dominated by its export agricultural production on expatriate 

and government controlled planatations. No market for interna1 supply 

was developed, relying instead on imports from parental Australia to 

meet expatriate needs. After the second world war, development of the 

Highlands was guided by governmental policies very much favoring ex

patriate activities, with periods of easy and cheap land alienation, 

favorable credit terms to enable purchase of the desired capital goods 

duty free, imports of those goods from Australian firms (and consequent 

failure to develop a manufacturing sector of the Papua and New Guinea 

economy), and the Highlands Labour Scheme as a means of obtaining a 

steady fl9w of cheap labor to the expatriate business concerns (World 

Bank 1978:40-41). A system of commodity production for export grew up 

next to, and i.ntennixed with, a domestic economy in which corrmodities 

played l .ittle ro1 e, and for which there was consequently 1 ittle commodity 

production. The flow of money associated with export production drew 

labor to plantations. It enticed the development of smallho1der cash 

cropping for export. But it did not destroy the local bases of produc

tion, nor transform the social relations within which people produc:d. 4 

Ethnographic reports have documented well the absorption by PNG 

societies of the effects of colonial pacification ·and monetization witn

out transformation of the structure of local s'Ocial ties . Western 

money and goods have been ~ncorporated into local subsistence consu~p

tion in the form of steel tools, processed foods, clothing, decorations, 

and other impor~ed commodities (see e.g., Brown 1970; Meggitt 1971; 
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Western cash and commodities were also integrated into local 

systems of ceremonial exchange. Meggitt (1971:203-204) and A. Strathern 

(1976:280) present data from Enga and Mount Hagen, respectively, re

garding the initial treatment of cash as equivalent to various locally

defined domains of valuables used as tokens in ceremonial exchange. 

Colonialist flooding of the Highlands with imported shells, and the 

resulting distortion of shell value by inflation, eventually forced 

redefinition of definitions of equivalent goods in ceremonial exchange. 

The Central Enga, for example, traded shells of le~ser value to fringe 

groups, then dropped such shells from their exchange spheres, refusing 

to accept any but the most valuable of shells in return payments (mother 

of pearl), in addition to pigs and cash (Meggitt 1971). Such changes 

did not destroy the ceremonial systems. In fact, in some areus cere-

menial exchange appeared to have been heightened and broadened by the 

wider geographical range a11owed by pacification (A. Strathern 1971), 

by easing the demands of garden labor on men through the introduction 

of ~ore efficient tools (Salisbury 1962), and by fncreasing the number 

of valuables in circulation (A. Strathern 1976 and references). 

The addition of new sou~es of wealt~ increased the ability of big-

men to attract followers ·and wield influence through redistribution of 

that wealth. Salisbury (1968) reports that among the Siane and Tolai 

this resulted in actually enlarging the ef fective political groups. New 

mecnanisms for acquir i ng wealth, such as coff ee product·on, ~ere int 2-

grated into local activit"es and exploited side by side with traditional 

echanisms fo r the traditiona1 political end--to make p res2n·a~~ons ~~ 

frien~s and a~lies whether o1gs and shells or rice 2nd· tinned f~s~ 
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(Brown 1972, 1974 cited in A. Strathern 1976:282). The heightening of 

ceremonial activity supported by the integration of cash and commodities 

had a feedback effect motivating further efforts to obtain cash and 

commodities for use in such traditional activities {Belshaw 1955:30-

31). Precapita1ist PNG societies absorbed all of these changes, but 

they were not internally restructured. 

Colonial policy assured the maintenance of the clan-based Highlands 

gardening system, forming a "labor reserve .. for plantation enclaves and 

a cost-efficient social insurance program for the laborers who came to 

work.s The Highlands Labour Scheme, begun about 1950, brqught Highland 

men to coastal plantations which were in need of labour. But it also 

took them back to the Highlands after their contracted period. Labor 

migration in PNG is primarily circular (see e.g., readings in May, ed. 

1977). Harris has argued, based on data from the Southern Highlands 

Province (1972), that young men leave their home are9s for the combined 

motives of increasing st~tus through acquiring cash, and seeking excite-

ment away from the village, where the end of warfare and the impositicn 

of colonial labor demands resulted in a monotonous, unsatisfying life. 

But Harris notes, too, that the vast majority of young men return to 

their homes, intending to stay and to enter into bisnis ("business"--

TP). This pattern of migration allows plantations to pay wages suf-

ficient to maintain only a single person. Families remain in the home 

areas, producing their own subsistence, and providing the sanctuary to 

which a worker can return when sick, threatened, or simply tired of 

working. 
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Rural development policy aimed at minimal dislocation of indigenous 

producers, geographically or culturally. It encouraged the addition of 

commercial production to the precolonial system of production based in 

gardening for direct consumption (Howlett 1973). This policy has not 

produced the growing, integrated economy projected by the colonial 

officers responsible for implementing it. Rural producers actively 

followed the plan. Cash cropping is widespread, dominated in the High

lands by coffee production. Business was undertaken by 11 p.rimftive 

capitalists 11 and 11 big men 11 (Epstein 1968; Finney 1973). But business 

has more often than not failed to become a self-reproducing, capital 

accumulating enterprise. Profits of business buy pigs (Strathern 1972a: 

377) and support unpaid . helpers in their exchange activities (Brown 

1972:92). Businesses are dissolved when owners fall ill to sorcery 

performed by jealous clansmen (McKillop 1980:155-157). 'flage labor 

opportunities in home regions are limited in most areas, and labor 

migration to plantations and towns away from the r~ral areas is wide-

spread. 

It is obvious that the Highlanders have taken to bisnis, es-

pecially cash-cropping, but ; as noted by Salisbury (1970:237-238), 

bisnis ;emains supplementary in the minds of most Highlanders, and 

t~e provision of their owm subsistence primary. Fisk (1962, 1966) re

ported the continuing dominance of the subsistence sector even t hou gh 

mos t individuals stradd l e the sectors, engaging as well i n cas h-

cropping, and of the art if icial means necessary to induce further 

d ev ~ iopme n t. In 1978 , the World Bank (1978: 4) esti mat ed tha t 90 ~ of 

PN G· s ar r1.b l2 1and ·"'as under subsistence f armir.g, J. nd tha t 60 - 70 ~; Gf 
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the population were subsistence fanners. It is clear that Pi-1G has not 

developed into a nation of capitalists and proletarians. But the 

references above make clear, as well, that these subsistence farmers 

are not isolated from cash-producing activities. Rural Highlands 

ugricu1tural producers have integrated commodity-production and com

modity-consumption into their lives to varying degrees. While trading 

in commodities, however, rural producers rely primarily on their own 

production for direct consumption to meet most of their own material 

needs (hence the World Bank's label). It has become increasingly common 

to refer to these rural producers as "peasantsn6 (see, e.g., Spoehr 1960; 

Meggitt 1971; Howlett 1973; Amarshi et al. 1979; Connell 1979) : 

Within the Papua New Guinea context, what is 'meant by the label 
11 peasant 11 is the integration of agriculturally based family productior. 

units into the larger colonial, now in~ependent national, PNG economy. 

The process of peasantization implied in the analyses using this term 

is constituted by the partial commoditization (and monetization) of 

daily life of the producers in question. In the process of absorbing 

the cash- and commodity-oriented activities introduced by the colonial 

administration, Highlands producers have developed a dependence on 

imported commodities (Meggitt 1971) and an 11 inescapable need for cash" 

(Howlett 1977:3). 

Us2 of the tenn "peasants .. has come to signal, as ,..cell, a shift in 

methodological treatment of rural agricultural producers .. Howlett (1973 ) 

argues explicitly against the assumption that PNG Highlanders are in 

transition from being primitive agriculturalists to becoming full

fledged caoitalists (and laborers). Her analysis of indigenous GoroKa 
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coffee growers suggested that the mode of integrating these produc~rs 

into the national economy could effectively prevent their continuing 

development. The abi1ity of colonial government to dictate what com

modities would be produced for export, and the existence of a class of 

expatriate capitalists who could prevent the rise of indigenous enter

prises through competition, effectively limited these producers to· 

the status of terminal peasants. Later analyses of PNG peasantries 

have moved more explicitly into analyses of the class relat i ons within 

which the peasants produce. The attention of these analysts has focused, 

too, on what appears to be a growing di fferentiation between peasants. 

Inequalities inherent . in Highlands precapita1ist systems are givi~g 

rise to a class of ,.big peasants'' through the differential ability to 

exploit the new opportunities for wealth ' and power (Amarshi, Good, 

Mortimer 1979; Connell 1979; Donaldson and Good 1978). The big 9easant 

class is thus far confined primarily to areas which have served as c2 nt er s 

f o ~ foreign p 1 ant a t i on act i vi t y ( F i t z p a t r i c k n . d . ; A . S t r a t he r n l 98 2 a) . bu t i n 

a 11 i a nee with the u.rban state petty bourgeoisie, its po\.;er and domi nar.c:: 

is growing. This alliance is deemed by .Donaldson and Good to be athe 

heart of the p o 1 i t i c a 1 economy of i n depend en t Papua .~ e'lf' G u i n e 3 " ~ 1 9 7 3 : ~ :l . 

The growing inequality which has produced the big peasantry may even ~e 

pr-oducing a rural proletariat (Connell 1979; How1ett 1977). Howle~~ 

suggests that in rural areas such a class ~ould not be i rrme~~ate l ~' 

obv i ous due t o the exi Jting kinship and clan ties which prevai ~. La ne-

less i ndividuals wou ld likely be. 11.vl·ng ~- ~,· t_h ana·/ or o ' · f " . w r~1n~ or somec~e 

el se in _ t he rural clan area in order to maintain 2cces s t o t he mea ns a ~ 

su bs i s:ence. It remains to be seen how the orccess 0f rura ~ 
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pr ole r ian~zction carries forward. But most of rural P~G r emains 

out s ide the immediate spheres of these big peasants. There exist an 

ongoing struggle to control the production of these not-so-big peasants 

in the regions far from plantation centers. It is in such a rural 

hinterland area that the research reported here was conducted. 

Historical Materialism and Studies in the Periphery 

In order to assess the process of socio-economic transformation 

or development of a rural Highlands mode of production into the art icu-

lated system to be described, we need to analyze how the capitalist 

system has engaged the Ialibu area, the social relations which have 

arisen, the responses of local people to these externally introduced 

changing conditions. I have found the methodological tools for such 

an analysis i~ the conceptual framework of historical materialism. 

will elaborate below my understanding of those dimensions of this frame-

work which are central to my research. 

Historical materialist studies of development/underdevelopment, 

while varied (see Foster-Carter 1974, 1978:47-48 for brief overviews), 

manifest a basic methodological unity. Such studies place their emphases 

on totality (holism), history, and structure. Historical materialist 

studies of the phenomena labelled "development and underdevelopment" 

share as well the position that, in our current historical momentl dur·ng 

which these studies are being done, the object of study is the totality 

which has been creat ed by the spread and dominance of capitalism worl -

Hide. Ami n (l974b-l:2-3) has \'t'ritten that, aoart from a few ethn ogra n~c 

~reserves such as the Orinoco River area, a11 contemporary socie~ies mus~ 

be anai y2ed ~n their integration into the world syste~--a war d S}s:e 
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which all agree is the capitalist world-economy (Melotti 1977:159; 

Wallerstein 1974a). Amin (1977:40) has elaborated and summariz~ a 

large literature declaring the existence of a world economy. He argues 

that the world is currently covered by a single human economic system 

consisting of capitalist formations characterized by: 

a. universal values of commodities, the supremacy 

of values of goods as determined internationally, 

not nationally; 

b. international mobility of capital investment and 

accumulation; 

c. nationally bounded mobility of labor. 

Two groups of formations have arisen within this system, according to 

Amin, .the mature, dominant "central., formations, and the ir.ma~ure, de-

pendent "peripheral" formations. Arguments among historical materialists 

about the essential features of this world economic structure, have 

honed the methodological tools available to the microanalyst and ethno-

grapher. 

One mode of formulating th~s conceptualization takes its cue from 

the emphasis on "totality" noted above. Sweezy stares cl early n·s 

position on a central issue in this division of his~orical materia lis -s. 

He notes that until recently, it has been the received and acceoted 

wisdom of the tradition that the central contradict~on or pr · nc~pa 

location of the dynamic of the capita1ist system 'Has to be found in ~!le 

struggle between the capitalist class and the proletariat in ~ e hig 1 ~ 

developed nat~ons. The future of capitalism was to be determined by 

the cu~come of this s~ruggle . ~cwever, writ2s Sweezy: 
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11 Si nee the Second \~or 1 d War, ... , it has become in
creasingly clear that the principal contradiction 
in the system, at least in the pre~ent historical 
period, is not within the developed part but 
between the developed and underdeveloped parts .. 
( 197 2: 13). 

The future of capitalism lies in the outcome of the struggles by the 

underdeveloped nations for national liberation, and escape from the 

dominance of the developed center of the world capitalist system. 

Sweezy's position presents an analysis which views a transformation 

in the historical totality which is the capitalist world-economy as 

having transformed as well the essential internal nature· of that totality. 

It is the totality, capitalism, which is the central concept here, and 

concentration on the capitalist mode of ~reduction, as distinct from the 

world syste~, would be an erroneous sidetrack. 

,t'Ja 11 ers tei n, proponent of a position which shares this emphasis on 

the totality, capitalism, but which locates this center-periphery con-

tradiction as the central contradiction since the sixteenth century 

(l974a), makes this latter implication more explicit. Wallerstein 

states (1974b:393-394) that he rejects the attempts by many to define 

the variety of modes of production which they believe exist in the 

periphery. Attacking Laclau (1971), Wallerstein suggests that Laclau•s 

argument with Frank (1969a) revolves around the question of a unit of 

analysis. Laclau 1 s position that feudalism coexisted with capital~sm 

in Brazil is based on an explicit definition of r•capitalist mode of 

product ion" as invo1ving the engagement of capitalist owners of the 

means of 'production and landless wage laborers--and the coexistence in 

Brazil with such capitalist product i on of production processes in~ol v ing 
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landholding direct producers under coercive non-capitalist production. 

Wallerstein, while not denying the distinction, suggests that the unit 

of analysis in ~uestion is neither capitalist-proletarian producing units 

nor Brazilian production, but the world-economy, the totality. The 

essential feature of the capitalist world economy is not the existence 

of the production relations described by Laclau, but rather a unified 

world division of labor and "production for sale in a market for which 

the object is to realize the maximum profit~~ (Wallerstein 1974b:398). 

Within this \'lorld system of corrrnodity production for maximum profit, 

groups pursue their economic interests (i.e., maximize profits) while 

seeking to distort the market to their benefit (1974b:406). Shifts in 

advantage within the world economy (speciffcally in crises of overpro

duction and insufficient demand, or of short supply) produce shifts in. 

the bargaining power of different groups and realignment of political 

possibilities (e.g., serfs may be able to extract better rent conditions 

from feudal landlords under conditions of population decline). Ur.der 

such shiftin~ conditionss it is possible that those nations currently 

peripheral or semi-peripheral within the world economy will find them

selves wi th new conditions of advantage, exploitable so as to shift 

their position within the system (Wallerstein 1976). Wallerstein's 

oosi ~ ion, then, leads us to peripheral studies which define conditions 

in the per·ph ry as derived f rom the state of a peripheral society 's 

economic situation--i s comparat i ve advantages, or lack thereof, in the 

capi_a1ist wa rd economy . It is the i ntegrat ion of a soc iety into a 

worl mare~ e, change sys ~em which brings it under dominar.ce of, and 

c8ns-~t~tes i'"' as oa rt of , 1.·/0rlr.l capital ism (see :I'Jall.2rstein 197da r·or 
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his ana1ysis of the historical rise of this world-system). Frank, who 

attempts most explicitly in this sub-tradition to understand the capita1-

ist periphery and its nature as part of the larger world system, shares 

with Wallerstein this emphasis on the capitalist system as a totality 

which dominates and constitutes both the developed and underdeveloped 

nations in its very functioning. Integration into the world market 

system as a peripheral subsidiary of a capitalist metropole provides 

the means of developing underdevelopment in the periph~ry. The surplus 

value created in peripheral production is appropriated by the metropole 

and lost to the periphery--thus preventing its own accumulation of capi-

tal, and consequent full development. As with Wallerstein, Frank views 

the entire ~tJorld system as .. capitalist," and finds the efforts by writers 

such as Laclau to establish the coexistence of feudalism and capitalism 

in Latin America as be~ng guilty of the same dualistic errors he attacks 

in the development studies which he labels as "bourgeoisJI (1969b:223). 

The existence of an underdeveloped nation is not to be explained by such 

dualist explanations, as the lagging development out of feudalism~ but 

rather as a product of a unified world system--capitalism. Its place is 

to be defined in terms of its place in the process of appropriation of 

surplus labor and in ~he metropole-satellite links from the center to 

the periphery of the world economy. Again, with Frank as well as with 

Wallerstein, the dominance of capitalism is simply the existence of 

capitalism in its world-economic market system. To be integrated into 

this system is to be capitalist, and studies of development and socio-

economic change are to be guided by analysis of the penetration of this 

s}stem of ~arket exchange and the mechanisms allowing exploitation. c~ 
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a~orooriation of the surplus produced, through dominance of the ex-t-- . . 

change systems--monopolistic control of goods, usurious financia1 ex-

change, etc. (Frank 1969a:219-277). 

The position of Frank and Wallerstein described here has been 

vehemently attacked by many Marxists on the grounds that the position 

defining capitalism as market system is anti-dialectical and mechanical, 

ignores the importance of class and of the concept of social relat i ons 
of production in historical materialist theory, and ignores the basic 

importance of produc~ion to the analysis of a society's materia ! ~ase. 

The critique of the ••Neo-Smithianlf position in Marxism (as Brenner has 

labeled it--1977) has argued that trye processes of growth of trade and 

commodity-production in and of themselves cannot account f or the alter-

ing of·dominant social relations and, in fact, must posit a capi t alist 

rationality to those ind1v iduals who originally introduced it, implying 

that there existed precapitalist producers who had capitalist minds 

(wi thout explaining the origins of this rationality) or that all humans 

are prof it maximizers no matter what the relations of product i on within 

which they exist (this problem is only implicit in Frank's work in that 

he does not discuss the origins of capitalism per se; it is an explicit 

problem for Wal l erstein ·.vho does attempt to account for these o ~ i g ins ) . 

The Fran k-Sweezy-Wa1lerstein posi t ion f ai l s primarily because oi 

i: s inat tentlon to distinct modes af production co-existing within t he 
cap i ta li st dom i nated world system. The i r narrowing of the analysis of 

t. e vJOr id si t ua t ion t o an ana lys i s of ~~capi t alism., and the shi f+i ng 

po si ti on s of cen t er and per iphery (as in Wa 1 1ers~e i n 197 5) or t he h i e r-

Jrchica and uni vers a l m e t~o o ol e-sate lli te cap it al is t relJt i ons (as i n 
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Frank l969a,b) posits a singular structure of the world economy and 

eliminates our attention to the analyses of differing classes created 

in the various modes of production co-existing within the sphere reached 

by the commodity market system. By focusing on the spread of this ex-

change system, and ignoring the variety of social forms within which 

the commodit.ies are produced, this position tends to posit the effects 

of commodity exchange as the dynamic, destructive force of capitalism, 

and ignores the human social relations within which the class struggle 

is fought over the conditions within which commodity exchange and com-

modity production are carried out (Anderson l974a; Brenner 1976, 1977; 

Oobb 1964; Hilton 1978; Laclau 1971; Lukacs 1971:56; Melotti 1972:191, 

n.2, 1972:l95,n.3; Sweezy et al. 1976) . 

Writers in this second tradition have come to emphasize the dis-

ti'nction betwee~ "social formation" and "mode of production. 11 Thompson 

(1978), citing Engels, warns against presuming th~t Marx's analyses of 

the capitalist mode of production is an exhaustive analysis of capi-

talism (as does Amin 1974b:21). Marx is credited with providing the 

fundamental concepts, developed in his ana1yses of the capitalist mode 

of production (1967) and elsewhere, and Lenin (1975) and Baran and 

Sweezy (1966) with further developing the analysis of that mode of pro-

duction following its historical transformations at the center of t he 

world system, but as for the analyses of peripher2l capitalism1 t~e 

theory 1s only currently being developed, with "everything in this field 

still~~ to be done (Pmin .1974b-1:20). The concept of 11 SOcial fonnatior. · ~ 

is of importance to these .studies on the periphery of the 'tiC!" l d economy 

precise ly because it i s there , as contrasted with the center of the 
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system, in which a plurality and heterogeneity of modes of production 

exist within the integrated system (Anderson 1974b:22,n.6). It is the 

dominance of one of these modes of production within a social formation 

which is to be theorized, and specifically the dominance of the capi-

talist mode of production in our c~rrent situation. 

The best attempts to conceptualize the world -dominance of capi

talism and the continued existence in peripheral societies of pre-

capitalist modes of production is that elaborated in the work of Samir 

Amin (1974a, l974b, 1976). Amin views the dominance of capital in a 

social formation as being situated in the processes of accumulation. 

If accumulation is the dominant function in exchange and circulation of 

commodities (a point on which these Marxist traditions agree, cf. 

Sweezy 1972:6), then the social formation is capitalist. By no means 

is this to be taken as maintaining that all oroduction is carried ou: 

under capitalist social relations (i.e., capitalist and wage laborer). 

In fact, it is precisely that such is not the case which distinguishes 

peripheral and central capitalism. When capitalist social reiat ·ons 

are the form in which production is carried out, accumulation is 

acc0mplished through economic mechanisms '.'lh ich have been ana 1ys ed 

by Marx (1967 -- this is the process of accumul~tion at the center 

of the capitalist social formation, where capitalist relations of pro 

duction are ubiquitous. At the periphery, however, capitalist socinl 

relations typically do not hold such a monopoly. Capi~al i s t accumu1a -

tion is accomplished by e•1er changing fonns of ongoing prifilitive accuiilu-

l ation, these mechanisms being labeled 11 Unec;ua1 exc ha nge JI by ~min r 97 ~ ...~-

1 :13~ ; . It is not, however, the economic mechanisms of~ eaua 1 exch~ng ~ 
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which create underdevelopment per se. The existence of unequal exchange 

is possible due only to the underlying processes of class formation in 

the periphery and the function of peripheral societies in the world capi

talist order. 

The function of peripheral societies in the world economy is a con

sequence of the rationale underlying the extension of the sphere of 

capitalism to these societies. Amin argues that this extension is ''the 

work of 'central' capital, which strives in this way to find a solution 

to its own problems. The extension of capitalism is ... intended to 

bring · about a rise in the rate of profit of central capital--that is 

what it is for 11 (Amin l974b-l:l69). Given this function for the exten

sion of capital~s sphere, Amin argues that peripheral societies function 

to provide cheap labo_r to a process of production for export to the \'iOrld 

mcrket system. The . less the return to labor in this export-production 

process, the greater the importance of that process to center capital due 

to the super-profits derived. Thus, a society ~peripheral to the 

degree that it is organized to provide cheap labor, and thereby super

profits, to a center capital. The organization of the provision of cheep 

labor to the export sector is not accomplished necessarily by economic 

mechanisms. The process of organizing has historically been carried out 

at the hands of the dominant pre-capitalist classes in the peripheral 

society, in such a fashion as to maintain their class position while 

deriv~ng the benefits of relations with center-capitalists. Thus, it 

is common t hat pre-capitalist modes of production have been maintained in 

periphera l societies, serving precisely those functions discussed by 

Frank, as labor reserves, "shock abscrbers, 11 social securi~y orogram, 2:c .. 
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all functions helping to keep the cost of labor down in the export 

sector. The marginalization in this manner of the mass of the popula

tion 11 iS the very condition underlying the integration of the minority 

within the world system 11 (Jlmin 1974a:l3-15). Thus,' in Amin's scheme, 

it is not unequal exchange which produces underdevelopment, but the 

specifi~ set of class alliances which create the objective conditions 

for unequal exchange to take place. Capitalism is dominant in the 

periphery (1) as a mode of production in the export sector, but more 

importantly (2) in the alliance of non-capitalist classes with center 

capitalists at the expense of the producers they exploit through pre-

capitalist modes of production. Amin 'tlrites: 

"The phenomenon of underdevelopment is thus merely 
the result of the persistence of phenomena of the 
order of primitive accumulation for the benefit of 
the center, and our problem consists of studying 
the successive forms of these phenomena i~ relation 
to the transformations taking place at the center. 
Primitive accumulati.on is not something that belongs 
on1y to the prehistory of capital, it is something 
permanent, contemporary. This implies, therefore, 
that the false concepts of •underdevelopment, • 
1 Third World• and so forth ought to be swept away 
and replaced by the concept of caoitalist formations 
of the peri phery 11 

( 1974b-1: 22). 

~lin's position required that ~e analyze underdeveloped nat ions and the 

so-ca11ed 11 back,t'lardl1 or 11 traditional" groups within them--the grcups en 

the periphery of tr.e periphery--as integral parts of capitalis~ fJrma-

tions of the periphery. His position, further, leads us to 1ook for 

the mechanisms of the indissoluble unity underlying t~e ao~aren L aua1i~_' 

of many societies (Laclau 1971 :31) not in economic mechanisms ~nd economic 

advantages and disadvantages between nations, but in the processes shapin? 

the class relationships tying the sectors to each other. 5ut her e A~~r. 
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is of little help to us. His analyses suggest a rationale for the 

maintenance of pre-capitalist modes of production within a peripheral 

capitalist formation, and he states the need to consider the non-economic 

instances of the integrated modes within a social formation (1976:24), 

but he makes only passing references throughout these works to 11 ideology'• 

and 11 politics." We are told that precapitalist modes of production are 

integrated into the capitalist peripheral formation under the dominance 

of the capitalist mode of production. We are told, as well, that we can 

see the integration cf these modes by mapping out the flow of surplus 

through the system (1976:23). ~ut, given the noneconomic nature of the 

maintenance of pre-capitalist modes, we cannot theorize the dominance o7 

capitalism solely on the basis of a measure of its ability to extract 

surplus-value to the benefit of c2ntral capital. How are we to· attempt 

to conceptua 1 i ze the dominance of the capita 1 i st mode 'Hi thin the soc: i a 1 

formation? How are we to discuss the integration of precapitalist modes 

under this dominance? 

The theory (or theories) of precapita1ist modes of production have 

conceptualized a mode of production as being constituted by an economic 

base and a superstructure consisting of the noneconomic instances of 

society necessary to the existence of the mode as a viable structure. 

In any given mode, one instance is dominant (the economy always ~ein? 

determinant--this ast a basic tenet of historical mat_rialism ) . Ir. :he 

caoital i st mode of production, the economic instance is bot~ det2rrr.inan~ 

and cominant, but ~n precapitalist ;nodes of production some non-eccncmic 

i n stance ( w hi c h one be i n g de term~ ned by the e can om i c i n s tan c 2 ) i s d om · n c ~ ':. . 

and that instance is said to penetrate t~e economic base--:o De 3n 
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essential constituent of the economy of the society in 'llhich the mode of 

production in question exists (Terray 1972:97-103; Anderson 1974a:403-

404). Stated somewhat different1y, Godelier makes a similar point in 

claiming that the dominant structure in a society consisting of a single 

mode of production is that structure which functions as the relations of 

production--in precapitalist societies, he continues, some structure 

functioning as other than relations of production doubles in this ca-

pacity, and is thereby the dominant structure due to its economic func ti on 

(1977, 1978). Given either mode of conceptualization, it is the speci f~ c 

nature of the non-economic dominance of the mode of production which is 

said to distinguish pre-capitalist modes of production (Anderson 1974a: 

402-403). Withi~ the anthropological literature on precapitalist modes 

of production, the tendency has been to treat the problems of defining 

single modes of production, or single societies as having one mode of 

production characterizing them (there are exce~tions to this generali

zation, of course--notably Dupre and Rey 1973; Meillassoux 1971). Wi ... hin 

this ve-in, it has been demonstrated that an important as:Jer:t .. of thecr.:z-

ir.g a pre-capitalist mode of production is the treatment of the repro-

duction of that mode (studies with this emphasis capturing the d/nam·c 

quality of '"1arx's analyses of Capital), and in moving ... o this cons·aer~ -

tion, distinguishing the cond'tions of rearaduction (or ex~stence ) o~ 

that mode of production f rom the characterizat~on of ~hat mode i~se f 

(see, e.g., Meillassoux 1972; Bente 1978). The ca~i ... alist mode of ~r"-

duction, once its preconditions have been estab1 i shed through pri ·~ · e 

acc~mulatior.~ (Marx 1967) reproduces its conditions of existence ~ ~ r ou , h 

its normal functioning (the end result of a cyc l e of capita1 being ~ 
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somewhat richer bourgeoisie still owning the means of production and the 

proletariat still without the ownership of means of production, and back 

on the market to sel1 its labor). This reproduction of its own conditions 

of existence is not a characteristic of precapitalist modes of production 

(for instance, the production of sweet potatoes in the Papua New Guinea 

Highlands does not reproduce access to land--the maintenance of clan or 

subclan ties does so instead). 

It is in the analysis of the conditions of reproduction of the pre

capitalist modes of production that we find the domination of capital 

(or better stated, of the capitalist class) over these modes in peripheral 

capitalist social formations. 

We find capital (or better stated, the capitalist class) dominating 

precapitalist modes of production in the periphery through its control of 

those conditions of reproduction of precapitalist modes of production. 

These conditions tend to be non-economic in precapitalist modes of pro

duction, as outlined above. Bernstein (1979) has provided us an important 

contribution to the theoretical consideration of capitalist dominance, 

however, which reminds us that economic conditions may be necessary to 

the reproduction of a precapitalist mod~ of production which has been 

integrated into the world capitalist social formation. Bernstein's con

cern is to outline a theoretical framework for the study of African 

peasants. In his presentation, he notes that peasants are typically in

volved in commodit; production to some degree, under modern conditions. 

Given t his fact, capital can attempt to gain or increase its direct c o~

trol over the production of the peasantry through processes Bernstein 

has labeled the "simple reproduction squeeze.'' r1e writes: 
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"By the simple reproduction 'squeeze' we refer to 
those effects of commodity relations on the economy 
of peasant households that can be summarized in 
terms of increasing costs of production/decreasing 
returns to labour. The pressures which result in 
the 'squeeze' on simple reproduction includ~ those 
arising from the exhaustion of both land and labour 
given the techniques of cultivation employed, from 
rural 1 development' schemes which encourage or 
impose more expensive means of production (improved 
seeds, tools, more extensive use of fertilisers, 
insecticides, pesticides, etc.) with no assurance 
that there will be increased returns to labour com
mensurate with the costs incurred, and from deterior
ating terms of exchange for peasant produced com
modities" (1979;427). 

In the analysis of the integration of PNG peasants into the world capi

talist system, we shall see that capital has dominated the conditions 

of reproduction of the precapitalist mode of production through both 

econ~~ic and non-economic means. 

Muli Census Division, Field Site 

Muli Census Division lies within the Ialibu District, along the 

eastern border of the Southern Highlands Province. Ialibu DistriGt en-

compasses 450 square miles, stretching approximately 35 miles from its 

northeastern border with the Western Highlands Province to its sou~ h -

western .corner bordering the Kagua District at the Iaro River. The 

Ialibu District is divided into two administrative sub-districts, 

Imbong'gu and Kewabe, n~med for the cultural-linguistic groups residing 

within them. The Imbong'gu Sub-District is the geographically larger 

of the two, holding 60: of ~he area. 

Two dormant volcanoes dominate the landscape of the entire District. 

Mt . Gi lmve ris es o a heigh~ of 14 , 000 A.S.L. '-lt. Ialibu stands 11, JGD 

. .1. . S. L. 
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Between and to the south of these two mountains stretches a large, 

flat basin in which is located Ialibu Station, site of the former co

lonial administrative center and patrol post (founded in 1952), and 

current District Center. Altitude at Ialibu Station has been measured 

at 6740' A.S.L. The basin stretches away at between 6200'-6500' A.S.L. 

The Ialibu Basin is covered with kunai ( 11 sword grass"--TP) and pitoit 

(';wild cane grass 11 --TP). In its lower places, the ground is marshy. 

North of Ialibu Basin, the Imbong'gu Sub-District becomes more rugged 

and timbercovered. It is territory broken into valleys by the erosion 

of creeks flowing away from Mt. Giluwe. Altitude rises in this region 

to as much as 8COO' A.S.L. (excluding the two mountains), into a cool, ' 

wet · region virtually always covered in mist. - The subdistrict then dips 

down into the Kaugel Valley, at 4500' A.S.L. In the words of a colcni2l 

patrol of~icer: 11 This valley fulfills the romantic's idea of a tropical 

country; hot humid climate, lush tropical rain fore .sts, and an abundance 

of fruit and vegetables .. (Sisley 1966). The Kaugel River forms t he 

dividing line between the Ialibu District (and the Southern Highlands 

Province) and the Western Highlands Province. It served, too, in ea~lie~ 

t imes, to mark the Highlands border between the territories of Papua ( in 

which Ialibu and the SHP are located) and New Guinea (in which t he Wh P 

is located). 

,,1oving sou t h and west f rom Ia1ibu Station, one is in the Kewa be 

Sub-Oistr i c~. Much of the sub-district lies within the Ialibu Basin. 

The Kewabe is bounded by rivers and a road--the Mendi-Hagen Road on the 

nor t h, borde~ with t he I~bong' g u Sub-Oistric:, the Andawe R~ve~ (and 

Pana i a Di strict ) to the east, the Iaro River (and Kagua Dis t ric t ) t c t ~ e 

- - ···-- ·· 
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south and west, and the Mambu and Ankura Rivers to the west and north

west, bordering the Kagua and Mendi Districts. Southwest of the Ialibu 

Basin rises the Kaniara Ridge, behind which altitude falls quickly, and 

geography turns rougher, described by Sisley (1966) as "typical lime-

· stone country with rugged ridges, narrow valleys, underground streams 

and sinkholes.'' 

The climate of the Ialibu District tends to be wet and cold. Aver-

age rainfall in the area is about 150"/year. Sisley (1966) reports rain

fall on 266 days during 1966. During the typical day, a hot, intense sun 

shines through mid-day, then clouds roll in, seeming to har.Q up on Mt. 

Ialibu, and dump their contents in a burst. Temperature falls, making 

fires or heavy warm clothing a necessity (Sisley reports that the ''record 

low'1 known to the patrol post in Ialibu was 39 degrees Fahrenheit, re-

corded in July 1965). 

The Ialibu District is peop ~ ed by two ling~istic groups. The 

Imbong'gu, subjects of a dissertation by 'tformsley (1978), speak a language 

closely related to the Medlpa tongue of the Western Highlands Province. 

The Ke· .. ,a are tied linguistically to a language group ran~ing south to 

C:rave and west to .'.1endi (see Franklin et al. 1978 for description of :his 

language group). Ke\<Ja is a language derived from a 11 proto-Engan" fonn, 

and analyzed as close1y re1ated to Mendi, Sau, Huli, Enga, Ipili and Wiru 

by Franklin. It is a member of the West-Central Family of the cast lew 

Guine3 Highlands stock. It is spoken by upwards of 50,000 pe0ple in the 

Sou thern Highlands. ~ uli residents speak the ~ast Kewa dia.ect of t~e 

1 on 9 u a g e ( F r a n k 1 i n e t a 1 . 1 9 7 8 ) . As \'I e ' 1 1 s e e i n C h a p t e r 2 , ~ he h i s tor 1 c .:: 1 

and geograoh·c circumstances of portions of these groups has tcn~ea to 
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speed changes among the Imbong,gu more quickly than among the Kewabe, 

but the cultures of the Imbong 1 gU and Kewa appear to be virtually 

identic~l. Social ties have been shaped by linguistic boundaries in 

the past, such that patrol officers of the colonial administration could 

write that the Imbong,gu had close ties to the Hagen districts of the 

WHP, and little relationship to the Kewa (Hicks 1964) and that the 

Kewabe were most closely associates with the peoples of Kagua (Colton 

1965). 

Muli Census Division is located within the southwest corner of the 

Kewabe Sub-District. It shares a border with the Kagua District at the 

Iaro River ( 11 Ialo 11 in local usage, wh.ich I shall follmv from here).? 
. 

The Census Division occupies a high rounded ridge overlooking the river 

and the ,land sloping down to it--ranging, approximately, from 5500 1 
-

6000 1 A.S.L. Mu1i is bisected by the Ialibu-Kague Road, ,.the third 

best road in the Southern Highlands 11 according to one expatriate road 

engineer. The center of the census division lies approximately 10 miles 

from Ialibu, a two and a half hour wa1k at a good pace, or a twenty 

minute ride by Passenger Motor. Vehicle (PMV), on a good day. 

Muli Census Division is the residence of about 650 persons, most of 

whom are affiliated with the clan group Muli Eker~pa. It is this group 

of Kewa speakers from whom we collected most of the data that is presented 

in Chapters 3 and 4. Muli Census Division a1so contains four government 

entities: the Mul i Comnunity School, serving children from al1 sur~ounding 

areas; the Ialibu Local Government Council Cattle ?reject, a smal,, run 

down affair during our stay; the SHP Department of Primary Industry ~~ul i 

Sheeo Project, an expanding experimental breeding program; and a new Muli 
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Health Centre completed during our fieldwork, but only opened in 1981, 

staffed by British volunteers. The labor force of each of these projects 

lives in Muli in housing built at each project site. 

Data Collection 

The data collected in Papua New Guinea and analyzed in this dis-

sertation were gathered in several ways. Principal among these was a 

combined participant-observation /informal interviewing activity. During 

our year in P1 G, Brigitte Krause and I often sat with people in markets, 

attended various ceremonies, rode in P~1Vs (to the shock and surprise of 

area residents during the first few weeks of fieldwork--"masta, your 

canpany didn't give you a car?~~"), gathered with onlookers around ·the 

gambling circles, purchased goods in local tradestores, participated in 

distributions of pork, shared sugar cane and kaukau (and pudding and a 

host of other imported goods), drank beer, and just generally 11 hung out" 

with people, especially the people of Muli Ekerepa. In these and other 

social contexts we participated, observed, and usually found much to 

question about, often turning conversations into informal interviews. 

'..Je rarely hesitated to do so. Among the Ke~vabe Kewa, we never fai1ed 

t o receive leng~ hy answers, dutifully noted on tab1et sheets and not e-

boo s (one ma n refused to speak with me, althouah he initiated contacts 

unti I got my notebook) . ~e 2lso answered lots of questions about our 

own or.-e, f am i ies ·ving conditions. e showed photos. People used 

us o double -c hec k informat ·an ~hey had heard from other Europeans, 

much as we i d wi~h e . . e quest~o ns and comments made by people 

. n1 e ist n · r. .. ~ our ans ers ere v- c:ble in o. ation. 
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Inevitably, under such informal social circumstances, our informa

tion tended to come from a small subset of people with whom we came into 

contact . vJ e formed f r i ends h i p s w i t h sever a 1 pe o p 1 e i n M u 1 i . We d i d not 

become as close with others. Our friends felt more free to approach us 

for casual conversation, to question and be questioned. They took it 

upon . themse 1 ves to acc~pany us p 1 aces, to be ava i 1 ab 1 e for trans 1.a t ion 

and explanation. They were, thus, more likely to be present when we 

posed our guestions, when we wrote the responses. It is their actions 

and reactions which we could observe most naturally. It was these 

persons with whom we could travel without completely disrupting the flow 

of the activities we hoped to observe. The information gathered in these 

interactions was invaluable to us, and the principal source of insights 

we gained while in Muli. But it was clear that certain kinds of questions 

required data gathered more formally and on a broader scale. In there

mainder of this section. I will describe the techntques used to gather 

such data. 

Household Survey 

One of our first activities after settling in Muli was to wal~ 

through the hamlets of the clan, accompanied by o'ne of the persons w~o 

became our field ass.istan Philip ftme. Philip and several accompanying 

youths and children identified each area for us by name, '!'latched me 

roughly sketch the locations of homes, and named the male affiliated 

with each house. This list of households provided the population list 

for our initial household survey. I decided, in order to get a quick 

overview of several topics, to have each househoid respond to the sur1ey. 

The form used, plus the instructions provided to the surveyors, ar~ 
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included below, pages 37 and 38. In order to obtain the data quickly, 

we engaged three young men to conduct the surveys. Each of them was fluent 

in English. One had completed high school, two years of pre-seminary, and 

was awaiting entrance · to the University of Papua New Guinea. The others 

were a grade eight leaver (Form Two) and a grade six leaver. We had our 

assistants divide the list of households among themselves, sent them off 

to do a few surveys (after discussing at length how to do so, and my doing 

one with the local big man), then met to check their progress and perfor-

mance. We discussed problem areas, then they went off to complete the 

task. I did not formally double check any of their interviews by f0llow-

up. Observation and a variety of bits of feedback assured us that the 

process was going on steadily. Of the 120 households dubbed homes of ~uli 

Ekerepa, 108 were inhabited. Others had been built by persons away at 

plantations, or who had left Muli for other areas. 

The data from this surv'ey was rough in many ways. I have relied on 

it only for generalizations of which I felt confident. Clan and village 

names were given in several versions by different individuals. For ~hose 

from Muli, this is easily sorted out based on knowledge gained elsewhere. 

Tracing patterns of marriage for those originating or living elsewhere, 

for i~stance, would be diffiC!ult from ~hese . survey forms, due to the ln

consistency ',~Jith which locales and clans and subclans were named. 

A.n other pro b 1 em a r i s 1 .~ g 11'J as the d i mens i on of 11 t i me " i n trans 1 a t i n g 

the questions to respondents. I had intended that the questions in the 

sur1ey gather data about current practices only. I obviously did not 

make this clear enough to our assistants) as answers lumped past and 

present together {see Chapter 3). 
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Despite these drawbacks, and the obvious loss of information which 

could have been gathered if I had personally conducted all of the inter

views, this survey did accomplish its purpose. We obtained some basic 

information about Muli rather quickly, and had a basis from which to 

select and approach persons for a variety of interviews. 

Tradestore Survey 

Between 16 October and 30 October 1980, six owners of tradestores 

currently in operation in Muli participated in a sales survey. A sample 

completed inventory sheet and sales tally sheet are attached on pages 

39 and 40. At the beginning of ·this survey, I visited each store, 

pre.senting the owner '"'i·th tally sheets and pencils. ·r also inventor~ed 

his or her holdings at_that moment. The process of tallying sales was 

described, demonstrated, in Tok pisin and Kewa translation·. Each store 

owner indicated understanding of the process. Each carried it out at 

least some of the time. Throughout the survey period, we asked about 

the process, observed its occurrence. At the end of the survey, I re

turned to each store, took the tally sheets, and re-inventori~d stock. 

At this point, owne~s were paid for their participation. 

Data about wholesa e prices of goods, used in the analysis pr~sented 

1n Chapter 4, were obtained verbally from store owners, and by my own 

visit to the ~lamasu "box'' store, source of ·.~holesale stoc.f( for vir~~ai IJ 

all stores in the immediat2 area. 

Scrr.o 1 e Group 

As th e second ha1f of our antic~pated fi2ld period began, - fe·: :~e 

need for more i ntense data collection about various topics. decided .J 

pursue -hree surveys--consumotion/activit; , gardening, ~~c ~cney ( 322 
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below). I decided, too, that the sur'teys would be most infor.native if 

they were all conducted with the same subset of Muli households. Using 

index cards naming the male head of each household, I selected a rand~ 

sample of twelve households, approximately 10% of the total population of 

households. Two of the initial twelve households selected I rejected anc 

replaced randomly. These two were rejected .in the interest of actually 

obtajning information. The first rejection 't~as of a man 'l'lho continually 

offered stories, then began by asking if I would match the gifts he al-

legedly received from Karl Franklin for similar stories. When I failed 

to meet his expectations, he failed to produce. My relationship with thi3 

man ·was such that I expected it to .interfere with data collection. The 

second rejection was of a man who had borrowed money from me and who con-

tinually refused to ·repay, pleading poverty (despite purchases and tjcmblirtg 

continuing). I feared that he would be unwilling to provid~ data in a 

llmoney.'' survey focused on his income and expenditures (or rather, that 

cou1d not trust the data he wou1d surely have given). The sample resulting 

was not exactly randomly selected, but did approximate that state. 

Consumption/Activity Survey 

For tvJO separate one-week periods, sample group households '>'~ere 

asked each day to r~port \·Jhat products were harvest2<!i fr·om the house-

ho1d gardens, wbat 11'tas eaten by each member of the family, and :he ;rla_]:; 

activit1es of the day for the male and female ~eads of househo l ~ . ~ 

sample of a completed survey form is included belOv/ on pas;e .ll 

Tne survey was conducted by local, paid assistants. The male c.nd J:: • -.c:ma i c 

adults in each household were also paid for their part icipation. As-

5 i s~ants and hcuseholds were matched to be as c1ose1y related as 
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possible, within the constraints of finding six Muli Ekerepa persons who 

could complete the forms in a legible fashion, and who seemed likely to 

do so accurately. Assistants were trained, and supervised by one of 

the three young men who had been serving as field assistant for the whole 

period of our research. Interviews were conducted once each day, as nend-

of-day" sessions. Regarding food, the families were ask~d what they had 

eaten individually throughout the day, and how much of each item was 

eaten. The families were also asked what foods had been brought to the 

household that day, by whom, and how much. Quantities were reported in 

accord with well-known norms used at Muli market--standardized lOt piles 

of kaukau, greens, etc. We never gained access to a scale sensitive 

enough to establish a table for transforming these money quantities into 
I 

approximately food bulk measures. The money-related data serves as a 

rough measure of such quantities within each food type. 

11 Activity" reports sumnarized the principal activity in which the 

male and female adults engaged during the day, assigned times in accord 

with local Tok pisin time categories. We have estimated these categories 

as: Moning Tru 6:30- 8:00a.m.; Moning 8:00- 11:00 a.m.; Belo 11:00 

a. m. - 1:00 p.m.; Apinun 1:00- 5:00p.m.; Apinun Tru 5:00- 7:00p.m.; 

Nait 7:00 p.m. until sleep. 

Garden Survey 

~~ith either t he male or female head of each sample household (and 

trans 1 a tor, if necessary), r visited each active garden of t he hous eho 1 d. 

Quantities o ~ cr6ps were counted i n each: mounds of kaukau, clumps of 

greens, st alks of sugar cane, number of trees, etc. More import ant 1y , 

t he ~recess of garden i ng ~as discussed wit h each of these informants . 
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These conversations were most informative, and interesting, in their 

variety. 

Money Survey 

For twelve consecutive weeks, 8 February through 29 April 1981, I 

· interviewed individually the twenty-four adults of the sample group 

each Sunday afternoon. I asked them to recall the instances of acquiring 

or sp~nding money during the previous week, and to list the transactions 

for me, identifying the amount of money involved, how it was obtained and 

from whom, on what it was spent.· 

I anticipated reticence regarding such infoT111ation, and hesitated 

to even attempt the survey. I was assured by our assistants that people 

would willingly participate, and that they would provide accurate data. 

Once committed to the survey, initially I attempt~d to protect the in-

formant•s privacy in reporting. This concern was shared neither by my 

informants nor the onlookers who often sat with us. People wi11ingly 

responded. am convinced of their honest attempts to recall to the 

best of their abilities the information required. What checks '~"Jere 

available to me tended to bear out the testimony offered. There were 

discrepancies in the data, as will be noted in Chapter 4. This is in-

evit2ble in such recall data. ~onetheless, in the absence of any other 

sort of reliable income data, the survey data is invaluable. 

Plan~ation Sur~ev 

8 as e d on i n f o nn at i on g i ''en i n the i n i t i 2.1 h c u s e h o 1 d sur v e y , a 1 i s ~ 

was collected of persons who had ever worked on a plantation. A te3m of 

field assistan t s surveyed these persons regarding each instance (or 
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money earned and how used, accompanied by whom, why left. Respondents 

were also asked these questions about any other work they had perfo~ed 

for wages. The Tok pisin questions used by field assistants to guide 

their interviews is included on page 42. 

Other Sources of Data 
I 

In ethnographic field research, all is data. · Conversations with 

government offjcials a~ the district, provincial, and national levels, 

and with missionaries, all yielded a variety of insights and information. 

Colonial patrol reports available through the Ialibu District Office 

obviously proved invaluable. The references in Chapter 3 give some small 

measure of my debt to the officers who wrote the reports, and to Senan 

Koa, then District Manager, Ialibu, who made them available to me. Publi-

cations by government offices provided information about cash-crops, ex-

tension work, national policy directives, research results. These sources 

of data were exploited as the occasions and opportunities arose, not so 

systematically as the surveys conducted in r~uli . 

Research and Lanouaae 

When Brigitte Krause and I entered Muli, we were both competent 

speakers of English, . nervous newcomers to Tok pis in, and totally un-

familiar with Kewa. Within a short time we felt f1uent in Tok oisin. 

We never achieved that status or feeling in Kewa. 

~any of the residents of Muli are speakers of Tok pisin, wit~? 

wide variety c~ competences . A few s~eak a fair cmount of Engl i sn. 

Three persons were very competent English speakers upon our arr ·va l . 

-hese became our initial field assistants and t~ans 1ators . As our T: ~ 

;;~s~n ij;lprGved, far less trans'ation •11as required, and '-ve '"'~;c; : ~~5 
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reliant on these three young men for our information. With several 

Muli residents, we were required to communicate through translators for 

any but the most basic conversation for the duration of our research. 

After the first month in the field, our principal research language 

became and remained Tok pi ·sin. 

Tr. i ng s to Come 

The Ialibu area was brought under colonial control more recently 

than most of PNG. While many areas of the Highlands were already grow

ing coffee, the Ia1 ibu Stati .on patrol .post, from which Administrative 

control was to be established, was only just being bui1t. For reasons 

to be elaborated below (see Chapter 2), the earliest efforts to establish 

cash cropping in Ialibu failed. Widespread coffee planting in ~hos~ 

portions of the Kewabe suitable for its growth have only taken place in 

the last ten years, and in some areas during the last five. This study 

presents an account of a historically specific attempt to draw a rural 

precapitalist socio-economic formation into the world system. This 

process has bee~ accomplished primarily through colonial commoditi ~ing 

of aspects of Muli 1ife, and through a continuing strugg l e to ~nvo1ve 

r~uli producers in corrmodity-production. I shall focus on this proc2:s.s, 

and on 1"lul i 's responses ta the needs created by i ncor;Jorati ng coriJTlod~ t~1 

consumption into its social life. shall argue that the precapitalis~ 

11ode of production present in Mu1i dominates the cash /corrrnodi7.J-procucin: 

activities in which the members of Muli Ekerepa engage. 

vdDital does dom~nat~ the economic formation of Ia1icu . :t aoes 

not control p ro~t.:c ti on in the area, however. Cdoital is dominant il'l 

:~s ati1ity to aoo ro oriat? the ~ur~lus-valu~ created j y Iali~u r?a 
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In terri ewer Jate 

7I·L.LAiiZ :i.A.M.3 Person In terri ewed _ ___ ___ _______ _ 

~ Lrri.NG I1l 3:0US:O.: Name _ _ ___ _____ cl an _______ i..as t .:;rad e IS c ho o:. 

!at.b.er o:! .Yan a .A o.D: la.me 
~oi:~e.r a! ~ CJl o.D:. :iame 

____________________ Cl~ ___________ 7i::ag~ -------------
--- ---------------Clan 7i:!age __________ _ 

::'I.B.ST 'Mil;! aA o.i) ~ Name _ ___ ____ _ _ c:.an _ ______ 7f.llage___, _ ____ _ 
~as--; :;rae. e _ _ _ _ _ 

~a t.ha.r a f ls t wif ~ oA o.D ~ N~ e _ ______ C: a..n _ _ ______ 7illag~--------Motb.er ot 2nd ·~ife aA. cD:. :;a.;ne _ _____ _ c:an ___ ____ 7illag~ _ _ _ ___ _ 

S~CON:D ~ I2E oa aD: Na:n.e ____ ____ __ C2. a.1:1 ___ _ ___ 7. i J..l a~ e___, _____ _ _ 
Las-= U.raC.~-----· ;'atl:laz_·:;,t" 2rui 'N't!e-.;oA c.J: Jame _ _____ _ C~an _______ 7.i_2,.age ___ _ ___ _ 

!Jio~her ct 2!ld wife o.A. oD: ~ame Cla!1 7.:.l_a~~-------

·.v. 1st CET7,'J a A. aD a.I.!J. !tou.se (J?la.::t aSch o7i_: ~c:.::.e::- cGraC::: 
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producers. This is accomplished through means of unequal exchange in 

the realm of commodity production and distribution. The low cost of 

hiring 1abor to produce, and of purchasing wholesale commodities from 

smallholding producers, allows capital to reap the reward of its invest

ment, whether through the well-known mechanism dominant in central capi

talism (wage-labor) or through the formal mechanisms of control more 

common in the periphery.B But capital 1 S refusal to smash the precapi

talist system of production has left this system· in real control and real 

domination of production in Ialibu society. Ia1ibu society has been com

moditized to a low degree. The ability of capital (or government) to 

control Mu1i commodity-production is limited to date. 

In brief, we shall see that the clan group Muli Ekerepa has actively 

.engaged the world capitalist system of commodity production and distribu

tion . . Muli residents have participated in wage labor; cash-cropping, and 

business. Money has become a prevalent feature of everyday life, and is 

the key motivation for engaging in these cash economy activities. · But 

Muli 's requirements for cash are low. It is not necessary to participate 

regularly in wage labor, cash-cropping, or business to obtain the money 

required in local social life. Nor is it necessary to engage in these 

activities in order to maintain access to its means of production or sub

sistence. lhe mode of participation in commodity-related activities has 

been shaped by this low level of ~ommoditization of Muli life. I~ has 

also ~een shaped by the system of relations which does control access 

to the means of subsistence and production--the sys~em of affiiiation 

with a clan group and its associated 1and. We shall see that the busines·. 

laboring and cash-cropping decisions of ;1uli are subordinate to decision~ 
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involving maintenance of social relations in accord with the clan system-
.. hat is, that "economic investment 11 is subordinat~ to "sociological in
vestment" (Balandier 1973:131). We shall see that the pre-capitalist 
system in Muli has absorbed and adapted the opportunities presented by 
the intrusion of colonialism and world capitalism, and that the form of 
this absorption has thus far worked to preserve the principal social or- · 
ganization within the region, and the region•s status as peripheral labor 
reserve in the nati onal economy. 

The locus of study, one clan area--Muli Census Division, shapes the 
contributions which can be made in this work. Neither Muli, nor Ialibu, 
is the seat of decision-making regarding national land and labor policies. 
Neither is the home of a major capital investing institution. We had 
only a limited view of the interactions of the big peasants and state 
petty bourgeoisie, a vie"" from a distance. However, the strength of 
this locus of study lies in our contacts with the normal producers of 
t hi s Highiands area, the ordinary men or t he masses of whom other 
au thors speck. For if the big peasants and state pet~y bourgeoisie ~e 

the heart of PNG political economy, the numerically dominant small
holding cla n producers must surely be the 1 ·ver (s e~ t of Ke\va emotions, 
Fr3nkli~ et cl .1 978: 409) . Living with and focusing on 2 clan area put 
us in the middle of the P ~I G pe3.sant mode of production) in \'4hich com
~od · :y or odu ction , pr oduc t·on for di r~ct consumption, and produc .. ion f0r 
non-corr~odity exchange are mixed. It is the integration of commodity
produc ion into the preco lo ni al precapitalist mode of produc+ ' on on 
· .. ,h·c:l - 'di1 focu . po yi ng ~he theoretical fr~ ewor 1 ou: 1ned abov_ . 

.. i 1 pr::se~ ~ 2scr;~: on and n anal;sis of the pat~er~ of ~~e 
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incorporation of commodity production into Muli social life. In doing 

so, I will contribute to our understanding of the processes creating and · 

maintaining peripheral formations. I will discuss the mechanisms of 

primitive accumulation (that is, the means by which capital manages to 

appropriate surplus labor despite the absence of a proletariat class con

fronting it). The study will add to the literature on the political 

economic structure of the PNG Highlands and to the ethnographic literature 

on an area little reported. Muli Ekerepa hosted Karl and Joice Franklin, 

of the Summer Institute of Linguistics, in their linguistic studies of 

the East Kewa dialect, from 1958 to 1962. K.Franklin produced a few 

ethnographic articles based on that field research, which have been ac

cumulated into franklin et al. (1978), for the most part. This study 

addresses dimensions of analysis untouched by the Franklins. It com

plements work among Kewa groups further to the south, by John Leroy near 

Erave (1975,. 1979a, 1979b), and by Lisette Josephides and Marc Schiltz · 

south of Kagua in the Sugu Valley (Josephides 1983; Schiltz and Josephides 

1980), this latter work carried out at the same time as my own research. 

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows: 

Chaoter 2 is a history of colonial development in the Ialibu 

District. A wealth of primary data was available in the patrol repor t s 

submitted by the colonial patrol officers after each administrative 

f oray into t he district. The history which can be reconstructed from 

these reports, supplemented by local informant statements~ provides 3 

reliab l e sequence of events and time framework for the activities ana 

po l icies discussed. It also prov ides a record of development initia t iv~s 

as seen f rom ~ he perspecti ve of t he co l onial ad~ i ~istrati on. T ~ e 

- - ·-·-·--
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obj ec•ive transformation of certain conditions affecting clan o•ganization 

is discussed through this history--pacification, establishment of supra

local political and economic organizational structures, the forms of 

introduction of the world of commodity production and cash. The Chapter 

allows us, too, to see Muli in the context of its surrounding social 

environment. ~1uli is found in the Kewabe Sub-District. It can be con

trasted in its development history with its partnering sub-district, 

Imbong'gu, primarily in the ways that the colonial administration initiatec 

activities. The reactions of clansmen from both sub-districts are seen 

to be quite similar when presented with similar circumstances by the ad

~inistration. This Chapter sets the context for a closer study of Muli's 

involvements in the cash economy. 

Chapter 3 presents an analysis of the basic pre-capitalis~ 

mode of production used in M~li--its forces of production, focused upon 

the organization of the labor process, and its relations of production, 

the social relations within which pr~uction takes place. It is clear 

from the data that gardening is the principal labor process in Muli, 

on which all else depends. Sweet potato, or kaukau, is the dominant crop 

produced. he discussion in th·s Chapter is focused on the mode of 

ka ukau production. After considering the actual work processes and pro

duction team involved in growing kaukau, the conditions for the estab

lishmen: and reproduction of this labor process are e1aborated. Th e bas i c 

produ ction unit is a hous ehold. Discussion of reproouction of the 

household and access to ·t s ~ean s of proauc ion and sub sis~e nc e i nvo ves 

isc~ssio n of ma r riage , gender roles in produ ct ion and in ownersn io , 

r oup or ga nization in Mu1i, and there at ionshi p of i naividua·s to land . 
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The treatment here is necessarily a sketch of the logic of interrelation-

ships of this system of production. It is presented to set the context 

within which the modes of · producing introduced by the intrusion of capital 

have been integrated. The discussion is synthesized from analysis of 

present day activities and explanations. It is, as well, a reconstruction 

of the system which dominated Muli production in the recent pre-colonial 

era, remembered well by many of Muli's residents. 9 

Chapter 4 presents a summary and analysis of Muli 1 S engag~ent 

· with the cash economy and money. The discussion will focus on hm1 Muli 

has attempted to address its needs for cash due to its incorporation of 

cash and commodities into local life. Muli's involvements with cash-

cropping, market sales, livestock sales, transportation services, trade-

stores, wage labor,•gambiing, and cash gift-gi~·ing are described. The 

manner in which the dominance of precapitalist social relations shapes 

these involvements is discussed. 

Chapter 5 draws together the threads presented in the preced i ng 

three chapters. It includes a summary of the developing class situa t ion 

of Muli and the structural effects of that situation on Muli 1
S i ncorpora-

tion of commodity-production into its mode of producing. The significanc2 

of this study is di ·scussed. Finally, prospects for the transformation o: 

Mu1i 1 s class situation in the immediate future are discussed. 

n note abou~ presen t at i on i s in order. ~otes referred to i n t he 

text are found at the end of the chapter in which they are firs~ menticneG. 

I have chosen, on occasion, to use non-English words and abbreviat~ons i n 

t he ~ ext . In t he firs t ins t ance of US2, I have pr0vided an cng1ish g .os s 

and an ·ndic at ion of t he language fr om ~ hi e~ •ne :2rm i s : aken . 
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refers to Tok_ Pisin, also known as Neo-t'1elanesian or Pidgin English, the 

lingua franca most commonly used in the region of field work. "K" refers 

to Kewa, the name given by Karl Franklin and others to the vernacular of 

Muli. have included a glossary of such terms, as well as of abbrevia-

tions which recur in the text. 

References to money amounts occur throughout the text, and especially 

in Chapter 4. The national mcnetary unit of Papua New Guinea is the Kina. 

One Kina (Kl) equals roughly US $1 .50. The Kina is worth 100 toea, the 

smallest monetary unit. One toea (lt) is worth roughly US 1.5¢. During 

the earliest colonial period, an Australian system of pounds and shillings 

constituted the money system. This changed to Australian dollars and 

cents prior to independence. Ialibu area speech still uses 11 paun 11 and 

''shilling.~~ 'one paun equals two Kina. One shilling refers to one 10 toea 

coin. have chosen to allow monetary amounts to stand ~ach in their 

variety, with no further discussion of their US equivalents. The numbers 

are primarily of interest in Chapter 4, in relation to each other, not 

to an external standard of value. To give equiva1ents would be cumber-

some for the reader. 

Notes on Chaoter 1 

1 The fi~st recorded expedi~ion into the central highlands cccurred 
in 1932-1933, when the brothers Leahy (James, Michael, and Oanie1) aGd 
Pa~rol Of7ic er J.L. Taylor explored from the east, up the Markham and Ramu 
Rivers. They oenetra -ed, in 1934, t o ~t. Gil uwe dnd ~~t. I ali bu are3 
before moving on sou!h, cons tituting the first Kewabe area ' Ialibu Kewa) 
contact experiences. In 1936, Champicn and Adamson, Patrol Off"cers of 
tj e Papuan ~d;ninistration, also aassed the Kewabe fr8m the west, but 
skirted around it a1ong the northern shoulders of the two great mountains 
before tu rning scut. t o the coast. To the best of my knowledge, these 
were the onl y contacts between Europeans and Kewabe residents until t . e 
pest -Wor ld Wa r I I patrols t o be referred to in Chapter 3. A pa trol ~ost 
and government station was estaclished in Ia li bu in 1952, accora~ng to 
r-1.d.linis"'"rct.on rec"rds ieft ~he;~. ( ,·,'hite .972:107-108~ Hughes 1977:57--3 : . 
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2 41 Underdevelopment" is developed conceptually at length in the 
works-of Andre Gundar Frank. See especially his early works (1969a, 
1969b). ., Peri ph era 1 formations a of war 1 d capita 1 ism are best character
ized by Samir Amin (see l974b, 1976, 1977). See ~'Historical Materialism 
and Studies in the Periphery~~ below. 

3 The Brandt Commission offered this capsule summary about the 
found1ng and makeup of the OECD: 

urn 1947 the United States initiated the Marshall Plan 
for the 'economic recovery of Europe. It insisted that 
the European countries should cooperate in the alloca
tion of US funds, and the Organization for European 
Economic Cooperation (OEEC) was established for this 
purpose: in 1960 it became the Organization for 
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), with the 
United States, Canada and eventually most western 
industrialized countries as members. 11 (Indepen<1ent 
Commission on International Development Issues 1980:37) 

! Cf. Connell 1979:120; Cooper 1979:25,33; Rodman 1979:8 regarding 
maintenance of local modes of production in Melanesia after Western capi
talist penetration of these societies. 

5 Cooper (1979) has discussed the nlabor reserve 1
' and 11 SOcial 

secur1ty 11 functions ·of other Melanesian pre-capitalist societies, when 
faced by the introduction of the capitalist mode of production in en
claves. Good man and Redclift (1982:.22-23) make a similar point about 
ru ra 1 peasants in eastern Europe. Ami n ( 1977: 66) argues. simi 1 ar 1 y about 
sub-Saharan Africa. 

6 Within historical materialist analyses there can be no accepted, 
ahistorical, general definition of 11 peasant 11 (Ennew, Hirst, Tribe 1977). 
There are certain features common to the societies we call 11 peasant.n 
Peasant production is based in family labor on land to which it has claim. 
Peas.ant production is integrated into a complex economic structure, and 
is subordinate to some other strata in that structure. These common 
features do not provide a universally applicable, rigorous definition of 
the relations between peasant production· units and other economic strata. 
We can accept the label into our analyses if, with Bernstein (1979) and 
Saul and Woods (1971), we clarify that we refer to a h~storically specific 
situation. 11 PNG peasants" must be located within their unique social 
formation. · 

7 The flapped /1/ and /r/ in Kewa seem to have given colonial ad
ministrators some trouble in transcriptions. Names which begin clearly 
with . /1/ are written with /r/ in census lists, voter rolls. The dominant 
local river, too, suffers from this differing transcription. All maps cf 
the area label the river bordering Muli Census Division as the 11 laro 11 

r1ver. Patrol reports do the same, with the exception of one earl; 
reporter. Sisiey (1966) suggested that the Ialo feeds into the I3ro, 
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but labels the water between Muli and Kagua as the latter. In Muli, the river is known as~~~~~~ or 11 River Ialo." I will preserve and follow loc3l usage. 

8 Re: formal domination of smallholders by capital see Amin (1977: 191; 1980:31-32, 157-158); Bernstein (1979); Cabral (1978); Emmanuel (1972). 

~ This work foeuses on analyzing the process of integration of a precapitalist mode of production into the world capitalist system, and aspects of the continuing struggle for domination of that mode, particularly through the commoditization of the reproduction of this PNG peasant mode of production. ~1y analysis of Muli social life exemplifies that process. It is beyond the scope of this work to locate Muli 's precapitalist mode of production within a comparative analysis of Highlands Papua New Guinea production systems. See Modjeska (1982) for such a comparison. 
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Chapter 2 

Colonialism, Capital and the Kewabe 

The first mention of "Muri" 1 in colonial patrol reports appears in 

the 1952-1953 reports from Mendi. Patrols were sent out from that center 

into the Ialibu area scouting for a site for an airstrip. Muli area resi

dents remembered vividly their first contacts. "We could smell the 

Europeans from far away when they came." When the patrols came into vie•H, 

they appeared to be Papua New Guineans (the national police) accompanied 

by 1 i ght-co 1 ored ances tra 1 spirits. When these .. spirits" bargained for 

food, Ialibu Kewa realized that these, too, were men- "kandioi" (k) -

named for their color, like a local clay. 

- On July 22, 1953, Patrol Officer A. L. Ford reports leading a patrol 

from Yarena to 'Muri• where he counted 115 people. The patrol traded for 

food, obtaining poor sweet potatoes, bananas, sugar cane, pitpit and 

greens. In return they gave paint, salt and beads. Corn seeds were dis

tributed to locals. Ford noted that people in the patrolled area planted 

the same garden plots repeatedly. The patrol moved on (Ford 1953). 

BeVNeen 29 August 1953 and 31 March 1954, the site for an airstrip 

~-~ds chosen. Three hundred ninety two acres of 1 and were purchased at the 

foot of Mount Ialibu, and the airstrip was built. Ialibu area res i dents 

accepted red paint, salt, beads and she11s for their land and labor, and 

were p~id in goods at the equivalent of five shillings per acres. They 

refused to accept steel axes, as most m~n already owned them (Claridge 

1954), obtained · through inter-clan exchange (cf. Salisbury 1962). 

Ialibu patro l reports on the earliest of contacts in Ial·cu r.li ~·:er-2 
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not available to me in the field. I have no European descriptions of the 

process of earliest pacification in the area. According to the pe?ple of 

Muli and neighboring clan groups, their relations with the European ne•:t-

comers were immediately peaceful. ~lord had preceded 1.:-tei r arrival. 

People knew that there were white men 1 ocated in the di rec~i on of :~endi. 

They had heard s~ories, too, of white men stopping inter-group fighting 

in the region northeast of Ialibu_, toward pre.sent day r·1ount Hagen. One 

Muli man reported having heard that Highlanders who had resisted ~hese 

newcomers had been killed. He explained that this knowledge of their 

superior pov.1er preceded the arrival of the whites, and smoothed the 'Hay 

for their peaceful acceptance (this informant was approximately ten ~'edrs 

old at the time). It was said, as vtell, that before the arrival on feat 

of Europeans, that an airplane flew over the area and dropped a bomb, 

which destroyed the buildings in Rande1o, a hamlet of ~uli, and killed a 

woman and her pigs. The power of this ac~ was attributed to the whites. 

Whatever the details of the earliest local colonial encounters, wi~~-

in a year a patrol officer could write of virtually complete pccific=t~on 

in the Ialibu ar~a: 

11 After only 12 months contact in the Talibu Sasin 'l"'e can record 
a chance from ooen defiance and cont'nucus inte;-tri oa1 fiantin~ 
~o a stage wher~ the government is definitely res~ected and al~~s: 
a cessat i on of fignting ... Although fighting w~~ rife when I 
first visited the area in May 1953, the people are now very quiet 
and out"t~ardly happy with this ne•H life of peaceful living ·j 
(Claridge 1954 ) . 

-he same reporter noted ~he improvemen~ of crops in the area and t h9 

expansion of the amount of land under gard~ning a~ong the Ialo River. 

These changes were at t ributed to ·he administra:ionls i~oos ton of ~ea~2 

in an ar23 i:1 '11hic:-t "i f e was no less punctuated by itJarfc.r~ hen ct!l 2: 
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Highlands areas. Fighting was to continue to break out occasionally for 

several years, but on the whole, along the Ialo River, there reigned .,a 

continual state of uneasy peace. These groups had virtually nothing w.ore 

than fleeting contact with government, are still dubiou£--not very cooper

ative (Keogh 1954). In 1960, an officer caul d write of the area: ''Serious 

fi gh ti ng ceased in ~955~• (Hiatt 1960). Paci fi cation was the first stage 

of colonial-indigenous interrelations. During this time the entire area 

around Ialibu rerr.ained restricted for expatriate entry to administration 

officials only. Life in the settlements was altered primarily by an i~posed 

peace - accepted quickly locally in large part because of local beliefs 

about the sources of power and the stories preceding the colonials about 

demonstrations of their power. 

Demonstrations of superior pO't'ter by the kiaps ("patrol officers 11 
-

TP) suggested to Kewabe residents that superior soiritual power supported 

these intruders. Among the Kewa, a man's success is attributed to spir

itual assistance. A man's ancestral spirits could give him insights and 

information which would allow him, if he was capable, to prosper in the 

processes of exchange, ~tlarfare, etc. A man who prospered demonstrated 

thereby that 'spirits sit do\'m at his back.• Belsha\~ (1954:77) has 

rightly clai~ed that punitive expeditions and enforcement of peace throuQh 

administrative police powers were the primary factors ending warfare, net 

the influence of 11 Mission morality~~ or perception of the "advantages '' 

seen to accrue from peaceful trade. These power demonstrations su9gested 

to Mu1i and other Kewabe residents that the ancestral spirits of the 

Europeans were very effective characters. Men \·Jho demonstrate pm·u~r~ wis

dcm, effectiv~ness, wil1 be more likely ··cooperated with" than o:~er3 r.o~ 
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so pub1ically legiti~ated. The process of pacification in the Kewabe area 

was relatively rapid, in part due to administrative pot,oter demonstrated in 

the area and in the stories preceding its arrival, and in part due to local 

reactions to men of power shaped by pre-colonial beliefs. 

Pacification did not immediately a1ter the mode of production prevalent 

in the Kewabe clan settlements. It did comp1ete a transformation of impcr

tance, however. Prior to colonialism, in order to preserve its pre-capi

talist family production units as viable units, a clan had to maintain its 

claim to land through its ability to hold that land militarily in the face 

of attack. After the arrival of administration and achievement of pacifi

cation, these clans were relieved of this function. Clans previously 

driven off their land were allowed to return to their homes. Moi and Rakili 

clans were recorded as reforming in Yarena bet'.·teen 1961 and 1962 (Hiatt 

196lb). Other clans, 11 Mareba, ... , Moga, Pauia, Riro, Wangai " 

returned to other nearby Kewabe areas. Their ability to return underlines 

the existence of the transfor~ed system by which clan-land relations would 

now be maintained. The previously classless Kewabe society now found itself 

dcminated politically by a class of colonial administrators which served as 

arbiter and guarantor of these claims. 

Giving Acephalic Soci~ty a Head 

The process of pacification 1n the Ke~.oJabe .,.~· as, of course, the be<;;ir.ning 

of the end for acepha1ic society. Until this point, Kewabe society '·ex'stec •· 

as a set of distinct clans enterir.g into and leaving poli•ical alliances= 

fighting, shifting clan-land boundaries as the outcomes of war deter~~,e~. 

The "system '' existed as an intE:r·-villag€ "moral ccmunity" r ef . . ~oraut~ 
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1974:26 re: the moral ties within acephalic Madang society) and a pattern 

of exchange relations 2 and political alliances. Upon the imposition of 

Administration peace~ the system gained a head. During the period from 

1952 (when Ialibu Station and Patrol Post were established) and 1964, the 

.. head 11 remained busy establishing and maintaining its dominance, directing 

the creation of the infrastructure to be described below, and beginning to 

draw the local population into the larger developing colonial system. The 

relationship between the Administration and local clan members was one of 

political dominance-submission. Peace was established by direct force or 

show of strength, coupled with exchange (cf. Hu~hes 1978 re: the importance 

of the latter). It was maintained by quick Administration response to any 

reported outbreak of violence, patrols hurrying to the scene to arrest 

violators of the peace and to remove accused murderers from the scene before 

hostilities increased. Changes in the patterns of local life during this 

period were most often the · result of direct edict by Administration patrol 

officers. The authority behind such directives derived from the Administra

tion1s own Native Regulations, described by Mair as a .. simplified cr'mi-

nal code 11 \vhich grew to be 11 the means of effecting such changes in vi .l~age 

life as were considered desirablP." (1970:67). These Regulations had been 

the principle tool of administration from early on in British New Guinea 

history, and remained available as a changing instrument until late in the 

1960s. 

In 1949, authority was given for a distinct political transformation 

of the colony through the Papua and New Guinea Act, establ i shing per~anentl y 

the joint Administration of the ~wo na~ed territories uncer Austra ii~r. 

contro~. The A.c->;. provided fer tre es:~~~ isnme;1t or ~lec~2d vi l iag e ~)u ci: : . 
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The impetus to such a change did not come from the dominated villagers of 

the nation. It was ins~ituted by the Australians as a method cf administra-

tion of a colony. The intent of the provision in the Act was debated by the 

Australians for years 3 attempting to resolve the question of the legitimate 

functions of such village councils (see Mair 1970:82-88 for a summary of 

the debates). By the early 1960s, many of these questions had been decided. 

Structures had been tested by experience throughout PNG. Certain leg-

islative functions had been granted councils, " . from 1959 Local Coun-

cils ... were authorized to make rules covering such fields as village 

sanitation, road maintenance and school attendance.,. In 1963, the Local 

Government Ordinance explicitly declared Local Government Councils (LGCs) 

to be a part of territorial administration with a list of specific f~nctions. 

A system of ward committees was authorized 'to acvise counc·lors on a local 

lev~l, with ward committee persons to be elected in a fashion similar to 

councilors. Mair (1970), from whom I've gleaned this summary of the pro-

gression of Local Government Councils, writes that the principle fo cus in 

establishing the syst~~ was to shift responsibility for a variety of 

services onto the shoulders of local people (not to ensure the rights cf 

the domina ted) : 

':Th e Austral ian conception of local governme~t appears to be 
concerned ~uch more with th e acceptance of responsibilities 
than the claiming of r ights. A Qu eensland authority, inv·ted •c 
ake propos a s for cert3 in areas in the Terri tor~t, recomended 

co .puiso ry reg'stration of voters anc compulsory o· ·ng as 
'the only mea s by which local government respons~bi it~es can 
be aaequate1y sheeted home.' !n New Guinea, the prel .minary 
explanations cf th e council system emphasize the duty of t~king 
respcnsibiiity ror services previous y P''C'v i ded ou of taxat ·on 
to \<~h'ch he indigenous poou a- ion did not CJ .tr.bute~ lilcr~ 
s ·sticated aud iences 1 nt c.ve as kea •rtr.y . . ~s . ~ , ·.as 
S .t: • t " ( ~C]1·CC l • Q \ 2 • - e v 1 e n . . . 1 ~ •.., . . . .; - , . 
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In the Ialibu area, local government by elected council came only 

after these matters had been worked through nationally. The passage of 

the Local Government Ordinance of 1963 was the final push. In April and 

May of 1964, seventeen councilors were elected from Imbong'gu census divi-

sian areas, and Ialibu Local Government Council was formed. A mildly humor-

ous report on the Council~ after five months of operation, indicates its 

"progress .. in taking responsibility from the Administration in the eyes of 

i~ constituents, and comments on the nature of that responsibility. 

11 After or.1y five months of Local Government participation, 
the (Imbong•gu) area is already developing a Council pe.rson
ality and an awareness of their common bond in the Council 
movement. This is evident from a rechanneling of the demands 
that were before directed at the administration. There is 
still the cry 'What can the Government do for us?' But, and 
this is especially true in the Northeastern section, a new 
chant is gaining in popularity: 'What can the Council do 
for us?.' This is a question that the Co unci 1 must answer 
with some positive assistance if it is to reta~n the present 
degree of support and interest~• (Hicks 1964). 

In a patrol conducted at the same time in the Kewabe Division~ P. N. Colton 

(1965) found that the people of that area felt left behind ... There is a 

Council in Imbong'gu and a Council in Kagua. 1flhy is there none here?'• 

It took more than another year, but finally their cries were answered. in 

September and October 1965, the first Ke\-Jabe counci 1 e 1 ecti ons were com-

pleted. 

Establishment of the Local Government Council in Ialibu, and the 

extension of its constituency and membership to the Kewabe, added a new 

di~ension · to the objective political situation of the dominated co~oniai 

subjects. 'Aithin circumscribed boundaries, 1oca1 .r2sidents new nad ~ 

rep.resentative voice in policy making. -he same \'/as. t;ue of :ne natio::c:i 

level of politics-- repr~sen tativ~s 'Here elected in ·954 to ~:;e .'1 a-:::·c:.:: ~ 

I. 
i 
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House of Assembly to advise the Administration, a step toward self-govern-

ment. The Kewabe had access to democratic influence on governmental policy. 

A new social role had been introduced, that of "representative of constit-

uents." This state was not perceived in this manner by the electorate, 

however. Consciousness of the roles of Local Government Councilor and Mem-

ber of the House of Assembly were shaped in accord' with local knowledge of 

past practices. Local practice followed this theory, creating a social 

reality somewhat different from the European notion of the potential role. 

During their first year with representation in the Ialibu LGC, the 

Kewabe were reported to have misconceived the role of councilor. Sisley 

(1965a) found people equating the new role with a known government role 

in the villages, that of Village Constable. The councilor was expected to 

settle disputes. People knE?~t~ that he was· also required to attend mcr.thly 

meetings, but reportedly had no idea why. Regarding local understanding of 

the national government, Sisley continued in his report: 

"Whereas their ideas on the Council are hazy, their knmo~ledge 
of the House of Assembly is practically non-existent. A few 
know that there is such a thing and a few more remember the 
Elections as being something of importance but none • now what 
the House does or 'Nhen it sits. Their member . . . has not 
done anything to assist in this re~ard, as the only time he 
has visited them was before the election to solicit votes" 
(1965a). 

An earlier report spoke of the understandiAg of the Hous~ of Assembly ~Y 

the neighboring Imbong•gu , an understanding shared by the Kewabe: 

~~This is not to say .that the people have no grasp of the 
importance of the House of Assembly. it is ~o say, however~ 
that wnat ~ rasp they do have is a belie~ in the power of 
their member over the Government~ not ~s a power in Gov e~n
me n t " ( ~ i c k s 19 6 .. t) . 

The Ke1.vabe viewed Government as being someth i :~g :Juts ice of themse l .tes. 
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representatives, at both the local and national levels, were sent to meet 

with "the government~~ in order to inform the Government of constituent 

problems, and to "pull" resources from Government to their local level. 

A system of Ward Committees was established. These committees were 

to be constituted by members of the various sub-clans of the Councilor's 

resident area. again potentially bringing representation closer to the level 

of each individual. But the komiti ("Committee" - TP) members tended to 

assume for themselves the powers and role granted 1ocally to a Councilor. 

Ward Committee members were used by local people to help to settle disputes. 

Sisley, on patrol, felt it necessary to remind 'komiti' how limited their 

ro 1 e was to be: 

''Some members of this committee system have inflated ideas 
of their position and imagine that they are just the bee's 
knees around their village. It was impressed on all that 
they are merely advisors of the Councilors and not as some 
were imagining Policemen and Jl:Jdges" (1965a). 

The Ward Committee system seems to have flourished and grown in it utility, 

despite these initial problems. D. A. Forbes wrote in mid-1968: 

"As in the I MBONG 'GU, t~e KEWABE counci 1 ors tend to p 1 ay 
along with whatever is going, the men responsible for any 
constructive activities are the village committees who tend 
to push the people to gain some limelight in council or 
government projects" (Forbes 1968). 

By the early 1~70s, the komiti were applauded by the Ialibu Admin1str3tion 

for having relieved Local Government Councilors of community leadership 

tasks. The kcmiti were ~~ensuring that road maintenance is done and other 

community projects" (Sadlo 1971). This same report noted the ineffective-

ness of com~ittee members in communicating council business to loca1 peopi~. 

ho•t~ever. The effectiveness of the\.Jard committee system was in ~he·,..;~1 1 -

ingness and ability of these local influential persons to shape tne 
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community work activities of each clan in accord with LGC and Administra

tion desires, and their ability to serve as mediators in local dispute 

settlement. In that these were reportedly ''burdens" being lifted some't'Jhat 

from LGC Councilors, we can conclude that these concrete local functions 

were also the roles being ~layed by these elected officials. (In Ialibu, 

Ward Committee members were appointed by kiaps, according to local inform

ants). 

~he system of elected representatives established in the mid-1960s with 

the creation of the Ialibu Local Government Council and the national House 

of Assembly looked to the Administration like a way to allow development 

of self-government through representative democracy. It was agcinst the 

model of the various European democracies that they revie\-ied and commented 

upon the functioning of these PNG systems. In the eyes of the voters, hew

ever, the Administration had created a system to allow representatives to 

speak to the Government. In contrast to the Australian hope that the 

system would both bestow and foster a local sense of respons~bility in 

shaping a new system of government, local people focused on the responsi 

bilities that their representatives had to the clans they represented. tlo 

sense of 11 Supra-clan 11 responsibilities in policy making are evident in the 

. patrol reports available to us .. The v1orth of a political represer.tative 

was to be measured solely by the benefits accruing to his constituency 

during his ~erm. This attitude prevailed, still, in 1981-- evident in 

speeches made by national representatives (continual references to projecc:; 

brought into the· Ial.ibu area, a complete lack of references to 11 po1icy 'l 

q!.lest~ons ) , as ~·1e 1 as ir. comments by potential voters (e.g. a comment 

by o n e ·1 u 1 i r e s i den t t h a t the r e c e !1 t 1 y e 1 e c t e d K ~l'i a b e ; e a r e s e r. t a t. i v e : o 
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the newly formed Southern Highlands Provincial Parliament now owed free 

transportation to all his constituents on his privately owned trucks. "A 

member should make the people happy."). 

Despite, or perhaps because of, this attitude that government exists 

apart from local populations, the constituents of the Ialibu LGC willingly 

entered into that bane of moder~ civilization --paying of self-imposed taxes. 

Taxation has long been a colonial tool to force the monetarization of indig-

enous economy and the availability of labor to colonial projects. Such was 

not the case in lalibu. Taxation was a responsibility and a privilege of 

the Local Government Council. It was introduced and carried out in Ialibu 

by the Administration as part of the instillation of the Council more than 

ten years after establishing a colonial presence. In the Kewabe, response 

• 
was good to the first tax collection. Taxes were understood to be related 

to the Ialibu LGC, into which the people had enthusiastically entered only 

months before. Between December 13 and 22, 1965, a patrol led by Patrol 

Officer M. J. E. Anderson (1966) collected §258.00 from half of the Kewabe 

Division, and expected to exceed the Division•s allotted §400 by the 2nd 

of the tax col1ecticn. Tax rates differed within the Ialibu District - in 

1967, an Imbong ' gu male paid $1.00, and Imbong•gu female 30¢. Kewabe males 

and females paid only 50¢ and 20~ respectively, reflecting assessment by 

both the Administration and the Council that the Kewabe had less inco~e 

generating opp0rtunities than did tne ImbongJgu. Throughout the next 

years of colonialism, tax collection went smoothly. This is not to say 

that there was .no ar9u~ent about taxation. Probert described local 

reactions throughout Ialibu in mid-1971, when he led a patrol to discuss 

tox incr2~ ses for t he region: 
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.. . . At all VNenty-six gatherings of people, great poverty 
and hardship were pleaded. When certain facts of life, figures, 
etc. were quoted back, there prevailed a degree of humour ... 
As a rule the men could see the need for progress and the fact 
that it cost money to achieve. this, but stated that the Council 
must wai·t until they had businesses, education and economic 
development before raising the Tax Rate. No arguments put 
forward by the writer appeared to register, that to get this 
development one must have money to start the progress and that 
everyone•s small amount of Tax, accumulated into a large 
enough amount to make progress. They would listen and repeat 
the statement over again .. (Probert 1972). · 

However, despite these signs of resistance, and 'despite rising taxes, 

Probert could write in 1973 that only two men in the whole Kewabe Division 

fa i 1 ed to appear or to pay taxes without good excuse --and this at the ra tc 

of $4.00 for males, 30¢ for females. Then came independence in 1975~ and 

tax revolts in 1976 and ever. since. The reasons given were the same through-

out the region. People argued that th~v had been paying •axes for many year; 

now, and that no projects had come into their area. Some paid begrudging1y, 

others not at all (re: Imbong'gu resistance, Bullock 1976, Koma 1976; re: 

Kewabe Diawo 1976). 3 The tax situation degenerated steadily untii, upon 

ou; arrival in the field in 1980, the Ialibu Local Government Counci l ran 

out of m0ney. Tax revenues for 1980 were anticipated at K38,00C. Onl y 

Kl7,000 was collected. People claimed that ILGC had mismanaged money and 

done insufficient good for the Ialibu District (Koa 1980}. In July 1980, 

a t its "monthly " meeting, t he Ia1ibu LGC announced that i t · ... as unab l e ~o 

fu nd anything for the rest of the year due to its 1ack of funds. The 

Counc'l pr~posed to plead for revenue to the newly formed SHP Parliament 

in the face of constituent failure to pay taxes. The Council t hen cio~ea 

i t s year, awai ~i n g new tax collections i n 198_. 

Th e impos~t io n of se 1f-government, e l ecti ons, and t axat ion in 19 ~~ • 

. as Jnl y a ste p i n the roa d to i ~dependence. Th e Ad~~ n~ st rJ: ~~ n ~e a 
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ultimate responsibility for the execution of government directives, the 

maintenance of order, the political and economic development of the terri-

tory. But momentum was building toward the inevitable. It is clear that 

independence was not a goal of the majority of the residents of the Kewabe 

region. Even before the possibility of independence became a part of 

patrol propaganda, people throughout the Ia1ibu area began to react against 

the idea. 

"Students from the BIBLE MISSION school at KAUPENA are 
having an effect on their elders and it is becoming a case 
of •the tail that wags the dog.' For example, at ORAE 
village the people expressed the opinion that they do not 
want independence and indicated that they were very much 
afraid of a coastal 'elite.' This comment is quite sur
prising considering that the patrol never initiated a 
discussion about 1independence' and that the corrment orig
inated from a group of very old clan leaders. It is of 
course doubtful whether the group understood the meaning 
of I independence 1 

.. (Dickson 1968b). 

In the face of the inevitability of independence, th~ Administration con-

tinued to assess local reaction to the idea. In 1974, just a year before 

the new status actually arrived, 0. C. Ekins summarized the state of Ialibu 

area attitudes, writing that opposition to independence was being expressed 

in: 

"the usual Southern Highlands conservative responses: 
Fear that 
1. All those of fa irpigme.ntati.on will leave; . 
2. They ~ill begin fighting over land again; 
3. They do no have enough educated leaders; 
4. Infl ation is affecting them; 
5. They do not have enough income and social development. 
It is 4 elt that they will accept any sort of political change 
as long as it does not affect their present state of wel l 
beingH (1974). 

Despite their fears and arguments, independence did come to the Kewabe 

along with the rest of Papua New Guinea, on 16 September 1975. A member 

of cne Ke·,,,abe cla n summari zed the c!Jioni3.l ~eri.Jd to rr.e: 
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11 Independence came like lightning. We are the men who saw 
the first white spirits. The Europeans came and went quickly. 
Now we do not have enough money and other things. We like 
when the Europeans were, and wish they were still here. 
Independence came too soon. 

have su~marized above the political integration of Ialibu into the 

colonial system. I will now return to the period immediately following 

first contact and pacification to trace the Administration 1
S attempts to 

use it political authority to integrate the area into the national economy. 

Infrastructural Development 

With pacification came the need for a regional infrastructure which 

would enable efficient enforcement of administration control. The earliest 

goal.s set by patrol officers included the building of rest houses for 

patrols and clearing of paths from population center to population cente~. 

The first stage of human resource development was carried out in village 

indoctrination . Fowler described the coritent of initial indoctrination 

.. As indicated in the diary, the people were addressed at 
each camp site on the aims and policy of the Administration 
- as can be imagined talk of se1f government would be incom
prehensible to these people at this stage. What was stressed 
was the desire of the ~dministration to help the people, the 
rapid development of the people in other parts of the High
lands and the coast, ar.u the necessity for these people to 
develop at a more rapid pace. Economically it was stressed 
that larger garden ~ sho~1d be constructed, and propaganda 
on the benefits-- both economic and eciucational--of the 
Highlands abour Scheme was del i vered '' (Fowler 1960). 

In addit ion, pat rol routine included passing out s2eds in hopes ~ha ... t he sE 

would be use8 to grow European vegetables. These could then be solei in 

Iali~ u St at i on to the small Europe3n population, prov i ding small scai~ 

casi1 cropping i ncomes, or cou1d be absoroed into loc3l di e:s .. 1\fter ini-

~ ; .} 1 G~;inter-es (D ugga n ::59/ ) ;-h 2 supply of introd uced , e s e~ab le s ··ref'L,) 
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reportedly growing (Hiatt 1960). 

On 19 July 1956, the area irrnnediately surrounding Ialibu Station '.¥as 

de-restricted. 4 By 30 June 1960, Muli, too, was in the de-restricted area 

(although neighboring Tiri, Munku, Remago remained restricted at this 

time). 

Road building was set as the next major phase of infrastructural 

development after the establishment of Administration influence was wel1 

under way. ~lith road\'Jork came a new mode of producing-- corrmuna 1 work 

under the supervision of an external authority, or wok kcmuniti ("co~unity 

work" - TP). Clan goups were allocated pieces of road to build and to 

maintain under the guidance of patrol officers. Roads, of course, were 

viewed by the Administration as prerequisite to any future policy encour-

aging local economic ~evelopment. Road-building, howeve~, was seen as 

serving other social goals, as well. District Officer K. W. Dyer~ writing 

from Mendi in response to an Ialibu patrol report, wrote: 

"I do not agree with Mr. B. E. Jinks' (OIC, Ialibu) impli
cation that road work does little to improve the native 
situation. On the contrary it gives the people something 
to do, working together and getting on with each other and 
also provides the people and the patrolling officer a won
derful opportunity to get to know and understand each 
o the r . . . 11 

( Dyer , i n Thoma s 19 61 , Cover l e t t e r ) . 

"Getting to know each other,. was not a matter of choice, or course. If 

laborers failed to arrive for work, the patrol officer in charge and a 

detachment of police went to their residences and cajoled them, sometimes 

with verbal arguments: 

~~Departed for Kumbemi, with police detachment, at lJlQ 
hours after receiving a repor~ that about a dozen ~en 
had refused to come to work. The required men were se~t 
for and after some time they presented th~nselves at the 
Res: :-louse. After instructing them to appear next morning, 
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and being assured that they would, I returned to camp 
si ter: (Thomas 1961). 

Sometimes argument was insufficient: 

. ~•Just prior to this patrol virtually all the males of 
MULI and IARENA were goaled under the Council Road 
Maintenance Rule. This probably had some bearing in the 
ready response given to the patrol regarding work of 
various kinds 11 (Tozer 1969c). 

This same patrol officer commented in an earlier report that local people 

had no understanding of the reasons underlying Administration directives 

regarding roadwork, sanitat1on, etc. They 11 Work from fear rather than 

any self motivation~· (Tozer 1969a). 

The principal road through the Kewabe Sub-district of todayrs Ialibu 

District is the Ialibu-Kagua road. The road passes directly through Muli 

' Ekerepa land. This road had been cleared from Ialibu to Muli to the edge 

of the Ialo River by July 1960. The first Lan~ Rove~ passed through Muli 

at this time, on its. way from Lae to Kagua. The car cleared the last 

Ialibu section of 'lroad 11 between t-1uli prope.r and the river with much pull-

ing and pushing by Muli Ekerepa men. Into the middle 1960s, roaclwork, 

like much administrative work, prqgressed much more rapidly in the neigh-

boring Imbong'gu area, also admini~tered out of the Ialibu Patrol Post. 

In i964, a patrol officer could write that the Imbong'gu Census Division 

was 11 Well covered by a network of roads lfnking every village of the Divi-

sion 1
' (H~cks 1964), while another officer wrote in contrast about the 

Kewabe Census Division, 11 Most of the area still can only be visited by 

foot' 1 (Colton 1965). · However, the 'Hork had progressed sufficient1y through-

out the District to a)low the Administration to consider policy fer economi c 

deve1opment. Road construction was to continue for several years 1n 

Iali bu Jistrict. 7he ~~s t por~~on of t he Ia ~ ibu- Ka~ua read under ia1i hu 
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jurisdiction (ending at the Ialo River) was completely stoned for the first 

time in May 1967. The road from Muli to Yate was only "under construction" 

in 1968 (and the road remained, in 1981, a very difficult 11 four wheel 11 

drive). 

Administration Initiatives in Economic Development 

As late as the end of the 1950s, the Administration expressed little 

hope for immediate gains in economic development in the Ialibu area. The 

Kewabe5 were described as ncolourless" and unenthusiastic about bettering 

themselves (in contrast to the Imbong'gu--Hiatt 196lb). This character-

ization arose primarily out of the disinterest in European vegetables 

shown by the Kewabe. In response to this perceived apathy, one patrol 

officer was moved to write in 1958that locally based economic progress in 

the Kewabe could only follow a period of plantation and factory labor. 

"They must venture as laborers to more developed areas and learn 11 (Lucas 

1958). In a cover letter to this report, Assistant District Officer 8. ~-

01Neill (Mendi) offered a less disparaging, but no less pessimistic, prog-

nosis stating that high altitude and lack of information about local soil 

characteristics blocked any Administration promotions in the area. He 

held out the hope that completion of a better road system wculd increase 

inte~est in sales of produce by reducing the difficulty of transport to 

markets in Ialibu. 

The year 1960 marks a major turning point in local involvement w:th 

the Administration. It was during this year that the first labor recruits 

left the area. At the same time, the District Officer in Mendi announced 

the need for greater Administration involvement stimulating economic 
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development in the !alibu area itself. Simultaneously, the Ialibu CIC was 

ordering his officers to scout out sites for cash-crop development. Eco

nomic development as a conscious. local policy began. 

From the time of the establishment of the Ialibu Patrol Post, a few 

Kewabe and Imbong'gu residents had been able to engage in wage labor. This 

was true for those living closest to the Ialibu Station, and the missions 

which sprung up i~ 1956. Not until the introduction of the Highlands Labour 

Scheme did the opportunity to enter '..Jage labor become ·.o~idely available in 

the region. Labor recruitment from the Central Highlands for working in 

coastal goldfields and plantations \"as fonnalized in the H.L.S. in i950 

( Bookfi e 1d. 1972:99) 6 , before the I ali bu region had even been formally 

brought under Administration control. I've been unable to pin down an 

exact starting date for the H.L.S. in the Ialibu area. The earliest ~en

tion of the Scheme in the patrol documents held in Ialibu was found in a 

report written in May 1961. This report noted that since 1ay 1960 thirty

five persons from the Kewabe Division had been recruited for the H.L.S. 

The 1961 patrol had collected names of further poter.t .al recruits ' r.one 

from Muli). From this date for-Hard, recruiting •tJas steady. What is clear 

from subsequent patrol · reports is how little control over local labor 

migration ~he Adminis_ration really had. A continuing concern for the 

prevention of over-recruit11ent from singe vi l ages was e:<pressed, c.s ·.vas 

the \vish that plantat i.on recru~ters f rom the ,..es~ern f-!ighlancs ·,·:ouid ·.~or ·< 

more close ly with the Admi nis~ration for just such prevention (Hi att 

l::;6"a ) . •,.;e 'fli~~ di scuss 'nat ·ve'' rationa es or par ... ic~pa : ~ on a_cr 

Qr nc• .. ,l : t suf7 · ces to 
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employment offered "an excellent opportunity to obtain money, to learn Pidgin 

Eng 1 i s h , and to see de v e 1 o pm en t i n other are as . . . .. ( S i s 1 e y 19 6 6 ) • Wage 

labor, then, was made available to a wide group of Ialibu residents only 

from 1960 on, and interested persons had to be willing to leave their home 

areas for periods of t\'10 years, the nonnal contract term . . 

Gardening as a mode of commodity production fonmally had been intro

duced with the initial distributions of European seeds by the earliest 

patrols in the area. We 1 Ve noted the reports of little enthusiasm on the 

part of the Kewabe dwellers. This early introduction of European vegetables 

can hardly be called an initiative toward local economic development. In 

effect, the early policy served two functions for the Administration: it 

created good will through the giving of gifts, and it created (or hoped 

to create) a supply of foods familiar to the Europeans living at Ialibu 

Station. Although local groups were labelled as 11 Unethusiasticn about 

these crops early on, it must be considered that enthusiasm· would have 

had little audience --a few patrols yearly or the missionaries and colonial 

officials livir.g in Ialibu. In 1960, however, the Administration turned 

its attention to assessing the cash-cropping potential of the Ialibu area. 

K. W. Oyer, District Of~icer, Mendi, wrote to the Ialibu Patrol Post on 

24 J une 1960 announcing a new initiative in local development: 

~~r~y rna in concern is the fostering of interest and ac-; viti es 
among the people now that they are becoming settled. Road 
development wi11 in part meet this need, but it is becoming 
increasingly urgent that the Deoartment of Agriculture in 
particular give some lead in what can be done in the agri
cultural sphere. I have requested the District Agr ·cu1turJ1 
Officer to obtain and provide onion se~d--one crop t~at ! 
feel can be exploited in the Ialibu area--and will continue 
to ~ress fer Jt 1east scme investigation and guida~c2 in 
\·that economic prospects could be tried and exploited•l (196C ; . 

Onions were s imply another ~ n the 1 i~e cf ~u~cpeun vege: aoles ~ ntrcd~ c e d ~c 
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the area. The early patrols had distributed seeds for beans, potatoes, 

cucumbers, corn and tomatoes (Hiatt 1960). By 1965, carrots, cabbage, and 

pumpkin, too, had joined the no nna 1 foods tuffs in 1 oca 1 gardens. 11 These 

(European) crops are, however, grown more with the intention of sale rather 

than local consumption 11 (Sisley 1965). As an economic development initia-

tive, the success of introduci ng European vegetables was limited. In 

1968, R. C. Hunter described the sale of vegetables as the only source of 

income in the Ialibu area other than sale of lab~r to government or missions. 

Vegetables could be sold to patrols or at a weekly market in Ialibu. Hunter 

summarized, as well, the two dimensions limiting the growth of a large local 

vegetable industry - the size of the local market, and the pricing policies 

of local sellers: 

11 Market gardening cannot be increasing significantly unless 
i) Ialibu station increases greatly in size or plantations 
are established in the area; ii) markets are found outside 
the Ialibu area. Ialibu station is always increasing in size 
and appears that it will continue to do so. Thus produce sold 
on the station will also increase, but no sudden increase can 
be expected. Un l ess the people are prepared to be more realis
tic in prices, there is no possibility 0f finding an outside 
market for their produce'' ( 1968). 

European vegetables v1ere the only sou~ce of commodity-sales income 

in Ialibu in 1968 not because the Administration had tried nothing else, 

but rather because two major cash-cropping initiatives had been attempted, 

and had failed, between 1960 and 1968- coffee and pyrethrum. 

Coffe~ was, by the end of the 1950s, well established as the pri~ary 

co~oodi ty produced in the Highlands. Plantations existed in the nearby 

tes t ern Highlands. In the Ialibu area, ct least by early 1960 peop1e 

'.•JOndered , ... ,r:en they, too, cotJld engage in coffee production. R. A Hia t t 

(1~60) no ted amo ng t he ~ew a t e a growing aooreciat i on of t he val ue 0f ~~c 
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monetary system and an interest in economic development (leading me to 

doubt very much the attribution of "colourlessness" and lack of enthusiasm 

mentioned earlier). In January, 1961, B. E. Jinks, OIC Ialibu, felt it 

necessary that a new patrol among the Imbong'gu inform persons near Ialibu 

that coffee might not be a successful crop at such altitudes, suggesting 

that the Kauge1 Valley area along the Territorial border would be more 

suitable. Such cautions reflect the findings by the patrol he was instruct

ing (Hiatt 196la) that coffee seedlings had most likely already found their 

way into the Imbong'gu Division. Ialibu administrative response (in conjunc-

tion with higher authorities) was to respo~d to the enthusiasm being shown. 

The Imbongjgu patrol led by Hiatt (196la) was ins~ructed to pa! specia1 

attention to prospects for economic development. In addition to the above 

mentioned · caution, the patrol was to note the following points: · 
11 (1) areas for planting should be of a suitable size and should 

not be in dispute; 

(2) the people should be told that cash-cropping will return an 
income but will not create a fortune; 

(3) they must realize that crops must be carefully planted and 
tended and isolated trees must not be planted lest there be 
a spread of disease; 

(4) for the present planting should only be among groups easily 
accessible near the vehicular road to allow proper super
vision and inspection. (Jinks 1961).n 

This initial program showed caution on the part of the Administration, whic ~ 

hoped to maintain oversight and a semblance of control over the grow:h of 

Ialibu production of coffee (as well as suggesting other crops, tea and 

tobacco, to groups in places likely not to be good coffee-produc i ng areas ) . 

The pressure by local people for coffee, and the reports of coffee spread-

i n g , u n co A t r o 11 e ci , f r om ·,·J 2 s t e r n H i g h l a n d s p I a n t a t i o n s , s u g g e ~ t s t h e I ~ m i : .:: 
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of the control maintained by the Administration, however. The economic 

interests of private plantations encouraged the proliferation of coffee 

growing --as the plantations controlled processing and marketing facilities. 

It is apparent that villagers, too, considered coffee growing to be in their 

interests, seeing and hearing of the material wealth available to those in 

the Western Highlan~s who were already engaged in growing. The Administra

tion, in the face of these pressures, hurried to respond. 

Coffee was planted in experimental plots throughout the Imbong'gu area 

during Hiatt's · early 1961 patrol. Hiatt wrote. of the impetus this gave to 

other, previously uncompleted infrastructura1 work on the part of villagers: 

~~Experimental coffee plots were planted during the patrol 
and for the sake of regular supervision, plots were planted 
only at those villages easily accessible by roads. Those 
villages not possessing village road links to the tru~k roads 
made knm'in their di sappo in trnent. to the pa tro 1 that they had 
missed out on a coffee plot. Similarly it was made known 
that the patrol was disappointed that instructions to build 
swch inter-village road~ had been avoided for the past three 
years. It was noted that on returning to IALIS~ at the end 
of the pa tro 1, i ntervi 11 age roads bet\·~een PO~lGAJI.iA, YERO, 
KONGIMBUGL and BIMBINIE were well under way'1 (196la ). 

Later the same year, coffee was planted in several Kewabe villages, as 

well. Three plots 'Here planted in mid-1961 in ,'~uli --all three owned by 

11 IAM·A IAKI. '1 Ot her areas not in<::luded were again instructed that roads had 

to be · comple t ed f irs t (Hiatt 196la) ~ 

·After this ini-t i al planting, little cor.rnent is made about the coffee 

by subsequent patro 1s for a fe~ years. The plants were left to grow, 

requiring as much as five years to bear fruit at these altituaes ~M2ffi OO 

l9SC) . In 1964, J. S. Hicks reported the: the crcp in the Kaugel area 

appear~d t o be grmv-ing 't~ell "i n s~ite of .- the· comolete 1ack of 3Ss.istance 

~ h a ts c eve r, a~ ar t f r ~m that in i t i al ~ y giv en i n p l~nt i ng ~ h e cr ~ o .' 
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further claimed that the Kaugel area had the greatest agricultural potential 
in the Ialibu region, and perhaps in the entire Southern Highlands. He 
encoura~ed the Administration to lease land it had purchased in that area, 
noting that 11 The people of this area, ... , are crying out for someone to 
show them the way 11 to good coffee business. Hicks 1 attitude to private 
development of public lands summarized the attitude expressed through the 
following several years in Ialibu patrol reports. Commenting on an appli-
cation by Ron Neville to lease 3000 acres at Peregai, in the Imbong 1 gu 
Division, Hicks ' wrote: 

11 The granting of such a lease will, of course, greatly assist Mr. Neville, but this is also true for the people of the area. The Administration has done nothing about its own land here, and it may well be to the advantage of all concerned if those willing to spend money and time in· this region be given every opportunity to do so. It is pleasant to imagine that our social system is based on this sort of thing" (1964) ; 
That expatriate capitalist investment was the sole road by which to "show 
the way" to economic development was to become the standing position of the 
Ialibu administration for several years to come (following national Admin-
istration policy--cf. Hasluck, 1958, cited in Howlett 1973:257) . . 

There is a break in the patrol report record of coffee growing in 
Ialibu in the middle 1960s. According to infonnants in i1uli, coffee was 

growing well, at leas.~. in some plots. Then, in 1965, the didi man ("agri-
cultural extension off icer" - TP) came and said 11 lusim kopi" ('get rid of 

coffee 1 
- TP) to plant pyre t hrum. uli was told to forget coffee, to remo ve 

it, and to clear land for a new experimental crop. Pyrethrum, the did i man 
told them, would pay a quic k return, unlike coffee for which one had to 

\'Jait so long ( l ater patro1 reports, surrmarizing the history of coffee n 

; alibu, sup per! !his loca l c l a im- Hunter 1968; Wil li ams 1970 ) . 1 
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Pyrethrum (varieties of chrysanthemum) could be grown, the flowers picked 

and dried, all within a span of a few months. The agricultural agents 

would buy the dried flowers to sell on the world market to producers of 

insecticide. 

On February 11, 1965, an Agricultural Officer out of the Kagua Station 

met with Ialibu patrol officer P. N. Colton in Muli. Pieces of land in 

Muli, Yarena, and Padl (or 'Pale' in local pronunciation) were marked for 

grmving pyrethrum"(Co1ton 1965). In June or July of that year, these 

Kewabe blocks were planted. The officer leading the patrol on this ceca-

tion commented 11 Pyrethrum offers these people their only chance of making 

money from cash crops (Gari 1965). 

By the beginning of 1966, seven acres of pyrethrum had been plan~ed 

in the Kewabe Division. Ninety acres had been planted by patrols through 

the Imbong'gu Division. Plans called for totals of 60 . acres to be planted 

in t~e Kewabe, 270 in Imbong'gu. Th~ plan was Mever fulfilled. The supp1y 

of splits was low. Planting was concentrated first in the laiagam Sub-

District of the Western Highlands (now ~nga), with a plan to spread planting 

subsequent1y to Ialibu, and then on to the rest of the Southern Highlands 

(Marsh l%o). The first crop in the Ialibu area failed --failure attributed 

to drought by the Administration (Sisley 1965b) . . A second crop 1tJas planted 

in September 1966, again by the Admin t stration patrols, D. J. H. Kentish, 

Cadet Patrol Officer, reported that the crop was not doing well. 

thum) d0es not appear to enjoy the same cultivation atte~tion the s~eet 

potato garcens get,. (:<ent'sh l966a) . 

" ( mbong • gu pyre thrum) is both unweeded and undra i fled. T il~ 
agricultural assistant advised the people of these two neces
sities for good production, but I f:::.ar the monetc.ry incenti ·e 
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is insufficient to produce the degree of cultivation 
that the sweet potato gardens enjoy . . . . At present, 
people do not regard Pyrethrum as a business. They 
often cynically exaggerate that the ~eturn is only 
enough to pay the council tax" (Kentish 1966b).8 

The pyrethrum 11 experiment" ended in the Kewabe area in 1967--shortlived 

and unsuccessful. By all patrol reports and inform~nt reports, the plan 

was w.e 11 sui ted to 1 0ca 1 phys i ca 1 , geographi ca 1 growing conditions. It 

was not well suited to locJl social and economic conditions. In late 

1967, ~illiams wrote: 

':The gardens in the Nuli area have been pulled out and 
the splits sent to villages in the North Imbong'gu area. 
No complaints were forthcoming from the Muli area, so 
either they were happy to rid themselves of a means of 
earni'ng money, or they were ashamed and afraid to admit 
itu O~illiams 1967).9 

To this point in Ia1ibu area hi·story (circa 1968), Administration 

initiatives to bring economic development through the transformation of 

local gardeners into smallholding cash-croppers had failed to be effective. 

The first such initiative mentioned--Oyer•s onions--receives no mention 

in later patrol reports or in our informants• tales of this period (onions 

do appear in a few Muli gardens). Marketing vegetables remained a very 

small part of local life, at best. The cash crops aimed at an interna-

tional market, coffee and pyrethrum, failed to take hold. 8. ~il1iams 

summarized, speaking of the K~xabe Division: 

"Unfortunately &or the people of this area, economic 
development has resulted in the complete failure of one 
cas h crop and through implementing this cash crop 
(pyrethrum), t he fai l ure of another (coffee). 

Originally coffee was planted thrcughout t~e area 
and a~ ~ •~sult of circumstance, some plots have be~n 
left standing. In 1965, just when the coffee was coming 
into production, the people were told to pull it out and 
plant pyrethrum, \vhich subsequent1y failed ... '' ( 1970). 

Wri ti ng of l ate 1967, L. R. Dickson added a further note regar~i~g t he 
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direction of Administration agricultural policy in the Ialibu area: 

"At present it appears from agricultural experiments that 
tea and grazing show the greatest promise in the area. 
Coffee grows well but pyrethrum has failed as a cash crop. 
However, coffee growing is not encouraged due to agricult
ural policy. Diversification of cash crops obviously 
provi·des the safest long tenn agricultural policy in this 
coun~ry. Therefore I believe that it is advisable to 
send an agricultural technical advisor to Ialibu to exper
iment 'l'lith other crops ... " (1967). 

The relative failure of the creation of smallholder cash-cropping in the 

Ialibu region during the 1960s seems to be related directly to the agri-

cultural policy decisions made by the Administration. Dickson, quoted 

above, states that coffee grows well in the area. Hunter(l968)strongly 

suggested that coffee had not fared · well in its early trials due to 

Administration inattention after trial plots were planted--he found badly 

overgrown plots still growing during the 1968 patrol~ Rather than provid-

ing closer supervision and soliciting more widespread participation in 

coffee production, the Admini·stration replaced coffee with pyrethrum. As 

we've seen, this crop failed to attract local interest because of an indig-

enous ulabor cost--monetary benefit" analysis. The crop reportedly grew 

well in the area, like coffee. 

While these trials were going on, the lack of coordination b~tween 

gove:rnment departments added to growing disenchantment and. discouragement 

among local people; 

"At the present time (1964) there are continual bands of 
Agricultural Field-Workers wandering around the area. 
The office at IALISU is not informed of their movements 
or their proposed activi~ies. Quite often these Field
'·orkers from Kagua make ~hemselves unpopular with the 
people by not explaining their intentions fully. In 
the eyes of many, these Field-Workers are sim~ly giving 
the people more work with no pay. 

If ~he Oepart~ent of Agriculture has any defini~e 
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plans for this area, we are unaware of them here. Surely 
if heads were put together something definite could be 
worked out for this area. This would be much better than 
the haphazard policy which is being followed at this present 
time ll (Co 1 ton 196 5) . 

This same officer noted a growing unwillingness among the Kewabe to be at 

the beck and call of the Administration. They could no longer be "talked 

into doing something" unless a real and immediate material gain could be 

foreseen. The men of the Kewabe, many of whom had seen or heard of the 

progress in Mount Hagen and the Imbong•gu area, complained that the Ialibu 

Administration was focusing all its attention on the latter and leaving 

the Kewabe in its state of .. backwardness ... 

The Administration, in its turn, seems to have felt that the Kewabe 

people were not doing their part. Fol .lowing Hiatt•s early contrast bet~tteen 

the Kewabe and the Imbong •gu, labelling the former l•colour1ess 11 and "unen-

thusiasticu (Hiatt 196lb)~ the Kewabe were characterized as being 11 Skepti-

cal 11 (Creedy 1966), guilty of ••chronic 1aziness'• and having '' the 'half

baked~ ideas that emerge in all developing societies•~ (Dickson 1967), 

11 lazy,. lethargic, and unresponsive 11 (Barber 1967a). They were assumed to 

be either embarassed by their failure to produce pyrethrum or unwilling 

to work when presented the opportunity to make money. They were .,not 

keen on hard work" (Hunter 1968). However, these same writers also held 

in common the opinion expressed by the Kewabe--that the Administration 

was not working closely enough with the Ke~~abe people, and had led theiil 

into enly failures. Creed suggests that these attitudes could be over-

come overnight u ••• 1.'/ith overseas agricultural officers actually and 

repeat actually camping out in their area's .. .'' (1966). Barber, scathir<; 

in his charac!erization of the Kewabe, continued: 
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~~~1aybe this is due to the fact that they have seen no 
development within their own area. Coffee, peanuts, pyre
thrum started with such a fanfare have failed either 
through neglect or altitude .. (1967a). 

The Kewabe were disappointed by the results of Administration attempts 

to initia·te development, 11 beginning to feel a little left behind in devel-

opment.. (Hunter 1968). 

In the face of these Administration characterizations of the Kewa of 

the Ialibu region, and of comments made in response to earlier reports on 

our fieldwork (Burkins 1981; Burkins and Krause 1982), r•d like to pause 

at this point to assure the reader that the Kewabe were by no means unique 

in their responses to Administration initiatives and in their less than 

successful results. Throughout the patrol reports from Ialibu, the general-

ized contrast is made between the ~~energetic, enthusiastic" Imbong 1 gu .jnd 

the .. lazy, 1ethargic11 Kewabe. I wish to make clear that •11ithin those same 

reports there exists· much evidence that the problems encountered by the 

Administration within the Kewabe were just as prevalent in · the Imbong'gu 

region. The people of both the Kewabe and Imbong•gu had, by 1968, been 

bombarded with Administration propaganda regarding the likely road to 

development (about which, more below). According to patrol officers, the 

generJl consensus among the local population~ was that economic develop-

ment ·.-~auld come through expatriate investment in ~nd management of p"fcnta-

ti ons within the region (Hunter 1968 on Kewabe attitudes; Forbes 1963 on 

Imbong'9u). The Imbong'gu, 1ike +-he Kewabe, 'llere described as: Lmen~~u-

siast1cabout roadwork, feeling that it was simply to the bene~it cf t~ e 

A.dmin.stration; unwil l i ng to combine 1ocal capi ta1 to allow large sc2ie 

:nvesullen-c lo call y , expecting a plant~tion "to be na:-~dec ~0 ther.J on a 

P ·.~ ... ~..~.~=> ...... , :• 'l .'""dS'l·ve" 'n "-""' .;r 'rce,....t ~: ... h 'd · · .... t' + - ' G - r .J <J I I 1.. (I e I 0 \.o ~I 0 n ( C 0 I ~ e !"', tn 1 n : S ...,. r a • 1 C n , .;t r C - e 7" 'J : 
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for such local improvements as Aid Posts, but unwilling to help establish 

and maintain them; demanding in their cries for compensation when an Admin

istration action damaged local property (to the greater collective economic 

good) (Kentish 1966c; Forbes 1968; Brady 1974). What seems to account for 

the differing overall characterizations by the Iali~u patrol post, the 

more st~ongly negative judgements of the Ke\1/abe, the sense of their greater 

llunwillingnessu to help in their own development, is not any objective 

difference between the people of the areas. The difference resides in 

their objec~ive relations to the Administration, its economic policy and 

it expectations for local development. Sisley provides us a look at these 

differences: · 

11 Although the IMBONG 1 GU people live in a relatively cold 
and wet location they are by no means the worst off in the 
Southern Highlands. Their proximity to Mt. Hagen, their 
close ties with the Hagen-Tambul people and the future 
road link open up many avenues of development which once 
capitalised on will make the Ialibu area the leading Sub
District and will open the road for further advancements 
in the remainder of the Southern Highlands District1

• 

(1965b). 

11 0evelopment 11 was expected to enter the Southern Highlands from the north-

east, coming with the roads from r~ount Hagen. Ialibu, the point of entry 

of the road into the Southern Highlands, would lead the way. The !mbong-
1 gu, ·the entry point into the Ialibu Sub-District would, logically enough) 

lead the way for the rest of the Ialibu area. Their development would 

precede that of the Kewab~. The .objective point of ehtry for the Hagen-

Mendi road, the eventual extension of the Highlands Highway into the region, 

was through the Kaugel Valley. This area, of lower altitude and war~er 

climate than the rest of the Ialibu Sub-District, was and still is the 

best situated geographically and climatically for the sorts of projects 
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imagined by the Administration. The Kaugel Valley, indeed, attracted 

expatriate private investment, unlike the rest of the Sub-District. A tea 

plantation, major Administrative roadwork, and a large ~~Bible ''1issionll 

station all provided sources of labor and income, while simu1taneously 

bringing visible change and continual encouragement into the area. Not 

surprisingly, Dickson found that the attitude to work among Kaugel Valley 

residents was better . than in the rest of the Ialibu District (Dickson 1968). 

The Administration expected development to begin earlier in the 

Imbong'gu than in the Kewabe. The Imbong'gu were closer to the visible 

changes ongoing around the center at Mount Hagen and were excited by the 

possibilities (Kentish wrote" ... the people of Tona, Kuminge, Kume, 

Imi and Orae have decided Hagen orientation and impatient dissatisfaction 

with the present rate of economic development in their area"--1966b) . 
. 

Changes did, in fact, cow.e to the Imbong'gu area in the form villagers 

hoped for--plantations. Meanwhile, 

11 1 n the KEWABE Census Division, the attitude towards eco

nomic development is hampered by the persistence that 
because of their location, they are the 'back door' of the 
Ialibu Sub-District .. (Forbes 1968). 

The best attitudes among villagers, then, were found among those who had 

the best objective situations or who had closest contact 1t~ith changes 

already accomplished nearby. Kaugel attitudes were exemplary. Imbcng'gu 

attitud2s, in general, were enthusiastic (but did not produce immediate 

response to Administrative initiatives). Kewabe attitudes were, in ccn-

trast, "colourless", 11 lethargic." Ultimately, ae 11elopment differences 

between the areas ay in the hands of the Administration and private 

investcrs, however--not in different attitudes among local peop l e. The 

:' e,'/rJ be ~ ~~ad been disaooo~nted by the: fa~iure o,· c:lffe e and P~'ret:-tr:..~r.~ 
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plots but still wish to •get going' on economic developmentr• (Hunter 1968). 

r•ve stated above that the people of the Ialibu area had been presented 

with Administration propaganda regarding the road to development. I return 

now to pick up that thread. In the middle of the 1960s, the Administration 

deemed the Ialibu area suitably settled to allow for private investment for 

development. Local people had been encouraged in smallholder schemes, but 

none had taken hold successfully. Throughout the patrol reports of the 

period, a concern is evident that local land be made available to private 

investors. Sisley put it strongly: 

11 The future of the Southern Highlands is at stake. The 
road5 are being built into the District and land must be 
made available for potential settlers 11 (1967)". 

In the following. year, Assistant District Commissioner Peter Barber wrote 

that the Administration wi~hed ~o alienate 10,000 acres jn the Ialibu area. 

He assigned Patrol Officer L. R. Dickson the principle responsibility for 

scouting the area for suitable sites and for convincing the owners of these 

sites to part with them (Barber 1967b). · Dickson wrote of his efforts, 

clearly advocating Administration policy: 

.. Quite obviously no economic development can take place 
anywhere until large areas of land have been · purchased by 
the Administration from the local peop1e 11 (1967). 

''It remains for the Administration to alienate large areas 
of land now so that private enterprise may step into an 
encouraging situation at a later stage. Then real develop
ment '!Jill occur as a natural thing .. (1968a). 

Oi ckson·, in the 1 a tter report, went so far as to advocate that pub 1 i c 

projects (through the r2cently formed Ialibu Local Government Counci1), 

and individual private projects by 1oca1 people, be discouraged. He fe~re~ 

that such projects were doomed from the start due to insufficient capita i 

to c2rr/ off 1arge sc3:e· pro j ect3. ~~P rivate enterpris2, 11 :1:26n i n~ 
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exoatriate private capital, would lead tne way. 

Administrative enthusiasm for land alienations clearly affected 1oca1 

attitudes and expectations about deve loprrent. As I've noted above, the 

people of both tne K~ace and tne Irrbong'gu came to acsept t~e Acrnrinistra-

tive position, to expect tnat development would came: 

~ mair.ly through non-natives in the form of privately 

owned plantations and businesses. For this reason, each 

villaae wants to sel1 land for economic develomrent. Kow

ever,~~men it corres to actually selling the land old dis

putes are brought up spoi 1 in g tfte sa 1 en lHun ter 196 8) . 

The difficulty in acfliev1ng local consensus regarding ownership hampered 

severely the abi 1 i ty of the Acbm~nistration and locals to reach agree~nt . 

in pa rti cul ar areas. ln SOll'E pl a~es, nowever, consensus was clear and 

successful transactions carried out. Dickson en~~usiastically described 

the local response 'ifhen he purchased several nunctred acres of land at Yate 

in · the Kewabe: 

11 The local oeople from Yate e.xpress-ec the op1n1on tftat 

despite dozens of previous patrols through the area, my 

9atrol was the only one that had achieved anythin~ worth

whlle. This is indicative of current thouoht in t~e are2 

and provides proof that tnese peo9.le wi .ll ;espond to 

fJOSitive constructive administration, despite their 

chronic laziness and the 1half-oaked' ideas that err.er9e 

1n all developin~ societies" (1967l. 

In addition to the Yate plot, land was ~urchased at several sites -1 n the 

Irmong' gu and at Iormi and Muli· in the Kewabe (Sisley 1966; Forbes 1968). 

The ralibu ratrol officers felt that if iand could oe alienat9d and 

orivute enterorise brought into the region, developrnent wo.uld advance 

quic~ly. Local people, too, car.:e to believe this. The probiefl! for Ia1ibu 

becanx:: appa ·rent not 1 Gii 9 after this push to purchase i an d negan--p ri va te 

investors 't~ere not interestec in the railbu area. Hunter sur.marized tne 
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11 At present there are no private plantations in the 
(Kewabe) area, but land has been purchased for the 
purpose of leasing to private enterprise and if some of 
this is taken up it should provide new scope to indig
enous development ... 

There are no areas of land in the Kewabe held by lease 
from the Administration or the crown. Applications for 
~ number of leases by missions have been received . 

No local people have approached the Administration 
requesting the lease of 1 and . . . 

ihere are no non-idigenous commercial establishments with
in the Kewabe area. 

Adjacent to the Kewabe, on Ialibu Station, are two 
European-owned tradestores, servicing Ialibu Station and 
also supplying items for resale in village trade stores. 
A Mission-owned sawmill is also in operat'ion in Ialibu, 
providing an outlet for a small number of labourers. 
Timber used by thi.s sawmi 11, and the PWD one, is bought 
from Imbong•gu people, :hu~ there is no income from this 
source for the Kewabes. 

The above establishments provide only a limited outlet 
for Kewabe labor, as labourers also come from the Imbong•gu 
and other areas. The number employed is not liable to 
increase until some form of agricultural enterprise is under
taken11 (1968).10 

That summary was written in 1968. In 1972, Barber's cover letter to a 

B. Probert patrol report indicates dampened Administration hopes for expa-

triate investment and the need to convince local people to take the 

initiative: 

11 The general cry in this district for European business men 
to use alienated land is once again clear over the lATE 
land . While we shall endeavour to interest such invest
ment it is most unlikely there will be any takers and it 
becomes necessary ·for the land to be developed using 1 oca 1 
resour~es if at all possible. The people will be advised 
accordingly yet agai n11 (Sarber 1972). 

In 1973, 8. Probert wrote that local people were still insistent that the 

land they had sold be used in some productive fashion. 11 A lot of sugges-

tions and half promises have been fcrthcoming from various Departments but 

1itt1e real actiorl. 11 He mentioned a pro~osa 1 to divide the 1and in~c 
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smaller plots, 100 to 120 acres each, to be leased as blocks to local people 

for enterprise. Probert called for action on this proposal. None came. 

Colonial land policy in the Ialibu region paralleled government expec

tations for the area's development. During the years of pacification, the 

area was envisioned as providing a potential labor supply and a source of 

vegetable foods . for the local expatriate market. Refugees ofpa~t clan wars 

were allowed to resettle their land. Peace and repopulation were the 

keys. As cash-cropping was introduced, it became clear that local ability 

to co~mand land and capital was insufficient to spark rapid economic develop-

ment in the area. The Administration turned its attention to land aliena-

tion in larger, economically viable blocks. But the investors never came. 

Local people were disappointed again. The promised kampani C'plantations .. 

- TP) did not enter the area. By the early 1970s, policy makers were facing 

the reality of n~n-investment. They encouraged local investment of labor 

and capital for cash-croqping and animal husbandry. Land policy entailed 

the settlement of land disputes to enable individuals to use land to which 

they held clear title. Area patrol officers called for Administration 

support ·in settling land claims. Assistant District Officer 0. C. E~ins 

wrote: 

"The 400 plus land disputes in the Ialibu area are the ma · n 
barrier to economic development, especially on an individual 
basis, and are the only real cause for concern about the 
possibility of impending unrest ... The settlement of 
land disputes in the Ialibu area will be a sisyphean task 
as new disputes are continually being raised, and it would 
be a start if the Lands Titles Commissioner, if there is 
such ~ person~ could begin settling cases recorded for 
hearing by hin as far back as 1963'' (Ekins 19711 1 . 

n fJct, the Lands . it~es Corrmissioner, existent or not, never ca Gie ~o 

· a:ibu :o sectle disputes. Eventually two bloc ks of l and ~ n the <e~2~e 

; . 
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were -leased by government units--one by the Ialibu Local Government Council, 

the other by the Department of Primary Industry. Both plots of land were 

leased in Huli. 

The Ialibu Local Government Council leased land in Muli in order to 

establish a cattle project. The idea of raising cattle in Ialibu had been 

mentioned as early as 1964. Set-up for a project was even begun in Mambi, 

a Kewabe clan area along the Ialo River, in early 1965 (Colton 1965). No 

cows were brought into the a rea until 1967, however. In February of that 

year, seventeen animals arrived at Ialibu Station. They were held by the 

Administration, awaiting completion by area individuals of cattle blocks 

and improved, fenced pastures. Cattle was explicitly described as the 

11 possible new avenue of cash income 11 in the face of the failure of pyrethrum 

in the region (Sisley 1966). 

In 1968, a few projects were underway, with cattle delivered. Animals 

were sold to individuals to be raised on communally held land (a conscious 

choice of economic arrangement by the Administration after experience else-

where with cowmunal cattle ownership and with individualization of land 

holdings). In 1969, the Ialibu Local Government Council applied to lease 

an c:rea ·of land in ~1ul i. Where private investment had refused to come, 

local government stepped in, ostensibly to serve as ~odel and hub of a new 

economic venture: 

"Cattle is being introduced into the area with the council 
applying for a cattle lease over 100 acres of land at Muli. 
The rest of the alienated land will be broken into 5x6C 
acre blocks where individual cattle cwners will be given a 
lease over the land. The council will use its area as an 
example of what should be done in a cattle project. Con
siderable interest is being shown in this venture~~ ('~~lliaj;ls 
19 70) . 

I t i s not clea r jus~ who was in t~res te d. A repor:: f roiil the samt p~, . i ·,'-
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o~ oca res ·sta ce to t e c unc·l plan: 

11 recei ed the opinions of a number of people which give 
an idea of ~he a•tit~de in the area towards economic develop
ment in general. The idea seemed to be 'We do not want 
cattle projects on this land. What we want is for a company 
to come and use ·~and we can sell timber, and food stuffs 
and prov·dc .~bour and it won' ~f~ect our way of life, but 
it w·ll ~rov · de enough oney for us to pay our Council 
Tax.' '' (Staples 1969). 

The project pushed on, despite local sentiments. The Council banis ('fence' 

P) was established. n late 1973, there were five cows inside the Ial 'bu 

GC fences. At least one individual project also had cows, in uli (but not 

one of the lease blocks--the Muli project was located a couple of miles 

away at the Ialo River). After several months delay, 90 head of cattle 

entered the Ial 'bu area (by 1 July 1974) and 100 more were due to arrive 

s arty thereafter (·Prober · 19 73a; Darke 974). In 1973, several ocal 

cattle projec·s were financed through the Papua lew Guinea Development Ban k, 

with Administration backing. This practice continued through the rest of 

t he deca de. he Ialibu office of the Department of Primary ndustry (DPI 

shows rec rds of ~ · v e proj ects so f unded i n t he , ewabe reg·on the last 

receiving money i n 1978. However as early as 197 , it was cl ecr that tne 
11 C •tle industry" was not to deve l op in the businesslike fashion planned 

y e dm nis r on and t e a1 ' bu LGC. J. L. Brady reporte tat car e 

er o e ·ng treated y loca l peo pl e as the eq ui ta ent of pi gs wi h e 

" •r d · .. ·ana II ec onomy . Ca •t e pr ces v1er e hi h y i nflated due to the r USe 

n ceremon i i 1 s . Growers r e 
~ used to k i 11 t hei r anima s for sa le 

0 e r ce va a le hr ug he 0 er me t . he ' dm nis 0 . opes r 

- s CC2S f 1 n us r 'J ase on ui k a - en i 0 m · ur~ ni . a is nd r- ap 

.. ·r 0 e ...:e t ed oc s he d b_i r nim s or th .'11 gh : er e-

!":' j Jr :-:·s t 3r.J I ' ':J ..: o I • 7he ,..~c · -j vf .. e ~ a a· c i :1 
. 

"" ' - :"". c·.-;~ ... . ..; 
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that individuals applied for Development Bank loans, improved an area of 

pasture under DPI supervision (the Department was earlier named Department 

of Agriculture, Stock and Fisheries--DASF), obtained cattle and supplies 

(as a draw against approved funding), made a few payments against the loan 

--invariably funded through any means except cattle sales, dispersed the 

cows in some fashion (a few sales, many cows reported as ''fell into ditch 

--deadu at about the time of local pigkill ceremonies), used up borrowable 

resources, and made no further payments to the Bank. In 1980 (June 2), the 

PNG Development Bank placed a temporary ban on loans to small-holders for 

cattle or pig projects, until the .. present arrears problem is improved on 

the existing projects. 11 The ban still stood when we left the field a year 

later. 

Meanwhile, the Ialibu Local Government Council project was fairing 

little b~tte~. Cows were brought to the project in the early 1970s. Money 

raised by cattle sales served as part of the general revenue available to 

the Ialibu LGC. I do not know how revenues flowed from cattle production 

through the 1970s. At a meeting of the Ialibu LGC on 17 July 1980, it was 

announced that the District had no funds available for local government 

(primarily due to the failure of local citizens to pay taxes). 7he Council 

agreed to begin paying its Cattle Project employees in cows, deciding tha~ 

such payments would just carry them through until the next tax co11ection. 

The project was clearly running afoul of other Ialibu LGC financial cons· d

erations, but was not producing funds i n any large quantity. It was a1so 

not serving as the hub of a local cattle industry. None of the proposed 

leas2 blocks had been put into use by private investors. 

The Muli Cattle Project land unused by local investors was eventual ly 
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leased by another government agency. The Department of Primary Industry 

(DPI) decided to place a Sheep Project in the Southern Highlands and 

selected this land as the site. On March 15, 1977, the first 41 sheep 

arrived, transported from the central PNG sheep project in Goroka, Eastern 
Highlands. Since that time, there have been sheep at· the project contin-

uously. This project was not designed to stimulate local interest, how-

ever. DPI is continuing to study sheep rearing and breeding under High-
lands conditions in hopes of establishing a wool industry at a later date. 
National DPI policy in 1980 was still to build stock rather than to sell 

off sheep as food supply to local buyers (Pusal 1980).· 

Kewabe residents alienated land in hopes of attracting expatriate 

investment and establishment of a kamoani. Instead, they have obtained a 

cattle project which failed to stimulate local industry and a sheep pro-

ject which was never intended to do so~ both run by government, both located 
at Muli. Administration attempts to introduce animals into the local 

economy were not totai failures. Cows are still purchased and raised occ3-
sionally. However, Kewabe cattiemen, like cattlemen elsewhere in PNG (cf. 
Grossman 1980), failed to respond to government initiative as petty capital-
ists. 

The 1970s saw, in addition to this effort to introduce animal hus-

bandry as corr.modi ty production, the return to policies and programs a tt ~~p te: 

earlier and abandoned. Co f fee policy had char.ged. The attempt to encoura~2 
cash crop diversification by. refusing to plant coffee in the ia 1 ib~ area 

·JcS ha lted. wOffee aga i n became the ''best/ only" hope for t he ;(evlcbe. 

I'l 1978, a coffee nursery was estab1i sheci in ~1 ul · and a O~S F ( 8P ~ . 
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concentrated in areas within walking distance from this site, but far from 

the Ialibu-Kagua road. Plantings were made primarily in b~o clan communities 

--Yate and Paibo. Once again, initial follow-up reports suggest that locals 

were not properly caring for the crop (Tozer 1969c; Wright 1970; Probert 

1970a, 197Gb; Ridgeway 1971). In mid-1971 the nursery was removed from 

Muli 11 because locals provided no help'' (Sadlo 1971; but recall that the 

"locals~~ living closest to the nursery received 'no plantings). 

In 1972, the Local Government Council distributed vegetable seeds free 

(carrots, cabbage, parsnips). · Residents reacted well, and another distri-

bution was budgeted for the next year ~ (Probert 1972). Yet, Dece~ber 1974, 

the state of vegetable sales as local industry remained as it had through-

out the colonial period. J. Kama wrote: 

11 People complain that they have vege~ables to sell but no 
nearby markets and no ready transport. When they do get 
to Ialibu or Kauapena markets, few buyers and ~oods taken 
home 11 

( 1974). 

In response to this report, J. R. Bullock (1975) reported that Ialibu was 

soon to gain the services of the ne\'1 '•Government Vegetable Buying Service. •• 

Ialibu was envisioned as a center for potatoes in the region, with storage 

areas to be contructed. Other purchased vegetables would be t~ansported 

by government to holding coolers in Mendi. No major marketing initiative 

has yet come of this. 

OPI programs to spread the growth of coffee have occurred periodically 

in the Kewabe in the last ten years, with some small successes. These 

programs have been constituted by making available seedlings with little or 

no follow-up advice o~ supervision. Comment by patrol officers continued 

to note the inadequacy of such an approqch, and to go unheeded. 

:lit is obvious1y necessary for. Dt1.Sr tc superv i se smail 
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village plantings. It appears that quite often a villager 
plants his own seedlings incorrectly and when the crop 
fails to grow, blames the soil and shows no further inter
est in the crop 11 (Ha.zleton 1973). 

During the 1970s, too, wage labor in the area was limited, and available 

primarily through governmen't proj.ects. In late 1973, a major grant of money 

from the Rural Improvement Programme allowed the Administration to employ 

large groups in improving the Ialibu-Kagua road. B. Probert noticed that 

progress in other local economic projects halted while this work was avail

able, and predicted that there would be an upsurge of local private enter-

prise following the end of the road work. 

As the colonial period approached its end, the Kewabe had been in con-

tact with the colonial Admi.nistration a scant twenty-five years. In the 

eyes of the Administration, the Kewabe had travelled the road from defiance, 

~hrough passivity and lethargy, fearful cooperation, to the point of u·nder~ 

standing and joining in with Administration hopes for local · economic develop

ment. Probert wrote of witnessing the transformation from being 1tJilling to 

work "because the~ said so, not because they really understand what was 

planned 11 to being '1ahead of the program'' (1973b). Villagers now suggest2d 

routes fot new roads, requested that they be built to facilitate develop-

ment in difficult to reach places. R~quests for seeds and ~uid~nce w~re 

frequent. Coffee blo~ks were being planted in several Ke,,.;abe comunities. 

Colonia.l development policy for Ialibu aimed at (l) provision of --labor 

for existing p1antations in other regions, and (2) .stimulation of local 

economic growth through local export-oriented co~modity production. The 

first goal was addressed through the Highlands Labour Scheme. Its effect 

loc3lly ~as to bring money and ~estern goods into the local eco nomy, and 

r 1 o~· 9 impoitJ.r.: ly to introduce some ar2a resi11e:~ts to the ,,e~: t h cf ~~e 
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commod i ti zed vo~or 1 d, a 1 teri ng their as pi rations and expectations. 

The second goal was envisioned as occur~ng through establishing a 

npartnership 11 between expatriate and local producers, like the arrangement 

in Goroka. Expatriate plantations located in the midst of indigenous small

holding cash-croppers would make it economically' feasible to develop trans

port and marketing services for export production. To this end, land was 

alienated and the local pcpu1ation was successfully indoctrinated regarding 

the envisioned role of expatriate kampani in local development. But the 

kampani never came. Indoctrination raised hopes and expectations regarding 

access to European goods, but the Administration f~iled to fulfill its 

promise. 

In the meantime, 1oca1 public works projects provided a small but cor.-

tinuing source of money and goods. 

out under a policy of forced labor. 

Infrastructura1 development was carried 

But the laborers did get paid initially 

in goods, and later in cash. Mission stores in the area, and growing ac~ess 

to other areas in which commodities '.vere more readily available, profTlpted 

the local population to demand the shift to cash payments, as did the grow

ing use of money as a token in ceremonial exchange. 

The Administration attempted to stimulate smallholder commodity-pro

duction in the absence of a kampani (coffee, pyrethrum, and cattle) but 

ran afoul of international marketing agreements, . indigenous assessment of 

labor cost in relation to material reward, and underdeveloped marketing 

systems, respectively. Commodity-production failed to take off. 

Colonial commoditization of the indigenous social formation ','las both 

a mechanism and a side effect of attempts to achieve colonial administrat ive 

control of the area, to provide labor to expatriate plantations, and to 
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carry out a (failed) local development plan. With the failure of localized 

initiatives, and the relatively low returns to the villages from migrant 

labor (see Chapter 4 below), commoditization of local life remained (and 

remains) at a low level. But by the arrival of independence, Ialibu resi

dents were firmly committed to the use of cash and commodities to meet so~e 

of their needs in the reproduction of their social life. 

In the period from independence until the beginning of our fieldwork 

(1976-1980), there was little visible change in the external (to the clans 

of the Kewabe) interventions in the Kewabe. No outside private capital 

established itself within the Sub-District. Government extension programs 

conce~trated primarily on re-establishing coffee as principal cash crop, 

while periodically attempting to encourage market vegetable production 

(cabbage and European potatoes, for example). Labor migration was even less 

controlled by government, but continued as a source of wage labor for those 

willing to leave their place. Road work under contract to the Department 

of Work~ and Supply was (and is) still the major source of wage labor within 

the region (but on a reduced 1eve1). Such work was limited to those living 

in clan areas bordering or crossed by the roads. Little economic change 

had been introduced by the PNG government withi.n the Kewabe regia~. 

I have outlined in th·s chapter some of the forces both encouraging 

and at the same time constraining or shaping the integration of Muli pro

ducers into the world economy. The outcome of these processes is that 

Muli res~cents feel a need for cash and commodities, and for finding roads 

of access to them. The roads suggested by goverr.ment, principally migrant 

labor 3nd cash-cropping, have had limited successes in bringing the desir~~ 

access to Western goods and cash. Sut Muli ·s options have not been limi~~d 
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to these activities. In Chapter 4, I will explore the range of mechanisms 

used or attempted by Muli residents in order to meet these needs. Before 

doing so, it is necessary to elaborate the precapitalist mode of production 

into which these commodity-production and cash-acquiring activities were 

introduced. I turn to this topic in the next chapter. 

Notes on Chapter . 2 

1 See note 7 to Chapter 1 re: /r/, /!/problems. 

2 The Ialibu Kewa area was tied to the large exchange network docu
mented by Hughes (1973;1977) stretching from the coast of the Gulf Province> 
up the Kikori River, through Samberigi, into the Kewa area and beyond. From 
the south and southwest came pearlshells and oil, passed on to the north 
toward Tambu1 and Hagen, and to the east toward Pangia. In return came 
greenstone axes. In the 1930s, upon the first contacts with whites in the 
area, stee 1 axes and a "spoon pendant~• were seen (Hughes 1977: 57-58). 

l It may be that the Australian kiaps, secure in their dominance and 
in their ic~ology that local persons had responsibility to pay, were better 
able to withstand the demands of locals than were the new national patrol 
officers after independence. If national officers, out of insecurity or 
ideology that demands cannot be refused without giving shame, could not 
strongly r~ject local arguments, the earlier acquiesence in taxation would 
easily break down, as has happened in the Ialibu area. 

4 According to Mair (1970:38-41), after an initial flurry of entry 
into the Highlands in the early 1930s, the murders of missionaries and 
miners resulted in the entire area being closed to further penetration 
except by the Administration (in the mid 1930s). This state of affairs con
tinued through World War II, and beyond. Entry into a large area of the 
Highlands, including the Ialibu area, was still restricted upon the passage 
of the Restricted Areas Ordinance of 1950. 

5 Throughout the patrol reports of the Ialibu colonial admin~stration, 
the people of the area are referred to as two groups named by the sub-dis
trict in which they live (and derived from European names for the langucges 
they speak-the 11 Ke-..tabe" and the 11 Imbong'gu. 11 Muli Kewa-speakers now accept 
the label ••Kewall as a linguistic-cultural identity. Speaking of decorat ·on 
styles, one Nuli informant said •'the Kewa's call us 'Lumbay.a' or 'Mandi,' 
the lmbong 1 gu ca 11 us 'Kewa... !;Je think of ourse 1 ves as • Ke'tta, • out we c3r. 
do both ... Muli speakers refer to their language as the •talk of the place' 
or 'tok ples' in pidgin, in Kewa anda agale. 

6 The Highlands L3bour Scheme brought the first large group of Hi gh -
1 and Taborers to the co iJ s ta 1 d i s t r i c t s i n 19 50 , ,_.,he :1 2 4 4 5 came . I n 19 6 0 , 
lOCO Hiahlanders made the commitment to v-1or!<. I~ 196:. l450C did so. 
(S r iffi ~, N el~on. Firth 1979:114,117 ) . 
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7 In 1966, R. T. Shand summarized the growing problem for world 
coffee-producing nations. Coffee production was far outdistancing projected 
demand. Coffee-producers and consumers drew up an International Coffee 
Agreement designed to limit marketing through export quotas. In PNG, t he 
agreement had no immediate 1egal effect but: 

11 Meanwhile the prospect of becoming a net exp0rter (in 
tandem with Australia) has necessitated a policy of dis
couragement of further plantings, in accordance with the 
Agreement. The Administration has ceased to encourage 
smallholder plantings in t he Highlands and no further 
areas of land are being released to planters for coffe~ 
growing ~~ (1966:88). 

Ialibu area coffee planting fell vic t im t o the world market situa t ion and 
the priority given to established PNG c0 f fee-producers in filling the 
expected quotas. 

8 In his observa~ions on pyrethrum growing in Ialibu villages, D. J . H. 
Kentish makes an observation in which is implicit a statement of the style 
of learning of villagers and in which he explicitly suggests a mode of agri
cultural extension. Kentish writes: 

11 Example is so important in influencing agricultural trends and 
not only the example of cultivation on agricultural stations. 
People neeq to observe a new crop dramatica l ly changing t he 
eco~omic life of someone in their midst before they wil l 
faithfully copy the cultivation examples. Perhaps there
fore, it would be wi ser for the agricultural department to 
concentrate its efforts on a few key i ndi vi dua l s, ensurin g 
that at least some people have a fair ly dramatic success wi th 
pyrethrum. Enthusia s tic growers, however f ew, wi ll ma ke a 
better impact for pyrethrum at Ialibu than t he many persuaded 
growers \I./hose crops are fail i ng fast" ( 1966b ) . 

Krause and I have el aborated t he implicit loca l theory of learn i ng and 
knowledg e, and the implications f. or ex""ension pol icy in t he Ke,n~abe in 3u r' ·ifis 
and Krause ( 1982 ) . 

9 To keep th i s "pull i ng ou t t he coffee" report by Wil l iams ana oy oc: 
i nfo rman t s in pers pec t i ve le t me remi nd t he rea der t ha t coff ee h3d bee n 
pl an t ed ·n onl y th r ee t r ia l plots i n Mu1· and appro xima t e ly s i x othe r pi0 - s 
in nea rby clan ar eas dur i n9 the ori gi na l 1962 pat ro l. Ev er. ass umi ng S(;Ge 
spread th rou gh loca l ex changes (the Admi ni stra ti on planted no more ) , ver y 
f ew people were growing Kewabe cof f ee in 19 65. We shou l d not env i sion ~ass 
up roo:ings by hu ndreds of growers. 

_Q Hunter es ti mated per cap ita i ncome in . t he Kewa be d ur ~ ;,g : r.1s .: e r; c~ . 
Fr·Gm ro adwork and other governr.;ent lc oor m~ss ion emp l oyrr.ent , ' .' e~e:a: 1o 
s3 : es ~ n lali bu, and m ~ nima1 c0ffee sai es from t r ' a1 p ~ ot s , he c ~ !cu : 3 2s 
2r, : or r oxin1at 2 tota ' in c C'mt? to the divi s io n 0f .~ S S .J :: J. ~ r is ;i :?l .... ea 2 ri 
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average per capita income of A$1.23 over the entire Kewabe population. 
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Chapter 3 

Muli 1 S Pre-Capitalist Mode of Production 

In June, 1980, Brigitte Krause and I entered Muli Census Division. 

Shortly after settling in among Muli Ekerepa, we conducted a survey of 

all households in Mu·li. One of the dimensions of local life we attempted 

to explore with this early survey was the array of material production 

activities in which each household was engaged. Certain problems with 

the survey process yielded less precise data than we would have liked 

regarding current activities. We could, nonetheless, derive the follow-

ing summary about past and present household activities. 

The survey process yielded one hundred eight completed responses 

fran IJMuli Ekerepa Househol.ds." Of the households surveyed, the fo1low-

i ng number were· currently engaged in, or had at one time engage~ in, each 

of the following activities: 

Tab l e 1: Past and Present Economic Involvements of Muli Households 

Activit~ N G/ of Total 10 

Food Production l 07 99 
s~-~eet Potato l 07 99 
Greens 107 99 
Pitp1t (Edible grass) l 07 99 
Sugar Cane l 07 99 
Banana 106 93 
Taro (Ha or 11 Chinese") l 04 96 
Onion 17 16 
Cabbage 14 13 
European Potatoes 3 3 
Corn 3 3 
Pumpkin ,J 3 
le!tuce 2 2 
Beans 2 2 
Cucumber 2 ') -
rc,rna t ) 2 :; 

-
Pine509l~ 



Activity 

Animal Husbandry 
Pigs 
Poultry 
Cows 
Sheep 
Fish 

Coffee Growing 
Plantation Labor 
Local Market Sales 
Trade Store Ownership 
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Roadwork for Public Works Dept. 
Miscellaneous Wage Labor 
Vehicle Ownership or "Stock .. Holding 
Catechist/Minister 
Government Professional Positions 
Local Government Positions 

N 

102 
l 02 

64 
31 

5 
2 

96 
79 
78 
49 
49 
38 

4 
3 
3 
2 

~ of Total 

94 
94 
59 
29 

5 
2 

88 
73 
72 
45 
45 
35 
4 
3 
3 
2 

Before we move on, a few comments need to be made about some of these 

figures. One informant, an elderly man who has a house alone but lives 

in the immediate vicinity of his sons, reported having no gardens. He 

focused only on the present (as we had hoped all respondents would). 

As this survey was of a highly preliminary nature, I see no reason to 

quibble over whether this man who sleeps alone but eats with his children 

constitutes a "household.u What is clear in looking at the food pro-

duet ion data is that certain crops are staples grown by 11 a 11'1 gardeners. 

Other crops are reportedly being grown in far fewer gardens. 

The Animal Husbandry responses clearly conflate past and present 

activities. Thirty-one households responded that they had cows, but 

we observed no cows in Muli upon our arrival. Five had sheep, but, again, 

there were no Ekerepa-owned sheep upon our arrival. Fish and much of the 

poultry were a1so parts of history. Poultry aoes remain a part of current 

resources of many households, but by no means fifty nine percent. Whi1e 

pigs ~ere ubiquitous, .r do not know how many households were currently 

holding ~ igs at the time of our survey. 
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Coffee growing reflects current holdings. Coffee has only very 

recently been widely accepted in Muli (see Chapter 2). All of the other 

categories, save the last, combine past and present activities. The 

current (1980) Local Government Councilor (of whom there have been at 

least two others) and Village Court Magistrate (the one and only) ac-

·count for the local government positions reported. 

Virtually every Muli Ekerepa household produces food in its own 

gardens. Most households at least have had pigs. Most grow coffee cur-

rently, and have sent at least one worker off to p.lantations for a time, 

sold produce at the local market, and owned poultry. A significant 

portion of the population has owned a trade store, worked for the Public 

Yiorks Department (now Works and Supp 1 y) as temporary wage 1 a borer on 

road maintenance crews, or held some other wage labor position for ~me 

per i od of time . 

Production in r~uli includes a mix of self-produced gardening for 

consumption, smal l holder cash-cropping, animal rearing for consumption, 

for sales, and for ceremonial exchange purpose5, and migrant and local 

wage labor. But gardening is the heart of production in Muli. A person 

may perform labor for wages, but those wages have not purchased the land 

on which his or her house stands, nor do they p~rchase the bulk of the 

food eaten by the household. In a brief consumption survey, kaukau 

("s-1eet pota-to~~--TP) was reported eaten on 92 'X of the person-daysl re-

ported. No other food \'IdS reported eaten on more than 34 . ~ of person-days. 

Of the kaukau supplied to households, 98% were produced in • he gardens of 

t he consuming households, 2~ was purchased at the market or f rom the 

g a r d ~n of Jnother househol d . A ful l 6 9 ~ of t he surveyed .. ot.Jsehc1d su pc 1·,' 
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of foods came from household direct self-production, as measured in 

monetary value equivalents (a very conservative measure, given the re

latively low cost of household-produced foods compared to the relatively 

high cost of imports such as tinned fish and tinned meat). 

A person may build and run a tradestore, but the land on which all 

Muli Ekerepa stores have been built was obtained through manipulation of 

the land tenure system allocating garden and bush lands, not through rent 

or cash purchase of the land. Despite a colonial and national policy 

promoting the development of a cash economy, and especially a peasant 

or smallholder farmer economy, local production is not dominated by 

the use of its products as commodities. We sha11 see, in Chapter 4, that 

cash-cropping is as yet poorly developed in Muli. Market sales of garden 

prpducts yield an average combined househo1d income of approximately 30t 

weekly, while households consumed foods valued approximately Kl2.00 

weekly at prevailing loca1 prices (69% of which was supplied through 

household production, or approximately K8.00~ far outweighing use for 

commodity sales). Even in the world of cash, a person may sell vegetab1e 

produce, work for wages, or raise cash crops, but the bulk of money flow

ing into local hands is not derived from these sources (see Chapter 4). 

In gardening, we see the form of social production relations which 

colo~ all other activities in Muli. It is necessary that we sketch this 

mode of production before we move on to consider Muli 's response to 

government initiatives for development. 

Gardenino in Muli 

Wh i 1 e gardens ·n~i thou t kau kau do exist in Mu 1 i , norma 11 y ref erred to 

as ~~~ush gardens· '~ 'raa ;naapu--K) the parJdigm case of garaening in ~ul i 
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is the process of making kaukau gardens. In the follbwing discussion, 

my c~m is to characterize the technical organization of garden production-

the forces of production --and the social relations of production 

within which gardering takes place. I will, therefor€, restrict the 

discussion to gardening in mondo maapu (K) or kaukau gardens. The 

•• typi ca 111 charac teri za t ion pres en ted has been derived primari 1 y from 

descriptions by informants of their decision-making and work processes. 

Each attempt simply to observe an extended gardening session invariably 

ended the session in favor of speAding time with the local European 

couple. All casual checks of garden areas we frequented were consistent 

with the descriptions by informants. 

A str~king feature of Muli gardens is their repotted length of use, 

and ~e infrequency with which an entirely new garden needs to be made. 

During my garden survey, I observed gardens which ~e re described to ~e 

as having been in use for as much as 30- years. This clearly needs to 

be better defined, and I shall do so in more detail below. Suffice it 

to say here that s•;n usell includes periods of fallow for parts of an 

active garden while other parts are under current production. The esti-

mated length of time particular gardens had been in continuous use varied 

widely. The n·umber of gardens currently in use varies among families, as 

well. The discussion which fQllows abstracts the typical processes of 

gardening in one _garden. 

The life of a garden in Muli begins with the decisi.on to create it. 

It ~r~as generally agreed by our infonn2.nts that the dec i sion to rr.ake a new 

garden is a mut ual deci s ion between husband and wife (or wives). There 

ar e two ~ ri m2ry factors ~o ti v 2 : ~ ng the d ec i ~ i on ~o clea r a new ga r den. 
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The most often mentioned was "declining quality of kaukau 11 being produced 

in existing gardens. 1t'Jhen only pipia kaukau ( 11 rubbish sweet potatoeslt--

TP) are being producedt it is deemed time to make new gardens and to allow 

the old one to rest. The second factor, mentioned only once, but in ac

co~d with the estimated time of planting of many of the gardens I saw, is 

the ceremonial cycle. When a large pig kill is anticipated, garden produce 

is required both to support the increased pig population and to feed the 

people who will come for the festivities. New gardens are made to handle 

the increased demand for produce, and can then be used for years thereafter. 

The decision about garden location, too, is discussed by the couple. 

Either one of the pair may have noted a particularly inviting area of un

-·cleared land during their daily activities. Considerations about location 

'include such factors as proximity to the family's house and to other cur

rently active family gardens, and the location of active gardens belonging 

to other Ekerepa families. In this regard, one man reported changing his 

mind recently about a planned garden site near the River Ialo border of 

Ekerepa land. He was told by others to avoid this area because there were 

currently no other Ekerepa gardens there. The land was considered to be 

' too close to birua ("enemy"--K) land. This could lead to two proo1ems. 

A man working alone near enemy land may be more easily poisoned (through 

sorcery) by his enemies. The second problem is a consequence of .the 

first. A man ·.~orking alone near enemy territory "em i 'HOkim pretu (he 

works afraid--TP). He is constantly looking .up, fearful that his enemies 

are approaching, watchful. Distracted in this manner, he will not atten~ 

properly to his work, and may cut his leg with his ax or bush knife. The 

man in question eventually cleared an old garden used by his fa t her, ·-'fe "i 

ins~de ~~ereoa terrirory . 
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When the decision about location of a garden has been made, it is up 

to the man to begin the process of making it. Ideally, he clears the bush 

along the borders of his proposed garden, sharpens cane grass (pitpit) 

sticks and uses them to fence off the area (guarding against the intrusion 

of pigs). He then turns to clearing the land inside the fence, cutting 

down trees and pitpit stands, digging out roots, burning a11 of the rubbish. 

The garden is then ready for the woman to take over. In practice, I saw 

few gardens with fences in Mu1i. Most of the gardens reportedly cleared 

in recent years were cleared in land covered by kunai grass C'sword grass"-

TP}, rather than forest. Informants consistently estimated that the process 

. of clearing a kunai-covered garden required approximately 2~ to 3 months-

two weeks to cut down the grass, and two months to remove the roots. All 

of this refuse is burned after it has dried. 

The work' of clearing a garden is normally perfonned alone, or by the 

brothers whose wives will share the cleared area for gardenir.g. "Corrrnt:lnal 

labor•• in the sense of large parties of clans~en clearing several garder. 

areas simply never existed in Muli gardening practices, in the memory of 

our informants. Yana Maita, one of the oldest living members of the clan, 

reported having cleared on l y. one garden cooperatively in his lifetime--th i s 

done under the orders and direction ofan Australian~ in about 1969 or 

1970 during a· taim hanari C'hungry time"--TP; a period of low production 

in gardens . In th i s instance, the kiaps excused Ekerepa from roadwork for 

a time, end required cl earing of new gardens.). 11 This was the f~rst ti me 

I ever wor ked a garden together with other men. 11 The actua 1 a 11 o~a t ; on of 

laborers to garden clearing follows closely the principles of land t ~nure , 

co ~ e ~ ons i aered be low. 
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11 Then it is time for the women." After the garden site is cleared 

and the rubbish burned, it is time for breaking ground, building kaukau 

mounds, and planting the garden. As sweet potatoes, or kaukau, are the 

primary crop in Muli, I will discuss the process of caring for kaukau 

at somewhat greater length than that of other crops to be described 

below. The whole process of planting, harvesting, and deciding to make 

new gardens was nicely summarized in a conversation 1.Yith one Muli couple, 

Make Okane and his wife, Melenyu: 

Melenyu: Just dig, dig, dig, and plant the vines in the 
mountains. Then leave them to begin to grow. Then take 
some little kaukau out to make room for the big ones, 
and take some of the leaves for new mountains. Then 
leave the big ones in until the leaves begin to turn 
yellow. 
DB: How do you know when to take out the little ones? 
Make: We counted the months by watching the moon. ~Jhen 
three months were passed, we looked to see if little ones 
were there. 
Melenyu: After the big kaukau are out, just replant the 
stems and more will grow. I can keep finding kaukau here 
where we sit even though I have already harvested here. 
I keep doing this (replanting the vine stems and reharvest
ing the mound) until grass grows up in the mounds. When 
there is enough grass to make a new mound, I turn the 
ground and make new ones. Sometimes if there is not enough 
grass, I bring some from somewhere else. Then the whole 
thing starts over again. 
DB: How do you decide when to leave a garden and make a 
new one? 
Melenyu: When the kaukau from a garden is small and black1 
the soil is no good. We leave the garden and look for new 
bush to clear. 
Make: When I have plenty of small piglets I make a new garden 
and feed the potatoes to us and the pigs .... When there 1 s 
good weather I clear the bush, burn it, leave it to dry, burn 
it again, then take out the pitpit roots and break up the 
ground. Then we make new kaukau mounds. The main time we 
make new gardens is when we have to make a long house. We 
will need plenty of kaukau, bananas, and other food to feed 
people on the many tim~s for bringing posts, kunai, for the 
dances~ etc. Then, if the new garden is not too dried out, 
we have new g2rdens to use. Each man makes his own garden. 
Everytime someone in your own line makes new aardens (fo r 
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long house construction) and you will bring food to help 
them, you make new gardens .... I made this garden when 
we built the long house in Yaimaita (1977). Now I won't 
clear whole new areas. I'll just re-use the old places 
in which grass has come up. I'm too old to make a whole 
new garden. 

A newly cleared garden begins with a woman. ''Dig, dig, dig ... Using a 

sharpened stick, or a worn and broken metal spade, a woman works on her 

knees to break the ground, scoops it with her hands into a mound (in 

Muli, mounds average six to nine feet in diameter, one to one and a 

half feet high in the center). She brings kaukau vines from another 

garden and plants them--a single mound receiving about seven cuttings, 

each about three feet long. A hard working woman usually completes at 

least five mounds in a dcty's gardening. 
11 When I'm strong I can work 10, 15, maybe 20 mounds 
in a day. But we don't usually work so quickly. We 
take breaks, and make five to ten mounds in a day .. 
(Pupuyame, wife of Rawala, l April 81 ). 

As kaukau is planted, a variety of other plants may also be included in 

the garden--a variety of greens, although by far the dominant green is 

named raani in Kewa (identified by Franklin as a member of the family 

Acanthace3e--1978:209), pitpit sugar cane, banana, are the most common 

in Muli kaukau gardens. When a new garden is created, all crops are 

planted at the same time. There is no attempt to time plantings for 

simultaneous maturity. After a first planting, the garden is left to 

g rmv. 1/J hen as ked how one knew when to return to beg; n· har't est i ng, ;nos t 

informants described the appearance of the vines on the mound. When the 

leaves begin to tur n yellow or the vine stem comes ou~ of the ground, 

t ere would be kaukau developing, although still small. Women, said ~ne 

1on, iook at he kau~a~ to know '.11nen to begin harvesting. They do not 
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think about how long the crop has been growing (women's accounts did not 

contradict his generalization). Men count months, by watching the moon. 

By either system, it was generally agreed that it takes a minimum of three 

months for small but edible kaukau to be present in the mound. By the end 

of six months, if there is nothing wrong with the ground there will be 

good, big kaukau. The harvest begins by removing a few kaukau from each 

mound. The harvester, generally a woman, works her way across a garden 

on a daily basis, har.ves~ing sufficient quantity for the evening mea1 and 

the following morning meal, plus whatever pig supply is required. When 

she has completed a pass through the garden, she can begin again, finding 

more mature, larger kaukau. Many, but not all, of our informants reported 

that upon each harvesting fran a mound,. the vine stem is reinserted into 

the ground and that it will eventually produce another potato. This, of 

cour.se, reduces the work required in re-turning and replanting mounds. 

Others choose not to exhaust the soil in such a manner, and simply harvest 

the garden, without stem replanting, . then allow grass to grow over the 

mound. 

A good garden provides food for approximately six to nine months from 

a single turning and planting of the mounds (varying based on size of 

garden, size of family, number of pigs). While one garden matures and 

come3 into harvest, a hard-working 11 900d 11 woman wi11 continue to rr;ake new 

mounds i;, another g·arden area or: another section of the SaJT!e . large garden 

area. The new area is typically one which has been used before. There 

are old mounds standing, covered with grass. These mounds are not empty 

of food. There are invariably pioia kaukau (so judged due to their s~a1l 

size) remaining in a mound af~er it has been harvested. These potatoes 
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are harvested when the mound is re-turned and replanted. The grass is 

pulled from the mound and laid in the center of a new mound site, allowed 

to dry, then covered with the dirt of the old mounds to fonm a composte~ 

new mound. I asked how a woman decided the number of mounds to make in a 

garden. The response was: 

"When we look at this garden, there are mounds there. 
When I make new ones, r•11 use the space between the 
mounds as the place for a new mound. All of us 
usu!llly do it that way.'' (Pupuyame, 1 April 81). 

The process of planting and harvesting kaukau can go on indefinitely. 

There are no ••growingu seasons in Muli. All generally conceded that there 

was no reason, barring drought or frost, for any fami ·ly to be without 

large kaukau at any time, if the family is industrious about clearing 

ne\·1 gardens and continuaily planting new mounds. It seems, however, that· 

the groups of the region, Muli included, have chosen a lifestyle into 

which is built a period of relative inactivity in gardening. When a 

garden holds many large kaukau, the incentive to continue planting is 

reduced. In many households, reportedly, production simply stops for a 

time. This results in a following period in which the large kaukau have 

been exhausted in the family gardens, and only the pipia kaukau referred 

to above remain. This period of time has come to be referred to locaily 

as a taim hangri or rea ( 11 hungry 1'--K)--a period of hunger. During su ch 

a time there is food--and kaukau specifically--available. One is said 

to be 11 hungry" because one spends so much time in the gardens looking 

through old ~ounds for small potatoes. I have been told by 'uli res :dents 

that sucn a taim hanqri occurs almost every yedr. Patrol reports from 

th rougnout the colonial period bear out the c1aim that the pattern holds 

f or the e;ltire distric: --I;nb·Jr.g'gu as ve~ l as Ke,Nabe (see , e.·~ . , ~'ar k <~e ! ~ 
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1961; Gari 1965; Sisley 1967; Tozer 1969; Kelly 1970; Probert 1971). 

Yana Maita explained the pre-colonial consequences of such a pattern: 

The persons who created this land, Kanda Samba and 
Kanda Kape, said that sometimes there would be a 
period of hunger. They did not say why. But they 
said that we should not take any rest, that we 
should always be making new gardens so tha~ a hangri 
would not come. But we did not follow his rules. 
We had these kaukau a long time. We thought they 
were trying to escape us .... If I keep on making 
new gardens, the kaukau will come back .... When I 
was a small boy the first hangri (that I experienced) 
came. My father said they came before too. Then 
lots of people really "died, 11 and some of their 
bodies came off, because they did not have food. 
Then we fought others for food. When a hangri came, 
we fought others away. While we got food from their 
gardens we ·made new gardens and had. enough to eat 
while our gardens grew up. (30 Jan 81) 

Hangri, in the · past, was an incentive for warfare and new planting. In 

the present, it is, for at least some, the spur which motivates an end 

to inactivity, a renewed effort in gardening. Ac~ording to on~ local 

man, the pipia kaukau left . in old mounds: 

are the incentive for turning the ground. If we 
don't have kaukau (i.e., no large kaukau) then 
the wife goes to a place where there are still 
pipia and turns the ground. She brings home the 
pipia to eat, and at the same time builds new 
mounds. When we clear bush, we ~re really 
m~king new gardens. Turning the ground of old 
mounds is only looking for pipia kaukau. 

Looking for pi pia kaukau begin the cycle of planting kaukau anew. 

As I noted above, when kaukau mounds are newly planted, several 

other garden crops are nonnally planted simultaneously. I wil T discuss 

bfief1 y several of the most common crops planted, and their process of 

~reduc ti on. As a \'f'Oman plants new kaukau vines, she will normally also 

plant "shor t pit pit 11 (pandi in Kewa, Setaria pal maefolia varieties, 
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sometimes referred to as 11 highlands asparagus'') and greens (again, raani 

being most common). The process of planting these two .crops is quite 

simple. Pitpit grows with branches shooti ·ng out frcm a main stem. To 

plant a new gardE.1, one needs only to break off branches from plants in 

an old garden and stick them, broken end first, into the ground, jutting 

an inch or so into the new mound. Raani grows in c1umps, from which a 

few sprigs can be plucked (leaving roots in the ground) and planted as 

a group into a new mound. From this little cluster a full and thriving 

clump of growth, perhaps a foot in diameter, will result. Both of these 

plants are readily available, easily planted, and continuous producers. 

They mature before kaukau and continue to produce after kaukau has been 

exhausted. The process of harvesting pitpit is just as simple--break off 

the desired number of branches (each about 811 long) at the same time as 

gathering the da.{S kaukau. Ra.an.i, too, can be picked daily, but the 

process is said by all to be much more tedious. Raani is a short plant 

· .. ~ith sr.1all stems, like ('lover. Each stem must be plucked separately, 

taking c~re to leave the r0ots in the ground to regenerate. This work 

requires a lot of bending and work on hands and ~nees. This is one of 

the reasons given for what is reported to be the declining amount of raani 

in local gardens. People are ••tired of .. pickiog ·raani. They know that it 

can be bought for lOt at the twice w~ekly market, if they so desire 

(at though most must not desire, as no one makes much money selling raan~ ~ . 

~any people say that they simply will not eat r3ani any longer, u~less 

t hey have fish or me3t or minimally drippings with which to eat it--a l1 

avai1able t o 'local tradestores. Some people reported eating raani ev e r ~ 
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Men, too, have sqme usual planting tasks as a new garden is planted. 

Sugar cane, banana trees, pandanus trees are all planted immediately 

(and continuing later for the trees, as the shoots become available, or. 

as the spirit moves the planter). As sugar cane matures, it is supported 

by a stick, its leaves bound together with a vine. As it outgrows the 

binding, it is again covered and bound. It is harvested on demand, 

suffi.cient stalks for those "drinking .. being cut with a bush kni.fe, 

trimmed of leaves, and eaten. Banana and pandanus shoots come from 

·already mature trees. They are planted usually along the fringes of 

gardens. When bananas mature and deveiop fruit, it is a man ' s job to 

cover the bunch of bananas with leaves and tie it shut. One man · ex

plained that this process .. makes it hot inside and the bananas s,..Jell 

up and try to break the cover.~~ Pandanus trees require no special care 

after planting, and require sev2ral years before they begin to bear 

fruit. 

Taro (two varieties) and "long pitpit,. or alamo (K) are c.lso 

11 men 1 S crcps. 11 Alamo i s a larger version of pandi, far less common 

in Mu1i gardens. Its planting process is similar. Some men complained 

that they had no starter plant, thus had no alamo. Others, but &ew 

that I surveyed, had a minimal supply. Taro is of two sorts, known 

locally as maa (K) and taro (TP,K) (the latter also referred to as 

"Chinese taro tl). The i nd i genou s variety, maa, is ori gina 11 y sprouted 

in water. The sprout will carry one taro root. This root can be 

harvested and the stem and leaf replanted to produce another root 

(simpiy by st i cking the ste~ into the ground). Such replantings can . 

be done indefinitel y . Chinese taro produces a base root fr~ which 
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several bulbous roots shoot off. These are the edible portion. When 

all of these secondary roots are eaten, a stem from one is replanted. 

It develops a central base root, and the process begins again (and the 

original base also is busy regenerating edible roots, as well). 

Rather than extend this description of various garden crops, let me 

generalize the points most important in the contP.xt of this discussion. 

The organization of labor for each step in the gardening process could 

hardly be simpler, or less socialized. A two person production team 

decides when and where to establish a new garden. One of the team goes . 

off alone and performs the initial tasks. This team member informs the 

other when the p'reparatory tasks are comp 1 eted, and member t 1t'IO takes over, 

performing the tasks individually, as well. Each physical work process 

is performed individually. The day to day decisions about planting and 

harvesting are made by a single person except in unusual circumstances, 

when both team members may discuss planting and harvest needs. 

The production team is normally constituted by a married couple--

a man and a woman. Tasks are divided by gender, usually following the 

stated local nor.ns. '..tomen, it is said, usually plant kaukau, panc!i, 

greens, beans, corn and other European-introduced vegetables. ~e n usua-

lly plant sugar cane, maa, Chine~e taro, banana trees, alamo, pandanus 

and all other tree crops. I was assured that these are nonns based on 

knowledge and habit ·learned in childhood by accompanylng same-sex parents 

in their daily activities. 

"r·~en can't dig t he ka ukau. A man's bac!< hurts ,,•Jhen 
he does it. Its our custom fr0m our ancestors that 
.,.,omen ao it. A woman's bac k doesn't hurt because 
she nas been carrying kaukau since she was little. 
It ·.-1i 11 not hurt her 1

' (Rimba, 20 Feb 81). 
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A man can plant kaukau (and some do); a woman can plant taro (and some 

do), if each knows how to do it, and has · access to the supply of 

shoots. The exception to this ability to violate the customary gender 

pattern is in the planting of trees. Only men are to plant trees. The 

reasons are tied to the role played by trees in legitimating land claims. 

This will be elaborated below. 

The process of production in gardening, then, requires two laborers, 

normally teamed by marriage, performing gender assigned roles on land 

made available to this production team. Decisions about the management 

of particular crops in the garden are made by the planter, who is said 

to be the o.wner or 11 base person .. (reali or rewinya in Kewa, re-- i'base,'' 

ali--i•man, .. winya-- 11 woman"; ~man or ~meri in Tok pisin) of that crop. 

This brings us to consideration of the social relations by which .pro-

duction is organized. 

The reali or rewinya of a plant is the person who plants and cares 

for it. The underlying principle expressed to me by one informant is 

that the person who performs the most work in producing the crop is the 

re-person of the crop, the person who controls the crop's dispersal. 

This man presented the example of sugar cane in his family gardens: 

.. My wife plants the sugar cane. But I (not my wife) 
go to the bush to cut posts, cut bush rope, get a 
tree to stand on while tying up the sugar cane, and 
do the tying. Its my sugar cane because I do more 
work. The kaukau is my wife's. Women usually work 
the tnings with leaves" (Petros Yana, 2 Feb 81). 

~nother informant explained that it is only the planter who knows what 

se~ment of a crop is planned for use in family consumption, or market 

sales, or ceremonial occasion. 
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... fa an as .cde a garden and not told his wife 
here hese are3s are, she generally will not 

harvest the kaukau because she fears that she will 
ta e fran the wrong p 1 ace and he wi 11 be cross. If, 
however, he has shown her the divisions, she can go 
harvest them without fear that she will disturb the 
plan. Of course, it is usually the women who do 
these t h i n g s 11 

( Loa l e , l 6 Dec 8 0 ) . 

Be the underlying principles and explanations what they may, the rule 

stands. 

..Its my sugar cane. My wife cannot take it without 
my permiss·on ... 

11 The sugar cane is mine to harvest. The kaukau 
belongs to my wife." 

.. My son (a small boy--DB) planted onions. He is 
the rea1i of these onions. If I want to eat one 
but he cries, I will not eat it. No good that I 
block his desires ... 

Oec·sions in the Village Court, part of the introduced legal system, 

reflect the customary law. If a person has planted a crop on land to 

which he has no ri ghts, the land owner (~real i 'ground base man"--K) 

may remove the crop, but he must compensate the planter for the loss of 

the crop, as well. There are many social obligations which s•rong y 

aff ect food and planting dec ·s ions. A planter who failed to make ap-

prooriate nar1est and dis ribution decis ·ons would bet e obj ect cf 

suspicion anger, ridicule. A husband would probably feel free to raid 

his wife's kaukau garden if she flatly refused to bring him food. tone-

t eless the principle is ge~erally applicable that the pl anter rna es 

e dec ·s·ons and o ns • he crop . arves ted cr ops may e cons umed by • .e 

p a er s re wi , ouseho d e bers or at er "' r ·end s or el ati ves , 

en to clansmen ~ d arf· nes ~ ho he e nter's f am · ly ·n some s tag_ 

o pre c. ·an for ce r emonial ac i "ty iv n tc p r sons pa r ic· ti n l 'l 
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ceremonial exchange events, and nowadays they can be sold or exchanged 

for other goods at market. It should be noted that in the latter case 

of direct exchange of harvested goods at market, quantities are normally 

exchanged in ratios determined by the standardized monetary values of 

the goods at the local market. 

On the \vhole, in day-to-day activities, the principle that ~ ·the 

producer owns the produ~t~• guides Muli Ekerepa material production. ~e 

need to consider a few limiting instances, all related to gender and 

control within the production team: 

(1) The normal team, a married couple, produces a garden area, 

and within that area, several crops. As r•ve said, the producer of 

· each individual crop is normally said to own it and to have power of 

distribution over it. No one would harvest a crop without clear per-
. 

mission and direction from the producer. One male informant stated 

flatly that one crop is different, kaukau. Should his wife for any 

reason fail to provide a man his daily kaukau, he has the right to go 

harvest his own meals. Other men suggested that such behavior on the 

part of a wife would warrant beating her. 

(2) Unharvested crops can be sold in Muli. After planting is 

completed, a segment of a garden•s produce~ or even the whole of the crcp, 

ca~ ~£; bought from its ovmer /producer. Infarmants assure me that this ',-Jas 

a pre-colonial customary practice, in which the 11 feeu was a shell, pig, 

or other valuable. The buyer gained rights to the crop currently in 

production, and was responsible for providing the labor for harvest. 

Nothing new could be planted by the buyer, and upon exhaustion of the 

present crop, the garden reverted to .use by the p 1 anter of the crop. 
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Recent year sales of such in-garden crops yielde.d t~uli infonnants (the 

sellers) pigs, mother-of-pearl shells (kina--TP or rekere--Kewa) and 

money ranging from KlO to KllO. The most commonly purchased crop is 

kaukau, and it is not uncommon that only the kaukau is purchased, while 

sugar cane~ pandi, and other crops are to go unharvested by the purchaser. 

Kaukau is planted by women, worked by women. But it is . most often re-

ported that the husband rec~ived the proceeds of such a sale. 

(3) Another limiting case, women's role in exchange, and especially 

·in the ownership of pigs, clearly attended to by women but invariably 
11 0wned'' by men ·, has been adequately sumnarized in a recent article ·by 

·Josephides (1983) regarding Sugu Valley Kewa of the K~gua District, 

southwest of Muli (see also M.Strathern 1972:47-48; A.Strathern 1979:532 

re: men's contr~l of the exchange sphere; cf. Modjeska's excellent c!iscu .ss~o r. ! 
of p i g s , prod u c t i on and i n e qua 1 i t y i n H i g h 1 and s s o c i e t y -- 1 S8 2 ) . I n i·!u 1 i , t co, i 

while all recognize the role of \·Janen in production of pigs, the product i.:: 

not ultimately controlled by these female producers. 

Control of the product in each of the instances referred to above 

remains within the household, and within the production team. Husband 

controls the product of wife. Th~re are no equivalent contexts within 

which wife contrdls the product of husband. ~omen are dominated by their 

husbands, particularly through con~rol of exchange. This domination 

could extend to the harvest i ng of greens, grass f or s~irts, etc. ~ n 

practice ma l es do not f~nd reason to do so. Sut when a ~ale is suf-

flcient1y concerned, he has the power to step in and to in terfere with 

his ·;,ri fets control of her pr·oducts . . J.mong Muii ~kere~a ;nales, th ere 
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Women are "bought" (or "paid for") in marriage through this institution. 

One informant suggested: 

11 Mipela bairn meri ~ kalabusim em 11 (We pay for women 
in order to jarr-them--TP). We buy them to work in the 
garden, to have children, and to bring food. If a man 
wishes, he can kill his wife." 

This informant stated the rights of the male in the extreme--the right 

to kill his wife with impunity. Such an attitude is reflective of re-

ported past practice. One Muli man is said to· have ki1led two wives. 

~~i ves cou 1 d be be a ten for seeming to be too lazy. A coiTlllon report today 

has it that men are less demanding of women than they used to be. A 

patrol report suggested that a new system of legal recourse was instru-

mental in easing the pressures: 

11 Female emancipation is high and excited by the fact 
tnat whereas before the administration the husband 
was entitled in customary law to give his wife a 
thorough thrashing for any misconduct, he is now 
tied through local women having a tendency to lay 
assault complaints before a court at the slightest 
provocation by the male'' (Creedy 1966). 

But, as per the ~• ka 1 a bus i m" ( 11 to j a i 1 "--TP) corrrnent cited above, wh i 1 e 

the demands and punishments may have eased, the structural re1ations of 

dominance have not been essentially altered. Men ·can control the 

11 production quota" and dispersion of the products of ..... omen, and their 

claim to legitimacy is bridewea1th--the ~~purchase" of women through 

marriage. 

That women are seen as the object of men•s control is further 

de:nons~r.ated by the idiom oft repeated that 11 daughters are our business."~ 

i~en speak of the need to recoup the pay given for their own wives. Pay 

received for sisters and daughters is the only pay counted against the 
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debit in this idiom. But no Muli informant ever spoke to me of how much 

he had to make to cover his earlier investment. Maximizing one's re-

ceipts was the clear desire. nwe have no other business here" explained 

one man, "our daughters are our coffee trees (~ repona kopi --K). Men 

spoke of the need to ensure that daughters accompanied their mothers to 

the gardens, so that they would learn gardening and so that others would 

see that their daughters were hard workers. A daughter should not be 

known as a regular frequenter of so~ials· held in the six-to-six (dusk 

to dawn) social hall? which have existed from time to time in the area 

(post-colonial entry). The point of these normative principles is to 

drive the value of one's daughter higher to raise the pay one can demand 

for her services in marriage. 

In the ideal normative world constructed by Muli male informants,· 

no woman can choose simply to affiliate herself with another group and 

go there to live with a man .. Appropriate gifts must change hands. This 

ideal is violated frequently now, as women gain a freedom of movement 

unknown in pre-colonial days. But the grumbling heard within Muli when 

such a 'r'IOi11an came to Mul i, the moralizing statements that goods would 

have to be sent in exchange for this woman in order to do what is right, 

and to preserve the clan's name, made clear that women are to be traded 

and exchange ties are to be established between men through marriages. 

Obtaining a wife free might seem to be to the individual male's im-

mediate benefit. But the males' moralizing made clear their aware~ess 

of threat to the larger system if such short-term benefits are accepted. 

The good s offered are us~ally of less value in these ins~aoces, but 

t he ·:o should je 900ds se;.r. On1/ t nrJugh such e:<ch3n ge does one ·naintai;, 
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the legitimacy of ties bet\~een the men concerned, and thus the legitimacy 

of one's c1aim to control the work and offspring of the woman in question. 

Production in Muli gardens is organized in highly individualized 

technical tasks. Individual men and women produce individual products. 

In daily activities, the principle of ownership by the producer is 

generally upheld. But we see· in the above discussion that in Muli, the 
11 producer 11 in question is nonnatively a male-headed household, rather than 

individual workers. Women joi.n these households through marriage, and 

can leave them through divorce. The male, and the household which can 

be formed around him, are the constants in production, and the ultimate 

controller of the production team 1 S products. Josephides summarizes 

the point regarding Kewa females: 

"Thus, notwithstanding claims that certain items_, in 
accordance with gender ideology, belong to women, women 
can never really hold fast to any of them. For all 
that women consider ·that they have the same rights as 
men and lay claims to their products and $trive to 
control their li~es; for all that there is an ideology 
that accords value to each individual; the unavoidable 
conclusion is that when it comes to very basic issues 
the fact that women are considered sojourners both in 
their natal and their marital home weakens their 
claims .... A husband and wife appear to have equal 
rignts to their joint income (although her input may 
be greater)~ but if they separate .she forfeits her 
investment 1

• (1983:300). · 

In order to fonn his production team, a man marries. He pays bridev,ealth 

for his bride 'to her line, and receives in return gifts of pigs, shells· 

and other valuables, including a wife. In the single instance of a 

pub 1 i c bride wealth payment during our fie 1 dwork, one Mu 1 i i nfonnan t 

counted and summarized to us that EkereDa was giving ten pigs (and other 

items) to the br ~ ae 1 s line, and that 11 Six pigs and the ·woman makes 

sc:ven'· ·,.,e r e oei r..<; ret~:r.ed. In t he act of :-:1 o. rry~ ng, lftomen arr:: ri~ u Q l; ~o~ 
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objectified, passed along as property. But no one mistakes a woman 

(and wife) for an ordinary piece of personal property. She becomes 

part of a production team, a family unit, and can conceivably exercise 

her right to dissolve that team through divorce. Marriage is not a 

•• purchase.. once made and comp 1 eted. The exchange of bri dewea 1 th is the 

first of a lifelong series of exchanges between men affinally related. 

In the words of one informant, 11 We don't pay for a wife once, we pay for 

her many times through her life. We don•t finish paying for her until 

she is very old ... These exchanges, once begun, have a momentum and social 

weight of their own. There are obligations to fulfill, social status to 

be maintained or gained. The mode of recruiting the production team, 

marriage, establishes a relationship of dominance/subordination bet~een 

team m~bers, husband e~d wife. It at thB same time establishes a social 

process bet,r~een production units which in part determines the ability of 

the production unit to remain in existence. Failure to maintain the life-

long series of payments to the wife,s line is likely to result in pressure 

from that line upon her to leave the team, to divorce her husband and 

return home to seek a more socially responsib l e marriage partner. Failure 

to continue payments, too, may cause one to run afou1 of t he ancestral 

spirits of one •s wife, threatening the health of one•s children. Maintain-

ing the lifelong series of payments maintains a social relationship 

bet ween men of two clans which can be exploited for support for other 

purposes_ we•11 see in Chapter 4 that the maintenance of marriage-bcsed 

exchange t i es is import an t in providing access to the fruits of the 

moderr world, cas h. commod ities, and support i n business. 
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We have established here that the basic unit of production 1s a 

11 househo1d"--man and wife (or wives, with the husband the focal point 

of analytically distinguishable household production units )--working 

within a set of social relations which determine the male as dominant 

within the producticn team, and within social relations which in them

selves require continuing productive activities in the domain of cere

mon'ial exchange in order to maintain the existence of the household. 

There is another major set of social relations of production which 

must be considered. I turn now to the relations determining a production 

team's access to the means of production--principally land--the Muli 

system of land tenure and the socia1 relations inherent therein. 

Land Tenure t\mong t1ul i Ekereoa 

In the following discussion, I will look separately at the two 

classes of labor team members, men and women, and will consider their 

access to the primary means of production within the Muli system of 

gardening--land. In discussing land tenure, I will have recourse to 

two primary types of data, stated cultural norms and oral history. As 

elsewhere in the Highlands (cf. A.Strathern 1974), no account of Mu1i 's 

land situation would be adequate considering either sort of data a lone. 

The case of women can be dealt with more briefly, and will be considered 

first. 

Women are destined to spend their lives working in someone eTse~s 

garden. As a child, a woman works with her mother in gardens made by her 

father (or brothers, or father's brother ... ). She is expected to continue 

to do so until her marriage, at which time she moves to the land of her 

husband and begins to work his gardens. Should she leave her husband and 
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return to her home land, she will be shown a place to work in a garden 

made by her father or brothers. A woman's access to land is always 

mediated through a man. This is the ideally stated case in Huli, to 

which there is only a single potential exception (to be discussed below). 

Women of the clan suffer fran the fact that they do not "make .. 

gardens. They are not allocated land in their own names. Throughout 

their lives, women retain a usufructory right to their natal clan land, 

so long as they can establish their relationship to brothers in the 

clan. They also have a right to be shewn land by a husband--land that 

they alone will work. Failure to receive such an allocation is suf

ficient grounds for divorce. During a lifetime of gardening a husband's 

land, a woman establishes local recognition of her rights to the land 

and its (her) produce. Upon the death of her husband, a woman who has 

lived and worked for a long time with the clan will retain her right to 

garden uheru gardens--those shown her by her husband. A woman ~~~r.o re

marries within the cian may retain access to the gardens made by her 

deceased husband as well as obtaining newly allocated gardens on the 

land of her new husband. But let a woman divorce and leave the c1an, 

and the limits of her rights or ownership become apparent (as per 

Josephides, ab0ve). She goes elsewhere, and begins anew. 

A woman cannot sell land, give it away, or pass it on in inheritance 

to children. A woman must be allocated land suffic~ent to provide for 

the needs of her chi1dren and herself. But the aliocator of the 1and, 

a mal e, retains his own rights to the land. It is men who are the 

dominant persons in land tenure. It is they who control access to 'ana. 

Ae turn to tnei r consideration. 
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As children, boys· own no 1 and. They are expected to help their 

fathers on the fathers• land--gathering firewood, clearing gardens, 

planting and caring for men's garden crops. What distinguishes male 

children from female children (with regard. to land tenure) is that at a 

time deemed appropriate by some adult male, the male child 1r'lill be given 

land of his own. The appropriate time is usually upon marriage, or as 

the boy approaches marriageable age. Theoretically, a boy could enter 

new uncleared, unclaimed bush and claim his own lartd by clearing it. He 

who first enters such a bush area is said to have gardening rights to it. 

In practice, all Muli Ekerepa land has been parcelled out for at least 

two generations. By far the most common mode of land acquisition for the 

young men of Mu1i now coming of age is through patrilateral gift or in

heritance (see below). All male Muli Ekerepa children have a right to 

receive a parcel of land as they enter adulthood. This right is voiced 

by clansmen even of those children born to Mu1i Ekerepa fathers but 

raised among sane other clan. It is said that if these children come to 

r~1u 1 i to 1 i ve as they become o 1 d enough to choose, they wi 11 be given 

land of their own. 

All members of Muli Ekerepa, man, woman~ and child, all married-in 

females, and all non-Ekerepa men who have moved into Muli at local invita

tion and are co-resident--all of these people have certain direct use 

rights to all Muli Ekerepa land. It is stated ideally that these persors 

may hunt, fish, gather \vild bush produce, cut firewood anywhere on .'1uli · 

Ekerepa land. Should any individual exercise these rights, no one wcu:d 

attempt to stop t hem. Several informants did report that under norma 

clrcumstcnces one should and would rest:ict one•s activities t o are as 
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usually frequented. If there is a good reason to act out of the ordinary, 

social caution makes it sensible to inform the reali of the land area to 

be entered. While it is one's right to go anywhere on clan land, if one 

enters land not usually used, and if the owner of that land becomes sick 

or dies, one is likely to be the primary suspect of sorcery accusations. 

This will most likely result in onels paying compensation payments or 

being the target of retribution or both. The right to free access to all 

clan land has certain social limitations. 

The man who is a 11 oca ted a p Tot of 1 and as his own· cannot restrict 

the use rights referred to above. He does, however, gain further rights 

which are his alone. He is marked as the reali of the ground. He may 

mark wild trees for his own future use as fire~ood. He may take trees 

so marked by others (if on his land). He has veto power over any planned 

communal use of his land such as establishing a cattle project or building 

a store to be financed by some subset of the clan. He has the sole right 

to plant trees on this land. Only he may clear bush and make gardens on 

his land. Only he has the authority to grant these right~ to anyone else 

on his own land. 

These are all rights granted to a man upon allocation of land. It 

is impor t ant to note that failure to exercise one's rights in land invites 

encroachment by others. rn fact, use of land creates strong rights 

whether or not they ~~ere crigina11y allocated in a fashion deemed 

socially 1egitimate. One infonnant went so far as to say that the only 
1HdY th·at a man could tru1y mark a segment of land as his alone 1 s to make 

a garden on i t . The ho lder of ungardened 1 and is subject to socia l pres-

sures by fel l ow clansmen to ail ow them t o inc l ude the land in t heir C\1/rl 
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projects, or perhaps to allow them to establish a temporary garden on 

unused land4 But use by another in thi's fashion creates a strong 

counter-claim to ownership. Once a house or store is built on another•s 

land with his approval (whether explicit or tacit in his failure to 

voice irnmedi ate opposition), he will be hard pressed· to get it removed 

against the user•s will, and then only at the cost of high compensation 

for removal of the building. Once someone has cleared and planted a 

garden on another 1 S land, he will invariably claim the land as his own, 

and if refuted in court, will be awarded compensation for the loss of 

all of his developmental efforts. Despite the claimed existence of 

intra-clan usufruct in gardening, the local village court magistrate 

(and recognized bigman of the clan) warned one clansman that if he. 

received even the smallest payment in ·exchange for land-use from another 

·member of the clan, he would almost certainly have sold his land, lost 

it permanently. By using his land, and by exercising his authority to 

prevent others from building or gardening on it, a man protects his 

unique claims over his parcel. 

Once a man has made a ga~den on a plot of land, it is deemed to 

be his land,whether he continues t o use the garden ~r allows the land to 

lie fa11ow. The importance of planting trees is manifested in the latter 

case. When a plot lies fallow for many years, bush growth becomes quite 

heavy. After several years of disuse, someone e1se may cla ·i m that he is 

the land ' s :eali, and try to garden the land (if he g~rdens successfu11y, 

he strengthens his initial claim). The true reali of the land has the 

sole right to plant trees on the land, and he is expected to do so. Proo f 

: ha t 1ond is one's own, 6ga i nst the ciaims of another. resi des in t~~ · 
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ability to point to trees in the plot and to recount the details of 

their planting or of their inheritance. Here, too, is another factor 

in the importance of use of one 1 s land. When an area of land is left 

unused, rarely entered by the reali, an often reported tactic used to 

steal the land away from him is to plant trees in a secluded area, and 

to return several years later to point them out and claim the land. A 

man actively using his land is more likely to encounter the intruding 

trees and to have them removed before such a claim can be made (he must 

call the intrusion to the attention of the clan before uproot~ng the 

trees, if he wishes to avoid having to compensate the planter for the 

loss of his trees). This tactic reportedly occurred commonly enough in 

the past that there now exists a Local Government Council ordinance 

banning the planting of trees on the land of another. Planting trees, 

then, is an important activity in holding one's means of production . 

. The fact that such p1anting is men's work is another aspect of the 

ideological maintenance of male dominance of the labor team . 

.. If we hadn•t planted trees before, no one •tiould know 
whose land an ~bandoned garden is. We plant them to 
mark ground. That is not a woman's work in our custom. •• 

·~women just don't do it. Their mother's don't kr.ow and 
don't usually teach them. Fathers show boys all about 
it. When you plant a .tree it has your name. Trees, 
pandanus, tanget (cordy-1ine), will prevent the ground 
from coming up bush a1together. You must tel1 your 
children about your trees. They will witness later 
that it is your g rou nc!. 11 

A man establishes his singular dominance of a piece of land by gardening 

it and by planting :rees on it_ As reali, he controls access to : hat 

:and. It is his right, too, to pass on th i s set of rights to ot hers . 

L~t us tu rn :o t~e channel s th roug h whic h an individual gains access tc 

L: nc i n :-:u 1 ~ . 
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Inheritance of land in Muli tends to be through direct gift from 

ego's father or father's brother. In the ideal case, father will, at 

the time of marriage by his son, mark off part of his own holdings, 

including developed gardens, and give that portion to the ne~ly married 

son. As each son comes of age, he, too, is allocated a portion of 

garden, until there remains but one son. He will be given land, and 

will most likely inherit the gardens retained by the father, upon the 

death of the parent. If a father should die before allocating land to 

his sons, they are recognized te have the principle claim on his lands. 

If, however, the sons are not mature enough to use the land immediately, 

close relatives may grant each other permission to use the land, recog-

nizing that the sons may eventually insist on their rights to use. In 

this fashion, too, a son may be given land belon~ing to a father's 

brother. A father may allocate his brother's land to his own son in 

lieu of giving his own land, if the brother is deceased and has no sons 

capable of using the land. An heirless man can control the allocation 

of his lands by designating someone to receive all of a portion of the 

land. Such allocations are normally made to close relatives--brothers, 

brothers' sons. For example, one informant, Rawala, son of Reali, re-

ported: 

"Lalo and Alu are the second and third brothers of 
Reali. These two brothers did not have any children. 
I am using Alu's ground. La1o and Alu were killed in 
a fight. They had no heirs. As Alu was dying he 
said to me 'Reali has three children. You, Rawala, 
can use the ground of my father. ' I was married then." 

Such decisions and allocations give the ap~earance of lineage rights over 

land- - a ~lot of land remaining within the hands of a patri1ineage throu gn 
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the generations. In actual effect, a lineage norm does arise from Muli 

Ekerepa individual decisions (as per Barnes, treatment of "cumulative 

patrifiliation, 11 1962), but thel'e are no stated lineage rights over 

land. A man's sons, or his brothers' sons, will most likely inherit his 

land, presuming that he designates no one else to receive them. While a 

man cannot entirely disinherit his sons, unless they leave the clan, 

he also cannot be forced to grant his lands entirely to his close agnates. 

Individuals in Muli have been granted land by dying clansmen on t~e basis 

of past assistance or friendship, even though other clansmen had closer 

ties of kinship to the reali. 

Non-agnates, too, can be given land rights on Muli Ekerepa land. A 

sister 1 s son raised in Muli after the sister's divorce will be allotted 

land by her brothers and he will be treated as a fellow clansman. A 

sister's husband, too, might be enticed into moving into Muli .3 The most 

common exp 1 a nation to me was the av a i 1 abi 1 i ty of better· land in ~1u 1 i . 

Male children may come to Muli with their mother, born of a f ormer 

marriage. If these children so desire, as they become adults they wil l 

most likely have land made available to them by their mother's husband 

and his brothers . . ~en taking refuge with another clan after a f ~ght 

( sua1 1y fleeing to affinal ly re l ated clans) were allotted land to use 

f or gardens. While many returned eventually to their original lands 

af -er co l onia 1 pac if ica t ion, others remained l iving among t heir hosts, 

for al l practica l purposes absorbed by that clan and allotted land rights 

l ike a clansman. Once a man has been invited onto Muli Ekere pa l and 

- rough any of the above t ~es, and been given land t o use, he may pass 

: h i s 1.~ n d •J n · o h i s 5o n s '."I · t h a l 1 n o r :n a 1 u s e r i g h t s . - f h i s s on , t o ( I 
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remains resident among Muli Ekerepa and acts in concert with the clan 

on appropriate occasions, he is likely to retain recognition of his land 

rights in the midst of the clan. 

In 1980-1981 Muli, this set of principles of individual control of 

land was the immediately apparent feature of the local land tenure system. 

It was reported by Muli informants that no one had the right or power to 

prevent a land holder from allocating a portion of his ' land to anyone he 

desired. This was said not to have been the case in pre-colonial times, 

when . men lived together in a single men's house, and the big man of a house 

was said to exercise ultimate power over who joined the group and who was 

unwelcome. 

The appearance of individual ownership of land is growing stronger 

in today's Muli. The level of socia1 control of land boundary maintenance 

has changed from local clans to national government,. far removed from · 

daily consciousness of clan members. Before colonial pacification, the 

dominance of clan-land relations over man-land relations was far more 

visible. A man's ability to hold a portion of land depended on the clan's 

owning the land of which he held a portion. A clan's rights to its land 

ultimately depended upon its ability to hold the land militarily. Politi

ca 1 a 11 i ances and warfare \'lere endemic, as e 1 se~vhere in the Centra 1 ~i gn

lands (cf. Meggitt 1977, and references therein). Muli Ekerepa ' s curren~ 

land ho l dings are t he resu l t of its mi l itary history, which I shall brief l ~ · 

recount. 

:1u11 Ekerepa claims to have begun its history on l and named Yar-2na, 

now a census divis i on neighboring ~uli Census Division. ~efo the clan 

founcers, br ot he rs named Eali Jnd Asali, established the i r ho10es and oega .1 
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the propagation of the line. Muli Ekerepa members claim that Yarena is 

their land, based on the former occupation by Eali and Asali. The clans 

now inhabiting Yarena--Moi and Rakili--do not dispute that £ali and 

Asali lived there, or that Muli Ekerepa could be called Yarena Ekerepa. 

They simply say that Eali and Asali lived on land given to them by the 

founders of Moi and Rakili, and that these latter men have prior claim 

to the land. Eventually, all agree, Eali and Asali or their descendants 

were driven from Yarena. The oldest living Muli Ekerepa men were told 

by their fathers that their grandfathers were among those driven out of 

Yarena. The clan fled to an area now in the western portion of Muli 

Census Division, land called Pulimita. At the time, this area and the 

land to the east was inhabited by members of Pet~erepa, subclan of 

Wogoropa. These men were driven away, fleeing west to Kaware in the 

present Kagua District (just across the River Ialo . from Muli). The elders 

of .1uli Ekerepa (in 1980) were born in Pulimita. Much of the land now 

inhabited by Muli Ekerepa was originally Petemerepa land. The basic 

land boundaries seem to have remained fixed for some time during the 

early life of Muli 's current eldars, despite continual raid~ng (see Yana 

Maita's com~ents above re: raiding gardens of neighboring groups. 

Another man said that Muli Ekerepa had fought many neighbors, taking 

their gardens and raping their wives, continuing to the peri0d short1y 

before pacification). Shortly before colonial inhabitation and pacifi-

cation, an internal dispute erup~ed into warfare. The Kandemambu sub-

clan of Ekerepa was driven out of Muli, along with the Yarena Raki1i :lan 

which had allied itself with the Kandemambu's. The arrival of the 

Australians, pacification, and colonial policy encour3ging the return of 

I ' 
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refugees to their homelands, led to the return of most of the refugee 

Kandemambu's to Muli, and to Yarena of the Rakili line and its allies, 

Moi. The boundaries of Muli Ekerepa 1and holdings were essentially 

fixed at that point by government suppression of the primary interclan 

land read~ustment .mechanism, warfare. Petemerepa a~tempts to resettle 

parts of their old land were reportedly foiled in colonial court, due 

to the length of time that Muli Ekerepa had inhabited the land (on the 

other hand~ several persons of Petemerepa origins have been absorbed 

into Muli Ekerepa and inhabit land previously owned by their Petemerepa 

ancestors). Muli Ekerepa•s earliest claims to land were legitimated 

by their ability to hold the land. Their current holdings rely on their 

historical ability to hold the land and to the system of government which 

has made relatively pennanent the bound:; existing at the en'try of coloni- · 

alism. 

The fact that the clan no longer is the principal defender of its 

boundaries does not alter the fact that the clan-land .relationship still 

dominates man-land relations. Guardianship of land is acquired through 

patrilineal inheritance or through a1locations from affinal kin. Non

agnates receiving land are expected to participate with Muli Ekerepa in 

any clan activity, cr with the land-granting sub-groups in their own 

ceremonial and small group projects. A non-agnate who fails to maintain 

a good social re1ationship with those who granted him the use of land 

will find quickly that he has worn out his welcome, and that his righ~s 

to · the land he gardens are .shaky. Maintaining the ability to exercise 

these rights to land depends upon maintaining good relations with those 

among ~hom one lives--the clan ~uli Ekerepa. As Crocombe has writ:en: 
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,.In customary tenure systems, in ,,,hich the precise 
circumstances of retention of rights is not specified, 
there is usually a degree of group conformity required 
if rights are to be retained" (1974:12). 

Land rights, then, are derived from prior use, 'or from the previous 

guardian 1 S passing on of his rights to a designated person. There need 

be no patrilineal tie as the basis for this inheritance or gift. But 

more important to holding one's land than this original granting of 

rights, especially in the case of newly arrived non-agnates, is a man•s 

ability to maintain a good relationship with his co-residents. 

The Clan in Muli 

As is the case in many Highlands societies (cf. Strathern 1982b and 

references therein), Muli Ekerepa claims to have a membership tied 

agnatically to each other. In theory, each clan member can trace his 

relationship to the apical-ancestors of the clan. As is also the case 

elsewhere, this claim of agnatic kinship must be treated as an .idiom 

of group solidarity and identity, not as a valid statement of biological 

ties between clan members. 

All men of Muli agree that the clan was founded by Eali and Asa1i. 

The clan is now divided further into several subclans. When asked origi-

nally, informants consistently replied that the clan has three ooeiruru 

(K) or 11 little lines" (sub-clans) within it. These are Mutanaya, 

Kandemambu, and Asak i nd i pa. 1'w1u ta, Nay a, Kande, As a, and Kind~ pa ·.'le;e 

all reportedly sons of Eali and Asali (accounts differing as to whiGh 

ancestor fathered which sons). Mamb~, I was told, was a clan brother, 

bu~ had been descended from a coupling with a pig, not a woman. This 

porcine heritage does not effect current relations within the clan t oday. 
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In addition to the three subclans, each of which could be split into the 

indiyidually named sub-sub-clans, there is another group in Muli named 

Yamerepaa. These men are nominally tied to Mutanaya, but claimed to have 

split away to be a group of their own. They inhabit a separate home-

stead area and are a distinct sub-sub-clan in the making. Each Muli 

Ekerepa male could easily identify to which of these sub-groups of the 

clan he or any other clansman belonged. But no two clansmen could agree 

on the precise genealogical ties of anyone to the apical ancestral names. 

Most genealogies offered could not account for the father-links of some 

men clearly recognized as members of Muli Ekerepa. Group discussions of 

these missing ancestors created consternation~ amusement, and always a 

spirited discussion among informants. The idiom of agnatic ties to the 

clan, and thereby to each other, is clearly important in Muli as an 

ideological construct allowing organization of the social world. But 

few generally acceptable genealogies could go more than two generations 

past living persons without losing the ability to legitimate the member

ships of several clansmen. In daily life, such legitimation is not 

necessary. A man's membership in the clan is obvious if he can obta~n 

agreement that his father and his father's father were both clan members. 

The intervening ties to Eali and Asali are unimportant, although some 

persons went to great lengths to establish complete and correct genealog i es 

for me ~ and t o insist on the incorrectness of the others. 

The most effective consanguineally organized groups in Muli Ekerepa 

are at the lowest hierarchical levels of organization by genealogy. In 

Kewa, a man and his sons (or his children, in general) can be referred 

to as an a r a ~ u ( '·mo Yakona ar c1U 11 --" t ha t grouo headed bv the fathe r Yako''\ . 
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'.-Jell-behaved sons are expected to accompany their fathers in their daily 

tasks~ to 11 90 aralu .. and to learn what they must do as adults. An aralu 

will often pool its resources in ceremonial endeavors or in other projects 

requiring commitments of resources to a group goal. The next highest 

level of agnatic structure has no designating term (according to my 

informants, who disagree with Franklin 1978:217). The living sons of a 

deceased man, and all of the offspring of those living sons, can be 

referred to by appending the suffix--repaa4 to the name of the deceased 

father. If there be true agnatically related lineages in Muli, it is the 

groups so named (X-repaa) that deserve the title. Thus, the sons of 

Maita, Yana and Yandi, and their sons Petros Malo, Joseph Papu, Raymond 

Rami~ Peter Yokomo, and Cornelius Kundiri can be referred to collectiyely 

as Maitarepaa. Upon the deaths of Yana and Yandi, they will become the 

focal naQes of Yanarepaa and Yandirepaa (see Figure 1). In the meantime, 

the group, Maitarepaa as a whole a~ts in concert in many activities re

quiring collective action--again primarily when that action requires the 

combination of material resources. It is this level of group that is 

the effective level of organization instrumental in carrying out ~any 

activities attributed to the clan or a major sub-clan. Pigkiils held by 

Muli Eketepa, for instance, are credited by outsiders to the who1e clan, 

by clan m~mbers of non-sponsoring sub-clans to the sponsoring sub-clan. 

and by sponsoring sub-clan members to the X-repaa groups ~ho take the 

role of initiators~ planners for this kill. The lack of a referential 

te~ for this level of organization is no~ inhibiting in daily life, as 

the concre"':e names of these social divisions are known to those 1·. e-ty 

to use the r.ames in discourse. 
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Beyond the X-repaa level of organization, the idiom of relationship 

is that of patrilineage and consanguineal ties, but people freely admit 

that they cannot demonstrate accurately their geneaiogical brotherhood.S 

They admit, as well, tha~ many of the residents of Muli, men alleged to 

be members of the clan, have imperfect claims to this membership, if 

perfection be base<:l solely on patrilines. A large group \'lithin Ekerepa, 

cutting across all sub-clans, can be called Petemerepa, because their 

ancestry can be t"ed to that sub-clan of Wogoropa which inhabited much 

of the area prior to Muli Ekerepa. In one sub-sub-clan, Asa, there is 

not a single male whose claims to patrilineal purity will go unchallenged. 

Each Asa male has at one time or another been labelled as really belonging 

to one of several neighboring groups (~1oi, Petemerepa, Nemola). Some Asa 

men dispute the c1aim, some are unmoved by it and ignore it in general 

discourse. The older men of nsa, whose claims would presumably be on 

shakiest ground, are invariably referred to by ki n terms implying their 

membershio in Ekerepa. Despite the occasional argumentative contention 

that they are in-migrant ~oi, they are clearly recognized as l ansmen 

and agnates (one was, in his prime, a noted pre-colon·al bigman in Ekerepa ). 

Per hcps there exists a process of non-agr.a t e conversion in ~u1i aki~ to 

- hat c esc:i~ed oy Cook (19 0 : 190- 196) among the r1 anga, · n h" ch kin · em 

app li cation princip1es convert a non-agnatic line to agnatic terms within 

two ge 2ra• ions . There are th ree other processes occurring conc~rrent ~ y 

~ ha t con trib te to ·he conversion process in Mu i: fadi ng enory of ~nd 

c1a i"· e1se·,.mere~ acc~rnu a~ion of persona l ties to the ghosts of ~!u i ; ana 

a ... triJ·· ;. ion f l·u ~ · ... e:epa men~ er s :;~o b~/ cutsiders •o sofileone •.o~r.o par-i 1 -

9 a e:; "~ • · - 1 e c 1 an i n _ : ou p - .j e f: ; n .: c -: : v .; ... i e s . 

---------
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If a non-agnate moves to Muli and remains there, working land given 

to him by affinal relatives, he still has claim to land elsewhere--land 

that he or his fathers worked among another clan. His tie to Muli, his 

allegiance and dependence upon his local resources remain doubtful. His 

sons, growing up in Muli, and remaining in Muli, may or may not be shown 

the lands available to them among their agnatic (non-Muli) kinsmen. The 

grandsons of the original migrant are even less 1i.kely to know the location 

of old land claims, and their agnates less likely to remember or recognize 

those claims. Muli infonnants said that when no one remains alive who 

can point to the land boundaries and the planted trees on the old clan 

land, then the line descending from the original migrant is truly "Muli 

Ekerepa. 11 

As~ man moves into Muli, he enters land and a social group prot~cted 

by the ancestral ghosts of others--the .prior members of Muli Ekerepa. 

Upon his death, a man•s s~ns (in pre-Christtan tradition) would keep his 

skull in a small local shrine, feeding his spirit the blood and smoke of 

pigs, and seeking his good influence in providing for their well-being. 

As the sons die, they, too, join the X-reoaa's accumulating local ghosts. 

The fathers of these second and third generation men act in conju~cticn 

with the other ghosts of Muli, and are called upon and fed when all Muli 

ancestors are so entertained, upon the occasions of killing pigs (see 

Apea 1977 for a ful l er treatment of Muli pre-Christian spiritual ~el i ef s ~ 

see also Meggitt 1965 for a summary of Enga beliefs, very similar to those 

I found in Muli). As one · informant explained: n~~Y father told us t o ca 1 

h ~s name, and that 1fie Hould call the rest of the ancestors through h im. ~~ 

Havin q 3 l oial ancestor who had participated with Muli ~~erepa prior t c 
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his death, a ghostly relative with direct relations with the ghosts of 

Muli Ekerepa, makes more legitimate one's claims to be the son of Eali. 

As a non-agnatic migrant is seen by other clans to be participating 

with Muli Ekerepa· in important contexts in which clan membership is im

plied by co-participation6, these other clans speak of the man as part 

of Muli Ekerepa, attributing clan membership to him. There contexts 

include those activities done "in the public eye 11 ("~ ~ bilong 2..}_"--

TP), such as pig kills, church and school building openings, singsing 

("dance festiva'l"--TP) ceremonies, business activities. To the degree 

that a man 1
S participation reflects well upon Muli Ekerepa, raising ~he 

status of the clan's name, the attribution of membership is welcomed and 

accepted. The non-agnate is designated a brother. It is his demonstrated 

allegiance, not his natal heritage, which ultimately earns the man the 

right to be called by the clan name. If a non-agnate gardens only Mu1i 

land, participates only in Muli Ekerepa ceremonial activities, fights 

alongside other Muli Ekerepa as needed (in warfare, and now in plantation 

brawls), s~ares his food and goods with Muli Ekerepa men, than he is a 

Muli Ekerepa. If, on the other hand, a Muli resident of non-agnatic 

origins maintains tie~ with his natal group, using land there as well 2s 

in t~u 1 f, parti ci pati ng with them in group exchanges, bri depri ce, pi gk ii 1 s, 

then the resident is viewed as having a dual allegiance. He has not · 

demonstrated his total dependabil'ity as an Ekerepa. His a1legiar.ce in a 

crisis may be doubted. ~is non-agnatic status can be ~hrown up at h 'n 

in an argume~t. 

A ~an agnatically related to other 1uli men is by defini~ion reco~ -

n1 2ed as ~e ~ ng a :n e::;~er cf :~~1i ~ < ere p a. So long as t :1ere ar:: tl1o~e 'il r.(. 
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remember him or his fathers having resided in t~uli, he will be able to 

reactivate claims to land no matter how long his absence and no matter 

what his involvements elsewhere. The agnatic principle is real enough 

as a basis of access to clan land.8 The ancestors have seen to it that 

a man cannot rest on this basis of membership, however.Kewa culture re

quires that a man participate in a variety of gift-gjving or exchange 

ceremonies throughout his lifetime (as is common throughout Melanesia). 

He must pay bridewealth for his wife (usually accumulated with the aid 

of fathers and brothers) and then ought to give pork to her line whenever 

pigs are killed. He gives to the wife's 1ine upon the birth of a child 

and at various ritual times thereafter (protecting his wife and children 

from illnes~ caused by anger in the \~ife's line about non-payment, and 

consequent ghostly attack). He must give to a deceased clansman's mother's 

Jine, and to a deceased wife's line, or must help those more closely 

related in making such payments. A man must~ as well, participate in 

the generational pig kills sponsored by various sub-clans of Muli Ekerepa, 

occurring within the clan as a whole more than once a generation. 9 A clan'5 

failure to make a good showing in these affairs subjects its members to 

shaming and the anger of non-recipients. Political alliances are suoported 

through the maintenance of responsible exchange activities. To uphold 

or strengthe!1 its 11 name, 11 a clan requires participation by all in support 

of good exchange reiation~ with members of other clans. 10 For clan 

agnates, too, it is very important that all public activities of the clan 

or their respective sub-clans, be supported. Failure to contribute one's 

individual share of pigs, shells, and now money, to group exchange pay

i71en~s '11i~l subject one to ridicule ,,.fithin the clan as a "rubbish :;,an. '' 
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It will also lose one the support of the ancestors. The ancestors are 

pragmatic beings. They have the ability to guide one•s actions through 

providing insight as to likely outcomes (ancestors don•t make a man do 

something, they show him a way. A wise man heeds the council of his 

dreams~ the primary mode of ancestral communication). The ancestors 

have at heart the interests of the clan as a whole, and their own self 

interest. They wish to feed on the smoke of burning pigs at the occasion 

of clan pig kills. The clan can best feed the ancestors if they are 1n 

good relations as a strong clan with surrounding groups. A man who fails 

to help carry out the social exchange obligations of the clan undermines 

the strength of .the group as a whole by diminishing the respectability of 

the clan and lessening its power to accumulate valuables for redistribu-

tion. Such a man will not be protected by the ancestors or~he generalized 

ancestral spirits v~ho gave their names to several spirit cults found in 

Muli and the Ke•i-~abe regi·on at the entryofcolonialism. His children, pigs, 

and crops will fail to prosper. His own health may be at stake. Agn~tes, 

too, feel the pressure of threatened sanctions in motivati~g their partici-

pation in clan activities, especially those involving exchange relations 

with other groups. 

To summarize, gardening is the heart of material production am~ng 

Muli Ekerepa. To be able to garden, a product~on team must be created, 

invariably through marriage. The team gains access to land, its principle 

means of production, through its ability to estab1ish ties to a clan group, 

and its ability to maintain its relations to the rest of the resident ciar.s-

men. !'-laintenance of good relations is depe;)dent upon snari.ng cf c;ccds 

among clc:nsmen, and participa t in9 in clan e:(change acti'li~~es. · .. : .. i!e 
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gardening itself is minima11y socialized as a labor process, it has as 

its preconditions the full participation in social activities which 

define and support the continuing existence of the clan as a whole, the 

system of interclan ceremonial payments. Participation in this ritual 

system socializes the production teams through their mutual participation 

as · ,.clansmen" and "subclansmen." In the Kewabe, this participation, the 

forms of accumulation and distribution of valuables, maintain a clearly 

individualistic dimension within the collective gift-giving. Ritual 

participation is clearly grounded in the form of production team which 

dominates gardening--a household dominated by an individual male. Males 

cooperate in exchange (as per Wagner's 1967 description of Oaribi structur

al principles) but cooperation presents either of two forms of action. If 

both (or all) cooperators are publically participating·in a ceremony, 

they each make presentations as individuals to individuals of other clans 

or subclans. The presenter, in the typical public event, sharing of pork, 

ho1ds the gift piece aloft and shouts the name of its recipient. Ther·e is 

no mistaking the identity of the individua1s concerned. There is no identi

fication with clans in the moment of giving (there is even an air of 

competition between clan members and X-repaa lineages). 

If, on the other hand, men are cooperating to .amass a collection of 

valuables to be given to a single or few individuals, one or a few ~uli 

Ekere?a men will act as the conduit for goods. These men are the men who 

have the primary moral obligation ~o provide the gift. It is these men 

who will be identified, in the public eye, as having given. They are 

responsible for pulling together the valuables by dunning their fe1lcws 

for suppor:.ll In this case, "coo9er3tion,·' both in its publ~c form 
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and in Muli consciousness, emphasizes the initiative of this individual. 

It is he who will make the presentations in his own name. His supporters 

have agreed, in the situation concerned, to support his efforts. Ogan's 

explanation of cooperation among the Nasioi summarizes a point which is 

valid in Muli, as well: 

r•Nasioi do not view group effort as an association of 
equals (on the basis of equal share contribution), nor 
do they agree that the size of contributions should 
determine the shareholder's return. Rather they see 
cooperation as the offering of services--however small, 
provided the affiliation is clear cut--to an individual 
whom they believe superior in wisdom and/or industry. 
T~is individual is then to make returns on the basis of 
satisfying each follower's 't'lantS. 11 (Ogan 197.2:179-180). 

In Muli, the status of big men depends upon their ability to 

coordinate such giving, and their ability always to support the socially 

required initiatives of others, enabling those others to maintain the 

respectability of their own names, 12 and through all of them, the n-ame 

of the clan. 

The system of production and production relations outlined in this 

chapter was pres~nt in Muli at the time of colonial penetration (ca. 1953). 

It was the producers acting within and shaped by this system ~ho responded 

cooperatively or with resistance to Administration efforts to stimu1ate 

and to direct local integration into commodity oriented relations and 

activities. It was these producers who have incorporated cash and com-

mcdi t ies into t he reproduction of the social relations of product ion 

described in this chapter. It was t he producers who were thus compelled 

to 7 lnd sourcEs of cash and commodities to meet their needs. In Chawter ~ . 

I wi l l discuss the 2ffcrts made by Muli residents to incorporate sue. , ~J.S:1-

acqu i r i ng activi: i es in~o local life, an j the resul t ant shape of b i ~ ~is 
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Notes on Ch~nter 3 

.1. ..Person-days '' were counted by multiplying the number of persons 
surveyed times the number of days surveyed. This survey involved six 
households for one week (seven days). Six adult males~ six adult females, 
and twenty-seven children constituted the respondent popu1ation. If each 
had eaten any particu1ar item once each day, that item would have been 
eaten on 273 person-days. Kaukau was eaten on 252 person-days, or 92~ 
of possible person-days. · 

2. · Why not p1an ahead and avoid a hangri? I .was told that any 
individual who worked hard and had plenty of large kaukau to eat would 
simply have to give or se11 it to those who were without, until such time 
as his stock was depleted. . (The alternatives enumerated were to leave 
large kaukau unharvested until most others had them again, or to lie to 
fellow clansmen saying that one had no large kaukau in order to avoid 
sharing). · · 

3. It is of interest to me that I know of no case in which a wife :s 
brother obtained land rights in Muli. These rights have been given to 
adults who gave brideprice, and not to those who received it. This was 
not a focus of my research in the field. I have no widespread survey to 
support the claim. I mention it in passing. · 

4. Franklin et al (1978) list this as a referential terin. Leroy 
(1975) says that it is a Southern Kewa term equivalent to ruru in the 
north Kewa area. My Muli informants explicitly disagree, saying that 
there is no _such term as .. rep a a." 

5. They "freely admit" this when I specifically questioned conf1icts 
and gaps in genealogies provided by various people. I did this on several 
occasions in large groups, and sat back to enjoy the ensuing discussion. 
After long, argument~tive conversations, people would turn to me, and· 
smi 1 i ng l y say "1..1e don • t know, we 1 ve forgotten those names., The l oca 1 
big man refused to be bothered at a 11 about this "prob 1 em. It He shrugged, 
saying, "I wasn't alive. How can I know, 11 then proceeded ,folith his 
business. 

The question of one•s agnatic link to the clan can be important in 
the event of an internal dispute. Those with weak claims and clear ties 
to another clan can be harassed and embarrassed into leaving by their more 
strongly l i nked opponents. But the possibility of conversion of ~on
agnat i c status in~o agnatic status, and collective amnesia about that 
process after a few generations, aids the clan in remaining strong in 
numbers by attracting men from surround i ng groups and winning the i r 
allegiance, or that of their descendants. While no Muli Ekerepa would 
offer this explanation in discuss i on. of kin / clan terminology (saying 
instead 11 it ' s how our ancestors did it•l), the same 1ocal b.ig man used 
such reasonina in a modern context in an attempt to resolve an intra-c l an 
disput~. He ~ellowed loudly over the angry voices of disputants :hai 
they had to tesolve their differences and avoid divisive antagonism. 
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Ekerepa could not afford to chase men away he said, because elections 
were approaching. The clan had to be strong in numbers in order to elec~ 
candidates sympathetic to Ekerepa's needs. His rhetoric won the moment 
(and ignored the lack of unity in recent Muli voting). 

6. Leroy (1975) writes that among the South Kewa clan membership 
is essentially established by non-agnates through co-residence and co
participation with a clan. My Muli informants agree, and have elaborated 
the process of conversion. 

7. Within clan sharing of goods is ubiquitous. Refusal to share 
can subject one to the jealous reactions of clansmen, and potentially to 
sorcery and poisoning. I'll discuss this further in Chapter 4. 

8. And within an agnatic principle, a notion of kinship substance, 
male semen and female blood, as discussed in Strathern 1972b. Strathern 's 
further developments of the notion of common substance mediated in food 
(1977) seem ·illuminating for Muli, too, as explained by his discussi0n 
of birth-place (1973). Kewabe non-agnates may be told, in the heat of 
argument, to go home to the place where their mogo (uplacenta 11 --K) is 
buried (see Note 5 above). 

9. Regarding Kewa pigkilling ceremonies, cf. Leroy 1975, 1979a, 
l979b; Franklin et al 1978: 463-471. The Kewa fall within Strathern's 
classification of "home production 11 for exchange, .passing on dead pigs 
or portions thereof (Strathern 1969, 1978). 

10. Meggitt's summary (1971:198 n. 12) expresses well the purpose 
underlying participation in the ceremonial exchange cycle in Mul i. r~ul i 
Ekerepa does not participate in a Te or Moka cycle of live pig exchange. 
Equivalent Kewa pig ceremonies are 11 ki1 ·1s.'1 Prestige is derived and used 
in the same fashion. Muli men told me that failure to participate in such 
ceremonies would subject them to ridicule, but even more importantl . , to 
loss of mediated decisions, court cases. This could cost them a claim to 
land. A de f.end~nt in a court case might attribute the cnarges to jealousy 
of t hose who have more than the non-pig-killing (or non-brideprice-paying, 
etc. ) men. The case would be dismissed on these grounds. 

ll. It is important not to presume that these "fellows·' need 
necessarily be c1ansmen. Alt exploitable ties are used, as appropriate-
agnates, affines, friends, workmates--anyone who would · not be a potentiai 
recipient in t he ceremony in question. Bel~haw has made this point in 
disc ss i n9 the lines of choice wi t hin a kindred, enabling "tnose ~~~no 1/ant 
to coopera.~e r.o ao so, while ot hers may stand out if they wish '• among ~he 
Sout."le rn Mas sin ( 1955:55 ) , and ngain wi t h regard to. cooperating groups in Fi · ;: 

uca ch ;na ·or opera ti on involved an e;'(Cnance of services 
between grou ps i nked no t by a st3bl e co~porate organi
~ a ~ · o n but by he flex .b 1e mani pul at ion of stao e 
pr ·nc: oies i n ·~t ' :i c ~ aff·r. a1 rc s ~ons · i ~i t ies oomea 
e3 1 '~e a l ~ne:; 1 o~~ S 1 1 

. • 9v-: '' 76j . 
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. 12. See Burkins and Krause (1982) for an elaborated discussion 
of maintaining one's name in Muli. The literature on "big-men,. in the 
Highlands is large and well-known. The need for maintenance of a 
.. nonnal 11 name, of preventive action to avoid being "rubbish" has not 
been treated as fully. Cf. Harris (1975) regarding the entry of Huli 
nordinary .. men into bisnis in order to maintain respectability rather 
than to gain status. 
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Chapter 4 

Money and Money-Making in Muli 

Upon the estabTishment of colonial rule in the Ialibu area, the 

colonial state imposed new demands on local labor and resources. In 

doing so, the Administration engaged in direct exchange relations in-

volving various goods and services. This exchange came to involv~ the 

payment of cash. Muli was introduced to European money. 

The early Kewabe area response to the introduction of money payments 

by colonial government officials was characterized by R.N.Colton: 

''The people are very money conscious and appreciate 
its importance. They cannot see any way in which 
they can get this elusive stuff" (1965). 

The conditions for obtaining "this elusive stuff 11 were, of cQurse, 

controlled by the Europeans. The new demands on labor and resources 

offered wage labor opportunities in the creation of an improved local 

economic infrastructure. Roads were bu1lt. Government-purchased land 

was cleared. The Muli DPI Sheep Project, the Ia1ibu Local Government 

Council Cattle Project, and the Muli gase Camp were the principal sources 

of income evident in Muli and available to Muli Ekerepa residents. As 

government policy changed locally, Muli' listened receptively. to each new 

ca11 for development . They sold land for development by outsiders . Thej 

attempted ccsh - cropping. They paid 1ocal goverr~ent council taxes, hoping 

to foment economic deve1opme~t. Cooperation wcs based on two fac: ors: 

t ~e Europeans had demonstrated their knowledge and abi1i.ie~ in 

Jb~aini ng wealth. Mu1i residents wished to share in such success. Sec0nG , 
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the government was concurrent ly spr eading wages t roug out e r e 

per above. It seemed to 1uli residents that the exchange was fa'r, 

that the Europeans were adequately redistributing wealth to those who 

supported them in their initiatives. Such support was consistent with 

pre-colonial indigenous practices (cf. Ogan re:1 asioi, quo~~d at end o 

Chapter 2). 

Rural development policy, adapting by necessity to the absence of 

external investment, came to encourage the development of local business 

and cash cropping. This "tacking onll of comnodity-production and cash 

business to local garden-based production became national policy at in-

dependence (cf. National Planning Committee 1976). Government hoped that 

the opportunity to acquire money would act as the prime motivator in 

promoting local support for this national policy goal. As we've seen, 

the Ialibu area government encouraged a variety of routes to cash. 

In Muli, cash was indeed named the prime motivator in attempts to 

do business or cash-cropping. In 1980, Muli informants explained that 

they engage in business or cash-cropping in order to obtain money tc 

purchase trade goods. They voiced the need for cash in order to be able 

to buy clothing, soap, food. "Look around you," we were told, "you see 

school boys and old people in bark belts and leaves. They have no sh:rts 

no trousers, no soap. Even the people who have European clothes, they 

are dirty, too." In 1968 , Pa~..ro1 Officer Hunter reported that peop e 

were anxious to purchase imported tradestore foods whenever cas h was 

a v a i 1 a b i e . I n 1 981 , we \'t'e r e • o 1 d the s arne t h i n g . Mu l i i n form an t s and 

person3 from surrounding clan areas demanded that a kcmoani be es •ab ·~ · e~ 

i n ~he .Jr c:a ~O ~11ow employr.1ent for money (about wh'ch more ~e!0\'1:·. 

j 
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Guided by the colonial government, and now, on occasion, by the ex

tension agents of national and provincial government, Muli residents have 

engaged in a variety of activities designed to obtain cash. In this 

chapter, I wish to discuss the results of such activities as carried out 

by the members of one Highlands. clan in the midst of a developing periph

eral integration into the world economy. I will review the ways in which 

European-introduced modes of obtaining cash have been integrated into 

local activities, including cash-cropping for supralocal markets, and for 

local market sales, animal husbandry, wage labor both in the Muli/Ialibu 

area and on plantations, tradestores and rasseng~r Motor Vehicles (PMVs), 

and gambling (for no discussion of Muli money could be complete without 

taking note of gambling). I will argue through the chapter that each of 

these activities has been integrated into ·and dominated by the need to 

maintain good interpersonal relationships within the clan and with affines, 

primarily through gift-giving or '1delayed reciprocal exchange=• (Belshaw 

1954:10). I will end the chapter with a consideration of the role played 

by money in maintaining this essentially precapitalist social system. 

~~uli Ekerepa refers to most cash-acquiring ac~ivities as "bisni~," 

borrowing the Tok Pisin word for "business. 11 Franklin, in his Kewa 

Dictionarv (1978) suggests the following Kewa equivale!1t: 11 gawanu situanu 

kooinu gorupa marekape kogono''--roughly nwork like making cows, stores, 

and coffee corne upll (r~u1i informants say that this gets the idea across, 

but by now, the term 11 bi sn is 11 is ·,o~e ll understood, and suffices). An 

important note must be made about Muli 's conceptualization of bisnis. 

As Frankl~n's Ke•.·'a fo:-nu1at:ion suggests, bisnis is '.<~or!<, a kind qf acti 1i t:; . 

Cne .jc~·: s not '' .c:ve ) ~-.,usinesst' i:. Ke'.va. one ''does businEss. II In c,,;.·~m ' :: : · ~ ~ 
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to substantiate this linguistic point, I solicited examples of sentences 

about bisnis, and offered a. construction of my own. All of the examples 

provided by my Muli infonnants were formed in the 11 dO bisnis 11 structure. 

For example: 

Bisnis ~ ~ ruoa? 11 How does one do bisnis" 

Bisnis mogema ~ rupa ~ saminya. "We will learn how 

to do bisnis well and it will come up big. 11 

When I offered; 

~ ~ bisnis wia. 11 He has (wia) good bisnis. u 

I was corrected with: 

Ipumi ~ bisnis ~- nHe (plus subject marker) makes (pea) 

good bisnis.u 

· Bisnis is conceived, in Muli, as an activity of human agents, not as a 

reified thing which one can possess. Thus, the phrase "mo bisnisu ( 11 that 

bisnis"--K) should b~ understood to contain a gerund, traf1slatable as 

11 that doing busineSS 11 or uthat bisnis activity done by X. II 

I turn first, then, to Muli •s experiences doing bisnis. 

Cash-Cropping for Supralocal Markets 

i) Coffee and Pyrethrum 

The story of Muli coffee and pyrethrum has been sketched ir. brief in 

the general account of Ialibu and the Kewabe Sub-Disirict (Chapter 2). 

Mu1i wa~ the site of one of the trial plots in the i~itial coffee plantings 

of 1962. The plot was plan~ed by a government patrol, in cooperatiqn 'r'lith 

a Muli resident. The patrol left, there was little Administration over

sight during maturation, and world market conditions resulted in . Adminis

tration Is abandoning the crop. Locally coffee was considered a failure. 
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In 1965, the Deparboent of Primary Industry (OPI) offered another 

solution to local development problems--pyrethrum. The trial plots of 

coffee were torn out and pyrethrum planted, also in a few plots selected 

by the kiaos. The patrol officers explained to local residents that 

pyrethrum would bear saleable flowers in a matter of months and money would 

come quickly, while coffee would still take several years to bear fruit. 

'
1 Everyoneu joined in the kiap organized production enthusiastically, 

except for the man on \<Jhose land the first trial corrrnunal plot was placed. 

He was jailed for a brief period for causing a disturbance over the deci

sion. He saw the error of his ways · and created no further problems. 

Pyrethrum ,Has planted. It grew well, according to local . informants (who 

never mentioned the drought-ruined first plantings referred to in Chapter 

2). It was harvested. The world market prices fell, at this time, from 

an estimated 80t/kg. to about 30t/kg. (t1ambo 1980), People felt that they 

were receiving almost no money, yet were required to invest a relatively 

large amount of labor. They refused to grow pyrethrum again. 

The local decision was allowed to stand. Coffee was still growing 

elsewhere, and ~·1uli Ekerepa '.'las a\vare of the possibility of rejoining the: 

ranks of growers. 1 i·1uli informants tell me that they looked at Kagua, and 

saw that the people who grew coffee there were not making much money. 2 

They decided that it was better to remain idle and poor rather than to je 

hardworking and poor. Coffee remained low on Muli 1
5 development agenda 

for more than a decade, despite the coffee nursery loccted there in 1970. 

That coffee initiat~ve passed Mul~ by, as extension agents trave l led to 

communities i n areas ou t lying the census division. t'~uli informants. re~1 -

ni sc in re pc r i.: t~at their =round ~ad been depleted of i':s str~n t L 
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(
11 graun i nogat gris 11

--
11 the ground has no fertility substance II - TP), and 

that the coffee would not. have come up even if they had attempted it again. 

In the late 1970s, the Department of Primary Industry revised the plan for 

Muli area agricultural development. Coffee was again viewed as the answer 

to the needs for a source of cash in the area. 3 Seedlings were made avail-

able and people were encouraged to replant coffee. Many Muli residents 

decided to try ( 11 traiimll - TP) coffee again, with a hesitation to overexert 

themselves before determining whether their ground vwul d, indeed, support 

the crop: The spread of coffee pla~ting in Muli has been slow, but steady, 

since that time. Ninety-five bf 108 househo1ds (88%) re'ported having at 

least so~e coffee trees. 

There has been one attempt to create a cooperatively worked and owned 

coffee grove in ~ecent years, according to the Local Government Councilor 
. ' 

who 't'las one of the persons initiating the attempt. Dating of the attempt 

is hazy, but must have occurred since 1978, the beginning of tenure of the 

current Councilor. According to Loaya Yana, the Councilor in question, he 

and the Councilor from a neighboring clan planned ·and initiated a coopera- . 

tive planting program, with support from OPI. The grove was to be on land 

made available by Loaya. Co-workers were recruited from both participating 

clans. Govern!T€nt finance was to pay for trees, fertilizer. ~~hen the 

trees came into production, al1 participating workers were to share in the 

proceeds. The ground was cleared by a group of local people, but before 

planting began, the workers discovered that they were not to be paid for 

the labor expended in clearing the plot, sometning they had not ~nderstcoc, 

it .seems. The labor force revolted, unwilling to work on the land of 

3no t~ er fo~ ~cssib 1e fu:~re orocee ds . The ~rou~d ~as ~e~ome over~rcwn a ~2 ~ 1 . 
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and Mu1i 1
S only effort at establishing a cooperative is history. Individ-

ually owned and planted coffee plots hold sway. 

According to a local didiman ( 11 agricultural extension officer 11 
- TP) 

a well-worked plot of 300-400 trees can create an annual average income 

of KL,OOO (in 1980 P~tG Kina). About one-third of Muli households reported 

having that many trees or more in 1980 (see Table 2). But everyone stressed 

that we all had to wait to see whether coffee was a worthwhile investw~nt 

of time and effort. For the earliest planters, following the DPI initia

tive in the late 1970s, the first coffee cherries were appearing in 1980-

1981. For most people, there would still be a year or more before thei}' 

t~ees had matured . 

• Table 2: Muli Household Coffee Tree Holdings (1980) 

# Trees 

0 
1-100 

101-200 
201-300 
301-400 
401-500 
501-600 
601-700 
701-800 
801-
Unknown 

#Households 

13 
27 
15 
8 
5 

17 
2 
3 
2 
6 

10 
108 

% Houser.tolds 

12.0 
25.0 
13.9 
7.4 
4.6 

15.7 
1. 9 
2.8 
1. 9 
5.6 
9.2 

100.0 

Sel~ing coffee proved not to be so very easy in the area. None of the 

clan groups in the immediate area of .'-1uli owned a venicie. To be solei, 

coffee had to be transported to Mount Hagen or sold to a road-side buy~r 

f;cm .~ J ge 'l plantation warehous2s. Transporting ~ore than 3 single Qr~'la ·:e 
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bag of dried coffee beans to Hagen via public transit is both unwieldy 

and costly, although this method obtained a price that was known to be 

the highest available. Road-side buyers came to Muli on a few occasions 

(we were told initially that 11 the truck" comes on Thursdays. This proved 

to be one of many unreliable schedules we encountered). People from sur

rounding villages, the lower lying village of Paibo especially, brought 

beans to Muli to sell (Paibo was one of the communities served by the 

short-lived coffee nursery). They always asked first what price the seller 

wished to obtain for his or her bag of beans. It was clear that the buy~r 

would have gladly paid any underpriced request. Sellers, however, recallea 

the high prices obtained in recent years when the South . American crop had 

failed. They saw their bags of 11 Kl0 41 of "K20" bags, based on the prices 

the same bags had obtained undertho.semost favorable conditions. Sellers ' 

quotes were always extremely high. The buyer then weighed the bag, multi-

plied by a standard rate, and offered a price. A description of one 

morning's transactions is illustrative. On 14 August 1980, a truck from 

Banz, WHP, pulled up to the PMV stop in Muli. Five persons approached 

with coffee beans in bags. The first offered up his bag. It '.t~eighed 30 

lbs. The seller requested Kl6-K20. He was offered Kl2 in response. ~e 

accepted the money. The second se1ler, too, had 30 lbs. of beans, and 

asked for K~6 . He, too, was offered Kl2. This man refused to sell a~d 

began the trip back to Paibo with his beans over his shoulder. The third 

seller, a woman, had 2.5 1bs., requested K3~K4, was offered Kl, and refusec 

to se1l. The counter offers by the truck had clearly established a raie 

of 40t/lb. None of the sellers took this into account as they named t he ir 

own as~~ng ~r i ce. eacn of the last four sel l ers complained lcud l j, ar ~ i ,, .. 
I I , , 
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that prices had been higher, and that the buyers were not willing to pay 

them fairly. The drivers explained that they could not offer higher prices, 

that prices in Mount Hagen, too, had dropped. They shrugged off the refu

sa 1 s to sell , and left the scene. Coffee was carried home to await future 

price rises. 1..le see here an instance of the fa i 1 ure of capita 1 to centro 1 

production of the peasants. Local economy is not monetized sufficiently 

to force sales under prices determined by capital. Producers decide 

whether the return for their product is s~fficient. The dried coffee beans · 

do not decay rapidly. There is little pressure to sell at a specific time, 

or even at all. Coffee supply from the small holder areas is not stable. 

In fact, according to Ialibu OPI officials, tHo Mount Hagen factories had 

closed in 1980 due to the refusal of. people throughout their buying areas 

to sell at the lower prices being offered. 

In response to local complaints about the low prices offered by fac

tory-sponsored trucks, Ialibu OPT initiated a coffee buying scheme in the 

Kewabe during September 1980. A monthly price was established by Mendi 

OPI headquarters. This price could be offered to local producers, and 

coffee purchased by DPI. The coffee was then to be transported to Hagen, 

sold, and the income returned to the general government coffers. Price~ 

quoted to me by Ialibu OPI on 17 September 1980 Here Kl.l7/kg. of high 

grade beans, 95t/kg. for 1ow grade. On 6 October 1980, the first QPI 

coffee buying day t ook place. The price quoted oub1ical1y was 90t/ k~. 

The official explained that the price was a bit low due to the need ! o 

protect DPI from errors in grading the coffee . People accepted the exp1~

nation, but voiced dissatisfaction each time that a. 11 K30 '1 bag 1.-'1as offere·j 

i)urc:.-.. 1se at K~6. l he arguments cor.':i!lL.Jed throu<;hout the :norr:ina, ~ ut s 
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did sales. People were convinced that DPI was telling the truth, that it 

was offering a price hig,her than either the roa.dside buyers or the Hagen 

private companies (this argument was verified for the group by the few who 

had recently sold coffee in Hag~n). Only six of fifty-three potential 

sales were refused in October. The sales, totalling !K317.78, averaged 

K6.76 (ranging from .90- 24.75). Only two of the sales were by Muli 

Ekerepa members--K2.70 and Kl.80, total K4.5. The sale was viewed locally 

as a success. People wandered away saying that they could now go gamble 

because "fortnight,. (payday) had come on Monday (not Friday, as normai). 

The coffee buying scheme was never repeated. Local producers showed up 

at the sale site each of the two following weeks, as DPI had scheduled. 

They waited. No one came to buy. DPI officials later explained that their 

truck had been under repair the first week, and that they had been called 

to a meeting in Mendi the second and had to us~ the truck to go there. 

Meanwhile, during a trip to ·Mendi, the provincial capital, I had been 

informed by a Provincial DPI official that Ialibu DPI agents had violated 

their authority in offering a reduced price to local producers. They could 

have ; and should have, paid the amounts they had originally quoted to me 

in. I a 1 i bu. ~ The off icial announced that he planned to look into the matter. 

Perhaps this was the reason for the Mendi meeting. In any case, t he Ialib~ 

agents ne'ter returned to ~>1ul i to buy coffee. After r;~~o 't'f'eeks of no sa 1 es. 

producers no longe: came to see. No further excuses were necessary, as o 

one asked vhy t he · sales had stopped. was assured ~n ~·~endi that :he Ia1 io·.J 

agents had acted properly in a~nouncing the program and in pur~hasing coffe ~ . 

On ly the pri ce was at issue. I never found cut why the sales stopoea. .._, . 
I.J 1 ) -

con :i n~a ti o n le ft ~u l i area residents to re'y on the road- s iae ~~yer: w~ 
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PMVs to Hagen to w~rket their coffee. The DPI marketing scheme was short-

lived and ineffective. 

A similar difficulty for local producers in marketing goods sabotaged 

the only attempt I know of to resurrect pyrethrum as a local cash crop. 

Three Muli Ekerepa members obtained pyrethrum splits in 1978 from DPI (notes 

left in an old kiap· office in Muli verify this). They were told to bring 

the dried flowers back to OPI and that the flowers would be purchased under 

the DPI produce purchasing scheme. The crop grew well. The flowers were 

dried and taken to Ialibu. The men were told that no money was currently 

available (money must be obtained from the Bureau of Management Services 

whenever DPI wishes to make such a purchase). The men were told to go 

home and store their goods. OPI would send someone to get the flowers at . 
the earliest possible time. No one ever came. Eventually the flowers 

became compost in local gardens, and the second pyrethrum attempt went the 

way of the first. 

ii) Mendi Hosoital Kaukau Purchase 

Throughout our stay in Muli, whenever the topic of development was 

discussed, Muli residents urged us to tell the government ~hat kauk~u i s 

~"hat local 9roducers know how to grm11. 11 If only they could :iiake sof'l'leth~r.g 

from kaukau, 1
' locals r.cused1 1

'1'1€ would be able to do a fine business." I:1 

September 1380, the opportunity seemed :o present itsel f to Muli. 

On 14 September 1980, on a wet and cold Sunday afternoon, a visit in~ 

~endi official announced that the ~endi Hosp i tal was always se~kin g ~ a uk a 0 

for its food suppl i es, and that ne had been ~o l d that .~ul ~ peoole co t(o 
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to Mendi. On this miserable day, at the invitation of the official, 

several Muli women dug kaukau and sold them . to him for delivery to the 

hospital. This was to be the beginning of a series of such sales. After 

a long delay, which included an eventual visit to '.Mendi Hospital on my 

part, the plan was instituted. The Mendi Hospital ·committed itself to a 

once each week visit to Muli to buy kaukau at lOt/kg., and to buy all the 

greens and root crops made available locally. The hospital truck would 

carry clerk, scale, money and bags, a do-it-yourself marketing approach. 

We passed this information along to local producers during the week inter-

vening between our Mendi visit and the first scheduled sales day. 

On 15 October, the appointed day, the regu1ar Wednesday market (see 

below) was noticeably larger than usual. The truck arrived, as promised. 

Sales were made in the midst of bedlam, pushing, shoving, yelling ... 

a11 trying to ensure that their produce was purchased. Not all were sue-

cessful, as eventually the truck was filled. In all, 946 kg. of kaukau 

and taro were purchased from 64 sellers for a tota1 of K94.60 in cash. 

The average transaction exchanged Kl.48 for 14.8 kg. of kaukau. Sa1es 

ranged from 3 to 30 kg. 

On 22 October, the Me~di Hospital crew appeared again. They announced 

thatthey'd broughtnoscale\'lith them. '.~e arranged to get one from ·the Muli 

OPI Sheep Project, seemingly to the surprise and chagrin of the Hospital 

staff. Their second surpise was their announc~:nent t~at they had only 

to spend. After the K40 was dispersed, and the business ended for t1e day, 

the chief clerk announced that he would send a message to masta (me) wnen 

he would come next (I had spoken with this cler~ and the hospital ad~inis-

trator in Mend~. :-1e rightl y assessed that this had become "my'1 pro ject ir. 
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1 oca 1 eyes, and that no one e 1 s e ~vou 1 d coordinate corr.mun i cation.) . 

The locally-based agricultural extension officer pushed to establish a 

firm schedule, pointing out that local people could not plan their planting 

if they didn 1 t know when sales would be made. The clerk said that he'd 

talk to his boss (who had arranged the sales and sent the crew) and send 

a message. 

On 29 October, despite the lack of communication from Mendi, many 

people brought bags of kaukau to market, and awaited the arrival of the 

Mendi truck. It did not come. People shrugged, and carried their goods 

home. On 5 November, very fe'tl peop 1 e brought extra goods, and the truck 

again did not come. 

On 10 November, while in Mendi, I contacted the Chief Administrator 

of the Hospital to determine what had happened, and to suggest ·that a 

scaled down version of the plan mightstill continue. To my shock, :'~uli 

was promised tHice weekiy visits to buy 480kg. eacm time. The scheduie 

was set to begin just two days hence. 

On 12 November, the Mend~ truck arrived, purchased the kaukau availab e 

on such short notice (about 300 kg), and announced the VNice ~eekly schedule 

and the need for more kaukau each time. 

The Hospital crew never returned. The sta ff fai led t o ~es pond to a 

letter. Young male locals sugges~ad that I express their anger and frus-

t~at·on in a let~er to the government. Older producers s ~g geswe~ ~~a ~ t. e 

1natte: was· "something belongi ng ... o the hospital.~~ If the truck came ag2in 

on a :narket day the re would be some kaukau to purchase . If net , r.o •.-~crr·j . 

L0cal prod:Jcers resoonde d immediately, and on severa ! occasions \~ i t h 

sncr~ nc tice, to a~ o~pcrtu n i J t o ob t Ji n casn ~y se 1l i ng tneir oroduce . 
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In the absence of a continuing opportunity, we have no way of knowing just 

how regularly producers would have responded and how such an opportunity 

might have affected kaukau planting in the long run. Clearly, as in the 

case of pyrethrum growing of 1978, the failure of marketing facilities 

ruined the potential for a local cash-cropping initiative welcomed by the 

local producers, who 11 know how to grow kaukau ... 

iii) Summary 

Muli has willingly participated in each cash-cropping scheme ~ntro

duced by government officers--coffee, pyrethrum, and one occasion of kauka~. 

One of these crops, coffee, has had · visible success in other areas in bring

ing money into tne villages. The weight of this demonstration of succes3 

has convinced Muli to try coffee a second time, despite its early failure. 

The other two initiatives have been crushed by the very governw~nt wh i (h 

encouraged them. Pyrethrum failed to pay off as promised in its first 

introduction. Ialibu OPI simply fa'iled to carry out its promise in the 

second. Local producers did not know whe~e to turn, and awaited govern

ment action . In the case of kaukau sales, the enthusiasm of one branch cf 

government went unmatched by another which was made responsibile for car

rying out the actions. Government said it would do something, and failed 

to do so. As government failed in this endeavor, it is unliKely thar 

any local entrepreneur 'llill step .in to fill the marketing gap, in the 

absence of proof that a profit can be made in this fashion . 

Cash-cropping is a sxall, but growing aspec~ of Muli •s economy, now 

that coffee has again been planted. As in other areas, coffee ·.-1ill orc

duce a steady flew of income into the hands of the clan. It has an a 1 re~ ~Y 
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products. It is the logical cash crop for Muli producers, in the absence 

of support or markets for others. The supralocal market for coffee and 

other cash crops has failed to impress its needs on Muli. The possibility 

that cash may flow in this way has Muli trying again. But, as we've seen, 

Muli feels no compunction about abandoning an effort if it doesn't fulfill 

its promise. i~uli seeks cash, but feels free to choose the mode of acqui

sition. It is experimenting, for its own purposes, seeking to find the 

activities which will provide the highest return on labor or cash invest

ment. 

The Muli Market and Local Vegetable Sales 

The colonial administration encouraged the development of vegetable 

gardening for sale of the product. As we discussed in the previous chep

ter, various introduced vegetables were accepted into local gardens for 

the purpose of sales. Fe'"' found their way into local diets in any signlfi

cant way. Early oroduce sales occurred within the census division upon 

the arrival of an Ad~inistration vehicle sent specifically to purchase, or 

when a patrol passed through, camping in Muli. 

,·~owdays in t~u l i , the semi -week 1 y rna rket is the nor:r.a 1 source of sa 1 e s 

of garden goods. Every ~ednesday and Saturday morning, ~sually a t about 

10:00 a.m., a c rm"d of r.:en and ·.-~omen from .'1u l i and surr~undi ng communi ~ i es 

ga t hers in the Muli 3ase Camp area. People seat ~hemselves on the ground 

and pile their goods in front of them in separate piles. The piles are 

t yp icJ 11y va 1ued at 10~ per bundle, with the 2xceptional large · ~ems 

(pi neapple~ cabbage) being sold individually for same ~ulitiple of lOt. 
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Pricing, or more accurately, bundling and piling is standardized. 

Quantities of g_oods. offered for the standard price of lOt (or 11 one shil-

ling" or 11li_ pamenda 11 
- K) are equal from se 11 er to se 11 er. As ked how 

people decide what quantities to sell at the lOt price, sellers reply 11 We 

just know how much to sell for lOt." Negotiating prices or quantities is 

s .imply not done. A buyer may pay the requested price, ask for credit, or 

ask that a relative share his or her goods without charge, but reduced 

prices are not offered. 

i·1uch of the buying seems to take place from persons who are in sor.-:e 

way related to each other. There are reports of sales or purchases bet·l1'ee!1 

persons of no particularly close relationship, however. People also do 

exchange products ,Hi th no phys i ca 1 media ti 0n of money, a 1 though money mediates 

in determining t r, e size of the bundles de~med equivalent. 

There were usually about 30-50 market sellers at Saturday markets 

during our stay in Muli, somewhat fewe~ on Wednesday. Many fail to act~

a11y make a sale. Some sell a few bundles or piles of something. At most, 

in a typical week, sellers receive a little over one kina income. In my 

income su:--·:ey group, sales by men averaged Kl.30 on those occasions whe~ 

a rr.an chose ~o sell. For women the fi gure per selling occasion 'r'laS ~Ot. 

But, the per cap ita average weeklv income from ~arket sales, dur~ns ~Y 

survey, was l4t for each gender. Most people do not se11 regular1y . -~ey 

bring goods to mcrk et c~ their ~him, ar when money is needed for a Jar

ticular purpose. Some few sell regularly, then usually enter the omni

present ga:noling ci rcle with their receipts. Those vJh o never Se l l say " nc or.e 

comes to ~uy. II 

Peop~e do cow.e to buy. Of t. e survey grouo, four ~en resor:e~ ~: 
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least one market purchase in half or more of the weeks surveyed, and all 

but two purchased an item at least once. Only one woman surveyed reported 

no market purchases, and six of the eleven ~~men bought something in half 

or more of the weeks viewed. Table 3 lists the goods reported purchased 

at market by the survey group. The amount spent on kaukau is ten times 

that of any other item. The difference is highly inflated by the kaukau 

purchase~ of one family which was raising European pigs in a piggery. The 

pigs demanded food. The husband is employed at the local DPI Muli Sheep 

Project and cash was available to ease the burden of gardening to feed the 

animals. This couple spent a reported K37.40 on kaukau. The remaining 

ten households purchased K22.60 in kaukau combined, still substantially 

higher than the next highest good. 

The second _highest total good, pandanus nut, is a very popular food 

available only during the early portion of the year. 

Three of the seven top sellers, sugarcane, flour pancakes, and buai 

(Highlands betel nut - TP) are consumed upon purchase. Their popularity 

is indicative of the social nature of the local market. Food, betel, and 

tobacco (including tradestore tobacco not included here) is purcnased, 

immediately shared, and consumed. 

While, in the aggregate, a wi de variety of products was purchased at 

the Muli market, it is evident that loca1 demand focuses pri~arily on a 

few staples 'kauka u, greens, s~gar cane and to some extent bananas) a d 

a fe\·1 itefiis c1nsumed inlilediately among friends, essentially snack feces 

(sugar cane, flour pancakes, betel nut, and bananas). Pur:hasing kauka:..;, 

th e top seller, reduces one of a woman's pr~mary daily labor requirer~e'l~:J 
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TABLE 3 

s urvey G rouo ~·1arket p urchases, F ebrua ry 8 - Apri 1 26, 1981 

Amount Expended # Persons Purchasing 

Product Total Men Women Tot a 1 r~en Women 

Kaukau 60.00 24.20 35.80 13 5 8 
Pandanus Nut 6.90 2.50 4.40 14 6 8 
Sugar Cane 5.40 2.30 3.10 12 5 7 
Flour Pancake 5. 10 1.20 3.90 14 4 10 
Greens 3.60 -- 3.60 9 a 9 
Banana 3.30 1. 80 1.50 11 6 5 
Betel 3.30 3.00 .30 8 0 2 
Hi sc' 1"1i X 2.00 2.00 -- 1 1 0 
Woven Belt 2.00 -- 2.00 1 0 1 
Cabbage 

I 
1.80 .60 1.20 4 1 3 

Eggs 1.10 -- 1.10 3 0 3 
Tobacco .90 .20 .70 5 1 4 
Long Pitpit (Alamo) .70 .40 .30 2 1 1 

.J. 

Cucumbers .70 -- • 70" 4 0 11 
"'T 

Peanut .60 .50 .10 3 2 1 
Taro .50 .30 .2J 2 1 1 

Pig Rope .40 -- .40 1 0 1 
Gfnger .30 .20 .10 2 1 1 
Pumpkin Leaves .30 -- .30 1 0 1 
Mushrooms .30 -- .30 1 0 l 
Pork .30 -- .30 2 0 2 
Kaukau Leaves .20 -- .20 l 0 1 
Short Pitpit (Pandi) .10 -- .10 1 0 l 
Beans .10 -- .10 1 a l 
Corn . 10 .10 l 0 ' -- .L 

Dacha (Lea f) .10 .10 .10 1 1 a .1. 
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the lifetime of the supply available in the garden. (It should be noted 

the amount of kaukau purchased is minimal compared to the amount harvested 

--a preliminary househo1d consumption survey of six households, 98~ of the 

kaukau supplied came from the household gardens. The survey is not statis-

tically valid, but giv~s some idea of the magnitude of self-production 

relative to purchase of kaukau). It is said that when people have cash 

they are likely to buy food. It is little surprise that kaukau, . chief ' 

among the foods, ranks high in purchases. The other items purchased, 

especially those at the lowest end of the list, are simply not high demand 

consumables. Many are not grown by most gardeners, and are purchased at 

market as occasional novelties. For instance, in a survey of the gardens 

of my survey group, I found that 9nly certain crops were grown by virtually 

all of the twelve households: kaukau, sugar cane, pitpit, greens, bananas, 

pandanus, and taro. Even these are not always eaten. In preliLninary house-· 

hold consumption survey (a sample of six households), I found that only 

kaukau (92%), rice (34%), tinned fish and meat (31%) and sugar cane (29%) 

were eaten on even one-third of days. Greens and pitoit (pandi), both 

found throughout all gardens, were reported eaten on 16% and 4% of days, 

respec t ively. 

The picture derived from the income· survey group shows a very r2stric:.eJ 

demand for market produce. The pattern of sales found vdthin the same grcu~ 

show adaptation to the local demand pattern. Local sellers say, rti loo k t c 

see what others bring to sei l and then bring it too ll ·or 11 I ~hink 'maybe 

t hey'll buy this' and take something from my garder. to ~arket.•r L oc~ 1 se1-

lers bring small quantit i es of goods to market. They carne sporadically :J 

1 ' se . : . Of the surveyed ma1 es , one se1 l s tobacco every week . 
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others sell regularly. Two of them sold a single piece of male clothing 

during the survey. Among the surveyed females, the most frequent sellers 

(two persons) sold on four of the twelve weeks surveyed. One specializes 

in kura (K), dried grass used in making women's skirts. The other sold 

raani, the green, on three occasions and taro on the fourth. Kaukau was 

sold by at least one of these women jn six of the surveyed 111eeks. Overall, 

women averaged one to two weeks of sales during the survey. Table 4 

presents a summary of products sold by survey females during the t~elve 

survey weeks of the income survey. 

Kaukau 

Flour 

Kura 

Raani 

Banana 

Eggs 

Taro 

Product 
Sold 

Pancake 

Tobacco 

Table 4 

Female Market Sales 
(Survey Group, 8 Feb- 26 April 1981) 

Total 
Sales 

4.50 

4.20 

2. l 0 

i. 00 

1. 00 

.90 

.60 

. 1 Q 

JJ 
iT • 

Se 1 ·1 ers 

4 

2 

1 

2 

.!l 
:r 

Weeks 
Sold 

6 

5 

3 

2 

Avg. 
Avg. Sa 1 es Weekly 

Over a 11 Sales Per 
Per Seller Seller 

1 . 13 .75 

4.~0 2.10 

1. 05 .42 

1. 00 .33 

1. 00 1. co 

.45 4= • • .J 

.60 .50 

. 10 . i 0 

Market sales bring a small income into the hands of local women in a 

highly sporadic fashion. Demand is not high, and focuses on those · tems 

in large supp1y. Pur~hasing basics saves wor k. But : he use of ~on ey takes 
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other directions, as well (see below). Market purchases constituted only 

2.7% of total expenditures during the income survey. This has clearly 

not been Muli 1 s major road into the cash economy. 

Animal Husbandry as Commodity Production 

Another route to money suggested to Muli and the Ialibu area during 

the mid 1960s was the sale of cattle. Animal husbandry was to replace · 

cash-cropping as the source of rural economic progress in the area. As 

I'll summarize below, Muli Ekerepa again involved itself in a government 

initiated program. Muli res.idents have since attempted to ·do busif.less 

with cows, sheep, pigs and chickens. I will illustrate the business of 

animals in Muli with discussion of several projects by individuals ~n 

Muli, all reported to me init~ally as "bisn~5. 1 ' I • 

The first re.ported cow purchase in Muli was by Loaya Yana, also the 

first trade store owner. Loaya was informed by a didiman that loans were 

available from the PNG Development Bank for cattle projects. He was 

encouraged to apply for a loan and to set up such a project because, he 

was told, '•masta _j_ laik dispela mit tumas 1
' C'Europeans like this meat 

alot 1'--TP--i .e., there is a g0od market for the proudct). Of?I apparently 

to .ld him that they would ass.ist in getting the meat to the Hagen 11 European " 

market. Loaya applied for the loan and was approved for A$1400. He and 

subclan brother Kundi Ika convinced their brothers to allow them to fence 

off a large section of undeveloped kunai-covered land owned by the various 

members of the group. They fenced it, improved some of the grass with seej 

and fertilizer, aided by Loaya's loan money, and they asked for cows frcm 

OP I . Lo<:ya financed his co.ws from his 1 oan. Kund i used persona 1 m-:Jney 
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and a loan from two men from his wife's line (A$60 each). Loaya received 

the first cow, then a second shipment arrived with more cows for Loaya and 

the one purchased by Kundi. Loaya first applied for his loan in 1973, and 

was approved in 1974. At some point thereafter, dates unclear, he claims 

to have owned ten cows. Five died in calving problems, according to his 

reports to DPI which was monitoring the project as agent of the Develop

ment Bank. They gave birth~ then got skinny and died. Five others were 

killed at a pigkill sponsored by Loaya's line in 1977. One he killed 

himself, and four were sold to others to kill for a total of K360. K600 

was immediately paid back to the Development Bank, K240 coming from the 

proceeds of Loaya's tradestore business. Three more cows were purchased 

drawing against the balance of the loan. One was sold as meat in Ia1ibu, 

for which Loaya received K220. Of this money, he claims to have kept K20 

and to have repaid K200 to the then head of Ialibu DPI. This official, 

Loaya alleges, told him there were no receipts available and that he'd 

give one 1 a ter. When ,., ater 11 came, the man· claimed never to have received 

the money. Loaya protested to the Bank, but was told that without a 

receipt he had no case, and that he still had to repay the money. With the 

loss or nonpayment of this money, Loaya fell behind on his repa~ents, and 

had pa·i d nothing further by the end .of 1980. He purchased t\'IO more cows 

later on, and put them in a pasture owned by his .wife•s line·. They so1d 

one of the cows, but have as yet given him no money. In addition, they 

refused to give him his other cow~ saying that they had put too much effor~ 

into raising it. They promised to share the proceeds upon selling it. ~s 

we left the field, Loaya still m~ed the Development Sank :<800. ihe Ban K 

ra.d sent l2t:ers and even a representative to talk about :epayme.'lt, dnd 
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Loaya feared the consequences of his non-payment. However, the Bank had 
threatened no sanction, simply insisting on repayment. Loaya has responded 
that he will pay when his adopted daughter marries, using his share of the 
bridewealth to do so. Loaya considered that his cattle business had been a 
good project. It allowed him to help other people, to kill cows at cere-
menial occasions. His only regret was that he had fallen afoul of the 
Development Bank. 

Other Muli cows have been businesses on a far smaller scale. Palipa 
Pala, who dissolved a store, used the proceeds to purchase one cow, sold 
the meat, and used the money for consumption by his family. Katu Mu·, who 
purchased a cow, killed it on the occasion of the opening of Muli Catholic 
Church. He sold half of it to two clansmen for KlOO, and ate and distri
buted the rest of the meat as one would a pig. Kundi Ika, Loa~a's partner, 
killed his original cow, sold the meat among his line, receiving K200. 
He wanted to purchase another cow, but the wife of one of his co-investors 
died, and the man wanted his portion of the money for use in funeral pay-
m2nts. This left insufficient money to purchase another cow. On ano:he: 
occasion, he and his son-in-law worked together on the PWO road crew. Kundi 
participated i:1 a "Sande"--a round robin savings syste:n common among >~age 
labore~sS--~nd . eventually received K200. From this money, he used KSC, 
received a gift of K40 from his daughter, gave K40 to her husband who also 
had K80 from the PvJD \vork, and the pair purchased two cows at Kl20 each. 
Kund: ki-lcd his in the pigkill mentioned above, and distribu t ed the meat. 
He rece ived his thi rd cov from a ocal man who Kundi had he lp ed in d 

funer~l ;Jaymen t. This cov1 was k1i l ed and distributed at the opening of 
the >:u i "hurc:'":. The l ast t~,,o kil ls 1 ::tl e rt: semol e bus ines s . I os~e.j 
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Kundi about the discrepancy between his label and his actions. He said 

that he wanted to do business with the cows, and that he had put them in 

the cow paddock for sale, but that no one had cane to buy them. 11 I thought 

that no one was interested, so I gave them away, as I've told you." Kundi 

complained that the cows were causing trouble, breaking through the fence 

and eating greens in gardens. He had to pay compensation for the gardens. 

He really wanted to sell the cows, but no one came. Asked if he had re

ceived any marketing advice from DPI, Kundi replied that they had been 

very helpful in setting up his project, but had not offered any advice 

about the business side of the affair. His cows are gone. Loaya's cows 

are gone. Their cow fence stands emptx. The wood from the yard area has 

been removed and used elsewhere. 

This'marketing problem was the downfall' of another small scale 

.Project. Palipa· Pala purchased two cows in ·1978. He wanted to sell most 

of the ~eat and to have some to eat with his family. He announced to t he 

ccmmunity that on a certain date he '~JOuld kill a cow and sell the meat. 

On the appointed day, he killed both cows, but only his relatives showed 

up, and they all said that they had no money. He gave all the meat away 

fre~. 

The same problem confronted a new sheep project just underway dur ·ng 

our f i eld period. Yasa Palua's son returned home frcm t ne coas~ ·.vi ~h K, C'. 

Yasa did not wa· .t to simply consume the money. r.e decided to t ry rc i s ~ r1 g 

shee~, looking at the ~uli OPI Sheep Project. DPI considers the projec t 

an exper imental one, as I've noted earlier . . They do not ac t~ vely 

.encour"a ge loca l i nter~st, nor ·~"il l they recorr.mend De•Je l c~m e:lt San k 

i oans f or sh eep ~r oj ects. 
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can pay for them, and \>tho p 1 ans to raise them for business, however. 

Yasa purchased four sheep (@K30) and prepared a yard for them, 

11 s i n a 1 and i n the v ; ·11 a g e of h i s brother - i n- l a w . He q a v e h i s 

brother-in-law money to hold for him to be used to pay for the veter

inary services OPI was willing to provide. The man gambled the money 

and lost it, delaying the project. Yasa abandoned this partnership, 

and constructed a fenced pasture on his own land. As we left the 

field, he had his sheep. DPI was advising him on their care, and Yasa 

was pleased with his project. We asked him how he planned to sell the 

sheep later on. Vasa replied that he would rely on DPI advice as to 

when to sell. He had already decided that he would price them at K40 

each, yielding KlO profit, in his assessment. When we pointed out that 

this price failed to take into consideration the money for food and 

medicine, he sa id that DPI had pointed .out the same and suggested t hat 

he sell for a hi gher price. Yasa continued saying that he was 11 born 

before the Europeans came 11 and did not know about these things. He 

thought that hE would se1l the sheep to anyone who came voicing interest. 

He had no plans to announce their availability, as he felt that people 

·t~ou 1 d be interested enough to make the approach. His judgement cf 

interes t was based on t~e fac• tha ~ on occas i on people naci a~ ~ roac h ed JP~ 

to ~urc hase she.ep, and been ref used, as they on 1 y .o~an ted ~o consume t he 

anima 1 s . fa sa '#anted tr- fi 11 th i s l oca 1 deinand. He ~ai l ed to c:Jns ~de.,.. 

t hat t he occasional denand might not 7latch his own neeq .. o se ~ l t o avo :d 

the continuing cos~s . of feeding and medicating shee p. The loca l ~ar~e~ 

for sheep seemed l ikel~' to match ~hat for cows and chi ckens (see belc',·.r'l . 

~e l ear~ed eventuall y t hat vasa kil led his s h ee~ as ~ ar~ of a c ~ ur~n 
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ceremony. Apparently, no one came. 

One local animal project, still underHay as we left the field, seemed 

to be working well and headed for better things. Laale Rudu is a recent 

settler in Muli. He was raised in Kaware, across the Ialo River, where. 

his father had fled during a dispute between Kandemambu and the other 

lines of Ekerepa. Laale was introduced to the Lutheran Church soon after 

arrival of the missions, saw the pasin bilong Yurooen ('European customs'

TP), and decided that this was the way for his people to progress. He 

became a Lutheran pastor and served as such for about 20 years. For 

reasons unknown to me, he then gave up the job and moved to Muli to settle 

on his father's land. He initia11y got a job at the Ialibu LGC Cattle 

Project, then was taken on at the Muli OPT Sheep Project, where he w~s 

· still employed full-time as we left Muli. Loale wanted very mu~h to be 

able to start some sort of project '.'Jhich !1'Jould leave his children in a 

po~ition better than that in which he was raised, and that which he saw 

around him in 1981. But he was unsure what was the best route to take. 

During 1980-1981 Laale tried a number of animal projects on a sma11 scale 

-chickens, ducks and European "susu" pigs ( 11 brood sow"-TP). ~e abanc:onec 

chickens as a bad idea after purchasing birds on two separate occasions 

from two different gov~rnment agencies, DPI and Nonformal Education. 

Most of the birds died. Of those sur~iving, and not missinq, he so ld 

none. He ~as not irnpre~sed. Ducks worked a little better, but he found 

that there was no local market for them. Lack of familiaritJ, according 

to Loale, inhibited local interest. He managed to se1l his ducKs ~n ra:~~·.i 

for a small prof~t, but a.ssessed this as a type of project •Jn1ikel/ - ("1 

make :nuc~ w.oney. He turned to ~urocean pigs. In 1979, in fact, L·J-31e : c(; 
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begun the application process for a Development Bank loan for this pro

ject. His proposal was for a modest loan to raise two European pigs. 

Bureaucratic delays, and a local dispute over his right to land resulted 

in his receiving the pigs (and loan approval) in early 1980. Laale had 

built a small piggery. He purchased pigs at K4Q each (eventually buying 

three). He made regular Bank repayment, and was about to finish repay

ment way ahead of schedule in mid-1981. As with other Development Bank 

funded projects of which I'm aware, repayment \'las not c001i ng out of the 

proceeds of the funded business, as is planned by the Bank (repayment 

schedules include a ca~culation of how long it will take a project to 

become operable and to bring a return). Laale paid out of his wages, and 

his family used little of his money for food or clqthing. Laale wished 

to repay his loan rapidly, as he wished to establish good credit for a 

bigger loan after he finishes his experimentation (he planned to try 

sheep, as well, before making any final decisions). He used his funds 

judicious ly in purchasing feed for the pigs. He and his wife carried 

kaukau and greens from their gardens to the pigs. He reportedly refused 

an offer of KlOOO for one of the pigs, so that he could breed them. He 

did so, acquiring thirteen piglets, but losing the mother pig, eventual ly 

to sickness. As with the stories of Loaya•s cows, I watched this mother 

pig ,,.,.aste ~'::ay, \~teak, refusing to eat. She was finally killed as part 

pf a funeral end-o f-mourning feast. Laale's problem as we left the f i e ld 

was to figure a way to continue to feed the pigs as his loan money ran 

out. He is the person who purchased the large quantities of kaukau 

~entioned above in the market sales section of this report. To cont i nu~ 

to do so at that rate and higher wculd cut deeoly into his re~ular 
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earnings. If he could manage until the piglets were somewhat more mature, 

he had the opportunity for good business to develop. Pigs are in regular 

demand. European pigs mature more quickly than domestic pigs, and get 

far larger (they do not develop the same fat layer, however, a drawback 

in local eyes). Laale's self-restraint, remaining within his financial 

capacities, experimenting, seemed to be paying off6. 

I've mentioned Loale Rudu 1 s chickens, a failed project in his eyes, 

because the chickens died. I'd like to discuss two other large scale 

chicken projects in Muli. In 1977, the Yangpela Didiman organization, 

a Lutheran mission-based youth-oriented agricultural extension group, 

sent a worker named Aloysius to Muli. He moved into a house at the 

Corrmunity School and beg~n a chicken proje.ct \~ith school leavers. Why 

Aloysius came is not clear. The vi11age person who became the de facto 

"papa bilong kakarukn (''owner/caretaker of the chickens 11 --TP) (David Kiki) 

says that he approached the Adult Education Officer of the Province, who 

then contacted the Yangpela Didiman organization and arranged for Aloysius 

to come. In another version of the story, the Adult Education Officet·, 

John Tompkins, came to Muli market to solicit interest, got it, then sent 

.ll.loysius. In any case, sometime in 1977, Aloysius came, Tompkins brought 

100 chicks. Seventeen boys joined the project. They first built a 

shelter and fence at the school, and attended lectures by Aloysius on 

caring for chicken~ and on raising food for them. Aloysius provided 

seeds which many of the boys planted--sunflowers, soybeans, wheat, rice-

to be used as food l~ter. The boys ,yere ·assigned tasks by Aloysius and 

David during the time the chickens were kept together. Each boy also h~d 

to contribute J<l.50 for meJnbershio Jnd feed. All seemed to be goir.~ 'v'JE ! ; . 
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The boys each built small shelters and fences at their own homes and the 

chickens were distributed among them (they considered this a preferable 

arrangement, as they felt some were slack in their chores, and that all 

should simply take responsibility for their own birds). Aloysius also had 

the group start a number of fish ponds, and broug~t two European pigs for 

the group to own and care for. Then tragedy struck. Aloysius died acci

dentally. No one came to replace him. The administrative tie and scurce 

of information which had held the group together was gone. All of the 

boys continued to raise their own .chickens, but only a few had any idea 

what to do with the foods they 1 d raised (and apparently did not discuss· 

this among themselves). Aloysius was gone, and they had no idea where 

to get information. A few chickens were sold from the total lot, but 

mostly they were eaten. A few of the participants still had a few chickens 

duri~g our stay. A few had left Muli to go to work on plantations. The 

others remained in Muii, but did nothing with chickens. When queried, 

these young men invariably replied that they did not know where to get 

ch i ckens. When to ld, they co~ntered that they did nGt havA the money to 

buy chickens (almost all had been to pl~ntations or have access to sm~ll 

sums of money) . The fish ponds have dried up, the stock depleted 1cng ago : 

One of the pigs was given to Aloysius' wife upon his death. The other ap

parently ~tarved to death due to confusion about who was caring for it. 

This project 'Has not conceived simply as a business · proj ect. An emphasis 

was to add protein to local diet. With the death of Aloysius, no one came 

to tell parti~ipants h6w to reproduce their products, and no one fil led 

. t he role of lea~er of the ~reject , It ended. This project gives us a 

g1 imp se of the mar ketability of chickens local ly . ~one of the boys 
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would refuse to sell a chicken if offered sufficient money (sales v1ere 

made ranging from K4-K7, precisely the going rate for chickens in r~uli). 

None of the boys made any effort to attract buyers--but as we•ve seen 

that, too, is consistent with loc~l marketing procedures. I have data 

accounting for 73 of the chickens. Of these 73, 40 were eaten by the 

owner and his immediate family, 21 were · given to ."wantoks 11 ("one talk, .. 

'person who shares language,' loosely 'friend/relative'--TP), 8 were sold, 

and 4 died or were lost . . Eight of seventy-three chickens sold is not 2 

high proportion. Demand, it seems is not very large, despite the fact 

that most people do not have their own chickens, and everyone says chicken 

tastes good. As a business venture, despite the low costs involved, and 

initial administrative guidance, tnis project is not encouraging . 

• Unfortunate 1y, this data was co 11 ected only after. the . other project 

referred to had begun. The local anthropologist couple was informed that 

the Ofri ce of Nonfor.na l Education, with which the co.up 1 e had both formal 

and i nfonua 1 ties, 'lieS encouraging deve 1 opmen t of local chicken projects·. 

A young man in Muli told us that 11 Villagers really like to eat chickens. 

You can sell them for KS. People just come and get them . . we•11 put up 

a sign, maybe." We encouraged this young man .to -st~rt a chicken project, 

and helped him to do so. This project was to be strictly business, how-

ever, unlike the Yangpela Oidman project. The local ·man provided all 

necessary labor, bui1t a fine house, fed and cared for the chickens. The 

chickens matured. A sign •t~a·s constructed. · People wer-e infonned that 

there were chickens for sale. The time of maximum profitability came and 

went. Two birds '1'/ere sola (of 50). The stores in Ia1ibu were approachec 

( tr:ey sell f""ozen · c:licker.). These stores rece~\te their suppl ~~ fr~:n ~ag e~ 

- i 
I 
I 

f 
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and were uninterested in local produce. Chickens, as a small scale 

business dependent upon a local market, failed. The scale of our opera

tion was too small and undependable to interest stores. 

No major animal business project has survived for long in Muli. 

Within the income survey group, only approximately 4% of total income and 

total expenditures are accounted for by animal sales and purchases. These 

all involved pigs. Cash is often, now, an intermediary element in ex

changing pigs. We witnessed 0r heard reports during fieldwork of several 

purchases and sales. Invariably single pigs were involved. Informants 

told us that any time they obtained a large sum of each, they were likely 

to purchase a pig. When trying to raise cash, a man can offer up a pig 

for sale, as well. But, as with cattle, sheep, chickens, and susu pigs, 

there is no predictable demand for pigs. An owner must be willing and 

able to continue to feed and care for his pigs until such time as they 

are sold. Being the paradigm token of traditional value, this raises no 

prooleTas in the case of pigs. There are other, more importan~, functions 

for pigs. When the occasion arises, a sale or purchase can be made. No 

one depends upon animal rearing for his financial income, not even Laale 

Rud u, who works fu11-time, and is looking actively for new modes of 

business. 

Passencer Motor ehic1es ( P~Vs) 

PMVs have been another major business interes~ in Mu i. More peop,e 

tnan I can account for have put money i nto ~ \V ventures locally ~nd ~n 

ct r er cc;;-:nuni ies. ~u1i has attempted one .:oooera~ive P V pro .~ e ·..:t. 

1· t .f .oney 'tlas co lected lor:a l y f0r a ; .. !u'i ~ . V ·n che ear1y l97Gs. 
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Members ot all the suDc1ans invested, marking the Asa sub-subclan as 

~~~~~ of the project, as initiators and principal investors. The car 

broke down not long after it was obtained. It was taken to a repair shop 

in Mount Hagen, and stolen, 11 by some Chimbus" Muli people say. The Asa 

line tried to convince others in Muli to join together again to raise 

funds for another car, but the others had lost faith in Asa's judgement 

and refused. Another attempt to raise money for a PMV within Muli was 

initiated during our fieldwork. The project failed, broken by perceptions 

within the sub-subclan that only some of the group were saving properly, 

that too much had been said publica11y about the project making tne group 

vulnerable to shaming if it failed (these men hoped to avoid this vulner

abi 1 i ty by refusing to admit they had begun, saying that a fe•x l cud-mouthed 

younger men had talked but done nothing). Ultimately, mobilizing capital 

within the group and through its external ties was the problem. 

In the absence of a local PMV, Muli men have often invested in the 

cars of other groups. A few examples of the universal experience will 

suffice ; 

.~bu Yako, with an eye to investments with high potential returns, 

gave money to three separate PMV ventures in Yate, Kaware, and Muli--a 

total of Kl95. He expected to receive a return on these ir.vest~ents ~f 

double his initial share. All three of the cars broke down short~y after 

purchase, none managing to get rolling again. No repayments were made. 

?alipa Pala gave K300 to a PMV enterprise in Kagua. The car bro ke 

down. No money was repaid. 

Petros Yana invested KSOO in a Kagua owned car, with t he agreement 

th a t Me ~o u l d rece iv e double his share in return. The car ra~ fo r a 1o n ~ 
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time, and was still in operation when we entered the field. Petros tried 

to obtain his repayment, wishing to finance another business venture of 

his own. He was continually put off with complaints about the cost of 

repairs, etc. The car finally broke down while passing through Muli in 

1981. It was left along the road for several days, was vandalized, ar.d 

destined to become a rotting holk. Petros has, as yet, received no repay-

ment. 

PMVs are good business if one can keep them running. But the benefits 

of the business rarely seem to get outside the line of the owners. In-

vestors do not have a record of successful collection. Owners of cars 

which keep running tend to end up with more cars. Investors are kept at 

bay with ceremonial gifts from the car owners, at appropriate times. 

People in Muli refer frequently to the lack of a Muli car. The emphasis 

of their c~~ents is not on the business of PMVs, however. People say 

that Muli has nothing, no coffee, no PMV. Other p~aces are said to feel 

sorry for Muli because it has no car. Muli residents are dependent on 

other lines for rides and must pay their money to other lines because they 

have no car of their own. A car is a symbol of a group's prospe~ity. T_., 
.1.!,.. 

gives. a P!~s ( 11 p1ace" or 11 Village"--TP) a nem (uname"--TP). It does, of 

course, bring in money, but at le3st equally important is · the status which 

accrues (or which a group thinks accrues) to a line which successfu1ly 

runs such a business. A PMV carries the name of one's ples throughout tne 

region. .t is a clear statement that persons frcm this~ deserve respec~ . 

The ~to:es of Muli 

I n 1 9 6 6 , a '' c r,;} z e., i n trades tore s \•1 a s r e? or ted i n the I m bong ' g u S u t, -
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district near Ialibu. Patrol Officer P.N.Sisley reported that, following 

the fai1ure of cash-cropping, area residents were raising stores, supplied 

and encouraged by the Evangelical Bible Mission (1965b). A year later, 

the same officer wrote that 27 tradestores existed in all of the Ialibu 

District, only two of which were in the Kewabe Sub-district (1966). In 

1973~ P.O.Ben Probert (1973a) counted 138 stores in the Kewabe alone. 

Tradestores have been one of the simplest and most common forms of 

business undertaken in the area. 

Upon arrival in Muli, we conducted the household survey referred to 

earlier. Of those households, 49 (45%) stated that at one time or another, 

past or present, they had had or still had tradestores. At the time of 

the survey (mid-1980) there were thirteen active stores in Muli, or one 

store for every 8.3 households .. Tradestores are the most prevalent kind 

of business in Muli other than coffee production. The high number of 

stores which were no longer functioning first attracted my attention. 

Why had 70% of all the stores closed? Were these businesses ''failures'•? 

What was, and is the role of these stores in Mu1i? In an attempt to 

answer these questions, I conducted a number of interviews with store 

owners past and present. I also asked about the stores in a number of 

informal contexts. A survey of selected stores was conducted, to be 

descr i bed below. 

The story of t he stores of Muli begins, and is well charact~rized by 

that of Loaya Yana (the f irst to own cattle as well). Loaya ' s was t he 

f i rst store to appear in Muli. It was c1osed in early 1980. Locya, a ffi cn 

now in hi s early forties, became a Catho l ic Catechist early in contact 

history in Mul i--he estimates 1957. He ser·:ed wit~ the Catholics m a k in ~ 
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their rounds in the Kagua area~ west of Muli, receiving pay reported at 

A$1.00/month, plus provisions. He saved the money. After some years 

experience with the Catholic Missions, Loaya was sent on a trip around 

the larger region with one or two other Catechists--flown by plane to such 

places as Tari ar.d Mendi in the Southern Highlands, Hagen and Banz in the 

Western Highlands, and Chimbu Province. The purpose of the trip was to 

familiarize him with the customs of these other places under control of 

the colonial administration so that he could return to tell those in Muli 

area of the changes in other places. Loaya went, looked, came back and 

told people of such customs as settling disputes in court rather than by 

fighting, and paying taxes. Also during this trip, loaya saw tradestores 

for the first time. He decided that such an endepvor was a good idea, and 

decided to try it .. He saw bisnis as a way to make money to buy focd, soap, 

clothing for his family. He says he wanted to make ltplenty of money." 

He used the A$50.00 he'd saved to buy supplies from the Kagua Catholic 

Mission~ the only local source of goods, and stocked the original Muli 

tradestore in the mid-1960s~ with rice, fish, pouches of loose tobacco, 

soap, kerosene, blankets, tinned ~eat, clothes. People who had been out 

of Muli, ·,.,.orking on the Highlands Labour Scheme were famili ar "lith these 

products and bought them. The store thrived, managed by Loaya's clan 

brot hers whi l e he remained working with the Kagua Mission. Loaya says 

t hat his bro t hers sold some of the goods and consumed some of the~. When

ever he del1vered cargo, he did the same. Then in 1372, Lcaya became 

qui t e i ll . His l ine, fearful of losing another member after a recen t 1os s 

~ h rough ~urd e r, brought him back t o Muli, nursed him to health, and argued 

~n a e s~ ou ~ d remai n tnere and not go bac k to wor k. ~ft er d·sc~ss ~2 n : 
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with the Mission, he did just that, and took over running the store. This 

began the long decline of the enterprise. Loaya and his wife had children. 

The children cried continually for biscuits~ soda, meat--and were given 

the things they regularly demanded. Loaya, as store owner, was the person 

to whom people began to turn for help. He claims that at one point he and 

his wife were feeding fifteen people, including themselves. In addition, 

Loaya began his local drive to obtain a nem (a 11 big name"--TP--to become 

well known). The store continued to run, but Loaya began distributing 

the profits more rapidly than he was making them. Loaya says that his 

prime motivation was and is helping others--others who have no food in 

the village, or persons just passing through, or those without money. He 

says he wants to be in a position to help everyone-- 11 sapos ~ ~ holim 

man·i ~ meri bilong mi wantaim mioela kaikai, olgeta kaikai" ( 11 if I have 

money and my wife and I eat, everyone eats"--TP). Over the years, Loaya 

and family bought pigs, cows, invested in the Muli PMV, ate store goods, 

gave out goods on credit and did not insist on repayment, gave similarly 

unpaid loans for PMV rides to Hagen, gave high contributions to funeral 

and brideprice payments, gave lots of money to the church loc31ly, paid 

taxes for others, bought g·arden goods from others who wanted to make sorr.e 

money. Perhaps worst of all for the store, Loaya entered the gcmbling 

c~rc l es of Muli. "These things, dice and cards ... I played and I t7lrew 

away K2 of mine, and I wanted to get it back. Ai~ I wanted ta get my 

money back~ And put in K2 more. Then I put in KlO. I wanted to get 

my K2 back in this way, and now the money is finished. r~y store, too, is 

&inished. I'm not worried about the store. It 1
S nothing. I like he1ping 

jje()ple :r;ore, and thinking about the ·t~ork of gover!lment. 11 Through ~~ · 
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distributions, Loaya became Loca1 Government Councilor from Muli to the 

Ial ibu LGC . He attained his goal of getting a 11 name. 11 He says that 

everyone applauded his actio.ns. The store became samting nating ("Some

thing nothing/no big deal .. --TP) in the process of achieving his larger 

goal. When we arrived in Muli in June 1980, the store was closed. It 

remained closed until November, at which time Loaya's wife gave their 

sixteen year old son, Simon, about K20 from money she had received from 

one of her line. Simon bough.t some initial stock--rice and fish, so1d 

them from the store, held on to the money, and bought increased stock. 

The store was running again. Loaya explicitly dissociated himself from 

the store in conversation with me, calling it a 11 giaman stuau (umock 

store"--TP), not a big store a ma.n like himself would open. The store 

continued to grow, then, as before, Loaya began to consume the profits, 

borrowing money to buy beer to give to his line, to play cards and failing · , 

to repay. The store was still running when we left the field in May 1981, 

but with very low levels of stock. Simon has difficulty keeping it in 

stock, as there is insuff~cient money available when he sells out. 

As I've stated above, the story of this store is fairly typical in 

;\1ul i. Other stores do not have such a long history, but they are just as 

do'tted ~tlith periods of profit and growth, and periods of kaik·ai C'to eat~~-

TP, consuming supplies and capital) and decline in volume. Stores tend 

to close here for two reasons: (1) the owner chooses to use his accumu

lated ccpita1 for another venture; or (2) the owner bows to social pressu~2. 

gi ;es goods on credit, and has- no funds to replenish the stock •::hen it ; .; 

gone. Of course, both of tnese factors ~ay combine to close a store. ?a~a 

r,und i :Jnd PJl:ou Ya ko are good ~xamples of the thinking invo1ved when c h o cs ~ ~o; 
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to close a store. Pala, a young man of about 25, married with one small 

child, opened a store in about November 1979. He sold a pig for K40 and 

used that money to buy kago C•suppl ies 11
--TP) for the store. The store 

ran for three months, by which time the total capital in the store was K200. 

When the last of the kago was sold, Pala, with K200 in hand, purchased a 

cow from the Kegaro Local Government Council Cattle Project in Kagua. He 

killed the cow and sold the meat in his store. The money received, he 

and his wife used to buy food, clothes, smoke, give to friends. They con-

sumed it all. Pala says that he would consider reopening the store if he 

came into a lump sum of K200 or so, but that otherwise it was simply not 

worth the effort to him. I asked. him whether he thought his store ad-

venture had be~n 11 good bisnis." He affirmed that it had been. He was 

explicitly aware of the hopes by many that their bisnis would grow and 

grow, from tradestore to PMV to big store, but still held that his store, 

too, had been "good bisnis 11
: 

PK: 11 Some men think that when they start a small trade
store, they'll get rich quickly through more bisnis. 
Others say they•11 use it for the longhouses and pigs. 
It's 'good• if it does what you decide to do. Those 
who don't want to increase their bisnis use it for 
pigs, etc. They decide. Those who want to increase 
it, use it for bisnis to grow. 

DB: 1tihy do some men choose not to have thei.r bisnis grow, 
if it can make money for them which they can use for 
pigs and shells too? 

PK: If I make a tradestore and want it to get bigger, we 
think that some men will get jealous and poison me, 
and my bisnis will be alone. If, on the other hand, 
I make a little profit, use it to buy a pig, kill the 
pig, and distribute ~he meat, then if we don't die, 
we start again. Killing the pig and giving it away 
keeps the otr1ers from getting jealous.~~ 

Pala c ~ earl y chose the road his storing career would follow. He is aware 

c f the p o s :3 i b i 1 i t ~' of c i1 o o s i n 9 the .. b i g b i s n i s .. road , b u t h a s a s s e s s e: d 
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the risks involved and decided to take the more secure route. Pala used 

his store to obtain money for consumption. He used the cow in the same 

manner. He also has gone on a few occasions to Hagen plantation, express1y 

for the same purpose. When asked what would make him want to go to Hagen 

again~ he responded "When I stay in the village there is no place to get 

money. If I already have money and can buy things, · I will stay in the 

village. If I do not have money, r•11 go to Hagen again." Pala's ventures 

into bisnis have been moderated by his desire to consume and his desire not 

to progress so fast as to raise jealousy in those around him. He has 

chosen the limits on his business. 

In the case of Ambu Yako, some different choices have resulted in 

the same outcome--a closed tradestore. Ambu, a man of about 30, decided 

to open a store to make some money. He went into the bush, shot a bird, 

sold its feathers for decoration, and received KlO. His wife sold kaukau 

at the market, accumulating another KlO, which she gave to him. A brother 

gave him K10, and with the total K30 he went to lalibu and purchased 

supplies of tinned fish, rice and pouches of tobacco. He claims that he 

ran his store for about eight years, during which time he built up a fund 

of about Kl,OOO. He had other plans for this money. He purchased two 

cows from the Ialibu Local Government Council. One was eventually sold 

for K200, the other given to a man from another subclan within Ekerepa, 

soliciting his participation in a planned pigkill in Randelo. Ambu, in

vested, too, in the three Pr·~Vs discussed above. Ambu closed his store in 

t he mid 1970s while investing in ~hese other prospects, but set aside 

~200 in a bank passbook with the specific purpose of eventua1iy res~vckin~ 

the s~ore . . n 1977, Muli Ekerepa held a ceremonial pigkill, sponsored 
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by men of another sub-clan. Ambu•s own stock of pigs had been unexpectedly 

depleted by helping his brother pay funeral payments on the occasion of the 

death of his wife. Ambu felt it necessary to participate in the pigkill, 

and further, to help others of his line do so as well. He purchased three 

pigs with a combination of cash and small pigs~ was · given a fourth pig by 

his sister, then gave one each to his father, brother, and a subclan 

brother. All four men killed the pigs in the kill. The purchases used 

up his funds intended for store reopening~ and he has simply not accumu

lated the capital to start again. He chose to participate in the pigkill 

rather than to reopen the store, because, if he had not participated in 

the kill, he would be subject to shaming from others in the future during 

arguments--"you did not kill any pigs, you cid not give shells, you are a 

rubbish man~ .. To avoid this possibili~y was the motivation in deciding 

to use the banked money. The store had been set aside, initially, solely 

in hopes that a different bisnis venture (the PMVs) would be more profit

able. But when this line of activity failed completely. Ambu had too 

little capital to satisfy both his bisnis desires and other local obliga

tions he felt. The local needs won the day. The desire to avoid shame 

was stronger than that to make profit. End of store. 

A single example of a ,.dina" ( 11 loan"--TP) closure can be briefly 

cited. Yapa Roto received about KlOO a year ago from a brother away at 

a plantation. He used some of the money to buy stock, built a store, and 

opened for business. He managed to keep his store going for about one 

ye~r. He had constant battles trying to get people to pay their credit 

accounts whenever he needed money to buy new stock. But he continued to 

give out goods on credit. ~e said that people came to him claiming paver~ 
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and promising payment. Being a good man, he could not refuse their re

quests. The store closed at the end of 1980, stockless, for the last 

time. Yapa made the rounds of his debtors, could get none of the K60 

owed him, and turned his store into a chicken coop . He failed to sell 

the chickens. A few months later, he and his family left Muli for a 

plantation, and did not return before we left. 

One final example in which the combined effects of choice and grant

ing of credit are clear. Palipa Pala opened a store about two years ago, 

using money from his father and brother (upon his request for help). The 

store was stocked only periodically--with stock being purchased, sold on 

credit, and being depleted without the cash on hand to restock. Palipa 

had to wait through these dry periods until others chose to pay their 

debts. At the time in which we talked, Palipa claimed that his store was 

sti 11 open, just unstocked (as it had been for months). But it was not f 1 

simply credit that created this state. Some goods were sold for cash. 

This cash, rather than being held for more stock purchases, was used to 

purchase a pig--for K280. Asked why a pig rather than further stock, 

Palipa said that he thought that the pig would be more profitable. I t 

would bear piglets and they could be sold. He decidecl that the store 

simply wasn't good enough bisnis, not profi t able enough, and convert ed 

hi s capi t al i nto pigs. 

The above ex amples are all stores which have been given up, whethet· 

in hopes of more profitable use of one's capi t al (PMVs, cows, pigs ) , or 

for more highly valued social purposes which consume the capital avai l at le 

to t he store , or due to the frustrations of dealing with social pres sure s 

t o dis t r ibute th e c3pi t al . - here were howev er a number of stores r~n n ~~9 
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as we left Muli. In order to get a sense of the patterns and volume of 

sales, the amount of money being channelled through these stores, we con

ducted a one fortnight stock and sales survey of six of the thirteen 

stores active during our stay--all those within easy walking distance, 

centrally located in the Muli area. The six survey~d stores were in

ventoried initially, forms for recording every sale were handed out. 

None of the stores ' keep any sort of written records, thus this procedure 

was· anomo l ou.s and it must be presumed that there is some unca 1 cu 1 ab 1 e 

error involved in what follows, due to failure to record accurately at 

times. At the end of the survey fortnight (16 October--13 October 1980), 

a final i nvento·ry was carii ed out, record fonns co 11 ected, owners were 

questioned about the stock purchases during the period, and about any 

irrmediately no:t.iceable .discrepancies (e.g. ••No, I dictn•t buy any more 

fi s h11 
.. B'ut you so 1 d twice as many as you had" 11 Oh yeah, I bought a carton 

of fish") The summary results of this survey are presented in Table 5. 

All but one of the store owners purchased his or her supplies in Ialibu, 

usually at the ~amasu wholesale counter. · Thus, prices for the goods 

s~pplied could be reasonably acc~rately obtained, despite store owners 

wide variation in reported wholesale prices for any commodity. Sales 

incomes during the survey varied from K4l to K99. Stock wholesale value 

at the end of the survey (the invento~y remaining in the stores) ranged 

from KO - K66. The number of items sold in each store varied immensely. 

Nonetheless, a pattern did emerge--one which We 1 Ve dubbed •)subsistence 

storing. 1
' If we look at the net profit of the stores, calculated by 

subtracting losses (theft and spoilage are negligible--we presume ' osses 

a r~ from outr-ign t gi fts anG j)ersonal consumption) at '8ho1esale \1al ue 

. i 
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from the profit in sales (retail sales income minus wholesale value of 

the items sold), we find that none of the stores is making very much 

money, and that four of the five for which this figure can be calculated 

actually have net losses ranging from K9- Kl7. These losses are the 

result of owners eating stock from the store, and owners distributing 

goods to friends. Both are common practice, and both cut significantly 

into store profitability, while not to the degree that the decision to 

purchase a pig or invest in a PMV does. A store provides imported foods 

to the owner-family virtually free of charge, while approximating simple 

reproduction of its stock, in the best of times. 

A store provides a regular source of funds for market purchases, PMV 

rides, gambling, buying clothes, distribution to relatives, and a supply 

• of foods otherwise not available in Muli. It provides a tool for accumu-

lating a larger sum of capital when need be. This need is determ1ned by 

factors external to the running of the store in every case, however. In 

Muli, despite the awareness of the possibility of a store serving purely 

for the accumulation of profit, none has done so. The accumulation of 

profit by an individual is not a legitimate goal in Muli. It must be 

subordinate to a socially acceptable reason for the accumulation. The 

social whole must see how the interests of the many are going t6 be serve~ 

if an individual is to be freed of the normal day to day pressures to 

redistribute any accumulation of wealth. Muli stores remain a mechanism 

for achieving pre-capitalist individual and social goals (which include 

the consumption of processed foods, import.ed tobacco, etc.). 
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Wage Labor and Muli 

There are and have been severe constraints on the growth of local 

business and cash-cropping. Government support systems, particularly 

for marketing of local products, have failed miserably. There is only 

an inconsequential local demand for purchasing vegetables, as manifested 

at local markets. Animals are useful in local ceremonial situations, 

but hardly constitute marketable products. The owners of tradestores 

and PMVs are faced with the need to distribute their profits among rela

tives rather than to hold the profits in business activity. They are 

inundated with requests for free services and goods, as well as credit. 

These constraints have limited the possibilities in indtvidual cash 

acquisition as well as for economic growth through capital accumulation. 

In the f~ce of this limited ability to earn cash through business, 

many Muli informants have clamored for better opportunities for wage labor, 

as an alternative source of money. 

Since the coming of the kiaps and the institution of the Highlands 

Labour. Scheme, Muli Ekerepas have been involved occasionally in wage 

labor. There are loosely five categories of wage labor in which they 

h~ve engaged: (1) plantation labor, whether at the coast with rubber 

and copra or in the Highlands vJith coffee and tea; (2) "professional'' 

work, such as teaching, running an aid post of hos~ital. I've included 

elected government positions in this category in the table below; (3) 

Clerical/Administrative, consisting primarily of working in stores in 

Hagen; (4) Non-plantation labor, by which I refer to physical unskilled 

1 abor in road .o.,~ork, temporary government projects, and to semi-skilled 

wcr~ such as driv i ng, painting; and (5) Catechist/Pastor . Considerin J 
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all members of Ekerepa about whom I have information and who were over 13 

years of age in 1980 (on~ person estimated as born in 1966 being the 

youngest of anyone having engaged in wage labor, a 14 year old). Table 6 

shows how many have had at least one experience in each of these kinds of 

labor and how many have had at least one involvement with wage labor in 

general. 

Male 

Female 

Table 6 

Muli Ekerepa Wage Labor Involvement, Aggregate 
(Members Born 1966 or Before) 

Any Single Plan-
WfJ. Lb. tat ion Prof. Cler. Labor. 

N N 01 N · % N w N % N Of 

Jo iO ,o - -
226 164 72.6 132 58.4 9 4.0 6 '2 . 7 67 29.6 

21<9 25 11 . 4 21 9.6 0 0 2 0. 9 3 1 . 4 

Cate. 

N % 

5 2.2 

0 0 

Clearly ( 1) men have dominated the wage 1 abor engagement o·f the supra 1 oca l 

cash economy by Muli Ekerepa, and (2) p1antation work has provided by far 

the largest source of such work, followed distantly by intenmittent periods 

of non-plantation labor. 

That work which has been here dubbed .. professional, t• \~ith the excep -

tion of the elected positions mentioned, requires a higher than average 

education. These are the jobs to .which school children have been en-

couraged to aspire. The men currently in positions of Aid Post Orderly 

(APO), Health Extension Officer (HEO), Teacher and Headmaster have 

··succeededn in the eyes of all .local residents. They have access to 

money, nice h om~s, responsibil ~ ty. They are "man j_ .9E.!_ save '• ( 11 learned 

men"--TP ) . There are two complaints nor.nally vo 1ced regarding these men: 

{1) t ney are not assi gned to wor k in t he vicinity of 'r al ibu •,<~here thev 
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can be of direct service to their line; and (2) they have not, with 

one exception, provided much of the financial benefit to the village that 

their parents had hoped they would. The exception is a teacher, who 

after four years of working opened a trade store in Muli, to be run by 

his family (opened December 1980). This large inves~~ent of salary 

savings in Muli is unique within the group of educated professionals. 

The others have, for all practical purposes, disappeared from Muli. 

They do not maintain houses here, have no pigs or gardens, and if married 

have their wives with them away from the place. One of them has been 

begged by his father to come during the Christmas holidays each of 

several years. He has promised to do so on these occasions, then broken 

the promise without notice. These people, by succeeding in the school

bureaucracy ladder, have left the village for work purposes (and are 

excused for doing so by all residents, who know that there are no jobs 

for them in Nuli). They" have little tie \'(ith Muli except for kinship. 

At present, all are first generation absentees. They would have little 

difficulty in reactivating claims to local land and resources should 

they desire to do so. It remains to be seen what will happen to their 

children ls claims. 

These educated professional job positions are precisely that which 

parents send their (male) children to school in hopes of obtaining. As 

has been reported elsewhere, Muli parents are quite clear that they . 

con sider the payment of school fees for their children an investment. 

They wish to see their children in positions which allow the children 3 

life dif..:-erent (i.e., ric her) from their 0\·tn, and v1hich will allow ~he 

childron to repay the i~vestreent of the parents. 
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11 Mcgo nakina skul kambamari, ~ akenalo pema ~ 
1 ami simare nogonaki ~ nola 1 o pis ima • buying 
that boy's school, they must hear that we do this-
marry a woman~ replace her with children and eat 
the pay' or 'the school boy whose school fee is 
paid must understand that we pay for our wives 
and recover the cost with the brideprice of 
children. It is the same with school fees. '--K)." 

In the eyes of the parents, it is unfortunately the case that their 

children have not seen fit to pay them back as yet. Other parents, not 

attending to this nonpayment, are pushing their own children to go find 

work and to bring home pay (one of our principal aides and translators, 

a grade eight leaver, was chastised by his older brother for staying in 

the village ... he was cautioned to be sure to get a letter of recommenda-

tion from us so that the time would not be a complete waste). These 

then are the rewards of the work world--high pay, good conditions, sta:us 

at home·. 7 These professional jobs are few and far between. In a popu 1 a

tion which has very few young people who make it past standard six, there 

is little input, or hope of input to the local community from this sort 

of job. Professional jobs have done little for Muli directly. Those who 

have gained them have for the most part left the p1ace. 8 

Even fewer Muli Ekerepas have managed to land clerical jobs than 

professional jobs. With the job world becoming more and more crowded, 

and minimum criteria for hiring on the rise, most of the current cohort 

of Mu1i employables simply lack the qualifications (and the connections ) 

to get jobs. They are also not actively looking for jobs. All of the 

Muli school leavers who have completed more than six years of school had 

jobs in 1980, save our aide~ Two other grade eight le3vers are strictl y 

laborers, however. Recent vintage grad~ six leavers have not managed to 

I 

. I 
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find jobs other than the plantation labor and public service intermittent 

labor that is available to the unschooled. People say that the govern

ment must aid the plight of these young men, but have no plans for doing 

so themselves. The young people in question, most still young unmarried 

men, just shrug and go about the business of being young men in the 

village--relatively carefree, not expected by their elders to be respon

sible (until marriage), looking at and being looked at by the opposite 

sex, gambling when they have money, occasionally helping their parents. 

~/omen are eventually married out, no differently than their unschooled 

age-mates. Men eventually marry--again no differentlj than their un

schooled equals. Clerical jobs all baseq away from home, the closest in 

th~ land of enemies, Mount Hagen, have attracted only a few, and only 

three persons held .such jobs during our field period. 

The other ''non-labor '' work which has been or is currently held by 

local people is Catechist/Pastor of local churches. The pay for such 

work is minimal, no one having received more than K20 a month. Money 1s 

not the motivation here, nor is it a lucrative byproduct. ~uli had three 

persons serving in this capacity in 1981--one the Catechist of the loca l 

Muli Catholic Churc h (since resigned, for reasons unknown to me), one a 

Bible ~·1ission pastor, \'lith a congregation of five (having dw.indled from 

an i nitial 20), and a Catholic Catechist serving a nearby co~munity, 

Mugaro, livin~ away from ~uli. None of these men is financially se~ 

apart f rom the rest of Ekerepa, nor are they bringing in plenty of money 

for the community. 

Many ~ ul i ma1es (and t hree females) have at one time or another 

engdq~d in local non-plantation la oor. 'Ti1e :nos: c•Jmmon in volv ement ~ .jl ' e 
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those mentioned above--roadwork for the PWO and work on setting up the 

two local government husbandry projects. The two projects, the LGC 

Cattle Project and the DPI Sheep Project, had to be created out of kunai 

covered bush land. local people were hired in large groups to clear the 

land, fence it, plant the pastures. Then their work was finished. This 

same sort of intermittent labor was available during the colonial admin

istration when the road from Ialibu to Kagua was being built. Muli 

Ekerepa and other surrounding lines were regularly asked . to provide men 

to work, and were paid in cash, at least from the mid-1960s on. All of 

this labor has been relatively short-ter~, with specific comple~ed pro

jects in mind. They have provided sho!~~-t2trr. flows of money into the 

community through several hands. Most recently, the periodic source of 

- labor has been road work under contract to the Department of Works and 

Supply (formerly Public \·Jerks). lrJhen money is available, a foreman is 

sent out from Ialibu. He stops anyone he sees on the street in the 

vicinity of the proposed work and asks if that person wants to work. 

Almost all do. Quite a few Muli men of all ages, schooled and unschooled, 

have taken advantage of this offer to work. If it is rumored that the 

foreman is coming to hire, men spend their time around the road, just 

•11aiting 1n hopes of being picked. The •.·wrk is hard, but the pay is 

steady (about K25/fortnight) and the length of work commitment is limited 

(and well within the ideal of six month stints suggested by some school 

leavers). When these contracts are available, approximately K125/fort

night is injected into the community (typical crews consisting of five 

persons ) , much of which is circulated through gifts, trade store oayment~, 

Jebt ~cpayment, purc ha ses of pigs, and gamo1 in9. 
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Plantation labor has been the major source of wage-employment for 

Muli Ekerepa. Over half (58.4%) of the male population has on at least 

one occasion spent at least one week at a plantation working. This is 

double the ~ale incidence of non-plantation labor, the second highest 

source of wages. For females, far fewer have worked than males (9.6~ ), 

but again, within the female work experience, plantation labor has pro

vided far more paid employment than any other source. Of all of the 

females who have gone to \'iork on a plantation, only one has done so on 

her own (she was on a plantation during our fieldwork, and unavailable for 

interview). This person is highly atypical, and looked upon unfavorably 

locally (r.er reputation is impugned) as a result of her trips. The other 

women who have gone to plantations have gone with husbands or fathers. 

Of the women currently (November 1980) absent from Muli on plantations 

~are accompanying their husbands ( ,o~~ith the single exception noted). 

These families are among those which have been given land on plantations 

for building a house and gardens. The women reportedly do work some

times, invariably picking coffee, but during slack periods when only 

weeding jobs are available, they work gardens. I •ve heard of no case in 

v1hich the . .Jife continued to work while the husband did not. There were 

eleven of these women a•t~ay "rom 1 uli in ovember 1980 (whi ch is to say _s 

well -hat there were eleven Mu i married en w ose 1ives have ccompanie 

them to the ~l a ntations ). Al of these fami li es have re l oca ted i n -he 

Weste rn Highlands. Eight of them have children with them, children ost1y 

reoorte to be too young ~o r sc ool (a c ild t n years old coul con 

ce·v -G ; y be abe l e as sue. his fam · y pl ~tation mig r a ion i s -

r e 2 : ,. on e err. e. o , - 1 ;: 1 e c r Pn · ~ s2 ntees c:v i . c:.e ;:) ; .. 
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1975, and most sin~e 1977 (in a few cases the husband had gone earlier 

and then was joined by his wife). The only cases T know of in which a 

woman travelled to a plantation before 1975 involved a woman who travelled 

to Moresby with her husband, and a young girl who accompanied an uncle for 

one month to Mt. ~1agen. Both occurred in 197 4. 

Two other married men were gone from Muli in November 1980, on 

plantations, having left their wives and children behind (''to tend the 

gardens 1
'). There were also twenty-two unmarried males away from Muli, 

and three males whose marital status I do not know. All totalled, 10-15 ~ 

of Muli males over 13 years of age are regularly off on plantations, and 

were in 1980. 

For the 58.4% of Muli males who have gone to plantitions, the 

average involvement overall is for each . person to have made t~o trips of 

approximately one year each to the Highlands coffee or coastal rubber, 

copra and cocoa plantations. There has been quite a bit of variation 

from this average, however, ranging from one man who has made seven trips 

averaging just over one month each to others who left the village in 1974 

and have not come back other than to visit, one trip to a plantation for 

over 72 months. The story of Mul i plantation involvement, as I 1 ve been 

ab1e to put it · together, is a story in which ·the rate of incidence of 

1ong-tenm absences, mostly by young unmarried males, has remained reason

ably stabl~ after an initial buildup in the .mid 1960s, but iri which the 

opening of other opportunities has allowed two other patterns to grow up 

bes.ide this stable group: short-tenn 11 hoppers 11 (my label) and the married 

couples to whqm I 1 Ve referred above. Muli 's plantation labor story is 

3 s f 0 l 1 0\•1 s : 

.. i 
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One man has claimed absurdly early dates for his first plantation 

involvements, claiming to have begun his third two year contract to the 

coast (with periods in Muli in between) in 1963. If the data cited f rom 

Patrol Reports (in Chapter 2 above) is to be believed, this man's dating 

must be discounted. By 1964, however, at least four unmarried men went 

to various spots at the coast (2 Rabaul, 1 Vunaluma, 1 Karua near 

Moresby). These were two year contracts. In 19657 two more young men 

left, again for two years each. Ten others left during the next years of 

the 1960s. Of these men, five never went to a plantation again, having 

completed one long tour of duty. Their typical explanation is that the 

work was very hard, that there were too many unpleasantries at the coast 

(insects, snakes, disease), and that they missed their relat ives at home. 

The story of one illustrates the aid to Muli brought by these sojourners. 

Yapa Rotc spent two years at the coast. He came home with a total of 

A$86.00. His relatives immediately inundated him with requests, and he 

distr i buted the cash completely. Finished~ There was little he could 

have done, it seems, to hold the amount and to attempt to start any sort 

of local bus i ness endeavor. He was a young unmarried man with no st atus, 

who would be dependent on his relatives to help raise brideprice. It 

seems not to have occurred tc him or his line to use the money in some 

collec t i1e venture such as a st cre, nor was there easy access t o su pplies, 

had the t hou gh t occurred to anyone. The money was brough t bac k, distr i -

bu t ed f ar and wide, consumed, and gone. 

The first years of ·he 197 0s cont i nued in the same vein. Sut ~ n 

"973- 197 , th e pict ure began t o change. The f i rst of t he modern s c~oc l 

l ~av e rs began · o make tr i os the n. Trans oortat i on t o Mount hagen seems 

'f - -. 
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to have improved significantly~ as well. In 1974 the first signs of a 

future pattern of shorter trips to plantations began to manifest itself. 

By 1978, two sub-groups of migrants could be distinguished. The sub

group of Muli males leaving for long-term periods at plantations was 

para11eled by a group who left Muli for less than a year at a time, 

often hopping from one plantation to another during their absence (the 

11 record 11 hop included .four different plantations during a seven month 

absence). Scho91 leavers are somewhat more likely to have been to a 

plantation at least once than are their agemates (or .. poroman 11 --TP). 10 

(75% of school leavers, and 67% of their unschooled poroman)ll Their 

porcman, however, averaged much longer trips when they went (schooled--

2.45 trips/person of 6.65 months; unschooled--2.1 trips/person of 17.2 

months per trip). 12 

Plantation life has its attractions~ One local woman visiting from 

the plantation, explained that she and her husband like living at the 

plantation (in this case, Ailiamp, WHP) because 11 it•s just like home 

except we have more money." She doesn•t. like the surrounding social 

environment of Hageners, and only. rarely ventures off the plantation to 

Mount Hagen itself ( 11 too many rascals trying to steal your money 11
), but 

the steady income does · allow the purchase 'Of p1enty of clothes, the 

purchase ~f tradestore goods to vary the fare produced in her. own gardens,· 

and the giving of gifts to the omnipresent visiting relatives of both she 

and her husband[s lines (she recounted about K200 wor~h of gifts to he: 

brothers alone in the last year, as example). The relatively easy acces s 

to the Ialibu vicinity from WHP also allows contact to be maintainea at 

nome with oeriodic visits. One needn't give up one's village throu~h 
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this long term absence, so long as some contact is maintained, some 

participation in group events (persons regularly return from Hagen for 

funerals, pigkills, brideprice assessments, then return to the planta

tion after this brief holiday). There is some indication that a stable 

life style could be growing up in this "family-on-the-plantation .. pattern, 

at least for persons such as Muli Ekerepas who live fairly c.lose to the 

area (not close enough, in their estimation). It remains to be seen 

what happens as such couples become older and have school aged children. 

Will they send the kids home to the family? fo.rce the plantation to 

establish schools? send the children to schools in enemy territory? 

keep the children out of school? go back home together? The answers 

have not been determined as yet in Muli. These families are something 

new. 

The other category of migrants, single men, 2re not so new. A number 

of reasons have been offered by these men for leaving home. For one, some 

parents prod them to go. When a young man is sitting at home he does 

very little work, has no particular responsibilities, and is a continuing 

drain on his parents resources (read, espe.cially, 11 mothe-r 11
). He provides 

little in return. He does litt1e toward producing his own future bride

price. :uli parents encourage the young men to go find jobs, go work on 

plantatiorrs, and to bring back money for the family and for bridewealth . 

. not:her factor expl'citly stated has been the 11 City lights" factor. One 

nevily married young man said mournfu11y, 11 I think I'll spend my •..thole 

1' ·f e between Kanda and Ia1ibu. I wish I could see Australia or your 

place. Maybe I'll go t o ~he coast next year and see another place. • 

' .ners till of the availability of entertainment and t hings t o dc --:n in~s 
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unavailable in Muli area. This availability of entertainment combines 

with that of money. A number of young men have put it to me that they 

would much prefer to stay in Muli, that they do not like the work on 

plantations ( 11 1 don 1 t like the way the dew falls into my face when 

shake the cherries off the trees in the morning. u . 
11 They wanted me to ' 't'/ork 

in the middle of a rain stonn. I told then to wait for just a half hour 

and the rain would pass. They ordered me to go out anyway. 11
). The 

prob1em, as they see it, is that there is no way for them to make money 

in Muli, and without money they cannot buy clothes, beer, food--all things 

they want very much. The young men of Muli are esp~cially conscious of 

their clothes, and of not being clean. r~ost of them have one shirt and 

one pair of pants or shorts. These are constantly circulated among the 

• group, and do not last very long. On plantations in WHP, one has money 

and is close to town where clothing can be purchased. A stock can be 

built up and held onto for a while, until one's eventual return to the 

village, where most of the goods will -be redistributed. The hope of 

making enough money to start some sort of business. at hom~ (thereby qvoid

ing future trips to plantations) is stated, .but immediately qualified by 

those with experience, saying: 

and 

11 We go with · tha.t idea, but then we get our pay ·and 
we go in town and we see all of the clothes, and beer, 
and chips and other foods, and we spend all of our 
money. We don~t usually bring much home with us; 
and only rarely send any back. ~hat we do bring back, 
some of it we give to our parents, the rest we use to 
buy fish and rice and ·to gamb 1 e 1

' 

1'We don 1 t really think of things like business or 
pigs too much. We usually say, we 1 re young and our 
par'ents are sti 1 l a1ive. '1 
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Several persons have said that they leave the plantation, at least 

ideally, when they have enough money to last them and their families 

for a while, enabling them to purchase store goods. One, Pala Kundi, 

has already been quoted as saying that he does not think of leaving Muli 

unless he has no money. 

There is one other factor sometimes accounting for the decision 

to leave the place. There is a spontaneous pull in seeing a truckload 

of others, including friends and relatives, about to pull out. "When 

the truck comes and I see all of my wantoks ( 11 one talks, 11 loosely, "my 

friends••) going on it, I get very excited, and I just jump on, too, and 

go work for a while." These are the celebrated instances when a m-an 

just leaves the village, without telling his family. People in Muli say 

that others see them go, and will surely tel l parents or spouse, so uno 

worry ~ •• 

People who go to the coast, and who essentially lose contact wi t h 

Muli for at least t't"JO years ? do not seem to do much to benefit the 

vil l age. Some br ing back a minimal amount of cash, and distribute ; • 

along with clothing . Two have reported sending back enough to invest 

in so~eone's store (one of the reci pients consumed the money , ins t ead ) . 

One, cited above, brought bac k the capital fof a short-lived sheep pr o-
' ' 

ject. , Others do no t prov i de ~ mmediate benefit to 1'vlul i . 

-hos e \·Jho go t o th e ~·es t ern High lands, men young and old, fc:mi. i es 

do seem t o contribute something lo~ a1l y . There is a steady flow of money 

into t he place, mi nimal though tha t f low is ·relative to total earnin gs . 

n li s flc ·1 of mon ey sews t o be one of the biga es t sources of cney cs .i .'1; 

. i 
·I 
1 

.I 
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Fridays, one group of Muli people inevitably heads off to Hagen to collect 

from relatives, expecting gifts if they visit, another segment awaits the 

arrival of visitors returning from Hagen, lining the local PMV stop late 

into the afternoon. Additionally, having relatives at an accessible plan-

tation gives one a place to go. It breaks the local routine when a man 

can go visit his relatives (women rarely do). 

On the whole, it is young single men and young married men who 

normally choose to go to a plantation, whether with or without spouse. 

The option is not open to single young women. It is conceivable that 

they'd literally be dragged back home if they were seen heading off alone. 

Older married couples are too well established locally to move away from 

their gardens and network of social relations. Older men do go occasion-

ally to a plantation, but generally only if they have a particular purpose 

in mind for the money, and many have returned far more quickly than they'd 

anticipated, not liking the work. 13 

The moment of decision regarding going to a pl~ntation is in the 

hands of the migrant. No one in ~1uli (or from the outside) can force 

14 
another to go to work. The power of parents over children is limited. 

,•1uli children are raised to exercise their own wills. People do decide 

to go. Several factors affect the decision and the ongoing decisions 

aoout whether to stay at a plantation. 

The push from the village includes the pressure felt by young 

schooled men to make a return to parents and relatives who inves:ed in 

the·r school fees, as 't>Jell as pressure to accumulate some portion of 

future bridewea1th through personal effort (a route to bridewealth which 

1as rather l·r.;~~ed in precolonial times ) . The oush a1so ~ncluaes ~ore"c-n 
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when in the village, created in part by the changes in local life im

posed by pacification (no need for activities of war) and in part by 

comparison of the routine nature of village life to the novelty of ac-

tivities and encounters during time spent elsewhere. Finally, the push 

includes the somewhat limited access to cash in the village of young un-

married men relative to older married men. Young unmarried men have no 

affines with whom to share money (see below re: 11 redistributing cash"). 

They have no pigs or other valuables to sell. They are not direct 

recipients of inter-clan exchange payments, and are dependent on intra-

clan redistribution for this access to cash. These limitations are con-

fronted by what seems to be a higher degree of desire or felt ~eed for 

imported commodities (clothing, soap, foods, beer) in these young people, 

especially those who have been schooled (using early curriculum materials 

derived directly from Australian syllabuses with examples drawn from 

Australian life. Weeks and Gutherie, n.d., review curriculum development 

in PNG). 

The pull of the plantations complements these push f c.ctors. Cash is 

readily available, virtually on demand, through plantation labor. The de-

sired clothing, beer, and foods ar·e available on plantations or in nearby 

towns, and the cash to purchase them is in hand. When relat i ves visit, 

cash and goods are availc.ble to give them, ·relieving some•,o~hat the pres

sure of obligation unfulfilled to parents and relatives. Plantation work, 

too, structures the day and heightens the pleasure of free time spent to-

gether \-Jith fel ow iiligra.nts (no one goes to a p1antat·on, nowadays, -1 ith-

out know ing .hat a wanto is there, or being accomoanied uY clansmen or 

cfflnes,. 
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Young men have few responsibilities in the village, and consequently 

little that requires doing. They cut firewood, play basketball, sing, 

gamble (when one of them gets money), 15 and painim meri ( .. look for 

girls 11 --TP). They are aware of 1ithings, 11 like clothes, which they cannot 

buy without money. They have friends already at plantations. Many de-

cide to go, at least for a while. One group of young school leavers 

agreed that six months was the ideal length of time to be away at a plan-

tation. They go, but they have a place to return to. They've given up 

no rights. But it is hard work, under undesirable conditions. One does 

leave one•s family and closest associates at home. One does enter the 

dangerous territory of enemies. Life in the village may be dull and 

financially unrewarding, but it is also infinitely less demanding on one's 

labor time. 16 

There exists a shifting threshold beyond which the undesirable 

elf~ents of plantation life--working conditions, living in close contact 

w~t~ enemies and strangers, continual visits by relatives to ask for 

cash~ and a general homesickness and sense of missing one 1 S relatives--

outweigh the benefits. Almost all Muli migrants have come back. They 

have h-....l 
f iUU no trouble reintegrating into local life. Plantation migration 

from Muli tends to be circular, with the cjrcle being completed sometimes 

quickly, sometimes slowly. 

Redistributing the Wealth: Gambling and Gifts 

Bisnis and wage labor are activities engaged in by ~uli residents 

on an intermittent, limited basis. But in the aggregate, someone in 

fuli is nearly always bringing money or commodities into the community 
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through such activities. Two mechanisms ensure that the rewards of these 

activities are redistributed throughout the community and beyond. 

Gambling and gift-giving, or sharing, se:ve this redistributive function. 

i) Gambling in Muli 

During our first week in Muli, a young man told us that he was trying 

coffee, but that the best way to make money in the village was to gamble. 

In a sense, he turned out to be right. Gambling winnings produ€ed 35.9% 

of the income reported in the Muli Money Survey~ making it the highest 

single source of income. Gambling losses accounted for 23.6~ of the 

expenditures, the second greatest category of expense. One simply cannot 

consider the cash economics of Muli without a discussion of gambling. 

As is obvious in the data of Tables 7 and 8, gambling is principally 

an activity of men. Only one of the women in our survey reported any 

gambling activity for cash, accounting alone for both the winnings and · 

losses by women in the tables (five of the eleven men reported gambling). 

Some women do gamble, most common 1 y after the c 1 ose of the semi -\·leek l y 

Muli market. Having earned a few 11 Shillings" (lOt coins), some elect to 

try their luck at increasing their holdings. More commonly, women play 

for raba ('~rubber''--TP), small black rubber bracelet rings worn on the 

\·lrist. Raba can be purchased at t he cost of only a fe•11 toea at Ia li!::>u 

tradestores. Women's relative lack of money and the relatively high de

mand on their time by other functions inhibits large scale gamoling. As 

\•1 i ~ h o the r soc i a 1 act i v i t i e s , the norm a 1 s epa rat i on by g end e r p r P v ~ n t s 

g2mbling fr0~ providing a major source of income for females. On the 

.si rHJle occasion that a female \·fish ed to gamole J larae 3um cf moneJI durin ,., 
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Table 7 

INCOME, HOUSEHOLD MONEY SURVEY 

8 February-26 April 1981 

Source M %M F 

1 . Gambling Winnings 1130.30 41.3 5.50 

2. Gifts, Cash 795.70 29.0 269.60 

3. Taken fr Business 235.05 8.6 2. 70 

4. Wages 226.64 8.3 10.00 

5. .A.nimal Sales 100.00 3.7 69.00 

6. Sande Receipts 122.00 4.5 

7. Anthro Fees 28.00 1:0 28.00 

8. Local Produce Sales 18.50 0.7 17.90 

9. Unharvested Crop Sales 30.00 1 . 1 

l 0. Gifts, Goods 14.05 0.5 ll. 30 

11 . 5ottle Deposit Returns 20.00 0.7 

12. Coffee Sales 18.00 0."7 

13. Compensation 9.00 

14. Found . l 0 

Totals 2738.24 100. 1 423. i 0 

Per Capita Survey 124.47 19.23 

Weekly Per Capita 10.37 1. 60 

Proj. Ann. Per Cap. 539.35 83.34 

%F T ~ r 

1 . 3 1135.80 35.9 

63.7 1065.30 33.7 

0.6 237.75 7.5 

2.4 236.64 7.3 

16.3 169.00 5. 4 

122.00 3.J 

6.6 56.00 1.3 

4.2 36.40 i . 2 

30.00 I . :J 

2.7 25.35 ().3 

20.00 0.-3 

18.00 0.~ 

2. 1 9.00 n i 
v • ...-

0.0 . 10 0 , ... 
• .l 

--
99.9 3161.34 1 00 . ~ 

71.85 

- 0 0 :) ..... ~ 

311.35 
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Table 8 

EXPENDITURES, HOUSEHOLD MONEY SURVEY 
8 February-26 April 1981 

Exeend i ture M %M . F 

Gifts, Cash 854 . 05 28.3 129.27 

Gambling Losses 793.90 26.3 2. 70 

Trade Store Consumbls 284.20 9.4 120.40 

Business Supplies 354.05 11 . 7 3.80 

Beer 266.00 8.8 

Animal/Shells 160.00 5.3 

Market Produce 45.20 1 . 5 64.40 

Sande Payments 80.00 2. 7 

Gifts, Goods -47.50 1. 6 l 5. 50 -

Pr~v Rides 43.90 1 . 5 8.20 

8a i 1 24.00 0.8 

Clothing 18.30 0.6 

Unharvested Crops 16.00 0.5 

Church Offering 3.30 0. 1 7.65 

Lost 10.00 0.3 . 1 0 

Social Ha 11 Fees/Snacks 9.30 0.3 
Sc hool Fees 4.80 0.2 3. 10 

LGC Taxes 4.00 0. 1 2.00 
Photos · 3.00 0. 1 

To t JlS 3020.25 100. l 357.12 

Per Capita Survey 137.28 16.23 

\~eek 1 y Per Capit-a 11 . 44 1 . 3 5 

?ra j . i.\ nn Per Cap. 594 . 90 70 .34 

%F T ;;r 

36.2 983 .32 29. i 

0.8 796.60 23. 6 

33.7 404.60 12 .G 

1 . 1 3 57.85 l.o.o 
266.00 7 .• 

160.00 4 7 
• . I 

18.0 109.60 3. ~ 

80.00 2. ~ 

4.3 63.00 1. 9 
2.3 52. 10 1.3 

24.00 ""' -\J ' I 

18.30 0.~ 

16.00 o I • 

'-'· ~ 

2. 1 10.95 8.2 

0.0 10. 10 ' " L' , ..) 

9. 30 0. ~ 

0.9 7.'30 0 .~ 

0.6 6. 00 1'\ 

3. 00 ..... 1 
'.J · . 

100. 0 3377.37 1 L.: . : 

( r 4Ll ) 76.7 6 

( ~ 1 2) 6. 40 

( -"\ " 3"' .... ...., .. '<~L, ..) !.. ,.... 
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our field work, she gave it to her husband, who entered the male gambling 

circle and lost all of it in a brief afternoon. In the single instance 

with which I am familiar of men and women gambling together in Muli, 

young men and women played for raba. This was clearly a lark on the 

part of the males, entertaining themselves with young women. The rule 

against women participating with the men is by no means strictly enforced. 

One M~li male in the survey group reported having won well over KlOO from 

a 11 Kebik meri .. (a woman from the neighboring Kebik line--TP). y/omen may 

gamble with men, just as men may raise sweet potatoes. Its just not 

usually done. The pressures to give up money to the decision-making 

power of a male are strong. Homen tend not to hold on to large amounts 

of money, and not to interact with men. The rest of our discussion of 

g amb 1 i ng wi 11 focus· on men in Mu 1 i . • 

The principal gambling game in Muli is satu (TP--no translation), 

a game played with dice. Far less frequently, a deck of cards ~ppear 

for a game of laki C'l ucky 11
--TP). (See Laycock 1966, 1967; Brandewie 

1967 for characterizations of laki and other PNG card gambling games-

Muli plays the ten point version of laki.) The mechanics of playing 

satu are very simply. Three dice are placed in a can or other container, 

and t ossed out onto a board or flat surface. The resulting pattern of 

points is abelled either ''pamenda .. or ''mala, .. Kewa for uone .. or "four ... 

If the ma~ority of dice shaHs numbers ranging from one to three, the 

pattern is "one:• If four to six ho1d the majority, it is "four." This 

ends round one of play. ~Jo one would play satu just for fun. The betting 

is the essence of the game (even small children imitating their pare~ts 

''bet" stones or bottlec3ps .. . The bet takes pi ace 8efore the tnro·.-~ of _he 
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dice. Payment follows immediately upon the result of the toss. At the 

beginning of a gambling session, a man declares his intention to play 

either "one" or 11 four. 11 He will not change his "point" so long as the 

session is continuous, and the dice are not changed. Betting involves 

a player of 11 0ne 11 (or "four") placing his coins (or occasionally paper 

money) onto the flat playing surface, and a player of the opposite point 

covering his bet. The winner picks up the pile. One's choice within 

this game is simply when and how much to bet, and against whom. Bets are 

between individuals. Individuals are usually participating as one of a 

few cooperating players, however--an implicit team. As play progresses, 

a passerby sees only a circle of men crouched, looking down into the 

middle of the circle, intent on each throw. Conversation between partici-

pants is minimal--an unusual state of quiet among' the · usually talkative, 

noisy, exuberant Kewa. 

A man does not bet against men uf his own line. Social context 

determines \vhich level of hierarchy constitutes "line." In a neighboring 

community , Muli Ekerepa men would not gamble against each other, but on ly 

against men of the other ruru (clans) of the region. In ~luli, men of the 

three subclans were said never to gamble within subclan l i nes. In an 

extr2ordinary moment, in local eyes, on .November 11, 1980, three men of 

Asakindipa (two Asa and one K1ndipa) gambled against each other (and \\f ith 

one r utanaya )-- t he f irst t ime anyone cou ld remember such an occurience. 

The t hree had no one else to play with, and a large sum of money between 

them. All are regular satu players and clcse associates. To my knm-,~led J2 

such i ncestuous gambl i ng d id no t recurr during our stay . n addit~on 2 

j 
"J 
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one's own brothers, a man does not play directly against his in-laws. 

This was stated to me in principle ("My tambu had K200, but I couldn't 

take it. Yondopea did though. u) As with other kin terms in the High-

lands, the Tok pisin word tambu (''in-law"; "tabooa) has varied applica-

tion. It is not clear to me just how the restriction is practiced, to 

what limits of affinal relations, in gambling. 

Gambling does have its known dangers, and its local opponents. 

Clearest to all is the ability of gambling to subvert local business. 

One young man, contrasting successful entreprerieurial activity in a 

neighboring line with the failed businesses of Muli, pointed out that the 

big man leader of business in the neighboring clan does not gamble. -Mu1i 

business activities have regularly been dissolved through loss of po-

tential capital in the gambling circles. Another informant described 

the circle as if it had a parasitic life of its own. He said that if 

anyone in the community is known to have money, the satu circle draws 

near and drains the money supplY. Then it moves on. Pilai i kaikai 

b i s n i s ~ d ; s p e 1 a p 1 e s ( .. Gam b l i ng eats the bus i n e s s of t h i s p l ace '' - -
TP) . 17 

Gambling was reportedly against the law in 1930-1981. When police 

drove by, boards, dice and cans disappeared. In the absence of police, 

gambling circles were omnipresent. Gambling could never be st~mped out 

entirely, I was told. A ''rubbish" man has no other road to riches. He 

would fight hard to circumvent any barrier to the potentially immediate, 

if short-lived, wealth to be derived from gambling. A lOt coin can turn 

into money enough to buy rice and fish, or to pay a ride to Ialibu. ",..Je 

think, wnen all are killing pigs, that we' 11 take K2 and win K200, and 
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have a pig to ki 11 too. 11 Patrol Officer Probert, in 1973, noted the 

increase of gambling with any influx of money into the area, and the 

impossibility of eliminating it entirely (l973a). In 1981, a Muli in-

formant returned from neighboring Urundere after four days of continuous 

gambling. He explained that more ffioney than usual was available to the 

satu circles because 11 It 1 S the time for killing pigs. Lots of men have 

bought pigs, and the ones who have sold are playing now in Urundere." 

Gambling continues as a principal source of hope and as a place to .. throw 

av;ay money" (troimwe mani--TP; spend money). 

It is possible to win large sums of money when phenomena such as 

pig kills or the return of several labor migrants fills the community 

coffers with cash. One gambling night, a Muli man won K300 while another 

won KlOO. On other occasions, reports of winning K50 to KlOO were not· 

uncommon. Upon winning such sums, people report buying a pig or piglet, 

or re~lenishing store stock, as well as redistributing wealth. 0Ae must 

note, ho~tJever, that big winning tends to be matched by big losing. In a 

game where fifty-fifty chances rules (if we can ignore the effects of 

individual use of magic charms to alter the probability of success), 

most players win big on S08e oGcasions, and lose big on others. The 

"successful" gambler is one who. has the money to allow him to play agc.in , 

and aga ;n. Gambltng is a means to gain money, but for many it is dn end 

in itself, a form of entertainment, association with one's fellows, 

competition . Men gamble with different dreams. The man with lOt hooes 

to win enough to buy food and tobacco. The man with K2 hooes to win 

enougr1 to buy a pig . The man w~th KSO thinks of opening a st:re. r· ey 

come anc c1ay. ~ he ~oney goes round and ~aund. ~u ch Jf it g~!s 
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redistributed immediately upon being won. A clansman or affine standing 

by, empty-handed, is given a stake to allow him to enter the game. 

Informants say, 1'It is not good that my brother has nothing while I hold 

money, when my number comes up.n If the man receiving the money plays 

and wins, he may spl i.t the winnings v,.rith the giver, but is under no 

obligation to do so, nor to repay i~ the money is lost. The money is 

a gift among brothers and fellow gamblers. 

11 If I see my brother with no money while I am gambling, 
I give. I think 1 if I have nothing, they'll give ~t 
to me to play when they vlin. 11 The boy who just gave 
me KlO, I usually give to him. That ' s why he gave to 
me.'' 

Giving to fellow players,clansman onlookers, and affines is good personal 

politics, and also insures one's ability to participate in future play 

even v1hen one has no money with which to begin. Someone will give it. 

Gambling is said by one Muli man to be his way of earni.ng money. 

It is the source of cash and entertainment for a number of regular players. 

It is the hope of many sporadic entrants into the satu circles. It pro-

vi ded more income in the Mu 1 i Money Survey peri ad· than any other source 

(but to less than half of the men surveyed). Gambling has become an insti-

tution in Muli. It serves as a center for speculation, for investment, 

with virtually instant results and r.one of the drawbacks associated with 

investing cash in business. The risk of loss is high, but the immediacy 

of potential payoff is attractive. .In the absence of stronger business 

O?portunities and more wage labo~ opportunities, Muli men and their 

neighbors will certainly continue to gamble. Perhaps more important1 y , 

they will continue to redistribute their winnings, spreading the benefits 

~r ~amol i ng to the whole community. For a few, gamnl i ng provides a 
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good cash flow. For the many, gambling provides money indirectly in 

the way of gifts. 

ii) Redistributing Cash 

11 Gift moneyn (my label) is the second largest source of income 

reported in the Money Survey, constituting 33.7% of all income. Among 

women, it ranked an overwhelming · first, at 63.7% of income. In addition, 

gift money is the single source of money reported received by ~Money 

Survey respondents, male and ·female, young and old. Gifts also con-

stituted a major category of expenditure for the survey group. Twenty 

of the twenty-two survey participants claimed to have given cash gifts. 

Only two other expenditure categories equalled or exceeded this number-

purchase of .tradestore goods (all respondents), and purchases of market· 

goods (20 of 22). In amount, cash gifts greatly outweigh either of these 

two categories--gifts account for 29.1% of total expenses, tradestore 

purchases for 12%, market purchases, 3.2% (see Table 8). 

Gift-giving, or sharing, is a clearly evident part of daily life in 

Mu1i. Food, clothing, tobacco, and money flow easily from one person to 

another. No one would dream of sitting at the market eating sugar cane 

alone. A stick of cane is broken and shared. Ten toea coins are shared 

among a group of men, all buy buai and sit and che\'-1 together. Cash gifts 

are rat~onalized or offered for a variety of explicit reasons. The 

following were regularly mentioned as reasons for unsought gifts: 

''He gave me money because he was sorry for me, because 
I had to pay a f i n e . '' 

"He gave i t free, saying 'I know you are short of 
tobaccc. Go f · nd it~ ' II 
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11 He gave it, saying 'You are hungry. I see it. 
I give you this money. • .. 

••she gave me the money to buy meat for my child . ., 

11 He just gave it to me ... 

11 I didn't give him enough pig at the last pigkill. 
Now I give him money on top.u 

"It was raining. He told me to get a PMV to go 
home." 

''He was a friend of my father. I call him 1 papa • 
and he calls me •child. • .. 

There is no sanction against using money for purposes other than the 

giver's stated intention, however. The reasons are rhetorical and non-

binding. 

Gift requesting, too, is part of daily life. Requests between 

clansmen and ~cquaintances for sharing of the little things of daily 

'life are as frequent as the unsolicited gifts. Clansmen feel free to 

request a share of food and tobacco, to borrow clothing, to ask for small 

amounts of money. It is bad social form to refuse such requests, sug-

gesting implicitly that no relationship exists between the requester and 

the refuser. These requests are . virtually never refused. There are 

simply n9 grounds upon which one can do so legitimately. Requests for 

larger items of aid--a sum of money to buy a pig or to pay a fine~ or 

pigs .and shells--are made in private. The size of the request alone in-

cre~ses the probability that the request will be refused. Gut even with 

large requests, the social value favoring sharing of holdings shapes the · 

response. One cannot simply refuse a request from a clansman. The ulti-

mate sanction against doing so is the fear bf angeri~g him. If he be-

comes j ea l ous of one's holdings and angry over the refusal tc s~ J ~e. h ~ 
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might engage in sorcery, or might be willing to cooperate with one's 

enemies to introduce poison (romo--K) into one's food. The refusal of 

even the largest requests must be worded to save face and to be convinc-

ing. Essentially, one must lie to one's clansman, saying that one has 

none of the requested good. Local custom does legitimate such a claim 

if one has a resource that has been specifica11y reserved for some pur-

pose (e.g., money set aside to help pay a s9n's bridewealth). Everyone 

understands that a bigman may often refuse requests, or plead indigence, 

while holding back large sums of money for some upcoming major event. 

Under these circumstances, no animosity is created upon being refused a 

request (if it is done in proper form). Otherwise, clansmen are supposed 

to share, and share they do. 

As with the products of gardening~ the individual who has somehow 

come to hold money is the person who has the right to redistribute it. 

While there are strong sanctions against hoarding money and refusal to 

share~ no other individual has the power to force another to give money, 

short of physical force or theft--each of which is considered acceptable 

behavior only toward enemies and strangers. Within the clan, this means 

that even husbands and wives spoke of giving umy 11 money to the other, or 

receiving 11 his 11 or 11 her 11 money. In the Money StJrvey, a chief relationsr.ip 

manifested by the sharing of money was between husband and wife. · Only 

one couple reported othenvise, the elderly \vife reporting that ~~money is 

his business, gardening is mine,'' and that she always handed a11 money 

over to her husband. Table 9 shows the sums of money reported shared 

soouses. 
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Table 9: Cash Gifts Between Spouses 

Given to Spouse Received from Spouse 

Person 

Reporting 
Ma 1 e 

Female 

Total 

49.40 

69.15 

118.55 

28.40 

110.35 

138.75 

It is important to note the discrepancy between the reports of husbands 

and wives. Husbands reported figure~ far lower than did wives. Such a 

discrepancy must give us pause about any of the money figures reported 

in our survey. We must remember that the figures reported are the best 

approximations availab1e, but that the kina amounts cannot be treated 

as accurate in themselves. Nonetheless, we can see that something in 

the range of Kl20 flowed between spouses, and all agree that, in the 

aggregate, men gave more to their wives than vice versa. If we convert 

the figures to percentages of reported expenditures and receipts, we see 

too, that a very large portion of cash gifts involving females were gifts 

to .and from their husbands (see Table 10). 

Tabie 10: Spouse Gifts, Perc en taaes 

Given to SQouse Received from Socuse 
Cl of Gifts ~I Total Inc. Cl All Gifts I Total Inc. , :;) 0 ·'o ·"' 

f·lALE 5.8 1 . 6 3.6 1.0 

F8·1ALE 53.4 19.4 40.9 25. i 

Men on the ot~er hand, gave and received a fairly small portion of their 

aggregate holdings to and from their wives, involving themselves in ~ 

larger and w·d er network of cash giving and receiving. Table ll comcares 

~ ~ e a v era q e ~ u 1 be r o f p e r s on s ~.v i t. ',·J h om r1 en a n d ,., om e n e s p o n d e n ~ s l 2 .J t.: .:. ; 1 
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Tab 1 e 11 : Cash-Sharing Relationships 

Gifts To Gifts From 

Total ~- Total ~· 

Male 150 14 133 12 

Female 55 5 73 7 

Throughout the Money Survey, and in casual conversation, when asked 

why they had given money to a particular individual, or received from that 

individual, respondents explained the gi ft by refel·ring to the relation-

ship existing between the two persons and occasional ly added a functional 

purpose to the reason. A typical response was 11 He•s my tambu," and more 

el9-borately, b_l:j.t less frequently '1 I gave KlO to my wife ' s father. He 

had to return bri depri ce to someone and needed it. •• Re.ferri ng to re-

lationship 'v'Jas nonnally treated as sufficient reason for giving small 

gifts--in the vein of comments I've reported above, which implied that 

one simply o!.Jght to share and wants to share upon meeting a .. brother .. or 

11 a ff i ne •• s ome•t~here. The kinds of re 1 at i onsh ips referred to by far the 

most often were ties of kinship/clanship and affinal ties. Table 12 sum-

marizes the kin / clan relations involved in cash gift exchanges dur i ng t he 

Money Survey. 

Table 12: Cash Gift s and Kin/Clan Relations 

Relat i on 
Eg o' s Clan 
Spouse •s Clan 
Ego • s '.!o C l . 
c._o·s Wi -Giv . A""f.

1 

- I - T ' AJ:-t o s ,~ 1 - a K . • , 1 . 
2 Arfin es 

o. i·.o. ·~ 12 n 

• • I ~ ~ : .. ' , ... - .... :& 

·ale Ego 
Gave Rece i ved 

sTJ:Cfo 516 . 25 
1 03 . 7 0 43. 1 0 

13. 40 6 .35 
10 . 70 1 . 20 

l . 30 22 . 70 
0 . 0 0 . 00 

1~ . 2 0 0 . 00 
~. 20 

_,, • I 

J • .J..,. . -- . - · 

Fema1e Ego 
Ga ve Rece ved 
~0 6. 60 

114.87 226. 60 
0 . 00 2.50 

. 20 . 20 
0. 00 0. 0 
2 . 20 c.:o 
1

• JO . - 0 
• 1 Co 

.-. . -... 

'1 ( ') 
:... • tt 

II'\ - • • 
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Excludes Ego 1 s Spouse 1 s Clan 
Excludes Ego's Clan 

The strength of the clan as a social unit and of an individual •s 

affinal ties are clearly demonstrated in money-sharing interactions. 

Intraclan exchanges between male clanmates accounts for fi\e times as 

much money given and received as any other category of relationship. 

Within the clan, individual gifts averaged approximately KS.OO during 

the twelve week survey. There was little variation in amount when com-

paring gifts involving members of the same subgroup within the clan to 

gifts involving members of different subgroups. Gifts to male relations 

at the level of X-repaa, sub-subclanr subclan, and clan were essentially 

equivalent (that is, over the twelve week period a man gave KS.OO to a 

sin~le other man of a particular relatipnship. This amount did not vary 

with any in-clan relations~ip). However, while the average amount of 

intra-clan gifts does not vary across groups, the money data does manifest 

a strong sub-grouping within the clan based on the number of transactions 

within sub-groups, or the density18 of the gift-giving relationships of 

an individual within the various sub-groups of Muli Ekerepa. ihe level 

of inclusion which seems to constitute a threshold is at the level of 

the subclan. In the aggregate, men in the survey group gave (~nd received) 

from approximately equal numbers of persons from within their own sub

subclan and the paired sub-subclan of their group. A number of cash 

gift relations were spread among the four remaining sub-subclans. That 

is, aporoximately two-thirds of a man's cash sharing ties within the clan 

occurred within his own subclan (one-third within his sub-subclan; one-

third ~ith his paired subsubclan). The other tnird was spread throughout 

the rest of the cl1n. Thus, while men do shar~ ac~css the w~ole c~ ~ ~! 
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mostly with their husbands' sub-subclan, but also with other women who 

have married into Muli. The functional social unit referred to as Muli 

Ekerepa includes primar il y, but not exclusively, adult men recognized a~ 

members of the clan through their ability to refer to Ekerepa fathers, 

and adult women who are the wives of these men . But living with Muli 

Ekerepa, and participating with it in ritual ceremonies and daily activi-

ties are the real test of being 11 0f Muli . 11 Money flows primarily betr..teen 

co-residents of r~uli, persons whose demonstrated allegiance is at least 

currently given to Muli Ekerepa. Intra-group sharing is seen dominant in 

two ~easures. The first, presented in Table 13 below, summarizes the 

number of sharing relations reported in the Money Survey, and the number 

which involved co-resident persons. 

Table 13: Co-Residence and Cash-Sharing ·Relations 

Total # Co-Res 
, cl Co-Res. ,, I~ 

Male 245 163 66.5 

Female 115 99 86.1 

Total 360 262 72.8 

An average of 72.8: of reported sharing relationships were ties between 

persons living in Muli. Only one person, a gambler who frequently re-

ceives and gives gifts while gambling in other communities, reported less 

than 507~ of sue h ties. Ma 1 e reports ranged from his 44.8% to l 007. cc-

resident sharing. Female figures ranged from 66.7~ to 100~ . 

The cash-sharing intra-clan, or co - resident relationships of ~lul i 

males tend to be bi-directional. Muli respondents both gave and receive~ 

significant ar.:ounts of :none'/ frcm t~ e i r c o-res ~ d e!lt s . ·,.,hoevef r,c d : · : o r~:; . 

------~ 
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shared it. Such gifts are rarely held strictly accountable. A man 

accrues social status if he is able to continually give away money, but 

he has little power to require equivalent return for his gifts. What he 

has is the assurance that he will receive part of redistributions made 

by those to whom he has given, and that he has accumulated good will 

within the community through his giving. 

Not all sharing took place between co-residents. Members of Ego's 

affinal clan, ego's spouse's affinal clan~ ego's mother's clan and 

others gave and received cash, as summarized in Table 12 above. For the 

most part, the gifts reported during the twe-lve week Sl_•rvey were infonnal 

gifts. Little of the money was tied to the killing of pigs or ritual 

ceremonies bet•.-~een affines. In the midst of other activities •1-1hich 

brought the persons together, or the occasion of a casual meeting some-

f: 
~' 

where, people felt compelled to share. As Table 12 - indicates, such 

relations can extend across the array of kin possibilities. One gift 

reported •11as given by a rna 1 e member of Mu 1 i Ekerepa to his ·• brother • s 

'Hife•s brother's wife, 11 for instance. They can, too, include non-kin/ 

non-clan related persons. I'll make a few comments about these pa)ments. 

It is interesting to see that cash-flow between male respondents and 

their affines matches the flow of valuables involved in brideprice and 

child payments. None of the payments reported were labelled as cere-

mania l payments bet.'leen affi nes. None the 1 ess ~ these casual day-to-dey 

gifts flowed from wife-takers to wife-givers in a ratio approximately ten 

to one. Payments with egors mother's clan matched the pattern, tho~gh 

not the ratio. C early, the social relations established by marr~a ge 

ir.m ose t he i r struc ~ ure on cash-sharing .:1 c~ivit~es. r~ is c·e=,. , ~JO , 
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that maintenance of that structure now includes the passage of cash and 

commodities, within ceremonial and non-ceremonial contexts. 

A significant amount of money was given or received by men of non

kin/non-clan relationships to the men of Muli. I must note that 68.9% 

of the gifts given by Muli to non-kin and 55.1% of the gifts received 

from non-kin were reported by a single person, the largest gambler in 

the clan. He frequently gives money to gambling acquaintances in other 

villages during a playing session, when they run out of money. They 

frequently return the favor. While no kinship is claimed by this infor

mant to the gamblers in question, several of the non-kin were members of 

a clan, Moi, to which the respondent's father allegedly held allegiance 

in earlier days (see "clan 11 discussion in Chapter 3 above). My respon

dent denies any connections to the clan in question, but has singled out 

several friends fro~ that group in his gambling gifts, whether coinci

dentally or not. The rest of this non-kin giving is accounted for in 

three categories: workmates, government workers located in the area, and 

persons labelled "pren 11 ("friends"--T~). Given what I've said above 

about working in Muli, it should be no surprise that only five workmate 

transactions were reported by three respondents. One of these met a 

former fe 11 ow \'IOrker (the respondent is no 1 anger emp 1 oyed) . One works 

on the Muli Sheep Project. The other is a member of the Local Governme~ t 

Counci Workmate sharing can have little effect on the flow of cash in 

Mu1i at this point in the area's development, but it does manifest the 

importance of the passage of tokens of relationship between . ''friends,~~ 

as 1,-Je 11 ·as between c 1 ansmen and affi nes. 
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Government workers in the area are often forced to live among people 

unrelated or only distantly related to them. Their living situation 

makes them vulnerable if interclan antagonisms flare. During the survey, 

only two gifts were reported given ~ Muli Ekerepa men to government 

•ttorkers in the area (K2.60 total). Seven gifts, totalling K26.40, were 

reported received. Government workers have steady incomes, and live 

among those who don't. The flow is from the haves to the have-nots, from 

the guests to the hosts. One government worker lives in the middle of 

Muli, and has been virtually adopted by the clan. On many occasions I 

\'iitnessed him providing cash for PMV rides and the like. His warm re-

lationship with Muli Ekerepa earned him the guarantee of physical pro-

tection during an inter-clan incident resulting from the deat.h- .of a man 

in a fight. Under local rules of payback, this man was very vulnerable, 

an isolated target member of the clan who had done the killing. Muli 

Ekerepa talked him out of fleei ·ng, offering protection based o.n his past 

continuous help to the clan. 

,.Friends '' were persons reported as such, and for whom a 1 aGk of 

any other relationship was claimed. One man, for example, reported strik-

ing up a conversation with a stranger in Ialibu, and later being given 

money by t his "fr iend" when visiting him again. Seven such relationshi~s 

were reported, totalling Kl3. 00 in gifts given away, and Kl9.00 in gi f ts 

received. 

The non-kin / no11-c1an re 1ationships constitute a small percentaoe of 

the gift relation~ rep~rted during the money survey--5~ of the gifts 

gi ven away by !'v1U i and 9.,5:; ~f gifts r eceived ·nvolved these oersons . 

T~e cn;ef t i e~ th rou gh ~hi c h cash f ows as gif t s are based on Ki ns hi p ard 
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clan relations. Most importantly, the gift ties are reported between 

those co-resident in Muli. The flow of gift money is channeled by the 

relations of social organization which channel, as well, the flow of 

women, pigs, shells, food, clothing, and other material goods. The 

ability to derive income from such gifts reduces the need felt by Muli 

Ekerepa mfmqers to find alternate ways to obtain money. But in order to 

have such 1 source of income~ the relations themselves must be maintained, 

and gifts oF money serve this function, as well. While money which is 

shared often ser·1es to purchase ccr.$Jmable goods, each transaction makes 

a contributior. to the maintenance or recreation of the social relations 

which encourage the sharing, and which organize Mu1i's production, in 

general. 

Notes on Chapter 4 

l Irve noted in Chapter 2, citing Dickson (1967), that colonial 
agricultural policy did not encourage a return to coffee production in 
the Ialibu area, despite noting that it grew well under proper care. 
See also Chapter 2, note 7 retarding the effect of world market conditions 
on this policy. 

2 The Ialibu DPI office says that this was true; that due to the 
poor transport system available, very low prices were paid for coff ee 
by OPI in the Kagua area. Converting coffee to cash by transporting it 
t o Hagen required major costs reducing the amount which could be paid 
to suppliers. 

3 The 1uli and Ialo River area of the Ke~abe is lower, more var i ed 
terr~ i n and of sli ght ly milder weather conditi ons than is Ial i bu prooer, 
':-lhi :h i s l oca t ed on a high f lat kunai-grass cover-ed pla in. The 11 p1 c. n" 
f or ~h e Ia1ibu Basin did no t , and does not, include coffee. The .. imorove
men t of subsistence" was t he stated primary goal of OPI for Ialibu itse 1& 
in 1980. 

4 ap~roac hed this officia1 to clarify the flow of coffee and casr 
beyond t he District level. The official questioned the pr i cing dis c~ eaa n c y 
when , ment ioned the 90t price offered. I did not approach tne off i:i a, 
wi t h ~n e i ntent i on of ra is ·ng t hi s issue. 

---------
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5 A Sande is a system in which a group of laborers decide to join 
together to save money. On each fortnight payday, each laborer keeps 
a portion of his wages large enough to provide minimum food for the next 
two weeks. The rest of everyonels pay goes to a single individual. Next 
fortnight, the remainder goes to a second individual, etc. In this way, 
laborers manage to have enough money to buy a pig, or stock a store, etc. 
--purchases requiring far more money than a single pay. Laborers recognize 
the difficulty of holding on to money from fortnight to fortnight to 
accumulate a store of wealth. There are too many pressures to redistribute, 
too much temptation to gamble, too many cries from children for store goods. 
Better, it . seems, to get a lump sum, spend it qu·ickly, a!'ld to 11 Stap nating" 
("be nothing"--TP) again. 

6 Another man in Ialibu has recently begun a very large piggery 
also funded by the Development Bank. He had 60 pigs at last count, 
mo s t l y s·u s u pi g s . Both of these attempts to do b u s i ness a p pea 1 i n g to 
a local market in pigs are very new. The extent of this market remains 
to be seen. As all of the Highland ethnographies proclaim, pigs are 
tokens used quite frequent 1 y in loca 1 soci a 1 sys terns. Demand for them 
does not depend solely on altered subsistence patterns, as does the market 
for chickens, cabbage and other introduced vegetables. 

7 The high status given locally to those who do obtain these jobs 
was tragically demonstrated during our field work. A local man, about 
26 years old had been educated, trained in health services, an'd was 
already a Health Extension Officer, heading a district medical staff 
in the Western Province. His body was returned to Muli on the evening 
of 27 December 1980, delivered in a pla.in wooden box with no report as 
to cause of death or date of death. Upon opening the coffin next day, 
it was discovered t hat his head was severely battered. Subsequent in
fonnation suggests that the man drowned in a S\·limnir.~g or boating accident. 
Muli people are not sure whether to believe this. They are very explic it 
about their outrage at the way the man's body was treated. They complain 
that this \'las not some common worker at the coast. He was a big man in
side the government. He should have been treated as such, not returned 
home naked, wrapped in plastic ~ decaying, in a plain poorly worked box. 
He shouTd have been accorded treatment in keeping with h·is stat:..~s as c. 
big man. In addi•ion, his body has been buried prominently near the road 
in the settlement of his father, rather than in the community cemetery 
far from the paths of daily traffic. His status as big man was the ex
planation given to me for this differential treatment. 

8 For ou r assessment of the role education has played in deve op i ns 
~·iu l i , -see 5urk ins and Krause 1982. 

9 Another grade eight leaver quit his job at Lama Saw Mill and 
r2tur-ed to the village in 1981. He 1.Yas t :red of being away from the c1cn . 
His nous2~at2 left the job, and so did he. 
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10 Counting the school-leavers as those with either the earliest 
mission school or later government school experience, they range in 
estimated birthdates from 1946 to 1966 (the latest born school-leaver or 
non-school-leaver to have any plantation experience). A pair of groups 
were constructed for this comparison of male school leavers and of male 
unschooled, born 1946-1966. 

ll On the other hand, the unschooled poroman were more likely to 
participate in non-plantation labor--30% to 23%. · 

~ These figures are oased on a survey of males residing in Muli 
during our stay, asking about their entire plantation history. Calculated 
in another fashion, combining the 11 last trip to plantation~~ of all resi
dent school-leavers and school-leavers absent at plantations (the length 
of this 11 last trip .. calculated as length to November 1980 for the absentees), 
and comparing to same calculation among their unschooled agemates and elders 
(those born 1945 or before), we arrive at the following figures: 

Months # Trips Avg.Mo./Tr. 

School Lvrs. 500.88 34 14.7 

Po roman 1237.50 43 28.8 

Elders . 469.00 27 17.4 

Schoo 1 l'eavers and the 11 o 1 der" group are similar in their averag.e behavior, 
and only spending half as much tir.1e per plantation-employment period as 
are the unschooled agemates. 

13 The local government councilor has a major debt outstanding with 
the Development Bank. He took his family to the plantation in 1980 to 
earn money to repay. The whole family was back at the end of the week, 
having earned enough to pay the PMV to come home. The Councilor says 
the recruiter promised big pay and said nothing about the lousy accomrr.oda
t ions they'd have to put up v~i th. The pay was small, the accommoda t i ens 
bad . They came back , and \~ i 1 1 no t go a g a i n . 

A local man, about 48 has gone to plantations three times in the 
last two years, never having gone before. He stayed for five months, 
two months, and two mo nths on these trips. His stat ed desire was to make 
money to pay back debts. He did not manage to do so, does not like 
plantations, and ha s decided to wait for his daughters to come of age-
nar.a r epona kopi "my coffee trees" he called them. No more alantaticns 
for ' ·m. 

local man about 40 went to Hagen in 1974, and stayed one month. 
He coula n•t sleep because young men stayed uo all night drinking and 
singing. He couldn't eat because people had to sleep in the pit for the 
fi ·re. :1e never ~tlent back . 
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14 I know of only one instance in which a man was run out of the 
village. This happened when he became more and more frequently accused 
of poisoning people, both inside and outside Ekerepa. Even he had the 
choice to go to a plantation or to his wife•s line. He chose the planta
tion. 

15 DB: Where do you get the money when you•re not working? 
PK: For example, if I have K2 and there are 10 boys around, 

change my K2 and give all 20t. We go to the market and each buy lOt 
worth of goods, then with the other lOt we gamble, hopin to v1in the rest 
with half of the crowd. At this moment I have nothing, but if I go to 
a place where they are playing, a friend will give me lOt and tell me to 
play on the other side. 

16 One local man explained to me why I should remain in Muli rather 
than returning to the USA: "Laip bilong ples em i isi. Yu mas i katim 
paiawut, tasol sapo~ yu laik, yu ken i sindaun nating Da toktok, o slip, 
o raunim, o pilai satu na kas." "life in the village is easy. You have tu 
cut firewood, but if you prefer, you can sit and do nothing, or sleep, or 
walk around, or gamble.'' (Tok oisin quote) 

17 Those wishing to continue to do business are advised by this 
informant to give their capital to a "strong man" who will not gamble-
advice · this fanner businessman failed to heed. Regular gamblers counsel 
that one should never bring all of one's money to the gambling circle. 
One explained that to do so was like asking a fire to burn only half a 
house. 

~ .,Density" of relations exploited is a measure adapted from the 
11 SOcial net\vOrk" literature--cf. Batt 1971; Barnes 1969. I have not 
calculated the precise numerical values here. The data as presented 
expresses the point sufficiently. 
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Chapter 5 

CONCLUSION 

From 1950 through 1980, a scant thirty years, Muli Ekerepa and the 

Ialibu Kewa have travelled the road from being an acephalic society unaware 

of much of the world ·around them to incorporation as democratically repre

sented participants in that world, tied to and directly effected by inter

national political and economic activities. In the previous chapters, I 

have described the historical process of the colonial Administration's 

attempts to engage Muli, 1 presented an analysis of the precapitalist mode 

of production which confronted the colonial adminstration in these attempts, 

and summarized Muli Ekerepa's efforts to incorporate forms of commodity

production, bisnis and wage labor, into that precapitalist mode of produc

tion, in order to address their growing need for access to cash and imported 

goods in the reproduction of their social life. In this conclusion I will 

draw together the threads of the developing class relations within which 

Muli Ekerepa produces, and the changing channels of access to cash and 

imported goods available to Muli. I 't~ill summarize the state of the class 

struggle. After discussing the significance of this study, I will close 

with my assessment of the principle vectors of change currently affecting 

the struggle to control ~·1ul i 's production and the prospects for deve1op

ment in the immediate future. 

Peasantization: Ke 1Ha Class and Clan 

In 1950~ Muli Ekerepa was a clan component of an acephalic society in 

which the social relations dominating production were those clan-man ties 
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and affinal ties described in Chapter 3. Individuals flowed among clan 

components of a regional system constituted as a moral community (as des-

cribed by Morauta 1974). Individuals influenced the flow of labor and out-

put through political manipulation of social ties and of ceremonial exchange 

relations. But there existed no structural appropriation of surplus labor 

or surplus product by one class from another. 

Colonial penetration and pacification altered Ialibu society by impos-

ing itself as a dominant class of government administrators, and by con-

stituting Ialibu clan society as one class within a larger system through 

this confrontation. The mechanism by which this imposition was accomplish~d 

was simple enough--superior military power~ aided by local ideology prizing 

men of power and wealth. 

Two effects of the imposition of colonial control were immediate. 

With the pacification of local clans, the principal means of precapi-

talist regulation · of access to land was replaced. Now co1onial administra-

tors, the kiaos, rather than warring clansmen, were the guarantors of that 

access. Maintenance of an important condition of social reproduction now 

lay in the hands of a dominant class. The second of these effects was the 

imposition of forced labor on a ~ommunity-by-corr.munity basis in the interes~ 

of infrastructural development. Labor power was appropriated by strictly 

political means--the threat of jail in. the absence of cooperation, i.e . , 

the use of force to appropriate labor. 

Polit i ca1 domination by the kiaps met with early resistance but 

legitimacy 1/Jas granted to that dominance~ eventua1ly, through b..;o processes . 

The ideological u nde~standing of power held by Ialibu Kewas inclined rh e~ 

to i nter:J t-et the obviously .;reater power of the ',1/hite intr"Jders as deri ·.,·, ~~ 
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from the support of stronger spirits than those supporting the Kewas. As 

had occurred in precolonial times, people heeded the ideas of thes.e powerful 

men and began the shift of allegiance to a new spirit--ending in the virtu

ally universal Christianization of local groups. 2 The abi1ity of the 

Europeans to use the counsel and support of their spirits to such obvious 

benefit accorded them the respect given to big-men, and the support of Kewa 

fo 11 ewers. 

Secondly, although the kiaps forced labor on the road crews, they 

also paid the laborers with imported goods, and later with cash. This was 

certainly not an attempt to provide equal exchange of value for the labor 

received. It was not recruitment of labor through payment. However, pay

went did soften the force evident in the situation, giving a return to 

labGrers for the ·efforts given to government projects, in effect paying 

back for support by redistributin~ colonial wealth. 

The establishment of colonial control transformed the social conditions 

under which rural producers worked. But the. Administration chose not to 

attempt to alter the basic relations of man-clan-land encountered in the 

region. Having guaranteed clan-land ties, but not man-land ties, the 

Administratio~ left 1oca1 producers dependent upon their ties to a clan for 

access to their means of slJbsistence and their means of production. This 

decision also meant that capital was not confronted by a class of landless 

proletarians. Capital (and its colonial agents) 1Has confronted instead 

with a population capable of producing its own needs, dependent only upon 

the will of the Administration to maintain clan access to land. The task 

of forcing sufficient labor supplies to work for capital on plantations in 

PNG 'r'iOuld have been enorr.\ous. The Administration did not attemot to 
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proceed with primitive accumulation in this manner. The struggle to inte-

grate and subordinate indigenous production to the needs of the world 

capitalist social formation ·Was carried out~ instead, in the process of 

comnoditi.zation of local economy, the eff0rt to increase indigenous con-

sumption of commodities so as to create pressure within the indigenous 

system for participation in commodity production. In this process, the 

colonial administration had assistance from returning labor migrants and 

the missions. 

The commoditization of Muli was begun through the imposed introduction 

of European goods into indigenous consumption. As noted above, labor on 

public works was forced .. Sut laborers were paid for the work, receiving 

such items as European salt, red paint, and beads. As missions moved into 

the region they brought other goods in pay for labor or for permission to 

~- proselytize a clan. As cash payments began, Ialibu missions introduced 
'· 

trade stores stocking a variety of goods. After the initiation of Ialibu 

participation in the Highlands Labour Scheme, returning migrants brought 

back a taste for imported goods. The goods themselves held appeal in 

their use-value--warmth in clothing and blankets, different and ' ••sweet 11 

( rende pia--Kewa--'it is SvJeet'/it tastes goo~) tastes in foods. Importee 

goods gained prestige, too, through their association with European culture. 

The eventual acceptance of these goods into Muli's patterns of consumption 

i s made clear ·n th e data on use of cash for tradestore purchases presente~ 

in Chapter 4. Mul i producers , too, developed t~at 11 inescapab1e need for 

cash .. reported by H0\-1lett { 1977: 3) from Goroka. 

This deve oped need for cash and imports led Muli Ekerepa to see~ out 

wa'JS of obta ~ ning t hem, and promp-ted the'li to resocnd ~os · · ~i ve::t to ·::::> ivni .; ~ 

·----~ 
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Administration talks on ways to develop the area, and to the opportunities 

available through the Administration to obtain these goods. 

The colonial kiaps controlled access to the direct means of acquiring 

cash and commodities. They provided these goods in exchange for labor on 

public works projects. They acted as the agents of private capital in 

rec.ruiting for migrant labor as part of the High:Tand·s Labour Scheme. They 

initiated cash-cropping and animal husbandry production for export markets. 

Through the mediation of the kiaps, Muli producers found themselves con

fronted by a new class--private capital, the 0\'iners of plantations and of 

transport and processing facilities for cash-crops. The flow of surplus

value out of Mu)i could now be accomplished through means of unequal 

exchange dependent upon low returns to labor and commodity-producing peasants 

relative to the world market value of the goods produced. At the same time, 

theseinvolvements increased the flow of cash and imported goods into Muli 

1 i fe. 

The nature of the goods obtained through involvement in commodity

production must not be ignored. As r•ve noted in Chapter 4, the simple 

fact of labor-saving is one incentive mentioned by Muli informants for 

purchasing foods rather than consuming one's own garden production. But 

we should note that the majority of commodities availab1e through the kiaps 

and corrmodity-production \<~ere imports--goods which \vere deerr:ed superior in 

various Nays to local goods, and which could not be produced locally. As 

the circulation of such goods increased, they in turn heightened the incen

tive to engage in production for corrmod i ty markets due to the una va i 1 ab i 1 i : ;' 

of these goods through locaJ production. The distinct use-value quali~ies 

of t he goods available from the Europeans, and the inability of ~uli :o 
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recreate the technical processes of producing those use-values, prevented 

Muli producers from totally dissociating with production for commodity 

markets, even after the initial imposition by the colonial Administration 

ended. This process of commoditization, by early imposition and then 

integration into indigenous consumption patterns, . accomplished the peasant-

ization of Muli. It became part of the process of continuing primitive 

accumulation by the colonial state and capital. Now, in . order to repro-

duce the social relations of production within which a family unit worked, 

it was necessary to gain access to the cash and imported goods brought by 

colonial penetration. 

The need of the peasantry for cash and imported goods in order to 

reproduce itse1f requires that the class of peasants, ~the aggregate, 

engage the classes of capital and government bureaucracy, the holders of 

the needed goods. As a class, the peasantry is relatively limited in its 

options for obtaining these go~ds. Wage-labor is available on plantations 

and in the mines, and sometimes through localized public works projects 

(see 3arnett, 1979, regarding the political manipulation of public funds 

by big men to direct availability of the rewards of public works to their 

own constituent clansmen). Cash-cropping and other bisnis involving com-

modity production, circulation or sales yields certain returns. The 

peasantry, as a class, must engage the commodity system in order to get the 

desired goods. 

Individual Muli peasant producers, or households, are not limited b/ 

this aggregate condition, however. The need to engage in . commodity pro-

duction is a need at the class level of ana'lysis. Th~ individual peasanr 

~as as furt~er options the ~xoloitation of intra-class mechanisms for 
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gaining access to cash and imported goods. It is not structurally neces s 

ary for a given individual to engage in commodity production. There are 

no rural proletarians in Muli. As W€ 1 Ve seen in the data presented in 

Chapter 4, the majority of cash obtained and expended by Muli informants 

flows through gift-giving, or sharing relations, not through commodity 

exchange. The extent to which this is the case is a measure of the con-

tinuing dominance of a precapitalist social structure based in the form 

of Melanesian exchange described years ago by Belshaw: 

~~Exchange is a fonn of satisfying ends which is supple
mentary to direct production. In considering early ~·1elan

esian· exchange, we must extend our concept of this term to 
cover the transfer of the right to use objects, temporarily 
or permanent 1 y, \vhether or not there is an immediate gui d 

· pro guo. For the most powerful incentive which prompted one 
man to let another use or obtain possession of his goods was 
the knowledge that, at some 1 a t.er date when occasion demand
ed, he could obtain a reciprocal favour. The custom of ulti
mate reciprocity, without which society could not have 
existed in its actual form, vitiates the conception of many 
economists as to the alternative to ·monetary exchange. This 
is often conceived to be instantaneous barter, which has 
the disadvantage that two people must, by some act of chance. 
be willing each to part with something that the other 
requires. Money is a means whereby a man may part with some
thing new, storing its exchange value until he ~equires a 
later purchase. But money is not necessary in a community 
whose members realize that they are so interdependent 
that they cannot afford to lose the good·will of the neigh
bours. For in such a society helpful acts are remembered 
and reciprocated .. (1954:10). 

·~uli has most definitely been a corrrnunity inhabited by persons who 

realize their interdependence. Residents of Muli are dependent upon ain-

tenance of good relations with the clan for protection of their access to 

the means of ~reduction. ~haring goods en the basis of delayed or "ulti-

mate 11 reciprocity, as per Belshaw 1
S discussion, is a mechanism \'lhich both 

provides a symbolic statement of interdependence and recreates that rela-

t i on s h i p w i t h e a c h g i f t . F :) o d , c i o t h i n g, 3. r. d house no 1 d .: co as ~ . e s il ~ ~ '2 ,_ 
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throughout the clan. Pigs, pearlshells, and \vomen tie men together across 

clan lines in a well-known ritualizedversionof ultimate reciprocity. 

In Muli, money, too, often functions as an object to be shared. In 

Muli, money has entered a social economy which is not driven solely by the 

need to commoditize and to deal formally with the value objectified in com-

modities produced. r~oney, like other goods, also circulates in a fonn of 

delayed or ultimate reciprocity. This allows a giver to store a relatively 

unquantified portion of social capital in the hands and minds of others. 

The .gift of money does not store its value in objectified labor-power. 3 

It creates an undefined store of drawing power agai~st the labor of others 

in an unequilibrated amount, as the situations of giving dictate and allow. 

In Muli, money, business and labor are all subordinated to the surviviing 

system of ultimate reciprocity. Money and imported gocds are available to 

many in the circulation of exchanges which cement local society. 

In the preceding paragraphs, I've defined the upper and lower limits 

to Muli 's integration as peasantry within the wor1d capitalist social for-

mation . At the upper limit of integration, a11. ~1u1i households ·,vould 

necessarily engage in commodity-production in order to ensure their repra-

duction. At the lower limit, no Muli households would engage in corrmodi~y-

product~on, relying instead on ties with other members of the peasantry to 

provide minimum needs for cash and imported goods through the mechanism of 

~elayed reci proca l exchange . The data in ..... hapter 4 show clearly that 

nei ther of these si·uations is the case. Th e felt needs of ~uli are noc 

m~t sol~ly through precapitalist reciprocal exchange ties. Neither do 

ai ~u1· c~sehoids feel <::ompelled to enter corrmodity-produc tio n. h~ 
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engaged in by 88% of Muli households. But barely 40% of Muli households 

report having p 1 anted 300 or more trees, the number· recommended by OP I as 

an economically viable grove. 

The pushes and pulls of life as a Muli peasant must be considered in 

accounting for individual variation in bisnis activity. The fact of being 

part of the peasantry reflects a need for cash~ but does not dictate the 

mechanism of acquisition or the intensity with which it must be pursued. 

In fact, many persons exist for long periods of time without entering 

commodity-production. Individuals responding to varying needs within their 

life cycles, varying social demands on their resources, and varying desires 

to gain status, engage in commodity-production with different intensities. 

It is beyond the scope of this study to account systema~ically for 

the variations to which I ' ve referred in the engagement of Muli residents 

in commodity-production. A few broad comments must suffice. Many persons 

have attempted bisnis in one form or another at some time during the period 

of colonialism or since. Many of these same persons, and others, have 

engaged in wage labor. All of these activities have been intermittent and 

rela t ively short-term (with the exception of the long absent labor migrants 

discussed in Chapter 4). It is very important in Muli life to maintain the 

respectability of one's name, as I've discussed in Chapter 3. Access to 

cash and imported goods has become, increasingly, a necessity in maintain i~? 

that respec tability. A man who never has money to share, never wears 

European clothes, never eats rice and fish, and who cannot reciproc3-e ~~e 

sharing of goods by those who do have these things, such a man ris~s beir.9 

treated as a ~~rubbish man,' 1 someone of l~sser status than others in the 

c·an. :c label someone '1 r ubbi sh 11 is an insult . To be so labelled ~:; 
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extremely embarassing and shaming. Many men seek ways of earning cash in 

order to maintain an economic state above some undefinable threshold of 

rubbish. But a man need not always have money, always wear new clothes, 

always eat rice and fish, etc., in order to maintain his local standing. 

Bisnis and redistribution of its proceeds need not be continuous. The 

structural position of a male Muli peasant prompts the 11 ordinary man" 

(one not se~king. to become a big man) to engage in cash-acquiring comrnodity-

production occasionally. He need not become a big man in business, and as 

we 1 Ve seen, in Muli he invariably has not. 

There have been a few men of Muli who have gone to far greater lengths 

to create growing bisnis, however. While all bisnis initiation has an 

entrepreneurial appearance, there are qnly a few examples of men attempting 

to gain status solely, or primarily, through the manipulation of bisnis 

~eans. These men might have become the initiators of incipient class 

differentiation with Muli. One) the~ of the Muli PMV, )eft Muli when 

he became the focus of sorcery accusations from both inside and outside 

the clan. He has not come back for several years. Another Loaya Yana, 

established the first tradestore and was one of the first to raise cattle. 

His social capital rose quickly as he redistributed proceeds with regular-

ity. He was elected Local Government Councilor. But gamoling losses, a 

loss of prestige ,~hen he ran afou.1 of a Development Bank loan, his inabi .1-

ity to provide pay for w0rkers on a cooperative coffee plot, have side-

tracked Loaya's rise. Hi s cor.tinuing redistributions depleted his s-ore, 

eliminating his financial base. He has not proven to be a trans fonnative 

1 0ca1 2n ... r~preneur. Laale Rud:.; is exper~ mentin g with an;,r.a1 husbandr j on 

a ery s:11al. scale, cnanneling .1 ~ignifica.nt oortion of che ·..,c;ges e 
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receives as employee at the Muli Sheep Project into these experiments. 

His failure to redistribute among sub-clan members led one to challenge 

his bisnis practices on the basis of clan-membership claims (Laale is one 

of the Ekerepa with some Petemerepa ties, see Chapter 3 above). The ques

tions raised about his rights to land made it imperative that he begin 

rechanneling resources into social investment (he did so in several appro

priate settings, killing one of his susu pigs on one occasion, purchasing 

'btJo sheep and ki 11 i nq them on anot.her). It wi 11 be some time before Loa 1 e 

might be in a position to separate himself from dependence on c1an and 

local gardening to maintain his social reproduction. Despite his full

time wage labor and his experiments with bisnis, Laale and family remain 

peasants at base. The locally recognized big man of Muli, Kama Okane, 

has thus far ignored business and used government affil.iation to help 

maintain his status. Kama served as a bosboi C•foreman 11 -TP) on various 

public works projects, manipulating work assignments and other favors to 

his benefit (including acquiring a wife, according to both he and his wife ). 

He has been a constable, Local Government Councilor, and now has settled 

1n as Village Court Magistrate, a position allowing him to help iocal 

offenders avoid imprisonment on occasion, as . we11 as controlling f~nes and 

1oc~l dispute resolution. None of these men (nor any others) has led the 

'day to class differ~ntiation within the clan, or bet'.ve~n Nuli and ot!'ler 

clans. Muli remains a unified class of peasants confronted by capita~ and 

government. There is little evidence of a successful ··siiTlr le re.oroducticn 

squeeze" as •t~e left the field. As it had under colonialis:n, ·;Jovernment 

played a maj or r0le in local ecnomy by con t rolling acc~ss to cash througn 

i~s public wo r ks projects, and its role in channeling cash-cropping effor~: 

:hru.t ~ n agricu1~ura1 ext2nsion p rogr~ms. Gist2.rtt capital iie1 .J ;:0ntr 'J l ·':J~ 
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plantation labor possibilities. But Muli had been able to resist the 

initiative in pyrethrum growing, deeming the return on labor investment to 

be too 1 ow. Peasants of neighboring groups he 1 d back coffee Sell es. for the 

same reason. Despite the recommendation of agricultural extension officers: 

no one has begun to use fertilizer or chemical aids in cash-cropping. 

Producers p~Y"efer to say .. nogat mani" ("I don't have money"-TP) and to con-

tinue producing in their own low cost fashion. Access to cash and goods 

through redistribution undermines the pressure to engage in direct commod-

ity-production. In 1981, as we left the area, r~ uli's resistance to the 

"squeeze" was more effective than government efforts to encourage more 

production. 

1uli Ekerepa has integrated cash and imported goods into its patterns 

of consumption. The reproduction of Muli 's relations of production has 

been partially commoditized. In order to meet its needs for cash and 

imported goods, Muli has incorporated wage-labor and bisnis into its array 

of productive activities. Tne &arms of bisnis and 1abor have been direc~ly 

shaped by government pol icy which has shaped the national economy and th e 

regional economy into a peripheral fonnation of the \'lorld capitalist socia1 

formation. The role of the Kewabe area ·n that economy remains primari1y 

tna t of abor reserve, · n the absence of deve opment of a vi ab 1 e cas h-

cropping al t ernative. 

rntegra ti on ·nto the wor ld capi ' alist system has altered the C:)ndi:·on.s 

of r?croduc ~·o n of Mu~ i ' s precapitalist mod~ of production. Sut these a1 -~r-

ations have not t}'ans formed the local social relations within Lr'lhicn pro-

Jc~ · o n ~akes olace. The pressures to al·er •hose relations are ~inima .. 

-. :: ~;~a is not .he focus of a~ter.ti on for e'th::r caoi ... c or ·;o vernme t . 
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Under current national circumstances, it seems that any pressure for change 

will have to arise locally. I'll discuss below the prospects of that occur

ring. Meanwhile, Muli Ekerepa plays its role in the peripheral economy, and 

w~intains its status as a PNG peasantry on the periphery of the periphery. 

Proper understanding of the creation and maintenance of peripheral 

capitalist formations requires the analysis of the · micro~rJduction systems 

operating ~'lithin those formations. Through the analysis of aspects of the 

political economy of Muli Ekerepa, a clan group in the Highlands of Papua 

t~ew Guinea, I have demonstrated that models of analysis derived from crit-

. ical political economy can be fruitfully applied to the study of these 

· micro systems, components of the world capitalist social formation. The 

concrete situation encountered in Muli was that of a peasantry involved to 

a low degree in commodity-production and business. I have used an analysis 

of the form of integration of l~uli 's precapitalist mode of production into 

the world capitalist social formation, in order to account for this low 

degree of involvement in commodity-production, at the level of a class 

analysis. 

Muli Ekerepa has been incorporated in the world system as a class of 

peasant producers. I have analyzed the process of formation of this class 

position and have focused on the 1:-0rm of integration of corrmodity ~-roduc. 

tion into .1ul i production resulting from that process. The model of anal y

s i s described in Chapter 1 led me to focus on the processes of product:on 

in Mul i, the social relations. \'lithin which those processes occur, and tl1 e 

conditions of reproduction of that combined structure, the mode of produc

tion present in Muli. 

We have seen in the analysis, that the precapitalist mode or 
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production 1//h i ch organized i~u 1 i po 1 i ti ca 1 economy in the pre co 1 on i a 1 

period, was maintained as the principal form of production after the impo

sition of colonial control. Maintenance of the precapitalist structure 

as the mode within which commodity production would be encouraged, that 

is, the policy of peasantization carried out by the colonial Administration 

in Ialibu, carried with it implications affecting the ability of colonial 

government and capital to appropriate the surplus labor or surplus-value 

produced by these peasants. · This dissertation has focused on analysis of 

the structural effects of the concrete class situation in Muli on the 

degree and form of participation in commodity-production by Muli Ekerepa. 

In the analysis of the integration of Muli 's precapitalist mode of 

production into the already peripheralized capitalist fo~ation of the 

' PNG enconomy, I have had to consider the . condition~ set on Muli production 

by systems external to Muli's control, including: 

(1) colonial and nationa1 . government politics by which PNG 

developmen~ policy has been set, limiting clan commodity 

production possibilities to a narrow array of export 

products; 

(2) international market activity and economic agree~~nts 

altering th·e context of development policy decision

making; and 

( 3) go1ernment policy in which developiT'Ent activities are, or 

were, initiated, but in which consistent follow-up ana 

support are missing. 

au~, as the analysis has shown, not the least of ~he social factors con

t;iouting to rhe reproduction of the 1arger peripheral fo~at~cn s ~ ~e 
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class position of Muli Ekerepa itself. The maintenance of Muli 's precapi

talist relations of production as the relations within which Muli •s commodity

production is performed dictated that bisnis would be incorporated into local 

production activities in subordination to the reproduction of those precap

italist relations of production. The ability to do bisnis in Mu1i has its 

own preconditions. As we 1 ve seen, the maintenance - requirements of those 

preconditions often led to an end to bisnis activity by a i~uli individual. 

Through the analytical model guiding this study, I have been able to 

present an analysis of the determining effects of class position in the 

decision-making of potential Muli bisnis persons. I have been able to 

account for the aggregate pattern of bisnis and wage-labor through this 

analysis. 

Analysis of the process of commoditizing the Muli precapita1iSt mode 

of production lends weight ·to the position elaborated in Chapter 1 that 

studies of peripheral formations benefit from consideration of the specific 

class relations internal to those formations, and from the analysis of the 

conditions effecting the reproduction of the modes of production integrated 

into peripheral formations of the ·,<~orld capitalist system. The flow of 

surplus-value from periphery to center is certainly accomplished through 

the incorporation into Muli life of commodity-production. This incorpora

tion, too, had its preconditions~ however. The imposition of colonial 

Administration development of a need for commodities through non-co•r~.oai 

t~zed introduc tion of European goods into local consumption, integra ti on 

of Aul i •s precapital ist mode of production into the co1onial system _hr~ug ~ 

the transformation of its condition of reproduction, but not its interna 1 

str~c~vre, colonial e x pioitat~on of Ialibu 1abor-power thr0ug~ force :~ 
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create the geographic infrastructure necessary to enlarged exploitation of 

local labor resources by expatriate capital, each of these were necessary 

to enabiing the co~oditization of Muli 's social reproduction. 

This cas_e study of Muli Ekerepa's integration into the world capitalist 

system through the peasantization of its precolonial, prel.apitalist mode of 

production, contributes to our knowledge and understanding of the periphera1 

formations of the world capitalist social format.ion. In the case of this 

peasantry in Papua New Guinea, we find an instance of capitalist dominance 

of a pr-ecapitalist mode of production through economic means, in accord 

with Bernstein's theoretical considerations of African peasantries. Capital 

attacks the precapitalist mode by commoditizing the reproduction of its 

social relations of production. The process of constituting the relations 

of production remains apparen!ly non-economic, in Muli based on the rela-

tions of marriage and clan-membership and the forms of sharing and exchange 

attending these relations. But to the degree that maintaining these social 

relations of production is dependent on use of goods available primarily 

·~ 
through commodity-exchange, this form of exchange penetrates the reproduc-

tion of those social relations within which precapitalist production occurs. 

Commodity-exchange becomes the condition of peasant production, production 

apparently taking place within social relations constituted by non-economic 

mechanisms. 

As this commoditizations grows, the possibilities for direct control 

of peasant production grm-.r, as capital seeks to squeeze that production in 

'.-Jays such as those theorized by Bernstein. i~uli 1 5 low degree of corrunoditi-

zation of the conditions of reproduction of its precapitalist mode of 

nr0duct i on have allowed 1ul i oroducers to escape any strong e;fects of 
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a squeeze. 

In the final section of this work, I \vill look briefly at Muli •s pros

pects for political economic transformation. 

Mu1i Peascnts: Prospects for Transformation 

I will close this study with a brief consideration of the prospects 

for transfonnation of the class relations within which Muli Ekerepa. produces. 

It is beyond the scope of my data to discuss national and international 

conditions. I will restrict myself to those forces within Muli impinging 

directly on the responses of local producers to the system around them. 

What, then, might bring about the internal differentiation of the peasantry 

reported as occurring elsewhere in PNG? 

As we've seen, the point of struggle for control of Muli •s production 

is in the degree to \1/hich Muli depends upon cash and comrrodity exchange 

for the reproduction of its social life. The lm'-1 degree of commoditization 

currently characterizing Muli •s mode of production limits the need to engage 

in commodity production, and consequently limits the need of individual 

producers to attempt to break the bonds of precapitalist peasant relations 

of production currently dominating Muli. 

There are tv10 dimensions of social pressure manifest in ~uli which may. 

in time, lead to an increase in the corro1oditization of :'>1uli's political 

economic reproduction, and to increasing local tensions to the point of 

transformation of uli's relations of production. Both focus on the same 

group within Muli--young adult males, and the even younger males growing 

up to join them. 

-ne young adult males of Muli, including those aged approxi mately 
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15-25 years old in 1980-81, were the first group of Muli Ekerepas to par-

ticipate in formal education. The school, despite any hopes to the contrary 

(see Weeks and Gutherie n.d. regarding such hopes), has been seen by Muli 

residents as a modernizing institution. Youths attending school were 

taught about, and oriented to, a European-based, urban society. Their 

aspirations and expectations were shaped accordingly. These young men ~1ere 

also among the first in Muli to grow up in a world which always tncluded 

commodities, government, cities, plantations. These youths were the people 

who most frequently complained about the difficulty of remaining clean in 

the village, of the lack of nice clothing. They and the youths following 

after them begin with expectations of a life different from those of •heir 

elders. With continued expansion of education, better developed communi-

cations media and advertising, these youths are susceptible to pressure 

to commoditize in ways that their e1ders are not. 

The second dimension of building pressure comes from within Muli 

society. I've referred to it in Chapter 4 when discussing labor migration. 

Muli as a p_easant society holds out to youth the possibility of partial 

self-support, in a way far larger than was available in precolonial society. 

The role of youths in precolonial society production was essentially to 

accompany their fathers--heip cut firewood, clear gardens, previae supoort 

in the event of warfare. A youth did not have an important role in either 

providing his daily subsistence or in building the wealth for the first 

impor t ant ceremonial exchange of his adult life, bridewealth for his ~ifo. 

Now, young men can do both. Through wage labor they can buy food for them-

se1ves and their families. They can, too, lay aside wealth or give i~ -~ 

t!leir fat~e rs, fo: bride·l'!ealth. Parental pressure !,•Jas rnan:fes: 1n 50'11° 
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Muli families to go a11~ do either or both. There is no accepted way for 

a· Muli parent to force his or her son to leave Muli to go to work. But 

mothers have complained aloud of the burden laid upon them. by the respon

sibility to provide food for grown sons. Fathers and older brothers urge 

young men to begin saving for their marriage. As we've see, youths often 

simply shrug off the suggestions. But they feel the pressure, and some

times respond by leaving the~ to go to work on a plantation. Even 

when they do not bring back riches, they have had one more taste of the 

pleasures of the city--the beer, foods, and clothing they listed as the 

pleasures of having money. 

The· combination of these factors .is the strongest pressure on any 

group within Muli pushing the members of the group into further commodity 

production. As these young men age·, there may be those among them who 

refuse to accept the limits to entrepreneurial activities set by the 

current precapitalist mode of production. Sut this development requires 

time. These young men, and those now in school in Muli, are several yea~s 

away from being old enough to be effective leaders--within the clan. 

Meanwhile, Muli Ekerepa voices its own plan for development. Muli 

residents want a road to development which offers them a higher standard 

of living. They want someone to demonstrate to them how business might 

be car~ied on without inevitably dissolving in the face of local social 

responsibilities to redistribute ones wealth. They \-/ant a road to develo9-

ment which builds on knowledge currently available to them. Muli 's loudes _ 

cry is for the government to send a kamoani. ".~age labor in Muli" is .f1:J1i's 

own de•te1opment theme. ''Give us a kamoani." >1u1i wants outside capital 

to en~er tne arc~ and to establish a buslness, a kamoani. This "company'' 
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is conceived as a plantation, the model of externally-based enterprise 

with which Ekerepa is most familiar. There is a c1ear logic to Muli 's 

policy. A kampani located in Muli or its vicinity would: 

(1) provide the opportunity for working close to home. No member of 

Ekerepa would be required to leave the clanrs land. This would reduce the 

danger felt for each absent member of the clan. Clansmen living in iso-

lated, unprotected situations are vulnerable to the attacks of the clan's 

enemies; 

(2) give immediate access to an individual's earnings on the part of 

his relatives. In -the early days of .the Highlands Labour Scheme, Ialibu 

area residents complained that their absentee workers received their exit 

pay in Mount Hagen. This allowed the men to spend all of the money before 

coming back home. Relatives argued that in this fashion, the income was 

lost to the community. A company in Muli would pay its workers in Muli, 

and the money would be used locally; 

(3) teach Muli how to run business better, through its demonstration 

effect. Infonnants envisioned that some persons, those who ~'/anted to '.·;or'" 

would enter employment with the company, observe operations, and later :>e 

knmvledgeable en.ougrs to either begin their o~<Jn business or buy the orig-

inal business. It 't-~as fel~ that 1"1ul· needed to be assisted in this oroces:; 

(4) allow ~~li residents to work when they feel the desire or need 

for cash. ~~ark opportunity would be readilJ available :n ~he local set•in~; 

and 

(5) create a market for loc2l produce. Persons who have gone c~f r:o 

plantations know •hat many ~orkers must buy ~reduce f~om loca~ garde~ers 
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that the same would be true in Muli. Here would be an outlet for goods 

that Muli knows how to make. Muli gardens and Muli stores would flourish. 

The National Development Strategy (National Planning Committee 1976) 

explains why Muli's kampani is unlikely to come. In the meantime, Muli 

residents continue to engage in wage labor as it becomes available, pri

marily through the government roadwork contracts. -This work does little 

to develop new patterns of economic behavior in Muli, and it does little 

to develop the locale even through the ir.flux of capital. However, it is 

the cash-obtaining activity most closely matching the hopes just described 

for 11 companyn or 11 plantation 11 work in the Mul i area. Under Works and 

Supply roadwork, there is no input required but physical labor. Money can 

be acquired while remaining in Muli. There is no risk to an investment. 

The whole community has access to the laborer receiving the wages. The 

money circulates first in Muli, not Hagen or the coast. The drawbacks of 

this work include the relatively few jobs provided, the short length of 

time allowed for wage receipt (contracts usually being limited to thr~e 

months), and the failure to draw outside labor into the Muli marketing 

area. 

Muli values the availability of wage labor. It interferes least 

·11ith other dimensions of local life, if it is available loca1ly. Sus~ness 

opens doors to status, as well as cash, but involves high risk. Labor 

provides low-risk access to money with no other demands. Mu1i wants a 

kamoani to bring expanded labor opportunities to the area because this 

mode of production is most compatible with the continuing dominance o~ 

and maintenance of their precapita~ i st mode, and ·allows them ~o oetter 

exploit the worl a of c~sh th rough the precapi t alist sy<.:tem of garden in'; . 
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Muli voices its desire for kamoani at every opportunity. Meanwhile, Muli 

Ekerepa continues its intermittent involvements in business. It sends its 

sons to plantations, exhorting them to bring back money. It educates its 

children and hopes that they will bring wealth and status to the c1an. It 

looks for ways to raise the material standard of living in Muli without 

radically altering the labor input required or the social relations within 

which they produce. It continues to plant coffee and awaits the maturation 

of its trees. ~1ul i waits on the periphery of the periphery. The coffee 

is coming. The kamoani is not. 

Notes on Chapter 5 

1 I have made only passing reference to the history of influence in 
Ialibu by Christian missionaries and by educational agencies. The con
straints of field si!e, time, and money limited my ability to broaden my 
research to include these domains of investigation. Such considerations 
remain ta be addressed in constructing a comprehensive analysis of t he 
in·corporatior. of Muli and its neighbors into .the world capitalist system. 
Regarding the effects of education on Muli ' s development, see Burkins and 
Krause (1982). For consideration of mission activities throughout the 
Southern Highlands Province, see Robin (1980, 1982). Susan Hecht has 
succinctly sufffilarized the history of education policy in Papua Ne•.-i Gui na, 
and the re l at i ons between government and missions in delivering educat ·or. 
ser~ices in the Southern Highlands ( 1981). 

2 When such sh.ifts of allegiance occur, belief in the existence in 
the spirits previously served does not end. Those spirits simply become e
noree. Att::na ing to t he ··subsistence" requ i re:.1ents of a strong spir·t ( pi g ~ 

for preco 1on i a l spirits; pra yers an d church attendance for t he ne•t1 spir it, at- rcc:: · 

its supoort. in guaranteeing one ' s prosperity ana nealth. rt is the demons t ra t ed 
pov1er and pros perity of the Euro9ea-ns that made it ciear to the Ial ibu Ke ~t1as : ha t 

Eur8pean spiritual back i ng was superior and worthy of fo l low i ng. 

3 Although t he money does c2rry this value ·t~i th it and can a lways ~2 
con•;ert ed eas ily into a corrrnodity, unlike cer t ain other .:..oke ns of sJc i 3 ~ 

va lue in ritualized delayed rec i procal exchanges. ~en have attempted ~ ~e 

CQnversi on of shells into cash for weeks on end, to no ava il . 
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